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CARLSTRASSE.

LIMITED.

INTEODUCTION.

The

present

the

is

first

part of a general work, compiled for the

Government, and published under its authority, on the Fauna of
British India and its dependencies.
A few details respecting this

may

larger vTork

serve as a preface to the introductory observations

on the Mammalia.
The large additions made

to our

now about

during the period,

knowledge of Indian Zoology

a quarter of a century, that has

elapsed since the appearance of Jerdon's 'Birds' and

and Giinther's
that a

new

Eeptiles

'

have for some time rendered

'Mammals'
it

desirable

manuals should be prepared. The
State for India in Council, upon the recommendation

series of descriptive

Secretary of
of the

'

Government

of India, gave his sanction, in 1883, to a plan

for the preparation of the

works most urgently required, and en-

trusted the editorship of the series to the present writer.
various causes the appearance of the

From

work has been delayed, but

hoped that the principal difficulties have now been overcome.
For the present, it is proposed to restrict the publication to the
Vertebrata, and to complete the work in seven volumes of about
500 pages each. One of these volumes will contain the Mammals

it is

(the present issue

is

only a half-volume), three will be required

for the Birds, one for Eeptiles

and Batrachians, and two for

Fishes.

The authorship of the volumes on Fishes has been undertaken
by Mr. F. Day, CLE., Deputy Surgeon-General, author of the
Fishes of India
the Reptilia and Batrachia will be described
by Mr. G. A. Boulenger, author of the recently publislied BritishMuseum Catalogues of Batrachia and Lizards; whilst the Birds
will, it is hoped, be taken in hand by Mr. E. W. Gates, author
of the Birds of British Burmah.'
The Mammals remain to be
'

'

'

;

iv

INTRO])UC"ri()N.

described by the Editor.

on Mammalia

is

written,

The greater part of the second half-volume
and muclb progress has been made with

other parts of the work, so that there

all

is

every prospect of the

\yhole being issued in the course of the next few years.
The limits adopted for the fauna are those of the dependencies

of India, with the addition of Ceylon, which, although British,

not under the Indian Government.
fined are comprised
Sind, Baluchistan,

all

all

India proper and the Himalayas, the Punjab,
the Kashmir territories, with Gilgit, Ladak,

Nepal, Sikhim, Bhutan,

&c.,

is

"Within the limits thus de-

and other Cis-Himalayan

States,

Assam and Burma, such as the Khasi
and Naga hills and Manipur, the whole of Burma, with Karennee
and, of course, Tenasserim and the Mergui Archipelago, and, lastly,
j\ssam, the countries between

Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Afghanistan, Kashgaria, Tibet,
Yunnan, Siam, and the Malay Peninsula south of Tenasserim are
excluded.
A few States, such as Nepal and Bhutan, at present
nat accessible to Europeans, are comprised, because it would be
the

difficult to leave

found

them out;

scarcely an animal occurs in either not

also in British territories or in protected

States, such ls

Silvhim

The whole

of India

and

its

dependencies, with the exception of the
is included in the

higher Himalayas and Trans-Himalayan tracts,

Oriental Region, one of the six great zoological regions* into which
the terrestrial surface of the globe was divided by Sclater, whose

views have been adopted by Wallace and others.

and

Pal.Tarctic genera are intermixed with

Several Ethiopian

forms characteristic of

the Oriental Eegion in North-western India^ and some of these
forms range throughout the Peninsula, but not further to the
eastward.

The

division of the area into zoological subregions

difficult,

is

somewhat

the affinities of the different subdivisions being compli-

* These six zoological regions are the following
I.

PakearctiG

Europe, Africa north of the Sahara, and Asia north of the

:

Himalayas.
II.

EUdoplan

Africa south of the Saharar.

:

III. Oriental: India

as far east

q,s

and South-eastern Asia, with the Malay Archipelago,

Java, Bali, Borneo, and the Philippines.

IV. Australian:

Australia, Celebes,

New

Guinea,

New

Zealand, and the

islands of the Pacific.

V. Nearctic: America north of the Tropic of Cancer.
VI. Neotropical

For

further

Aniiiial>.'

:

Central and ScJuth America.

particidars,

see

Wallace's

'Geographical

Distribution

of

introductio:n^.
cated.

and

The following subregions may be accepted

as approximately correct
'fihetan.

I.

V
as convenient

:

The Upper Indus

valley (Gilgit, Ladak, &c.)

and

the higher Himalaya above 12,000 or 14,000 feet.
II. Ilimalaijaa.

The southern

slopes of the Himalaya, from the

base to about the limit of trees.
III. Indian. India from the base of the Himalaya to Cape
Comorin, with the exception of the Malabar coast, but with the

addition of IS'orthern Ceylon.

IV. Malabar or Ceylonese. The Malabar coast and the neighhills as far north as the Tapti river, together with Southern

bouring
Ceylon.

V. Burmese. All

Burma

Assam and

addition of

except South Tenasserim, and with the

the intervening countries.

VI. South Tenasserim.

This

is

the northern extremity of the

Malay Peninsula

great Indj-Malayan subregion, comprising the

and several

Some

of the islands.

of these

may

require further subdivision.

of the North-west Provinces

and Punjab

differs

Thus the fauna

considerably from

that of Southern India, and both areas exhibit zoological distinc-

from the forest-clad tracts of South-w^estern Bengal. There is
difference between the animals of Pegu and Arakan, on
the one hand, and those of the drier regions of Upper Burma on
the other and even greater distinctions may be traced betw een
those found in the subtropical and those inhabiting the temperate
rr'gions of the Himalaya.
On the other hand, the subtropical
Himalayas were united with the Burmese subregion by Wallace,
and the two are, perhaps, zoologically more allied to each other
than to any other subregion.
tions
also

much

;

It

is

well to notice that the Tibetan subregion

is

Pal?earctic,

whilst the other five subdivisions are included in the Oriental

Region.

The preceding remarks apply
in general

;

fication of

'Paunaof

to the

British India'

the following relate to the present volume.

Mammals

here

adopted was proposed

The

classi-

by Professor

Flower in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London
for 1883, pp. 178-186.
The arrangement is but slightly modified
from that employed by the same author in the last (ninth) edition of

the

Although
best

'

Encyclopaedia Britannica

this classification

is,

'

(Article "

so far as I

am

Mammalia

").

able to judge, the

hitherto published, there are, as will be mentioned in the

INTRODUCTION.

VI

proper places, several questions on which wide differences of
Thus many excellent naturalists regard as of

opinion exist.

such as, for instance, the Lemuroidea
by Professor Flower as suborders.
The descriptions of the genera and species in the following
pages have been taken from specimens, whenever any were accesordinal rank subdivisions

and

sible

Pi'oboscidea, classed

,:

few cases in which, for want of available specimens,

in the

the characters are copied from descriptions by previous writers,
the fact

is

sources,

and,

The measurements

stated.

whenever

possible,

are taken from various

dimensions

of

freshly-killed

animals, or, in the case of the smaller forms, of perfect examples

preserved in

spirit,

body from the
length of the

The length

have been selected.

of the

head and

tip of the nose to the insertion of the tail

tail

are naturally of

little

these two dimensions are given,

and the

value w hen taken from skins

when

;

possible, in the following

measurement being without the hair, if data are
Other measurements often cited are those of the ear,
usually from the crown of the head, sometimes from the external
base or from the orifice, and of the pes or hind foot, including the
tarsus, from the joint corresponding to the heel in man and the hock
in a horse to the end of the longest toe, the claws not being included,
In particular cases other dimenunless their inclusion is specified.
pages, the

tail

available.

sions are added, for instance the forearm in bats.

Two measurements

of the skull are generally given

:

— the

length, from the anterior or lower margin of the foramen

basal

magnum

to the anterior border of the premaxillaries, the incisor teeth not

and the zygomatic breadth, across the widest part
The extreme length of the skull sometimes recorded is either from the posterior surface or from the
supraoccipital to the end of the premaxillaries, or, in some skulls,
to the end of the nasals.
The notes on distribution and habits are compiled from various
writers, especially from the works of Jerdon, Blyth, Hodgson (inclusive of the MS. notes on his drawings in the Zoological Society's
being included

;

of the zygomatic arches.

library),

Elliot, Kelaart, Tickell (also including his

MS.

notes),

Sterndale, McMaster, Eorsyth, Sanderson, and others, supplemented

by

my own

observations during a residence of more than 20 years

which time, whilst employed in the GreoSurvey of the country, I visited many parts of India and

in India, in the course of
logical

Burma, and became acquainted with most
their native haunts.

of the wild animals in

INTRODUCTION.

YU

IJvTliOlJUCTTOlN'.

INTROJ)UCTION.

The synonymy has been tlioroughly
tions having

been consulted in every

ix

revised, the original descrip-

case.

A

list

of the principal

works quoted, with their abbreviated titles, is appended.
The
British-Museum catalogues by Dr. Gray are referred to as seldom
as possible, because of their inaccuracy.

of the mistakes
cially,

may

made by Indian

A considerable proportion

naturalists, in

nomenclature espe-

be traced to these catalogues.

.a sketch of mammalian
The accompanying woodcuts of a lion's skeleton and of
a dog's skull will suffice to show the names and position of the
principal bones.
Yor further details with regard to the skeleton

Space does not permit the addition of

anatomy.

the student will do well to consult Flower's

'

Introduction to the

Osteology of the Mammalia,' from which, by permission of the
author and publishers, the woodcuts of a dog's skull are taken.

Eor the anatomy of the soft parts no similar compendium exists a
sketch will be found in the article " Mammalia " in the Encyclopaedia Britannica,' but a general work on mammalian anatomy is
still wanted.
The teeth have been treated in separate works by
Owen, Giebel, and others. Here it is only necessary to say that they
are divided into incisors, canines, premolars, and molars; that the
three first-named are, as a rule, preceded in the young mammal by
milk or deciduous teeth; that the upper canine is the tooth behind
the premaxillary suture or in contact with it, and the lower canine
the tooth that, when the jaws are closed, comes immediately in
front of the upper canine
the teeth in front of the canines are
incisors, those behind premolars and molars.
;

'

;

It will be difficult within the limited space available for

me

to

acknowledge the assistance of all who have aided me in preparing
the present work.
I am indebted particularly to General R.
Strachey and Col. Yule, and equally so to Professor Elower and
Dr. Gunther for aid most liberally given on all occasions, also to
Mr. P. L. Sclater, Dr. J. Anderson, Sir J. Eayrer, Prof. A. Js^'ewton,

Mr. A. Hume, Prof. Mivart, Mr. J. Scully, Sir O. B. St. John,
Col. J. Biddulph, Mr. Davison, Captain Bingham, Mr. W. Daly,
Eev. S. Fairbank, Mr. Wood Mason, Mr. W. L. Sclater, Mr. H.
E. Watson, the late Mr. L. Mandelli, and Mr. J. Murray, for
assistance of various kinds.
Above all I am under obligations to
Mr. G. E. Dobson and Mr. Oldfield Thomas, not merely for the
great extent to which this work has been facilitated by their
writings, but also for advice and information of many kinds and
on numerous occasions. But for Mr. Dobson's researches amongst
the Chiroptera and Insectivora, the labour of preparing a work on
Indian Mammalia would have been greater by at least one third.
b

INTEODFCTTOX.

X
I have also to
ally

granted to

acknowledge with gratitude the permission

me by

the Trustees of the British

liber-

Museum, the

Zoological Society, Messrs. Macmillan and Co., and Messrs. Black

and

Co., of Edinburgh, to publish copies of

their publications.

quoted in each case.

woodcuts taken from

The work from which the cut

is

taken

is

Several of the illustrations are, by permis-

sion of the Zoological Society, taken from drawings by the late

and from the superb collection made by Mr. B. H.
Hodgson, both of \A'hich series are now in the Society's Library.
The majority of the cuts are copied, from drawings by Mr. R.
E. Holding and Mr. P. J. Smit, by the Typographic Etching
Company's process.
Col. Tickell,

xi

THE PRINCIPAL WORKS QUOTED IN
THE SYNONYMY.

LIST OF

A. M. N. H.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History.

London, 1838-1888.

Anderson, An. Zool. Res. Anatomicjii and Zoological Researches, coinprising an account of the Zoological Results of the two Expeditions to
Western Yunnan in 1868 and 1875, &c. By John Anderson, M.D. Edin.
London, 1878.
Anderson, Cat. Catalogue of Mammalia in the Indian Museum,
By John Anderson, M.D., F.R.S., &c. Calcutta, 1881.
As. Res.

Society.

Blyth,

Calcutta, 1788-1836.

Asiatic Researches.

Blyth, Cat.

Catalogue of the

By Edward

Mam.

Calcutta.

in the Museum
Calcutta, 1863.

Mammalia

Blyth, Curator.

Birds Burma.

By

of the Asiatic

Catalogue of Mammals and Birds of Burma.
Extra Number to the Journal of

Hertford, 1875.
the late E. Blyth.
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. xliv.

Calc. Jour. N.

H

Calcutta Journal of Natural History.

Calcutta, 1841-

1848.

Dobson, Cat. Chir. B. M. Catalogue of the Chiroptera in the
of the British Museum
By G. E. Dobson. London, 1878.
Dobson, Mon. As. Chir.

Monograph

Dobson, M.A., M.B.. &c.

Dobson, Mon.
anatomical.

A Monograph

Erxl. Syst. Reg. An.

Fischer.

Mam.

Classis

Synopsis

I.

Mammalia.

Mammalium.

Systema Rcgni Animalis

Lipsije, 1777.

Auctore Johanne Baptista

Caroli A. I/inne &e. Systema Natur.T, editio decima

LipsiiE, 1788.

tertia.

8l

By

StuttgardtitB, 1821).

Gmelin, Syst. Nat.

Gray

of the Felida?, or family of the Cats.

lo. Christ. Polyc. Erxleben,

classes, ordines, &c.

Fischer, Syn.

E.

London, 1883.

Daniel Giraud Elliot

per

By G.

London, 1876.

A Monograph of the Insectivora, sjstematic and
Ins.
By G. E. Dobson. London, Pt. I, 1882, Ft. 11,^1883.

Mon. FeL

Elliot,

of the Asiatic Chiroptera.

Collection

Hardw.

selected

Gray.

Hist. Nat.

Illustrations of Indian Zoology, chiefly
111. Ind. Zool.
from the collection of Major-General Hardwicke, by John Edward
London, 1830,

Mam.

des Maramiferes, avec des figures
auimaux vivans par M. Geolfroy
Frederic Cuvier. Paris, 1819-1842.

Histoire Naturelle

originales, coloriees, dessinees d'apres des

Saint-Hilaire et par

Horsfield, Cat.

A

M.

Catalogue of the

East India Company.

Horsfield, Res. Java.
islands.

By Tliomas

By Thomas

Mammalia
Horsfield.

in the

Museum

of the

Hon.

London, 1851.

Zoological Researches in Java
Horsfield.
London. 1824.

and

tlie

neighbouring

AVORKS QUOTED.

xii

Illiger,

J.

et

Berolini, 1811.

A. S. B.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Jerdon, Mam. The Mammals of
known to inhabit Continental
&e.

Mamnmliimi

Caroli lUigeri D., Prodroinus Systeinatis

Prod.

Avium.

India.
India.

Calcutta, 1831-1887.

A

natural history of the animals
By T. C. Jerdon, Surgeon-Major,

Eoorkee, 1867.

Kelaart, Prod.

Prodroinus Faunas Zeylanica^
Zoology of Ceylon. By E. F. Kelaart, M.D.

Kerr, An. King.

;

being Contributions to the
Ceylon, 1852.

The Animal Kingdom or Zoological System of the
Class I. Mammalia.
By Eobert Kerr.

celebrated Sir Charles Linnaeus.
London, 1792.

L. Syst. Nat.

Caroli A. Linn6, Systema Naturn?, editio duodecima reformata.

Holmiai, 17GG.

Mad. Jour.

L. S.

Madras Journal

of Literature

and

Madras,

Science.

1833-1864.

M.-Edw. Hecll. Mam.

Becherches pour servir a I'histoire naturelle des
Paris,
et Alphonse Milne-Edwards.

Mammiferes par H. Milne-Edwards
1868-1874.

Yerhandelingen over de natuurlijke
8l Schleg. Verhandl.
Geschiedenis der Nederlandsche overseesche bezittingen. Salomon Miiller
and Hermann Schlegel. Leiden, 1839-1844.

Muller

Pallas, Glires.
Sim. Pallas.

P. A. Si B.
1887.

P. Z. S.

Novae species Quadrupedum e Glirium ordine, auctorePetro
Erlangae, 1784.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Calcutta, 1865(Before 1865, the Proceedings were incorporated in the Journal.)

London, 1830-

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London.

1887.

Schreb. Saugeth..

Die Siiugethiere in Abbildungen nach der Natur mit
Beschreibuijgen von Dr. Johann Christian Daniel Schreber.
Erlangen,
1775-1792. Vols. V. and VI., by Dr. Johann Andreas Wagner, 1835 and
1836.

Temminck, Mon. Mam.
Tcmminck.
Tr. Z. S.

Monographies de Mammalogie.

Par C.

J.

Paris, 1827-1841.

Transactions of the Zoological Society of London.

London, 1833-

1888.

Wagner, Schreb. Saugeth. Supp.
von Dr.
Wagner.

J.

C. D.

von Schreber

Die Siiugethiere in Abbildungen &c.
von Dr. Johann Andreas

fortgesetzt

Erlangen, 1840-1855.

Mam. Scientific Eesults of the Second Yarkand Mission, based
upon the Collections and Notesoftlie late Ferdinand Stoiiczka. Mammals.

Yark. Miss.,
By W.

T. Blanford.

Zimm. Geog. Gesch.

—

Calcutta, 1879.

Geograpl)ische Gcschichte der Menschcn und dor

allgenieih verbreiteten vierfii&^igen Thiere, von E. A.
Leipzig, 1778.

W. Zinimernumn.

MAMMALIA.
Mammals are warm-blooded Vertebrate animals that nourish their
young with milk secreted by the females in glands situated in pairs
on the under surface of the body. All, with a very few exceptions
(chiefly Cetacea), are covered with hair.
The great majority possess teeth, and the higher forms are heterodont, or furnished with
the
teeth of different kinds, and diphyodont, or bearing two sets
first, known as milk or deciduous teeth, generally coming into use
at birth or soon after, and being subsequently replaced by a second
or permanent set.
Most mammals possess two pairs of limbs like
other normal vertebrates, and the terminal extremities of these

—

limbs, with but few exceptions, are furnished with nails, claws, or
The thoracic cavity, containing the lungs, is completely

hoofs.

separated by the diaphragm from the abdomen.
The class MammaHa is divided into the following subclasses

:

A. Oviparous, both genito-urinary passage and anus opening into
a cloaca.

PROTOTHEEIA, Ornithodelphia or Monotremata.

I.

B. Viviparous, genito-urinary orifice external and distinct from
anal *.
a.

'No allantoid placenta f.

METATHERIA,

II.
b.

An

Didelphia or Marsupialia.

allantoid placenta.

EUTHERIA, Monodelphia

III.

or Placentalia.

Of the subclasses the Prototherla or Monotremata are peculiar to
the Australian region, whilst the Metatheria or Marsupialia are
only found in the same region and in America (chiefly in South
America).
The Eutlieria or Placentalia comprise, according to
Professor Flower's latest classification, nine orders, all represented
in India.

These orders may be distinguished (so far, at all events,
by the characters shown in the

as Indian genera are concerned)

* The two open on a common outlet in some genera of Insectivora.
t For full details as to the significance of these characters in classification,
consult Huxley's Introduction to the Classification of Animals,' p. 87, or Balfour's 'Comparative Embryology,' vol. ii. p. 176, or Encyclopedia Britannica,'
article "Mammalia," pp. 369, 371, &c.
'

'

B

MAMMALIA.

2

following table these cliaracters are not always those of the greatest
importance, but only those most easily recognized:
:

Subclass

EUTHEEIA.

A. Posterior limbs present.
a. Animal not modified for fiight.
a\ Incisors present in one or both
jaws.
Incisors in front of the upper
and lower jaw, either not two
in number or not chisel-shaped.
a\ Feet terminating in distinct

rt".

toes with claws or nails,

Hallux or pollex or both

rt*.

opposable to other digits
h\ iS'either hallux nor pollex
opposable.
aa. Tipper lip in general not
projecting far beyond
lower
median pair
smaller than other in-

.

1.

PRIMATES.

;

cisors
hh.

2.

OAENIVOBA.

3.

imEGTIVOllA.

6.

UNGULATA.

Snout very pointed
upper lip projecting
far
beyond
lower
median pair of incisors
;

;

generally larger than
the others
6\ Feet either not terminating in
distinct toes or furnished
with hoofs or hoof-shaped
nails

Two

chisel-shaped incisors in
front of each jaw
V. Xo incisors, except in certain
Armadillos ; Indian forms toothh".

less
h.

Animal modified

,

for flight

.

.

5.

IIODENTIA.

9.

EDENTATA.

4.

CHIROPTERA.

7.

GETACEA.

8.

SIRENIA.

fingers

;

enormously developed to support a

membranous wing
B.

No
a.

external posterior limbs
body
modified for swimming.
Homodont or toothless breathingorifice generally on top of head;
a back fin in most genera mammae
inguinal
Indian form heterodont breathingorifice at end of muzzle; no back
fin ; mamniee pectoral
;

:

;

b.

:

PRIMATES.

Order

Man, Monkeys, and Lemurs, and

This Order comprises

there-

fore includes the most highly organized Mammalia.
At the same
time the Lemurs and some of the Monkeys are of comparatively
low grade, and much inferior, at all events in development of brain,
to Mammalia belonging to other orders.

The dentition throughout the order
incisors, canines, premolars,

is

heterodont (comprising

and molars) and diphyodont.

There

is

a bony ring to the orbit, the clavicles are well developed, and the
radius and ulna are distinct.
There are usually 5 unguiculate
digits to both the manus and pes, but the pollex may be rudimentary or wanting. Either the pollex (thumb) or hallux (great
toe) or both are opposable.
The members of this division are almost without exception
arboreal.

The Primates are divided into two suborders. Many naturalists
Lemurs as a distinct order, for reasons that will be noticed
under Lemur oidea.
The suborders are thus distinguished
class the

:

A. Orbit completely enclosed by bone behind.
Pollex (or thumb) short (wanting in a few
instances)
second digit of foot with a nail
similar to those of other digits.
Upper inAnthropoidea.
cisors not divided by a space in the middle
B. Orbit opening behind into temporal fossa beneath the postorbital arch.
Pollex long,
second digit with a long claw. Upper incisors (except in
Cliiromys) divided by a
Lemuroidea.
space in the middle
;

.

Suborder
A. Premolars
opposable

2

5

molars

3

3

internasal

ANTHROPOIDEA.
thumb,

;

.

if present,

septum narrow.

( Ca-

tarrhini.)
I.

No

great toe or hallux
not opposable
arm shorter than leg; no interval between upper canines and incisors
canines not longer than incisors
tail

;

parallel

stature erect

with other

;

toes,

Hominidae.
B 2

SIMIID^.

4
II.

No

tail; stature

sometimes

erect,

some-

times not hallux opposable arm longer
than leg; an interval between upper
canines and incisors canines in adults
Simiidae.
longer than incisors
tail almost always present; stature
III.
never erect hallux opposable arm not
longer than leg; an interval between
upper canines and incisors canines in
Cercopithecidse.
adults longer than incisors
;

;

;

A

;

;

;

B. Premolars

3

molars

g,

2

3

2

3

5

thumb not op-

posable
hallux always opposable internasal septum broad. (Platyrrhini, all Ame
;

;

rican.)

IV. M. I

V. M. |;

-

tail in

;

many cases

not prehensile

tail

prehensile ....

Cebidss.

Hapalidae.

The family Homiiiidw comprises but one genus, and, according to
Naturalists have
the views usually accepted, but one species, Man.
differed as to the physical relations of Man to other animals, but
most modern writers have returned to the views of Linnaeus, and
No attempt
class Man with the Monkeys, but in a distinct family*.
will be made in the present work to enter into the anthropology of
the subject requires a volume to itself.
and Hafalidce are confined to America. Eepresentatives of tlje Simiidce and Cercojpithecidce are found within the

India

;

The

Cehidce

Indian area.

Family SIMIIDJE.
The Simiidce, or anthropoid Apes, comprise the Gorilla, Chimpanzee, Orang-outang, and Gibbons.
The first two are peculiar to
Africa, the Orang-outang inhabits Sumatra and Borneo, whilst the
Gibbous, forming the genus Hylohates, are found throughout
South-eastern Asia and some of the neighbouring islands, but not
west of the Bay of Bengal. They are l^e only members of the
family occurring within our area.
In Pliocene times, however, it is probable that two large anOne of these. Troglothropoid Apes inhabited Northern India.
dytes sivalensis, wsls allied to the Chimpanzee, whilst a canine
tooth indicates a form very closely approaching the Orang-outang.
Eemains of both have been found in the Siwalik beds of the
Punjab.

.

—

* On this subject the following works maybe consulted: Darwin, 'The
Mivart, under the article
Huxley, Man's Place in Nature
Descent of Man
" Ape," and Flower, under " Mammalia," in the
Encyclopaedia Britannica,'
9th edit.
;

;

'

'

'

'
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Genus HYLOBATES,

Illiger (1811).

Apes ; the largest
three feet in height.
Body and limbs slender arms, hands, and feet exceedingly long,
the arms being so much longer than the legs that the hands reach
the ground when these animals stand upright on their feet
position that is assumed habitually by this genus, and by this alone,
amongst the Simiidce, when walking. Thumb and great toe deeply
separated from the next digits.
Ischial callosities (naked thickened
Size smaller than that of other anthropoid

much exceeding

species, //. syndactyly, not
;

—

Fig.

1.— Skull oiHylohafes

lar.

There are generally 13
skin on each buttock) present, but small.
pairs of ribs, 5 lumbar, 3 sacral, and 3 or 4 caudal (coccygeal) A^ertebrsB; so that there being, as usual, 7 cervical vertebrae, the vertebral formula is C. 7,
T-i

Dentition

:

•

4

i.

j, c.

D. 13, L. 5, S.
2—2
1—1
j—^, pm. ^^2'

3, C.

3-4.

3—3
s^s*

Synopsis of Indian and Burmese Species.

A

white or grey band across the eyebrows, remainder of head and upper surface of feet
and hands the same colom' as the body ...
Hands, feet, and a ring of hair surrounding the
face white or whitish

1.

Hylobates hoolock.

H.

hooloch, p. 5.

H.

lew, p. 7.

The Hoolocl- or luhite-browed Gibbon.

Simia hoolock, Harlan, Trans. Am. Phil. Sac. iv, p. 52, pi. 2 (18-34).
Hylobates hoolock, Bhjth, Cat. p. 4 Sclater, P. Z. S. 1870, pi. v,
Blyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 1 Anderson, An. Zool.
fig. 2
;

;

;

Res. p. 1
TJlvh,

Hindi

;

;

'id.

Cat. p. 26.

Myoiik-hmi-gyau and Tuhoumj, Burmese of Arakan.
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Colour, Generally black througliout, with the exception of a
white or grey band across the eyebrows. This band is usually, but
not always, interrupted in the middle. Many individuals, however, both males and females, vary in colour from brownish black
to light yellowish grey, the frontal band being always conspicuThe crown, back, and outside of the limbs are often
ously paler.
paler-coloured than the lower parts of the body, the skin of the
naked part of the face below the frontal band being almost always
Blyth thought that the males only were black, the
dark-coloured.
females always paler ; but this is certainly not the case; the females,
however, are more frequently pale-coloured than the males.
Dimensions. From crown to rump about 20 inches, fore limb
(including hand) 23, hand aloue 6, leg and foot 19, foot 6 height
from crown to heel about 32 inches. An adult male skull is 4-45
inches long from the occiput to the alveolar margin of the premaxillaries at the base of the middle upper incisors, 3*35 in basal
length from the lower or anterior edge of the foramen magnum to
the same, and 2*9 in breadth across the widest part of the zygomatic arches.
Bistrilution. The hill-ranges south of Assam
Sylhet, Cachar,
Manipur, Irawadi valley near Bhamo, Ohittagong, and Arakan in
hill-forest. It is uncertain how far the species is found to the eastward. According to Anderson it inhabits Martaban. Pemberton's
assertion that this species occurs at the base of the Himalayas in
the lower ranges of Bhutan is probably a mistake.
The type
described by Dr. Harlan came from the Garo hills.
Habits. G-ood accounts of this animal are given by Burrough, in
Harlan's original description, by Blyth and by Anderson. Like
most other Gibbons, the Hoolock is usually found associating in
flocks, often comprising fifty to a hundred individuals, or even
more. An old male, however, is occasionally found solitary.
Gibbons are thoroughly arboreal, and Hoolocks are almost, if
not entirely, confined to hill-forest. They move chiefly by means
of their long arms, by which they swing themselves for prodigious
distances from branch to branch and from tree to tree.
They descend hill-sides at a surprising pace, their descent being accomplished by grasping bamboos or branches that bend beneath their
weight, and allow them to drop until they can seize the ends of
other bamboos or branches lower on the slope, and take another
mighty swing downwards. They also ascend with great rapidity,
swinging themselves from tree to tree.
When walking on the ground, the Hoolock rests on its hind feet
alone, with the sole flat on the ground and the great toe widely
separated from the other digits. The arms are usually held upwards, sometimes horizontally, their great length giving the animal
Gibbons walk rather quickly, with a
a very peculiar aspect.
waddling gait, and can easily be overtaken by men when on the
ground.
The food of these Apes consists of fruit, leaves, young shoots,
spiders (of which they are very fond), insects, birds' eggs, and
;

;

IITLOBATES.

almost certainly of young birds,

7

not of any birds they can capwere killed and devoured
by Hoolocks in confinement with a method and eagerness that
showed the prey to be the natural food of the Apes*. The Hoolock
drinks with its lips, putting its head down to the water as
ture.

if

Anderson found that small

monkeys

birds

do.

All species of Hylohates have a powerful voice, and the common
name of the present form is taken from its peculiar double call,
w^hich is repeated several times.
At a distance, the sound much
resembles a human voice ; it is a peculiar wailing note, audible
from afar, and in the countries inhabited by these animals is one
of the most familiar forest sounds.
The calls commence at daybreak, and are continued till 9 or 10 a.m., several of the flock joining in the cry, like hounds giving tongue.
After 9 or 10 o'clock in
the morning the animals feed or rest, and remain silent throughout the middle of the day, but recommence calling towards evening,
though to a less extent than in the earlier part of the day.
When captured young the Hoolock is easily tamed, and is, as a
general rule, very gentle, docile, and good-tempered, exceedingly
intelligent, and very cleanly in its habits.
Some instances of
savageness on the part of male animals have, however, been
noticed.
All the Gribbons are very delicate, and rarely live long in
captivity.

But a single young is born at a time. Neither the period of
gestation nor the age at which these animals become adult appears
to have been ascertained.

2.

Hylobates

The ivhite-handed Gibbon,

lar.

Homo lar, L. Mantissa, App. p. 521 (1771).
Blyfh, Cat. p. 5
id.
Hylobates lar, Illiger, Prod. p. 68 (1811)
Mam. Birds Burma, p. 1 Tickell, J. A. S. B. xxxiii, p. 196 Sclater,
Anderson, An. Zool. Pes. p. 5 id. Cat.
P. Z. S. 1870, pi. V, f. 1
;

;

;

;

;

;

p. 28.

Myouh-huai-gyaii, Bm^mese

;

Unyka etam, Malay.

The skull is shorter in proportion to its length than that of H.
lioolock.
The orbital ridges in H. lar are more prominent, the
muzzle shorter, the nasal orifice less elongated, the teeth smaller,
and the palate

shorter.
Colour. Black to fulvous or yellowish white, the back sometimes
Hands
lighter than the lower parts, occasionally much variegated.
and feet always pale-coloured, usually white or yellowish white
There is generally around the nude face a white ring of
above.
hair,

comprising frontal band, whiskers, and beard ; but the devevaries, and in some specimens it is almost

lopment of the ring

* The dexterity of an allied species, H. ayilis, in capturing birds on the wing
had previously been observed (Martin, Man and Monkeys,* p. 430).
*

SIMIID^.

8
obsolete.

Naked skin of the face black. According to all accounts,
much more variable in colour than //. Iioolock, and

this species is

pale-coloured specimens are far commoner, in some localities predominating.

Fig. 2,

Hylobafes

lar.

(From a drawing by

Col. Tickell.)

Dimensions. An adult male, according to Tickell, measures from
crown to rump 19*6 inches, fore limb 25 (humerus 9*5, radius 9-5,
hand 6), hind limb 19*5 (femur 7*5, tibia 7*5, foot 4"5). The
some are said
height, when standing erect, is about 30 inches
;

Females are smaller than males. An adult skull is
4-15 inches long from the occiput, 3-05 from the foramen magnum,

to be larger.

2-95 broad.

The white-handed Gibbon is found in Tenasserim
up to an elevation of 3000 or 3500
above the sea, and throughout the Malayan peninsula. Tickell

Distrihution.

in the forests skirting the hills
feet

HYLOBATES.
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it ranges as far north as the northern limit of Pegu, but
not west of the dividing range between Pegu and Arakan ; whilst
Anderson states that it is found both in 4-i'^''k^in ^lud Lower Pegu.
I doubt the occurrence of this species in the latter countries, and
I can find no satisfactory evidence of its existence in the Irawady
or Sittoung valleys, although it very probably inhabits the hills
Further information as to the range of H.
east of the Sittoung.

says that

and S. liooloch in Burma is desirable.
HahiU. The white-handed Gibbon is said by Tickell, who ob-

lav

served both species in their native forests as well as in captivity,
not to be nearly so light and active as the Hoolock, and to walk
The voice, too, is quite distinct, according to the
less readily.
The cry of H. lar has been
same observer, in the two species.
rendered in musical notation by Tickell, who has given, in the
paper quoted above, an admirable account of the animal's habits.
is usually found in parties of from 6 to 20, composed of individuals of all ages.
The present species is said to drink by scooping up water in its
So entirely does it depend on
hand, and not as the Hoolock does.
its hands for locomotion amongst trees, that it carries anything in
Tickell, from whom I take these details, says that he has
its feet.
seen a party of H. lar escape thus with their plunder from a Karen
garden in the forest.
In all other respects the habits of this species, so far as they are
known, resemble those of //. lioolocJc. The young, almost always
one in number, twins being as rare as amongst human beings,
are born in the early part of the cold season, and each sticks to the
body of its mother for about seven months, after which it begins
gradually to shift for itself.
According to Heifer (J. A. S. B. vii, p. 858), the Siamang (Eylohates syndactylus) is found in Southern Tenasserim ; but several of
Heifer's identifications were incorrect, and as no one has since
heard of the animal in the Tenasserim provinces, I agree with
Blyth in believing that Heifer must have been mistaken. The
Siamang is larger than the other species of Gribbon, standing about
3 feet 2 inches in height, and is perfectly black in colour throughIt is doubtful if the Siamang occurs elsewhere than in
out.

It

—

Sumatra, though Wallace states that it is found in the Malay
Peninsula, where the only species, except H. lar, noted by Cantor
In Siam H. leucor/enys
(J. A. S. B. XV, p. 173) is H, agilis.
(figured P. Z. S. 1877, pi. Ixx) is said to occur.
At the same time there appears to be a large, not yet identified.
Ape in the mountains of Tenasserim, but whether it belongs to the
anthropoid Apes, or is a large tailless or nearly tailless Macacus, it
The only observers who have seen this
is impossible to say.
animal, so far as I am aware, are Mr. W. Davison and Captain C.
The former writes to me that when collecting birds
E. Bingham.
for Mr. Hume, on Mulejdt, a mountain about 7000 feet high, east
of Moulmain, he came suddenly on a number of Monkeys feeding
on the ground in a very dense part of the forest. He had a good

CEECOPITHECID^.
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look at one standing erect about 10 feet away, and considered it
It was,
too large for a ITylohates, as its height was about 4 feet.
in front, of a deep ferruginous colour, and as it moved away it
was distinctly seen to be tailless. Mr. Davison does not remember
the colour of the back, but thinks it was the same as that of the
underparts. He had only a half-charge of the smallest shot in
his gun, so did not fire, and he never saw any of these animals
again.

Captain Bingham informs me that a specimen was brought to
in the flesh (but unfortunately so decomposed that only the
skeleton could be preserved) of a tailless female Ape, with long
grizzled red hair on the outside of the limbs, and standing about
3 feet 6 inches high. This was near the place, Muleyit, where the
animals above mentioned were seen by Mr. Davison. The skeleton
was subsequently lost or mislaid. The same observer once saw a
party of four or five large tailless monkeys at the foot of Muleyit,
but these appeared to be black in colour. None of the animals
resembled Gibbons.
Both Mr. Davison and Captain Bingham are excellent observers.
The only known animal corresponding with their descriptions is
the Ourang-outang, but so well-known a form would have been
It is perhaps more probable that the
recognized by others.
animal seen may have been a tailless, or nearly tailless, Macacus,

him

Family

CERCOPITHECID^..

This family comprises all the Old- World Apes, Monkeys, and
Baboons, with the exception of the anthropoid Apes. It is divided
into two subfamilies, both represented in India.

Cheek-pouches

present,

stomach

simple,

tail

sacculated,

tail

variable

Xo

Cercointliecince.

cheek-pouches,
always long

stomach

Semnopithecwce,

Subfamily
In

CER.COPITHECINiE.
all the common
Hanuman or Langur

not only

Indian
group,
but also the closely allied African forms belonging to the genera
Cercopitliecus
Oercocehus. The African Baboons {Cynoceplialiis)^
distinguished by having the nostrils quite at the end of the muzzle,
are also included by many writers.
By Blyth, Jerdon, and others, the short-tailed Indian Monkeys
were classed in the genus Inims, the long-tailed Macaques in
Macacus. But the type of Lacepede's original genus Ilacaca*
this subfamily are included

Monkeys except those belonging

^=

Mem. de

to the

I'Inst.

iii.

p.

490 (1801).
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(subsequently modified by E. Cuvier and Desmarest into Macacus)
and of Inuiis of Cuvier was the same animal, the Magot or
Barbary Ape {Simia inuus, L.).
The length of the tail is certainly, by itself, not a sufficient
generic distinction amongst these monkeys, for there is a complete
gradation from the tailless M. inuus, through the stump-tailed
31. arctoides, to the pig-tailed ili. nemestrinus, and thence to M,
rhesus,

which leads to the long- tailed Macaques.

The most

peculiar

of the Indian forms is M. silenus, which has by some naturalists
been made the type of a distinct genus, Silenus. Even in this case,

however, the only difference of any importance, the presence of a
In
ruff of long hair round the face, is scarcely of generic rank.
the present work, all the Indian, Burmese, and Ceylonese species
are comprised under Macacus.

A species of Macacus and two of Cynoceplialus (the latter, as
already noticed, now peculiar to Africa) have been discovered fossil
A tooth of Cynoin the Pliocene Siwalik beds of the Punjab.
cephalus has also been found in the Pleistocene deposits of the
Kurnool caves.

Genus MACACUS, Lacep^de (1801).
Syn. Inuus, Cuv.

;

Silenus j Gray.

Body and limbs stout, tail variable. Males larger than females
Ischial callosities well developed.
and with larger canines.
Muzzle considerably produced
Cheek-pouches large.
nostrils
opening obliquely some distance short of the end of the muzzle.
Dentition, as
Last molar of lower jaw with five tubercles.
;

throughout the family,

i.

|,

c.

J^^J,

pm.

m.

Vertebral

D. 12 (occasionally 13), L. 7 (or 6), S. 3, C. 10-22.
The Macaques are much more compactly built than the SemnopitJieci, and have shorter limbs and a considerably longer muzzle.
The species of the j^resent genus resemble each other in their
they are found in flocks, often of considerable size, and
habits
generally composed of both sexes and of all ages.
They are active
animals, though less rapid in their movements, whether on trees
Their food is varied,
or on the ground, than the Semnopitheci.
most of the species, if not all, eating insects as well as seeds,
fruits, &c., and one kind feeding partly on Crustacea.
They have
occasionally been known to devour lizards, and, it is said, frogs
All have the habit of cramming food into their cheekalso.
pouches for mastication at leisure, a practice that must be familiar
to any one who has fed monkeys in confinement.
formula C.

7,

;

and gestures of all * the species are similar and differ
from those of both the Gibbons and Semnopitlieci. Tickell
notices this in his MS. notes, and gives the following details, which
" Anger is generally silent, or, at most.
are worthy of extraction

The

voice

entirely

:

*

M.

silenus

may

—

be an exception, as it is said to have a peculiar
of observing this species in the wild state.

had no opportunities

call,

I have
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expressed by a low hoarse monotone ' 7im,' not so gular or guttural
Ennui and a desire for company by a whining Aom.'
as a growl.
Invitation, deprecation, entreaty, by a smacking of the lips and a
'

Fig. 3.

— Skull of Macaciis rhesus

:

^ diam.

(Copied from Anderson,

'

An.

Zool. Ees.')

/'

Fig. 4.

— Skull of Macaciis rhesus

:

^ diam.

(From Anderson.)

display of the incisors into a regular broad grin, accompanied with
a subdued grunting chuckle, highly expressive, but not to be rendered on paper. Eear and alarm by a loud harsh shriek, Jcra or
'Icraou'k,^ which serves also as a warning to the others who may be
heedless of danger.
Unlike the Preshytes {Semnopitlieci) and Gibbons, they have no voice if calling to one another."
The majority of the species are very docile when young. They
The
thrive well, and several of them have bred in confinement.
'

'
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period of gestation is about seven mouths, only a single young one,
as a rule, being produced at a birth.
They become adult at the age
of 4 or 5 years, but breed earlier.

Synopsis of Indian, Ceylonese, and Burmese Species.
A. Tail less than | of head and body together.
a. Colour black, a grej' beard and ruff round
face
b.

M.

silenus, p. 16.

M.

rhesus, p. 13.

Colour brown^ no beard or ruff.
a'. Tail about half as long as the head and
body.
a". Hair straight, buttocks naked around
callosities

Hair wavy or woolly, buttocks clad
up to edge of callosities
M. assamensis,
6'. Tail about
\ as long as the head and
body, and very slender.
a". A distinct horseshoe-shaped crest on
h"

.

the crown
h".
c'.

No

distinct crest

Tail very short, only one or

two inches

more than | of head and body
Hair of crown lengthened and

a.

3.

leoninus, p. 18.
netnestrinus, p. 20.

M.

arctoides, p. 17.

M.
M.

sinicus, p. 23.
pileatus, p. 24.

together.
distinctly

radiating from middle.
General
colour greyish brown, not
rufous
h\ General colour rufous or yellowish ....
Hair of crown neither lengthened nor distinctly radiating

h.

M.
M.
in

length
B. Tail

p. 15.

M. cynomolgus,

p. 21.

The Bengal Monlcey.

Macacus rhesus.

Simla rhesus, Audebert, Hist. Nat. Sinyes, 2^ fam. p. 5, pi. i (1797).
Simla erythrsea, Schreber, teste Shaw, Gen. Zool. i, p. 33 (1800).
Macacus (Pithex) oinops, Hodys. J. A. S. B. 1840, ix, p. 1212.
Inuus rhesus, Blyth, Cat. p. 8 Jerdon, Mam. p. 11.
Macacus rhesus, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 55 id. Cat. p. 67.
;

;

Bandar, H.
Gye,

Ho

Fur

5

Markat, Beng.

;

Wundar, Puriz, Punj)

or Fonj,

Kashmir

f

Kol.

of moderate length (rather long in Hiuialayan specimens)

and straight, not wavy or woolly. Hair of crown not radiating
from centre. Tail two fifths to one half the length of the head
Caudal vertebrae
and body, tapering, not tufted at the end.
Ears naked. Buttocks naked for some distance
usually 17 or 18.
around the callosities.
Colour. General colour hair-brown with a greyish tinge, the
hinder quarters being generally rufous or yellowish, especially in
The hair is ashy towards the base, and more or less annuadults.
lated and tipped with light brown throughout the upper parts, giving
Lower parts scarcely paler.
a minutely speckled appearance.
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Face and
all

callosities

flesh-coloured, being bright red in adults at

times.

Dimensions.

Head and body 22

inches, tail 10 ^vithout the hairs,

11 with, hand 4|, foot 6. These are the measurements (by Hodgson) of a very large individual, doubtless a male. Pemales measure
much less, body 16 to 18 inches, tail about 6 to 7. Skull of a male
5 inches long from occiput, 3*5 from foramen, breadth across zygomatic arches 3-55 of a female 4*3 and 3 inches long, 3*1 broad.
;

is the common monkey of Northern
India from the Himalayas to the Grodavari river. It is found in
Kashmir up to an elevation of 5000 feet (10,000 according to some
authorities), and there is a colony, I believe of this species, on the
Specimens have
top of Jako hill, about 8500 feet high, at Simla.
also been sent from Nepal by Hodgson (as M. oinops) and by Man31. rhesus is found
delli from Sikhim, but from low elevations.
close to the west coast near Bombay, but not much further south
it is common throughout Guzerat aud the Central Prov inces, in
There is a
Bengal, Orissa, and parts of the Northern Circars.
specimen in the Calcutta Museum from Samaguting, in Assam, and
Anderson met with a form not distinguishable from this in Upper
Burma and Yunnan. All the specimeus obtained, however, were
in captivity, but he saw a colony of wild monkeys that appeared
to belong to this species on the Irawadi below Yenankhyoung.
Closely allied forms (M. lasiotis and 21. cydopis) occur in China.
Habits. Although this monkey is not regarded as sacred by
Hindus, it is never molested by them, and in many parts of the
country it is as impudent as the Hanuman and even more mischievous.
Very intelligent, and, when young, fairly docile, it is
one of the commonest animals kept tame, and throughout Northern
India it is the monkey carried about by itinerant showmen, and
taught to perform tricks of various kinds. It is a most amusing
creature, the incarnation of mischief and curiosity, but frequently
rather ill-tempered.
Older individuals are usually savage.
In the wild state it is found in herds, often of considerable size.
It has generally but little fear of man, and may occasionally be
found in native villages, though less commonly than the Hanuman.
It is very frequently seen on the ground searching for food, and it
eats spiders and many kinds of insects, especially Lepidoptera and
Orthoptera, besides fruits and seeds. Flocks of this monkey are
more frequently seen near cultivation, especially around tanks or
amongst trees on the bauks of streams, than in forest jungle.
These animals are very quarrelsome, perpetually screaming and
fighting, or teasing each other
in fact, they behave very much like

Distribution.

The Ehesus

;

—

unruly children.

M.

rhesus

swims well and takes readily to water.
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4.

Macacus assamensis.

The Himalayan MonTcey,

Macacus assamensis, 3IcClelland, Horsfield, P. Z. S. 1839, p. 148;
Anderson, An. Zool. Res, p. 64 id. Cat. p. 70.
Macacus (Pithex) pelops, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. ix, p. 1213 (1840).
;

Inuiis pelops, Jerdon,
?

Mam.

p. 11.

Macacus problematicus, Gray,

Cat.

Monkeys

^c.

B.

M.

1870,

p. 128.
?

Macacus

rlieso-similis, Sclater, P. Z. S. 1872,

p.

495,

pi.

xxv

;

ib.

1875, p. 418.

l\irof moderate leDgtb, wavy, and, id Himalayan specimens, disHair of crown often indistinctly radiating,
not lengthened. Tail nearly half as long as the head and body, not
tufted.
Buttocks well covered with hair, except on the callosities.
The skull differs but little from that of M. rJiesiis, except in being
larger, but appears higher, with a deeper lower jaw.
Colour. Above uniform dark brown, without any grey tinge
hinder parts the same, not ruf escent, as in M. rhesus ; lower parts
distinctly paler.
Eur destitute or nearly destitute of annulation,
and, in general, of pale tips, slightly lighter in colour, but not
ashy, at the base.
Eace dusky (perhaps variable).
Dimensions. Adults apparently are considerably larger than M.
rhesus.
Head and body (probably of an average specimen) 20
inches, tail 9| ; of another, a female, 17*2 and 7'6.
male, nearly
adult, skull from Upper Burma measures 5*54 inches in extreme
length from occiput to premaxillaries, and 3*63 broad, according to
Anderson. An adult female skull from Nepal measures 4*7 inches
in extreme, and 3*2 in basal length, 3*3 broad.
Distribution. The Himalayan range as far west as Masuri, or
perhaps further, from near the base of the hills to a considerable
elevation ; also Assam, the Mishmi hills, and Upper Burma near
Bhamo, whence obtained by Anderson. The same species appears
also to be found in the Sandarbans east of Calcutta *, and there
is in the British Museum a specimen very probably of the same
animal from the Laos country in Upper Siam. In Sikhim this
species is generally seen between 3000 and 6000 feet above the sea.
McClelland's original type was from Assam, possibly from the hills
to the northward.
The type of M. problematicus of Gray was from
tinctly woolly in texture.

:

A

Dhalimkot in Bhutan.
Habits. This species much resembles M. rhesus, but is, whether
wild or tame, more sluggish in all its movements. Its voice, too,
is different, though the difference is small.
I was at first disposed to consider the Himalayan form, M. pelops,
distinct from M. assamensis, but after going over all the evidence
* Anderson, P. Z. S. 1872, p. 529, and An. Zool. Pes. p. 64. In his last
work, the Catalogue of Mammalia in the Indian Museum,' Calcutta, p. 68,
Anderson has referred the Sandarban specimens to M. rhesus, on account of
'

certain cranial characters, and especially the size of the skull. The description,
however, agrees with that of 31. assamensis in what I believe to be the characteristic peculiarities of that species.
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am inclined to agree with Anderson, who unites them, and who
fortunately was able to examine and describe the type of the lastnamed form, now no longer to be found. That the Sikhim monkey
is perfectly distinct from M. rhesus I am certain, and I have seen
several young specimens of the former tame.
They appear stouter,
and differ in fur, coloration, visage, and habits, and I think the
limbs are proportionally shorter.
I

5.

Macacus

The

silenus.

lion-tailed

Monkey.

Simla silenus, Schreh. Sdugethiere, \, p. 87, pi. xi, partim (nec Limi.).
Simla ferox, Shcm, Mus. Leverianum, p. 69, pi. (1792).
Inuus silenus, Blyth, Cat. p. 7 Jerdon, Mam. p. 10.
Silenus veter, Gray, Cat. Monkeys 8fc. B. M. 1870, p. 32 (nee Simia
;

veter, Linn.).
silenus, Anderson,

Macacus

An.

Zool. Bes. p.

93

;

id. Cat. p. 66.

Shia handar, H. Nil bandar, Beno-.
Chingala, Kella manthi, Mai.
Karingode, Kurg. Kondamachu, Tel.
Singalika, Can.
Knrankaranyu,
;

;

;

;

;

Tamul.

Fig. 5.

Macacus

silenus.

A

rulf of longer light-coloured hair on chin, throat,
Fur long.
cheeks, and temples, encircling the head, except on the forehead,
and concealing the ears, which are naked. Hair radiating from
Tail slender, about one half to three quarters the
centre of crown.
caudal verlength of the head and body, and tufted at the tip
;

tebrae 17.

and ruff, which are
In some young specimens the abdomen is brown. Face
and hands black, the callosities of a fleshy tinge.
Dimensions. Head and body of a male 21 inches, tail 13|
of
another 20 and 15 of a female, head and body 18, tail 12|
of
Colour. Black throughout, except the beard

grey.

;

:

;
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another specimen 18 and 10. These are from Travancore specimens measured by Mr. F. W. Boiirdillon, and show much variation
female skull measures
in the length of the tail.
Length to
occiput 4-4 inches, basal length 3-1, breadth 2*9.
Distribution. The forests of the Syhadri range or "Western Ghats
near the Malabar coast from about 14° north to Cape Comorin,
and at a considerable elevation above the sea. Most common in
Cochin and Travancore.
Hahits. The lion-tailed Monkey, according to Jerdon, to whom
w-e are indebted for the only authentic account of this animal i a
wild state, inhabits the most dense and unfrequented forests of
the hills near the Malabar coast in herds of from twelve to twenty
In captivity it is sulky and savage,
It is shy and wary.
or more.
and not easily taught. The call of the male is said (J. A. S. B.
xxviii, p. 283) to resemble the voice of a man.
As I have shown elsewhere (P. Z. S. 1887, p. 620), this monkey
is not Simia silenus of Linnaeus, nor is it S. vefer of the same
As, however, the specific name silenus has been used
author.
generally for this species for more than a century, naturalists are
unwilling to change it. The name Wanderoo, usually applied to
M. silenus by European naturalists, is also a mistake, being the
Ceylon name of the Semnopitlieci, erroneously given to the preThe "lion-tailed Monkey" is a name of
sent species by Buffon.

A

:

—

Pennant's.

Macacus

6.

arctoides.

The hrown stump-tcdled Monkey.

Macaciis arctoides, Is. Geofr. Mag. Zool. 1833, CI. i, pi. 11 Murie,
P. Z. S. 1872^ p. 770; Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 45, pis. i^ ii;
;

id.

Cat. p. 74.

Papio melanotus, Ogilhy, P. Z. S. 1839, p. 31.
Macacus brunneus, Anderson, P. Z. S. 1871, p. 628

;

id.

1872^

p.

203,

pi. xii (juv.).

Inuus speciosuS;

Hair
adults.

hair or

around

Blytli,

Mam.

Birds Burma,

p. 6.

on head and shoulders very long, as much as 4|- inches in
Tail very short, almost rudimentary, sparsely clad with
naked in old animals buttocks naked for some distance
callosities.
Caudal vertebrse 11 (probably fewer in some
;

individuals).

Colour. Dark brown ; in some specimens blackish brown above,
In the young the hairs are the same tint throughpaler below.
out, in older individuals the terminal portion of each hair is very
closely and minutely annulated with several alternating rings of
golden yellow and dark brown. Face and buttocks bright red.
Bimensions. Probably about 2 feet in length, the tail only one

No trustworthy measurements of adults are
to two inches.
An adult male skull measures 5*3 inches in extreme
recorded.
length, 3"7 in basal length, and 3*5 in zygomatic breadth.
Not very well ascertained.
Apparently this
found in some of the hiU-ranges south of Assam, and

Distribution.

monkey

is

0
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is a specimen in the Calcutta Museum said to have been
brought from Tipperah. To the eastward this form is found in
the Kakhyen hills of Upper Burma and also, in Cochin China.
Habits. Nothing is definitely known of this monkey in the wild
state.
It is said to be a hill species.
Blyth refers the present form to 31. speciosus of F. Cuvier, a
name generally applied to a Japanese species, and Anderson is
M. speciosus is said by Temminck (' Fauna
disposed to concur.
tfaponica ') to have been founded on a drawing by Diard or DuThe
vaucel of a monkey living at Barrackpur near Calcutta.
figure resembles a pig-tailed Monkey (J/, nemestrinus) with most

there

of its tail cut off as much as it does either M. arctoides or the
Japanese species. I agree with Anderson that the name M. speciosus should be dropped.

A stump-tailed monkey of rufous-brown coloration, said to be
from the Malay Peninsula, has been named M. rufescens by
Anderson (P. Z. S. 1872, pp. 204, 495, pi. xxiv) and two other
forms, M. maurus and M. ocreatus, inhabit some of the Malay
islands.
A very large form, M. tibetanus, has been described from
Moupin, in Eastern Tibet, by A. M.-Ed wards. In his latest work
Anderson has united this form to M. arctoides.
I am informed by Mr. W. Davison that he had for some time
;

monkey of a kind apparently allied to M. arctoides, which
had been captured by a shikari near Bankasun in the extreme
south of Tenasserim. Mr. Davison has also seen a second specimen, a female, his own being a male. Unfortunately the first
specimen m as subsequently lost. These animals were of a pale
cream-colour throughout, slightly tinged with rusty on the shoulders
and back face and hands flesh-coloured. The tail was quite rudimentary, less than an inch long, and turned on one side in both
specimens, so that at the first glance both appeared to be tailless.
Both were very small, although shown to be adults by the teeth,
each being not above 15 inches high when it stood erect. They
had a sharp piercing voice, and exhaled a peculiar fetid odour.
The one kept by Mr. Davison was excessively insectivorous, and
preferred insects to fruit or bread.
These monkeys apparently
belonged to an undescribed species.
It is quite possible, too, that the large tailless ape seen by Mr.
Davison and Captain Bingham in the Tenasserim mountains, and
described in the notes on Hylohates lar {ante, p. 9), may be an
ally of M. arctoides^ though apparently much larger than that
alive a

;

species.

7.

Macacus

leoninus.

The Burmese pig-tailed Monlcey.

Inuus leoninus, JJ/i/^/i, Cat. p. 7 (1863)
Macacus andamanensis, Bartlett, P. Z.

Macacus leoninus, Sclater, P. Z.
An. Zool. Res. p. 52 id. Cat.
;

Myouh-maij Burm,

;

S.

;

id.

Mam.

Birds Burma,

p, 4.

S. 1869, p. 467.

1870, p. 663,

p. 71.

Myouh-la-haing, Arakan.

pi.

xxxv

;

Anderson,
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A somewhat short-limbed, stout form. The hairs on the shoulders
and fore part of back very long, 4 to 5 inches in males, but rather
short on the lower back and rump.
Head broad, rather flat hair
radiating in the centre of the crown and surrounded in front and
;

Fig. 6.

—Macacus

leoniims.

(P. Z, S. 1870, pi. xxxv.)

on both

sides by a horseshoe-shaped crest, the anterior or supraportion of which consists of very stiff hairs.
Tail about
one third the length of the head and body, slender, well clad with

orbitjti

Caudal vertebrae 17 to 18.
is distinguished from that of M. nemestrimis by having
the muzzle much shorter.
Colour. Males are dark brown above, the horseshoe-shaped crest,
the lower back, and the upper surface of the tail black
sides of
head and buttocks grey lower parts, including lower surface of
tail, light greyish brown.
The tail is somewhat tufted, and has
sometimes a bright ferruginous tuft at the end. Eemales are
greyer and rather paler, and have no black on the head or back,
though the tail is blackish above. The fur is finely annulated,
except on the head, loins, tail, and buttocks, with yellow and
blackish brown above, and with dusky and whitish below.
On the
long hair of the shoulders there are as many as ten to twelve rings,
Base of hair greyish
five or six of each colour, on each hair.
brown. Eace dusky flesh-colour.
head and body 23 inches tail
Dimensions. Length of male
without hair at end 8, with hair 10. Females considerably less.
Skull of adult male 5*3 inches long from occiput, 4 from foramen,
and 4 broad across the zygomatic arches of a female 4-45 and 3-1
inches long and 2*95 broad.
hair.

The

skull

;

;

;

:

;

o2
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from specimens collected byPhayre in Arakan. Anderson has since referred to this
species specimens from Upper Burma, and a young animal from
Distribution. Originally described

Sir A. P.

The latter identification is very questionable, as
Perak, Malacca.
the Malay peninsula is inhabited by the true pig-tailed Monkey,
few individuals have been introduced into the
M. nemestrinus.
Andaman Islands, but the species is not indigenous.
Habits. Scarcely anything is known, except that the young and
females are docile in captivity, old males fierce. In this, as probably in most other respects, this species is very similar to the

A

next.

The pig-tailed Monl-ey

Macacus nemestrinus.

8.

Simia nemestrina, Linn. Syst. Nat. i, p. 3o (1766).
Inuus nemestrimis, Blyth, Cat. p. 7.
Macacus nemestrinus, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 77
Myouh-padi, Burmese

;

Ta-o-ti,

Burmese

of

Tavoy

;

;

id.

Cat. p. 72.

Bruh, Malay.

limbs long and powerful muzzle in adults much
slightly lengthened over shoulders, and short
generally. Hair radiating in centre of crown, but not surrounded
by the distinct horseshoe-crest of M. leonlnus (there is, however, an
approximation to it in some specimens). Tail very slender, rather
more than one third the length of the head and body. Caudal

Body

stout

;

;

Pur

produced.

vertebrse 18.

The muzzle,

in old male skulls especially,

is

greatly produced,

and much resembles that of the Baboons {Cynocephalus) in form.
The orbits are nearly as high as broad.
Colour. Crown of the head dark brown or black, except at the
a broad black stripe extends throughout the middle of the
back in many specimens, becoming broader on the rump but in
young animals and in some adults the back is brown throughout.
Pur of upper surface generally yellowish brown, but varying from
pale orange-brown to blackish brown in different specimens lower
hands and feet sometimes darker
parts greyer brown or albescent
than the limbs. Tail black above, light yellowish brown below.
The fur on the upper parts and the outside of the limbs is closely
annulated with yellow and brown basal portion of hair grey.
Dimensions. Tickell gives as the measurements of an old male
Head and body IS^ inches, tail 7|, hand 3|, foot 6,
from Ye
height at shoulder 16 the size, however, A'aries much, and many
individuals attain a much greater development, rivalling, as
Anderson remarks, a good-sized mastiff both in height and strength.
Of two skulls of adult males in the British Museum one measures
6*5 inches long from the occiput and 5 from the foramen^ by 4*2
broad across the zygomatic arches whilst another male adult skull
and a third from Mergui
is only 5-78 and 4-4 long and 3-8 broad
Pemales must be very nearly as large as males
5, 3*6, and 3-5.
the skull of a very old specimen from Tenasserim is 6-2 and 4*2

sides

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;
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inches long and 4*25 broad.
It is just possible that two distinguishable forms, a larger and a smaller, are indicated by these

measurements.
Distribution.

The

Monkey

pig-tailed

is

found throughout

a

great part of Tenasserim, although apparently not common, except
in the extreme south of the province
a circumstance that probably
explains why the occurrence of M. nemestrimis in Southern Burma
has been generally overlooked. There is, however, a skeleton in
the British Museum (the old female of which the skull-measurements are given above) sent by Major Bingham from Meplay
valley, Thoungyeen river, and a skull presented by Dr. Oldham
from Mergui. Tickell, too, in his MS. notes, records and describes
specimens from Ye and Mr. W. Davison tells me that the species

—

;

about Malewiin and Bankasun. The pig-tailed Monkey
is not found north of Tenasserim, but extends south into the Malay
Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo.
Habits, The pig-tailed Monkey in Tenasserim, according to
The
Tickell, frequents thick jungle about the base of the hills.
is

common

and manners are similar to those of M. rJiesus. When the
In Sumatra
is excited the tail is held in the form of an S.
M. nemestrinus is said by Sir 8. Baffles to be peculiarly docile, and
to be trained to climb the cocoa-nut trees and gather nuts for
its master.
This can only apply to females and young animals
old males are very savage, and they are formidable animals from
their size and strength.
The period of gestation in this species has been ascertained to
be 7 months and 20 days.
voice

animal

;

9.

Macacus cynomolgus.

Macaque, or crab-eating Monkey.

Simia cynomolgus^ Schreb. Sdugth.

p. 91, pi. xiii (fig.

i,

Bufon), nec

Linn.

Macacus ims, F. Cm. Mem. Mus. iv, p. 120 (1818).
Macacus carbonarius, F. Cuv. Hist. Nat. Mam. pi. xxxii (1825)
Blyth, Cat. p.

Macacus aureus, Is. Geqfr. Voy. Bel.,
Macacus cynomolgus, Blyth, Cat. p. 9
Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 73 id.
;

Zool. p. 58,
;

id.

Mam.

Birds Burma,

;

p.

7

;

Cat. p. 61.

Myouk-fa-nya, Burmese Ta-o-tan, Tavoy and Arakan
Talain Da-ouh, Sha-ok-li, Karen Krd, Malay.
;

;

9.

;

Kamid-atvut,

;

Eur of moderate length and nearly straight. Hair of the crown
not lengthened, and usually directed backwards, but occasionally
radiating somewhat irregularly from one or more centres, or forming a rudimentary crest. Tail nearly as long as the head and
body. Caudal vertebrae 22.
Skull long and low, with the muzzle produced, and the orbits
much broader than high.
Colour. The general tint of the upper surface varies from_ dusky
or greyish brown to rufous or golden brown in different individuals j
lower parts light greyish brown to nearly white. The hair of the
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upper parts varies from light brown to almost black at the base,
the terminal portion being annulated with yellow and brown or
black
on the shoulders there are usually three rings of each
colour, fewer behind. In young specimens there is no annulation.
Eace, ears, and callosities varying from flesh-colour to dusky. Eyelids white or bluish white in many cases.
Varieties. There are two prominent varieties of this well-known
monkey a dark-coloured form with dusky face (M. carhoiiarius),
and a golden-rufous race (M. aureus). Both of these, as well as
The
the normal yellowish-brown type, are found in Burma.
colour of the face varies greatly, some dark-furred individuals
having a pale face, and vice versa.
Dimensions. An old male measures
head and body 22 inches,
In another the head and body are
tail 19, hand 3*9, foot 5-5.
large adult
about 21 inches, tail 20. Females are smaller.
male skull measures 5"3 inches in extreme length, 4*1 from anterior margin of foramen magnum, and 3*6 in breadth across the
zygomatic arches ; a female skull 4*35, 3, and 2-9 in the three
dimensions.
Distribution. The crab- eating Monkey is found throughout a
great part of Burma, including Arakan, especially along tidal
creeks near the coast, and in the deltas of rivers. It is not known
to occur on hills, nor has it been recorded with certainty from
Upper Burma. It is found in the Nicobar Islands (? introduced),
but not in the Andamans. Beyond our area it has a wide range
throughout Siam and the Malayan peninsula and islands.
Habits. TickeU, in bis MS. notes, gives an excellent description
of this animal, from which most of the following details are
He says that these monkeys are usually met with in
derived.
small parties of five to fifteen, consisting of one old male, four or
They are especially common on
five females, and their young.
the banks of tidal creeks, where they live amongst the mangroves,
and feed upon seeds, Crustacea, and insects. The claws and body
of a crab were found in the cheek- pouch of a female shot in Arakan
by Captain (afterwards Sir A.) Phayre. The tidal creeks are, in
Tenasserim and Arakan, and in the delta of the Irawadi, the only
highroads of the country the monkeys, consequently, become familiarized with the sight of men, and will allow of a near approach
and even pick up rice or fruit thrown to them. This I can confirm
from my own observation ; I have even known them, in Pegu,
follow a boat for some distance.
They swim and dive well. Tickell mentions an instance of a
wounded male, that had been shot and placed in a boat, jumping
overboard and diving repeatedly, once to a distance of 50 yards, in
order to avoid recapture.
There is no particular season for breeding. The young clings
tenaciously to the mother for the first month, after which it ventures out little by little, and, to quote Tickell, " it is exceedingly
amusing to watch the rough tenderness with which the latter [the
mother] checks at first the over-venturesome sallies of the little
;

—

:

—

A

;
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animal, which is often pulled back by the tail, chastised with a cuff
on the head, and then gravely huddled up to the breast, where the
shrieks and chattering of the delinquent, which is just as fractious
as a child under such circumstances, are soon appeased."
Like the rest of the genus, this monkey is easily tamed if taken
young it is intelligent and full of antics. The females continue
gentle, but the males become morose and savage as they grow
;

old.

This species is the Macaque of Buffon, but is not the Simia
cynomolgos of LinnsDus, which is an African baboon. F. Cuvier
called attention to these facts in 1818, but his remarks appear to
have been generally overlooked. As in the case of M. silenus, the
name has been used too long to be altered now with a probability
of a less familiar term being generally accepted.

10.

Macacus

sinicus.

The Bonnet Monlcey.

Simia sinica, Linn. Mantissa, p. 521 (1771).
Cercocebus radiatus, Geoffr, Ann. du Mus. xix, p. 98 (1812).
Macacus radiatus, Blyth, Cat. p. 8 Jerdon, Mam. p. 12,
Macacus sinicus, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 90 id. Cat. p. 59.
;

;

Bandar, H. Makadu, Wdnar, Kerda, Mahr. Manga, Kodaga, Can.
Koti, Tel.
Koranga, Vella manthi, Mai.
Kurangu, Tamul Mucha,
Kitrg Kodan, Toda.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Eur

of moderate length, generally straight and smooth.
Hair
crown lengthened and radiating from the vertex, but not
usually extending over the forehead, where the shorter hair is
parted, as a rule, down the middle.
Tail nearly or quite as long
of the

as the

The

head and body.
skull

is

Caudal vertebra) 22.
long, flattened over the brows, with the orbits

much

Compared with the

skull

broader than high and nearly vertical.

that of M. sinicus is vertically much lower ; thus the
skull of which the measurements are given below is 3*05 inches in
height, the mandible included, whilst a skull of M. rhesus one tenth
of an inch shorter is, with its mandible, 3'5 inches high.
Colour. Hair-brown to greyish brown above, pale brown or
whitish below. Fur annulated towards the ends in some specimens.
Face and ears flesh-coloured.
Dimensions. Head and body of an adult male 19 1 inches, tail 22 ;
weight 16 lbs. The tail, however, is generally rather longer in
An adult male skull is 4*8 inches long from occiput,
proportion.
3*5 from foramen, and 3*5 broad across the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. Southern India, extending on the West Coast to the
neighbourhood of Bombay, bat on the East not further than the
Godavari ; it is doubtful indeed if this species is found so far north

of

M.

7'hesus,

as that river.

This monkey is replaced in Ceylon by the next, which appears
only to differ in colour. In general M. sinicus has shorter and
smoother fur, and the radiating hair on the crown is shorter, not
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extending to the forehead, but a specimen from Travancore in the
British Museum has rough hair like M. pileatus devoid of annulation, and an unusually long topknot.
Habits. Very similar to those of other members of the genus.
This is the common monkey, tame or wild, of Southern India, found
both in wild jungles and in populous towns, where it pillages the
shops of the dealers in fruit and grain. Jerdon says " it is the
most inquisitive and mischievous of its tribe, and its powers of
mimicry are surpassed by none." I do not think that it can excel
M. rliesus in inquisitiveness and mischief, but I believe that it is,
on the whole, more docile.

11.

Simia

pileata,

Macacus
Macacus
id.

Macacus

pileatus.

Shmo, Gen. Zool.

i,

Tociue

pt. 1, p.

Monhey.

53 (1800).

sinicus, Kelaart, Prod. p. 8, 7iec Linn.
pileatus, Blyth, Cat. p. 9; Anderson,

An.

Zool.

Res.^. 91;

Cat. p. 61.

Raldiva, Cingalese.

Hair rather long, v^-avy and rough, that of the crown forming a
topknot radiating from the vertex, and considerably lengthened,
extending in front nearly to the eyebrows. Tail nearly as long as
head and body. Caudal vertebrae 24. The skull is similar to that
of

M.

sinicus.

Kufous or yellowish brown above, white or whitish below.
tail, hands, and feet sometimes more
base, tipped and sometimes annulated
with rufous or yellow. Face and callosities flesh-coloured. Ears,
palms, and soles dusky.
Dimensions. Head and body of an adult male 21 inches, tail 18
Schlegel gives 20 and 23 inches, probably from skins.
(Kelaart).
A male adult skull is 4-9 inches in extreme length, 3*5 in zygoColour.

The upper surface of the
dusky. Eur hair-brown at

matic breadth.
According to Kelaart the present form is of less robust make
and smaller size than the Southern Indian form, but it is very
doubtful if there is any constant difference. Eor my own part,
I doubt if the two are entitled to specific distinction.
Distribution. Ceylon, throughout the island.
Habits. Precisel}^ the same as those of M. sinicus. Kelaart says
that the latter is more intelligent and less mischievous
but, as
already remarked, the two are probably mere varieties of the same
species. M. pileatus is the monkey commonly kept tame in Ceylon,
and carried about by jugglers and itinerant mountebanks for the
;

amusement of children, exactly as M. rliesus is in Northern and
M. sinicus in Southern India. It may be mentioned here that
those who have only seen monkeys in Europe, and especially in
cages, have in general a very imperfect idea of the intelligence,
love of fun, and power of mimicry that these animals possess.
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Subfamily

SEMNOPITHECINiE.

The members of this subfamily are easily distinguished by their
slender form, and by the absence of cheek-pouches.
They are
more purely herbivorous than the Macaque monke3^s, and a considerable portion of their food consists of leaves and young shoots.
Their digestive organs are much modified, and the stomach bears
some resemblance to that of ruminant ungulates, being large in
size and divided into three portions.
In cojisequence probably of
the more restricted nature of their food, these monkeys are far
more delicate than the species of Macacus, and are less easily kept
alive in confinement.
They are consequently not nearly so well
represented in European museums, and they have been less studied
by European naturalists. Very little is known of their breedinghabits or of their life-history in general.
The only Indian genus is SemnopitJiecus, which is found almost
throughout the Oriental region. The corresponding African genus
Colobus is distinguished by having the thumb of the hand rudimentary.

For descriptions

of the anatomy, see Otto, Acad. Cees. Leop.
1825, p. 505 (a partial translation of this appeared in the Zoological Journal,' vol. iii, p. 249) ; Owen, Trans.
Zool. Soc. i, p. 65; and Murie, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 740.

Nova Acta,

xii,
'

Genus

SEMNOPITHECUS *,

E. Cuvier, 1821.

Syn. Preshytis, Eschscholtz.

Body and limbs

slender.

head and body together in
species.

Thumb

Tail long, exceeding in length the
all

Indian, Ceylonese, and

short, but well developed.

black hairs across the eyebrows. Yertebrae
C. 25-30.
3—3
2—2
1—1
4
J.-J.-rv
Dentition
i. ^, c.
pm.
m.

:

A

row

Burmese

of long

stiff

C. 7, B. 12, L. 7, S. 3,

•

:

The skull is rounder than in the Macaques, the breadth of the
brain-case being relatively greater and the development of the
muzzle less. The facial angle is consequently higher, although
the intelligence is certainly not superior, and is apparently lower.

* Both the genera Semnopithecus and Preshytis were proposed in the same
year, 1821, the former, in the French form Scmnopitheque, for 8. entellus and
8. melalophos (Hist. Nat. des Mammiferes), the latter for 8. mitratus
(Kotzebue's Entdeckungs Eeise,' iii, p. 196). The latter species is somewhat
aberrant.
The name Se7nnopitheciis has been more widely used than Preshytis,
'

and

is

accordingly adopted here.
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Fig. 7.

— Skull of Semnopithccus

Synojjsis of Indian, Ceylonese,

entellus.

and Burmese

A. Hair of crown radiating from a point on

Species.

tlie

forehead.
a. Head scarcely paler or not paler than back.
Hands and feet black. No crest
aS'. entellus, p. 27.
h\ Hands and feet same colour as limbs.
Ac-rest
S. priamtis, ^. 31.
b. Head distinctly paler than back.
a'. Hands and feet black, lower parts yellowish
S. hypoleucus, p. 33.
h'. Hands and feet scarcely darker than
limbs, lower parts greyish
S. schistaceus, p. 30.
B. Hair of crown radiating from two frontal
points, one on each side.
a. Nearly black above, inside of thighs white S. femoralis, p. 42.
C. Hair of crown directed bacliwards throughout, not radiating.
a. No crest ; hair of crown not longer than on
temples and nape.
a'.

Body

black or dusky brown above and
below.
S. harbei,
a". Head black throughout, like body
b". Head pale brown, cheeks same colour
.

c".

as crown
Cheeks paler

.

S.johni, p. 33.

than

crown,

sacral

Cheeks paler than

crown,

sacral

region grey
c?".

S. cephalopterus, p. 34.

region black
6'.

p. 39.

Body yellowish white throughout

S.

....

ursinus,

p. 36.

S. senex, p. 35.

SEMNOPITHECUS.
b.
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No crest.

Hairs of crown longer than those
of temples and occiput, and forming a cap.
Body dark grey above, yellow below
S. pileatns, p. 37.
crest of longer hairs.
a'.
pointed crest on occiput.
Adults
ashy to blackish brown,youngyellowish
brown
S. ohscuniSy^,
b'
Crest compressed
and longitudinal
on crown of head; body dark grey
above, whitish below
S. phayrei^ p. 39.
crest ? Black above, ferruginous below,
neck white; young rufescent white
throughout
8. chrysogastev, p. 38.
.

c.

.

A

A

.

".

d.

A

The remains

of a single species of Semnopithecus have been found
and those of another in the Pleistocene Cave-

in the Siwalik beds,

deposits of Kurnool.

12.

The Langdr

Semnopithecus entellus.

or

Hanumdn Monkey.

Simla entellus, Diifresne, Bull. Sac. Phil. 1797, p. 49.
Semnopithecus entellus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xii, p. 169, xiii, p. 470
Mutton, P. Z. S. 1867, p. 944 Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. lo
;

id. Cat. p. 35.
? S. anchises, Elliot, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xiii, p. 470, xvi, p. 733.
Presbytis entellus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, pp. 372, 1271, pi.
fig. 1 ; id. Cat. p. 11 ; Jerdon, Mam. p. 4.

Langur and Hanilmdn, Hindi

;

Wdnar, Marathi

Kodej Kurg; Sard, Korku (Satpm^a Hills) and

No

Ho

;

Musya

liv,

Canarese

(Kol).

Hair on the crown of the head radiating in all
from a point about one-third the distance back from
the eyebrows to the occiput.
Ears large, not covered by the
hair of the cheeks.
Hair of the body of the same colour throughout, and generally somew^hat wavy.
Colour. Head, body, limbs, and tail pale earthy or greyish
brown, or pale isabelline throughout hands and feet always black
The back and the outside of the limbs are sometimes
above.
darker, and the lower parts paler; the head too is said to be
crest.

directions

;

occasionally lighter in colour, but the difference
Face, ears, and soles of hands and feet black.

is

not great.

—

an adult male
head and body
without hair at end, 38 inches. Pemales
Large males measure considerably more head
are rather less.
Weight
and body 30 inches, or even more according to Jerdon.
An adult male skull
of a male 22 lbs., of a female 18 lbs.
measures extreme length from alveolar border of premaxillaries to
back of head 5*05 inches, to foramen (basal length) 3*6, width
across the zygomatic arches 4.
Dimensions.

Average

about 2 feet long

;

size of

:

tail,

;

:

* This and the next

name may

belong to 8, priamus.
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Distribution. The northern portion o£ the Indian Peninsula,
including South-western Bengal, Orissa, the Central Provinces,
Bomba^y, Guzerat, Southern Eajputana and part of the N.W.
Provinces, extending to Kattywar and probably to Cutch (J. A. S. B.
xli, pt. 2, p. 220), but not to Sind or the Punjab.
Huttou states
that this species is not indigenous east of the Hugli or north of
the Ganges, and of a line drawn westward from Allahabad to near
Bundi on the Chambal, and that colonies found near certain
Hindu shrines, as Muttra in the North-west Provinces and Kishnagurh in Bengal, have been introduced.
The latter is probable,
but it is certain that Langurs occur in the Oudh Terai, and generally along the base of the Himalaya (Jerdon mentions their
occurrence near Pankabari, in Sikhim), and they are more likely to
be this species than S. scJiistaeetis.
It is remarkable that the range
of so well-known an animal should be so imperfectly ascertained.
The southern limit of S. entellus also needs verification. This is
certainly the species inhabiting the Bombay Deccan
but Blyth
mentions (J. A. S. B. xiii, p. 471) an immature black-handed
specimen from Coimbatore, well within the range of the palehanded P. ]priamus, and Lydekker has referred to S. eyitelliis the
remains from the Kurnool caves. The range of this Langur on the
Eastern coast extends, I believe, south of the Godavery.
Habits. Few, if any, wild animals afford better opportunities for
observation than the Haniiman Monkey of ISTorthern and Central
India.
Generally protected, and looked upon as sacred by many
of the Hindu inhabitants, it has no fear of man and may be found
in groves near villages, or even in the village trees, as commonly
as in the depths of the forest.
In many parts of India it is a
common occurrence to see these monkeys on the roofs of houses.
They frequently pilfer food from the grain-dealers' shops, whilst
the damage they inflict on gardens and fields renders them so great
a nuisance that the inhabitants of the country, although they will
not as a rule kill the monkeys themselves, sometimes beg Europeans to shoot the intruders.
S. entellus feeds on fruit and grain, seed, seed-pods (for instance
gram), leaves and young .shoots, the last two forming a large
portion of its food. Certain vegetable poisons are said to be taken
by this monkey with impunity, doses of 5 and even 10 grains of
strychnine having been given to one without effect, although the
;

•

same drug killed Macacus rhesus quickly.
The Hanuman is usually found in smaller or larger communities,
composed of individuals of both sexes and of all ages, the youngest
clinging to their mothers and being carried by them, especially
when alarmed.
An old male is occasionally found solitary, as
The story that males and females
with so many other mammals.
live in separate troups, though apparently believed by Blyth and
quoted by Jerdon, I agree with Hutton in regarding as fictitious,
though, as the latter observer justly remarks, females with very
young offspring may keep together and temporarily apart from the
remainder of the troup to which they belong.
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I also doubt the details of the story, quoted, like the last, from
the Bengal Sporting Magazine for 1836, of combats between the
males for the possession of the females. But the occurrence of
Mr. T. H.
fights amongst these animals rests on good evidence.
Hughes (Proc. A. S. B. 1884, p. 147) described a combat, witnessed
by himself in April, between two communities of Hanumans,
Only the
apparently for the possession of a mango-grove.
champion males of each flock engaged at first, two from the larger
but after one of the former had been
flock, one from the smaller
killed, his throat being torn open by his adversary's teeth, two
females came to the assistance of the sur^ivor, and the single
champion of the opposite side was mortally wounded, whereupon
several of the weaker flock appeared to be taken prisoners by the
others.
The whole account is very interesting.
Away from villages, the high trees on the banks of streams or
of tanks, and, in parts of Central India, rocky hills are the
They are never found at a
favourite haunts of these monkeys.
great distance from water. Whether on trees, on rocks, or on the
" They leap with surprising
ground they are exceedingly active.
agility and precision from branch to branch, and when pressed
I have seen them cross from tree
take most astonishing jumps.
to tree, a space of 20 to 30 feet wide, with perhaps 40 or 50 feet
They can run on all fours with considerable rapidity,
in descent.
taking long strides or rather bounds " (Jerdon). They leap from
rock to rock as readily as from tree to tree. But great as their
apparent speed is, McMaster found that on horseback he easily
ran down a large male in a very short distance indeed, it is their
power of bounding and the remarkable appearance they present
whilst leaping, with their long tails turned over their backs, that
convey the idea of speed, rather than the actual rapidity of their
motions.
Their voice is loud and is often heard, especially in the morning
The two commonest sounds emitted by them are
and evening.
a loud, joyous, rather musical call, a kind of whoop, generally
uttered when they are bounding from tree to tree, and a harsh
The latter is the cry
guttural note, denoting alarm or anger.
familiar to the tiger-hunter, amongst whose best friends is the
Hanuman. Safely esconced in a lofty tree, or jumping from one
tree to another as the tiger moves, the monkey by gesture and cry
points out the position of his deadly enemy in the bushes or grass
It is marvellous to observe
beneath, and swears at him heartily.
how these monkeys, even in the wildest forests, where human
beings are rarely seen, appear to recognize the men as their friends,
It is a common but erroneous
at least as allies against the tiger.
notion of sportsmen that this guttural cry is a sure indication of
a tiger or leopard having been seen, whereas the monkeys quite as
often utter it merely as an expression of surprise ; I have heard it
caused by the sight of deer running away, and I believe that it is
frequently due to the monkeys catching sight of men.
In confinement the Hanumc4n is, as Jerdon says, quite sedate
'

'

;
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Older animals are not unfrequently morose and
amusing as the
3Iacaci, and even in the wild state the Hanuman appears quieter,
less possessed by an insatiable curiosity, less sportive, and also
His behaviour is more in accordance with the
less quarrelsome.
extreme gravity of his appearance.
The female Hanuman is said not unfrequently to have twins,
although one young at a time is the rule, as throughout the order.
The period of gestation does not appear to have been ascertained,
nor the age at which these monkeys become adult.

and indolent.
savage.

13.

None

of this group are so docile or so

The Himalayan Langur.

Semnopithecus schistaceus.

Semnopithecus schistaceus, Hodgson,
Anderson, An. Zool, Res. p. 16 id.
;

Presbytis schistaceus, Blyth, Cat.

p.

J.

A.

S.

B.

ix, p.

1212 (1841)

Cat. p. 37.

11

;

Jerdon,

Mam.

p. 6.

Ldngiir, Hindi.

No crest. Fur long. The hair of the crown radiates from a
point some distance behind the eyebrows, as in S. entellus.
The
ears are smaller than in that ^ecies, and concealed by the long
Tail slightly but distinctly tufted at the end.
hair of the cheeks.
Colour. Back, tail, and outside of limbs earthy or greyish brown,
frequently with a slight purplish tinge.
Shoulders and a band
down the fore limbs often darker. Crown and sides of head and
Feet and hands externally the same
the lower parts whitish.
colour as the limbs, or very little darker.
Face and ears black ; a
little black hair on parts of the face.
Dimensions.
moderate-sized individual measures 30 inches
from muzzle to rump, tail 36. An adult male skull is 5*7 inches
This species is the
in extreme, 4-15 in basal length, 4-35 broad.
largest of the Indian and Burm-ese forms, and probably of the
whole genus.
Distrihution. Throughout the greater portion of the Himalayas
from Kashmir to Bhutan, the most western authenticated locality
being the Wurdwan valley above Kishtwar (J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2,
In Sikhim S. schistaceus is confined to the interior at
p. 284).
It is found at similar
elevations of from 7000 to 12,000 feet.
elevations in the Western Himalayas, but it is also said to occur
As stated under the last species, it
at the base of the Himalayas.
remains to be seen whether the Langurs of the Terai and lower
Himalayan slopes are not S. entellus. I can find no record, by a

A

competent naturalist, of

>S^.

schistaceus

below 5000 or 6000

feet.

included in a list of mammals found in the
Naga hills (J. A. S. B. xliv, pt. 1, p. 332), but probably some other
The statement that large
species has been mistaken for it.
monkeys are found in Kafiristan (J. A. S. B. xxviii, p. 332) requires confirmation.
Habits. Except in inhabiting a much cooler climate, this Langur
Hutton
differs but little from the Hanuman monkey in habits.

This

monkey

is
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has observed S. scJiistaceus near Simla, sporting amongst fir trees
that were loaded with snow-wreaths.
According to a MS. note of Hodgson's these monkeys pair in
February and have young in April or May, the period of gestation
Further information is
being apparently only two months.
desirable.

from ^S^. enteUas (1) by being someprobably no great difference between
large individuals of both species
(2) by the head being much paler
in colour than the back, and by the feet being but little, if at aU,
darker than the limbs (3) by the smaller ears, and by their being
concealed by the long hair of the cheeks ; (4) by the form of the
skull.
Dr. Anderson has shown that the skull of S. schistaceus is
longer in proportion to the breadth, and the face is relatively
If a straight edge be applied to the
longer than in S. entellus.
face, it \Adll be found that in S. entellus the nasal bones do not
project beyond a line drawn from the middle of the supraorbital
ridge to the anterior border of the premaxillaries, whilst in
S. scJiistaceus the nasals do project beyond that line.
These chaAnderson in his last
racters appear quite constant in adults.
work, the Catalogue of Mammalia in the Indian Museum,' classes
S. scJiistaceus as merely a variety of S. entellus, but I cannot
S. schistaceus is distinguished

what

larger,

though there

is

;

;

'

agree.

14. SemnopithecTis priamus.

TJie

Madras Langur.

B. xiii, p. 470 (1844).
Presbytis priamus, BlytJi, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 732, pi. liv (p. 1271)
Kelaart, Prod. p. 3; Jerdon, Mam. p. 7.
XX, p. 153 id. Cat. p. 12
Semnopithecus albipes, Is. Geoff. Cat. Metli. Mam. (1851) p. 14
Gray, Cat. MonJieys t^-c. B. M. p. 15 Anderson, An. Zool. Res.

Semnopithecus priam,

Elliot, Blytli, J.

A.

S.

;

;

;

p. 18.

Semnopithecus priamus, Anderson,

Ati. Zool. Res. p.

19

;

id.

Cat.

p. 38.

Konda-musal, MusJcauntJii, Tarn.

;

Gandanyi, Tel.

;

Musia, Can.

j

Kunde Wandaru, Cing.

The radiation of the hairs on the front part of the crown is less
entellus and S. scJiistaceus ; the hairs on the
conspicuous than in
hinder part of the crown are elongated along the middle line so as
Black suprato form a distinct longitudinal compressed crest *.
Ears large, not covered by the hair of the
orbital fringe very long.
Hair of the body long, with scattered longer piles of the
cheeks.
same colour.
*

The

existence of this crest was mentioned by Blyth, Jerdon, and Kelaart,
Sir Emerson Tennant, but doubted by Anderson.
It is, however, distinctly shown in three dried skins from Ceylon in the British Museum,
and as these skins have never been mounted the character is clearly natural. I
have also seen it in skins from Southern India, and am assured by Mr. W, Davison and others that it is constantly present.

and figured by
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Colour, Back, outside of limbs, and tail greyish or earthy brown,
sometimes with a slight pinkish tinge head paler brown above
feet the same colour as the limbs, or a Uttle darker, not black.
;

Fig. 8.

Lower

— Head of Semnopitheciis priaTmis.

parts pale brown.

Face, palms of hands, and soles of feet

black.

Dimensions. Head and body 21 inches, tail 28 (a Ceylon specia large Wynaad example, however, measured 23 and 37
Madras specimens are probably larger than Ceylonese.
inches.
An adult male Ceylon skull is 4-23 inches in extreme, 3 in basal
length, and 3*35 in zygomatic breadth.
Another has for corresponding dimensions 4*6, 3*28, and 3'63 inches.

men)

;

Distribution. Coromandel coast and the Carnatic as far north as
Nellore, also Mysore, the Wynaad, and Northern Ceylon, extending south as far as Trincomali and the skirts of the Kandyan hills.
The limits of range of this species and of S. entellus are not exactly
known. S. joriamus, I learn from Mr. W. Davison, ascends the
eastern slopes of the Nilgiri hills to an elevation of 6000 feet.
Habits. Precisely similar to those of its near ally >S'. entellus.
This species may be distinguished from >S. e7itellus by having a
feet and hands not being black above.
The form
quite different, as Anderson has shown ; the facial
portion being much shorter and more concave.
The distance from
the alveolar border of the premaxillaries to the supraorbital ridge
crest,

and by the

of the skull

is

in an adult skull of 8. priamus is 1-7, in 8. entellus 2'2o, and in
Several other differences in the cranium
scJiistaceus 2*7 inches.

>S'.

and mandible are noticed by Anderson.

3^
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The Malabar Langur.

Semnopithecus hypoleucus.

Semnopitlieciis
xiii, p,

470

;

hypoleiicos, Blyth, J.

B. x, p. 839 (1841),
20 id. Cat. p. 40.
Comptes Bendus, xy, p. 719

A.

Anderson, An. Zool. Res.

S.

p,

;

Semnopitliecus dussumieri, Is. Geoffr.
(1842) id. Descr. An. Nouv., Fain, des Singes, p. 54, pi. xxx.
Presbytia hypoleucos, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 733.
Presbytis johnii, Blyth, Cat. p. 12; Jerdon, Mam. p. 7, nec Fischer.
',

Vella Manthi, Malayalim.

No

crest.

The

hair

on the crown

of the head radiates as in

S. entellus.

Colour.

times not

Above dusky brown, varying somewhat

much darker than

in tint,

some-

S. entellus, but always darker in the

middle o£ the back than on the

sides.

Head

fulvous to dirty

crown being rather darker.
Supraorbital hairs black
as usual, and some black hairs before the ears.
Limbs dark brown,
hands and feet black tail dark brown, the terminal portion paler.
Lower parts yellow or yellowish white.
Young
Face black.
animals are said by Jerdon to be sooty brown throughout.
Dimensions. Smaller than those of S. entellus.
Head and body

yellow, the

;

full-grown male 21 inches, tail 32. An adult male skull
measures 4-26 inches in extreme length by 3*30 in breadth across
the zygomatic arches {Anderson).
Distribution. The Malabar coast, especially in evergreen forests,
from about 14° or 15° North lat. to Cape Comorin, ascending
the hills to an elevation of about 1200 or 1300 feet.
It is not
confined to the forests, but frequents gardens and the belt of
cultivated wooded land that extends all along the sea-coast of
Malabar.
Habits. Similar to those of /S. entellus, except that, although it
is found in trees near houses, it is not familiar and rather shuns
observation.
It has the usual loud call of the genus, and the
same kind of alarm-note when it sees tigers or other beasts of
It is frequently taken young and tamed.
prey.
of a

16.

The Mlgiri Danger.

Semnopithecus johni.

Simla johnii, Fischer, Syn.
Semnopithecus cucuUatus,

Mam.
Is.

p.

25 (1829).

Geoffr. Zool.

Bel.

Voy. p. 38,

pi.

i

(1834).

Semnopithecus jubatus, Wagner, Schreb. Sdugeth. Supp. i, p. 305.
Presbytia johnii, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 734.
Presbytia cucullatus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxviii, p. 283 id. Cat. p. 14.
;

Presbytia jubatus, Jerdon, Mam. p. 8.
Semnopithecua iohnii, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 21

;

id.

Cat.

p. 45.

Turuni, Kodan, Pershk, Toda
Karing Korangu, Mai.

;

Korangu, Baduga

and Kurumba

;

Hair of the crown and sides of the head very long ; no radiating
Fur of the body long, fine, and glossy.
centre to the crown.
D
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Colour. Glossy black to blackish brown except the head, which
tint of brownish yellow, and the rump and base of the
tail, which are generally ashy grey in adults and occasionally in the

is

some

young.

In the female there

inside each thigh {Davison).

throughout.
Dimensions.
weight 23 lbs.

is

always a yellowish-white patch

The very young animal

is

black

Head and body 21

to 23 inches, tail 32 to 35
In a very large male the head and body measured
29 inches, tail 37. Females are rather smaller than males. The
above measurements are from Travancore and Animale specimens
by Mr. E. Bourdillon and Mr. T. Hornaday. The skull of a
female barely adult measures 2*45 inches in basal, 3'7 in extreme
length, and 2-65 in zygomatic breadth, but this is doubtless a

small specimen.
Distribution. Found throughout the higher portions of the
Southern Syhadri or "Western Ghats from the Wynaad to Cape
Comorin, not descending below 2500 or 3000 feet elevation.
Common on the Nilgiri, Palnai, and Animale hills. Not known
on the Shevrai (Shevaroy) or other ranges east of the Syhadri.
Habits. This animal is shy and wary, the result of human perse-

cution.
It inhabits the sholas or dense but abruptly-limited woods
of the Nilgiris and other high ranges of Southern India, and is
also found in the forests on the slopes of the hills, usually in small

troops of from five to ten individuals.
It is very noisy, having a
loud guttural alarm cry, used also to express anger, and a long
loud call.
Jerdon relates that when the sholas of the Mlgiri
range were beaten for game, these monkeys made their way
rapidly and with loud cries to the lowest portion and thence to a
neighbouring wood at a lower level.
In consequence of the beauty of their skins, and the circumstance that certain castes eat their flesh, these monkeys are more
frequently shot than most of the Indian species, hence their
shyness.

17.

The ixarple- faced Monhey.

Semnopithecus cephalopterus.

Cercopithecus vetulus, Erxl. Syst. Reg. An., Mam. p. 25 (1777),
partim.
Cercopithecus kephalopterus, Zimm. Geog. Gesch. ii, p. 185 (1780).
Cercopithecus leucoprvmnus, Otto, Acad. Cces. Leop. Nova Acta, xii,
p. 505, pi. xlvi bis (1825).
Presbytis cephalopterus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, pp. 734, 1271 j
Kelaart, Prod. p. 1 ; Blyth, Cat. p. 13,
? Presbytis thersites, Elliot, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 1271, pi. liv,
f. 3
Blanford, P. Z. S. 1887, p. 626.
Semnopithecus cephalopterus, Schlegel, 3Ion. Singes Mus. P.-B. p. 51
Anderso7i, An. Zool. Pes. p. 22 id. Cat. p. 43.
;

;

Semnopithecus

kelaarti, Schlegel,

Kallu Wanderu (and Elli Wanderu

I.

c.

p. 52.

?), Cingalese.

Hair of crown directed backward, not radiating.

Whiskers
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very long, concealing the lower part of the ears. Black supraHair of body of moderate
orbital hairs but moderately developed.
length.
Colour.

Body and limbs dusky or smoky brown to black, more
or less tinged with ashy grey above and below; sacral region,
comprising the lower back, posterior upper portion of thighs, and
base of tail, ashy grey to greyish white, greater portion of tail
darker grey, tip again paler. Hair uniformly coloured, sometimes
paler towards the base, and frequently with pale tips on the back.
Crown of head and nape hair-brown, much paler than the back
sides of head and chin ashy grey or white, the long whitish
whiskers contrasting strongly with the brown crown, and serving
at all ages to distinguish this species from S. jolini.
Dimensions. Head and body 20 inches, tail 24|.
female
skull scarcely adult is 2-5 inches in basal, 3*5 in extreme length,
and 2-6 broad.
Varieties. The prevalent coloration, in adults at all events, is
But
nearly black on the body, with the sacral region silvery grey.
in the form named S. Jcelaarti by Schlegel, which appears to be
far from uncommon, the whole animal is hair-brown except the
lower back, upper portion of thighs, whiskers, and chin, which are
It is not known whether, specimens
light brown or whitish.
thus coloured are ever fully adult, but many immature specimens
have the normal coloration. Examples intermediate in coloration
between the black and brown forms are also met with. It is
probable that the S. thersites of Blyth and Kelaart may have been
founded on such brown examples of the present species.
It is clear that this monkey varies greatly in coloration, and
although at present I am disposed, chiefly for want of accurate
information, to keep the two next species, >S^. senea^ and S. ursinus,
distinct, it is quite possible that Anderson (Cat. Mam. I. M. pp. 44,
45) may be right in classing all as varieties of S. cephalopterus.
The skulls of this species, of S. johni, and S. ursinus are said by

A

Anderson to be very

similar to each other.

Found throughout most

parts of Ceylon at low or
moderate elevations, not above 1300 feet according to Kelaart.
According to Layard it is the common monkey of the maritime
provinces and is also found in the Kandyan districts.
Habits. Very similar to those of other species, found usually in
In confinement it is said to
troops of ten to fifteen individuals.
Distribution.

be very gentle.

18.
?

The

Semnopithecus senex.

Simia veter, X.

Syst. Nat. ed. xii,

i,

p.

white Monhey.

36 (1766).

Cercopithecus senex, Erxl. Syst. Rey. An., Mam. p. 24 (1777).
Presbytis albinus, Kelaart, Prod. p. 7 id. J. A. S. B. xx, p. 182.
Semnopithecus senex, Schley. Mus. Pays-Bas, i. p. 63.
Semnopithecus cephalopterus, var., Anderson, An. Zool, Res. p. 23,
;

note;

id.

Cat. p. 45.

D2
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Fur dense and wavy, whiskers

full.

Long white

hairs over the

toes.

Colour. Yellowish white, faintly marked with brownish on the
head, dusky over the shoulders and on the middle of the back.

Eace and ears black. Soles and palms flesh-coloured.
Dimensions. Apparently the same as those of >S^. ursinus.
Distribution. Mountains of Southern Ceylon at considerable
elevations.
is said to be rare, but to be found
on the Ceylonese mountains in parties of three or four,
Its occurrence was menalways apart from the other monkeys.
tioned more than two centuries ago by Captain Robert Knox.
Although it is very possible that S. senex is simply a white

Habits. This species or variety

occasionally

ursinus or S. ceplialopterus, it appears equally provariety of
bable that the present species may be an allied but distinct form
now verging on extinction. The only specimen I have seen, a
young animal in the Leyden Museum, looked somewhat different
from both. I have not been able to compare the skull.

19.

Semnopithecus ursinus.

Presbytis ursinus, Blyth,
Xelaart, Prod. p. 2.

J.

A.

S.

Semnopithecus ursinus, Anderson, An.

Maha Wanderu,
black

Monhey.
;

id.

Cat, p. 13

Zool. Res. p. 24.

Cing.

Hair very long, 4
orbital

Tlie bear

B. xx, pp. 155, 182

hairs

on the sides. Supralonger than those of crown, but

to 5 inches in length

scarcely

coarser.

The skull is said by Anderson to be shorter, with a greater zygomatic breadth than that of S. ceplialopterus the face shorter, and
the nasals somewhat longer, besides other distinctions ; but it would
be necessary to examine more specimens before concluding that
;

these distinctions are constant.
hair on sides of face
Colour. Dusky brown almost throughout
and chin paler, greyish brown to white. Hands and feet dark or
black head above in some specimens more rufous than back, and
occiput grey.
No grey tinge in the sacral region.
Dimensions. Larger than 8. cephalopterus.
Head and body
21 inches, tail 26, hand 5, foot 6|.
;

;

Distribution.

Mountains

of

Southern Ceylon, especially near

Newera EUia.
monkeys are usually seen in
numbers jumping on the trees, and when disturbed make a
Sir E. Tennant says that " at early morning,
short howling noise.
ere the day begins to dawn, their loud and peculiar howl, which
consists of quick repetition of the sound how-how, may be frequently
heard in the mountain jungles." One of these animals has been
known to attack a coolie carrying a rice-bag. The flesh of this
monkey, as of S. johni, is eaten by certain castes of natives.
Habits. According to Kelaart, these

large
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20.

Semnopithecus pileatus.

37

The

ca;p;ped

Monkey.

Semnopitliecus pileatus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xii, p. 174 (1843),
Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 13 id. Cat. p. 40.
p. 467
Presbytis pileatus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 735 id. Cat, p. 12
Main. Birds Burma, p. 11.

xiii,

;

;

;

Fig. 9.

;

id.

— Head of Semnopithecus pileatus.

The crown of the head thickly covered with hair of equal
length, rather longer than that of the occiput and temples and
harsher than that of the back, all directed backwards and forming a distinct cap. There is no frontal radiation. Hair of cheeks
long, partially covering the ears.

Black supraorbital hairs well

developed.
Colour. Upper parts dusky grey to brownish ashy grey, darker
on the upper part of the back and sometimes on the crown of the
head ; the hands and feet dark brown or black above, the fingers
tail dark brown or black
or some of them occasionally yellow
towards the tip. Sometimes the upper parts have a ferruginous
tint.
Lower parts and sides of head and neck golden brown or
orange to pale yellow or yellowish white. The yellow or whitish
colour of the cheeks extends to a line drawn just above the ears,
and the sides of the neck behind the ears are also pale, so that the
dark cap is well defined. Face black.
Blyth states that females and youug have the lower parts white
or but faintly tiuged with ferruginous and the upper parts pure
grey, whilst old males are of a deep rust-colour below and on the
In most specimens, however, the lower parts are of some
cheeks.
shade of yellow, more or less pure.
An immature female meaDimensions. Less than S. entellus.
head and body 18 inches, tail without the tuft of hair at
sured
;

:

—
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the end 28*5, with the tuft 31 {Blyth). According to Anderson
the skull is of about the same size as that of 8. priarmis, but the
supraorbital ridge is less developed.
Distribution. Throughout Assam and the hills to the south of the
valley, Sylhet, Tipperah, Chittagong, Northern Arakan, and part
Neither this nor any other species appears yet
of Upper Burma.
to have been recorded from the Himalayas north of Assam.
Anderson gives Tenasserim also as a locality, but this is due to
his uniting S. clirysogaster with this species.
Habits. Nothing is known of the habits of this species in particular, though it doubtless resembles its allies in most respects. In
captivity it is said to be gentle when young ; but older animals,
especially males, are sometimes savage.

21.

Semnopithecus chrysogaster.

The

red-bellied Monlcey.

Semnopithecus potenziani, Bonaparte, Comptes Rendus,

xliii, p.

note (1856), description insufficient.
Semnopithecus chrysogaster, Licht., Peters, P. Z. S. 1866,
footnote id. MB. Akad. Berlin, 1879, p. 830, footnote,
(no description, but a good figure).
Presbytes chrysogaster, Blyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 10.
;

412,

p. 429,
pi. iv b

In the only specimen known there is a slight compressed crest
extending from the vertex to the nape, but there is some doubt as
probably it is.
to whether this crest is natural
No distinct
Chin thinly covered with short white hairs and a
whisker-tufts.
;

few on the upper

Eur

body rather long.
and tail jet-black, the basal half of
the dorsal hairs ferruginous, the extreme base white the frontal
band, the cheeks to behind the ears, sides and front of neck, with
chin and upper breast, white
rest of lower parts deep and bright
ferruginous, which tinges the inner side of the limbs.
Colour.

Upper

lip.

of

parts, limbs,

;

;

Young wholly

rufous white or pale isabelline.
Dimensions of stuffed adult specimen (a female)

20 inches long,

:

head and body

23.
Two specimens, an adult female and a young one, are preserved
According to Blyth, these were obtained
in the Berlin Museum.
by Heifer in Tenasserim. Peters says nothing of Heifer, nor
could I learn anything in Berlin of the original collector of the
specimens, although on the stand, besides the locahty, is the name
Prof. Strempel.
The circumstance that so beautifully coloured
and conspicuous a species has not been noticed again tends to raise
some doubt as to the species really occurring in Tenasserim. At
the same time, Sciurus jpiceus, said by Peters (P. Z. S. 1866,
p. 429, note) to have been received with Semnopithecus chrysogaster, appears to be identical with a variety of Sciurus erythrceus
that occurs in Cachar.
tail
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Barhe's Leaf-MonTcey,

Presbytis barbei, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi,

p.

734

j

id. Cat. p.

14

;

id.

Mam.

Birds Burma, p. 11.
Semnopithecus barbei, Anderson^ An. Zool. Res.

No
Beard

crest.

short.

p.

12

id.

;

Cat. p. 48.

Hair on the crown not radiating. Whiskers long.
Hair on the vertex slightly lengthened, but not so

distinctly as in S. ohscuriis.

Colour. Blackish brown to black above and below, with a silvery
greyish wash on the upper parts and outside of limbs.
Eyebrows
and whiskers black. Naked face bluish black.
Dimensions. Head and body 19*5 inches, tail 29.
Distribution. The types were froui the interior of the Tipperah
hills.
This species has also been obtained by Anderson on the
Irawadi just above Mandalay in Upper Burma, and further north
in the Kakhyen Hills, and by Mr. Ossian Limborg on Muleyit
mountain west of Moulmain in Tenasserim. Mr. Limborg's specimens have been identified by Dr. Anderson, but require comparison with the monkey from the same neighbourhood identified
as S. phayrei by Colonel Tickell.
Habits. Similar to those of other members of the genus.
Anderson observed this monkey in parties of from thirty to fifty.
They were not shy.
It is possible that this species, of which I have not been able to
examine specimens, is only a variety of S. obscurus. This was
Blyth's view at one time (J. A. S. B. xxiv, p. 711), and Anderson
(I. c.) has shown that there is much similarity in the skulls of these
two forms. Both have rounded orbits and a comparatively elonBlyth, in his Catalogue and in his list
gate interorbital region.

of
to

Burmese Mammals, however,
;S^.

femoralis,

if

classed S. barbei as closely allied

not identical.

This scarcely appears to

me

borne out by the description.

23. Semnopithecus phayrei.

Phayre's Leaf-Monkey.

Semnopithecus obscurus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xiii^ p. 466, nec Reid.
Presbytis phayrei, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 733 (1847) ; id. Cat.
p. 15.

Semnopithecus argentatus, Blyth, Horsjield, Cat.

p. 7.

Presbytis cristatus, Raffles, apud Blyth, Mam. Birds
nec Raffles.
Semnopithecus phayrei, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 34
;

Burma,
id.

p. 9,

Cat. p. 49.

Myouk-myek-kiveng-hpyu (monkey with white orbits), Burm. MyoukDdthxva and Shaivd me,
Geng, Talain
hgnyo, Arakan and Tavoy
Karen.
;

;

;

A somewhat peaked, longitudinal median crest on the vertex.
Hair of crown elongated, directed backwards, not radiating.
Whiskers long, partly covering the ears. In the skull the supraorbital ridges are but little developed, and the orbits are less
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rounded than in S. harhei and S.

ohscurns.

The

occipital region is

nearly vertical.
Colour.

Above dark ashy brown, darkest on the head and

extre-

the basal portion of which is
albescent.
Back from shoulders to loin silvery, or glistening.
Whiskers same colour as crown. Underparts whitish or white,
this colour not extending on to the limbs.
Eyelids and a broad
area above the eyes whitish or white ; an area including the mouth
mities, including the tip of the

Fig. 10.

Semnopithecus phayrei.

tail,

(From a drawing by

Col. Tickell.)

and extending from the nostrils to the chin, flesh-colour
around mouth white ; remainder of face leaden black.
Young the same colour as adults the very young are, however,

and

lips,

hairs

;

straw-coloured according to Tickell.
Dimensions. An adult female, according to Tickell, measured

head and body 23 inches, tail 30, hand 4|, foot 6. Anderson
gives much smaller measurements
bead and body 18'2 inches,
taU 21-2,
:
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Distribution. Arakan, the Bassein district of Pegu west of the
Bassein river, where I shot this monkey myself, and Northern
Tenasserim, near Moulmain, where the same species apparently
was obtained by Tickell (J. A. S. B. xxviii, p. 428, and MS. notes)
and by Mr. W. Davison.
In Tickell's unpublished notes there is an excellent coloured
drawing and description with several details of anatomy &c., taken
from an adult female that he obtained east of Moulmain. The
drawing, from which the accompanying cut is taken, represents an
animal greyer in colour than Arakan specimens, and the hands and
feet are blackish above, contrasting strongly with the colour of the
The lower parts are white on the lower abdomen and
limbs.
elsewhere they are ashy grey. This animal
inside the thighs only
may have been an example of 8. cdbocinereus, Desm. (S. siamensis,
Miill. & Schl.), but I am rather disposed to refer that species to
;

femoralis.

Leaf-Monkey is found in dense high forests, or
amongst bamboos on the hill-sides and on the banks of streams,
It is very shy
usually in flocks of twenty or thirty individuals.
and wary, and is consequently more often heard than seen, the
whole flock when alarmed rushing through the forest, shaking the
branches violently and leaping from tree to tree. But occasionally,
as Tickell observes, an old male stays behind in a safe post of
vantage on the top of one of the highest trees, where he may be
Habits. Phayre's

heard uttering his short deep alarm-cry at frequent intervals. This
I was once
cry is an angry bark not unlike that of the Hanuman.
well scolded from a tree by an old monkey, I believe of this species,
on the edge of a half-deserted clearing in Southern Arakan. I had
done nothing to offend his monkeyship, but he evidently considered
me as something unusual and suspicious. Blyth observes that the
young of this species, besides making a whining noise to express
their wants, emit a cry that might be mistaken for the mew of
a cat.

24.

The dushy Leaf-Monkey.

Semnopithecus ohscurus.

Semnopithecus ohscurus, Reid, P.
Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 25

;

Z. S. 1837^ p. 14 (no description)
id. Cat. p. 46 ;
Thomas.^ P. Z. S.

1886, p. 66.
Presbytis obscurus, Blyth, Cat. p. 14

;

id.

Mam.

Birds Burma,

p. 10.

Lotong or Lotong-itam, Malay.

Hair of crown directed backwards, not radiating, becoming
lengthened at the back, so as to form a pointed projecting tuft on
the occiput. Whiskers long.
Colour. As a rule dark ashy grey on the head, body, and limbs,
varying, however, to blackish brown ; feet and hands black lower
The
parts rather paler; tail as a rule lighter than the body.
lengthened hair on the occiput conspicuously paler, sometimes
;
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The nape and sometimes the middle of the back often
brownish. Mouth and eyelids whitish, remainder of face black.
A female obtained by Mr. Davison at Bankasun, in the extreme
son til of Tenasserim, has the crown of the head and middle of the
back hair-brown, sides almost black long hair of occiput, limbs,
feet black above, as usual.
tail, and underparts brownish grey
The young are of a vivid golden ferruginous colour, which soon
changes to dusky ash, the rufous colouring remaining longer on
parts of the head, throat, flanks, and thighs, and longest of all on
Probably the female described
the terminal portion of the tail.
above retained the coloration of the young on the limbs and tail.
Dimensions. In an adult male the head and body measured
21 inches, tail 32. An adult male skull from Tenasserim * in the
British Museum measures in extreme length 4-25, basal length 3,
and zygomatic breadth 3*5. In an adult female skull the corresponding dimensions are 3*8, 2*7, and 2*85 inches.
Distribution. Malayan Peninsula, Siam, and the Tenasserim
whitish.

;

;

provinces.

25.

Semnopithecus femoralis.

The handed Leaf-Monkey.

Semnopithecus femoralis, Horsjield, Appendix Life Sir T. S. Raffias,
Martin, Charlesworth's Mag. N. H.
p. 642 (1830) (no description)
Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 175
Horsf. Cat.
i\, p. 436 (1838)
Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 30 id. Cat. p. 52
Thomas,
p. 10
;

;

;

;

;

P. Z. S. 1886,

Two

;

p. 60.

distinct radiating centres,

behind the supraorbital ridge.
forming a crest as in S. ohscunis.

one on each side of the forehead
Hair of the occiput elongate,

Colour. Blackish brown to black, except upon a varying portion
of the under surface, which is white, and always includes the lower
abdomen and inside of the thighs. Sometimes the latter colour
extends only to the knee, in other specimens it passes down the
inside of the leg to the heel, and also occupies the centre of the
chest, the inside of the arm, and the lower surface of the tail

except near the tip.
Anderson gives head and body 19 inches, tail 22 ;
Dimensions.
but no measurements from fresh individuals are available.
Distribution. Borneo, Sumatra, and the Malay Peninsula, extending north into Tenasserim. A specimen was obtained by Mr.
Davison at Bankasun in South Tenasserim.
Nothing is recorded of the habits of this species.
I am strongly disposed to suspect that S. siamensis, Miill. &
Schleg. {S. albocinereus apud Cantor), is a grey form of this
species.

* This is one of a large collection of Indian skulls in the British Museum
The collection was made by
labelled as presented by the late Dr. Oldham.
Mr. W. Theobald, and entrusted by him to Dr. Oldham for presentation to the

Museum.
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The Lemurs or Half-Apes, Prosimice of some authors, differ so
widely from the Monkeys, both externally and anatomically, as to
The
have been classed by many naturalists in a distinct order.
principal distinctions are the form of the skull and teeth, the
greater extent to which the cerebellum is uncovered by the cerebrum, the greater development of the pollex, and the long clawshaped nail on the second digit of the foot in Lemurs, and the
presence in these animals of a perforate clitoris, a two-horned
uterus, and a bell-shaped, diffuse, and non-deciduate placenta.
The skull in Lemurs has a long narrow muzzle ; the orbits are not
surrounded by bone behind, as in Monkeys, but open freely
beneath the bony orbit into the temporal fossa ; and the lachrymal
foramen, instead of being internal, opens on the outside of the
The upper incisors are, in nearly all Lemurs, divided by a
skull.
toothless interspace in the middle of the upper jaw; and the
lower incisors are long, narrow, and projecting ; whilst the lower
canines are, in most of the forms, only distinguished from the
incisors by greater depth, and have been, by several writers,
In most species, too, the anterior or first
counted as incisors.
lower premolar is larger than the second and third, and resembles
a canine, whilst the other premolars and molars are very different
in shape from those in all the Old-World Monkeys (those of the
Marmosets are intermediate in form), being more or less ovate in
section instead of rectangular. Most of the characters enumerated
as distinguishing the Lemurs are found also in other and lower
(For additional details on the Lemuroidea,
orders of Mammalia.
see Mivart, P. Z. S. 1873, p. 503, and 'Encyclopaedia Britannica,'
article

"Lemur.")

The Lemuroidea

Lemuridce, comare divided into three families
number of the genera ; Tarsiidce, consisting of
a single genus and species, Tarsius spectrum, found in the Malay
Archipelago, but not known to occur on the continent of Asia
and Cliiromyidce, also comprising a solitary representative only, the
Aye- Aye of Madagascar. The first family is alone represented in
South-eastern Asia.
prising the greater

Family

Two

LEMUEID^.

genera occur within our area, all the others are restricted
and Madagascar, the majority being peculiar to the lastnamed island. The two found in India, Ceylon, and Burma are
thus distinguished
to Africa

:

LEMUEIM.
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Either only two upper incisors, or four of unequal size
the inner pair much larger than the outer. Tail
Limbs not remarkably
present, but very short.
;

Nycticebus.

slender
II.

Four small upper incisors of equal
Limbs very slender

size.

Tail none.

Lobis.

The lemurs of the Oriental region afford one of the most
remarkable and interesting examples of geographical distribution
known. The nearest allies of Nycticebus and Loris are two genera,
Perodicticus and Arctocehus, found only in West Africa.
Nycticebus has an extensive range east of the Bay of Bengal, but has not
been recorded from the Himalayas Loris is peculiar to Southern
India and Ceylon.
:

Genus NYCTICEBUS, Geoffroy, 1812.
Syn. Stenops, v.

d.

Hoeven.

Head

short; limbs moderately stout; body slender; tail very
and covered with hair ; eyes large and
approximate ; second digit of both hand and foot very short, that
of the foot with a long claw, all the other digits with a broad nail.

short

;

ears short, rounded,

Fig, 11.

The

skull

is

— Skull oi Nycticebus tardigradus.

globular behind

narrow anteriorly

;

across the zygomatic arches.
L. 6-8, S. 3, C. 11-12.

is

Dentition

:

i.

;

orbits large.

or

c.

the muzzle produced, but not very
The greatest breadth of the skull
C. 7, D. 16-17,
Vertebral formula
:

"0^,

pm.

m.

g. When

there

are two pairs of upper incisors, the inner are much larger than
The last upper molar has but three well-developed
the outer.
tubercles, two outer and one inner.

26. Nycticebus tardigradus.

The

sloiu Loris.

tardigradus, L. Syst. Nat. p. 44 (1766), excl. syn.
Nycticebus bengalensis, Geofr. Ann. Mus. xix, p. 164 (1812).

Lemur
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Nycticebus tardigradus, Blyth, Cat. p. 18; Jerdon, Mam. p. 14;
Anderson, Cat. p. 94.
Nycticebus cinereus, A. Milne-Edw. Nouv. Arch, du Mus. iil^ 1867,
Btdl.^. 11, pi. 3; Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 103; id. Cat. p. 94.

Sharmindi hilli (bashful cat), H.
Lajjar or lajjaiooti hdnar (bashful
monkey), Bengali; Myouk-momig-ma (monkey's concubine), Burmese;
Myouk hlioung, Tavoy Kasyng, Talain Tacheny, Karen Kiikang
and Bi'uh-samimdi, Malay.
;

;

;

;

Fur very close and woolly, covering the whole body and face
with the exception of the nose and lips. The short hairy ears and
the short tail are almost concealed beneath the fur.
As a rule,
there are four incisors in the upper jaw, but one or both of the
outer pair may be wanting.

Fig. 12.

Nycticehus tcDxligradus, Tenasserim variety.

(From

a drawing by Ool. Tickell.)

Colour. There are two principal varieties, differing in colour and
somewhat in size, found in the countries east of the Bay of Bengal*
The more common and larger of the two is that called N. henga^
lensis by Greoffroy, and N. cinereus by A. Milne-Edwards, and is
the var. A of Blyth's Catalogue.
This is ashy grey above, and
rather paler below, more or less silvery on the back, and often
rufescent on the rump, the fur being dark ashy at the base.
A
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chestnut-brown stripe runs down the back from the crown to the
but does not expand into a broad patch on the crown. Each
eye is surrounded by a dark brown circle, broadest above
a
narrow space in front between the two orbital rings is whitish or
white.
A small oval patch, including each ear, is also brown.
Nose and soles of feet flesh-coloured where naked.
The other variety is, as a rule, smaller and rufescent grey above,
paler below; the dorsal stripe is broader, and often deep rich
brown it usually expands into a broad rufous expanse on the
crown, including the ears but not the eyes, which are always
surrounded by a brown ring.
third form is figured from Tenasserim by Tickell, from whose
drawing the accompanying cut is taken. In this, which is pale
rufescent, the dorsal stripe simply bifurcates on the forehead, one
band running to the circle round each eye.
This leads to the type known as N.javanicus, in which there are
four brown bands running down the head and face from the crown,
one to each eye and one to each ear the interspaces pale, and those
This variety, or race, is said to be
between the eyes white.
peculiar to Java, and rather smaller in size than the others, and to
Schlegel, too,
have almost constantly only two upper incisors.
It is very
states that it has eight lumbar vertebrae instead of six.
doubtful, however, if any of these distinctions are constant.
Dimensions. An adult male from Upper Burma, according to
Anderson, measured head and body 13-2 inches long, tail 0-75, fore
limb and foot 7'2, hind limb 9. Jerdon gives a greater length, 14*5
to 16 inches.
All these are taken from the large northern variety.
A Tenasserim adult male, measured by Tickell, was 12'75 inches
Two adult skulls measure 2-5 and 2-65 inches in extreme
long.
length, 2-2 and 2*3 in basal length, 1*7 and 1'8 broad across the
zygomatic arches. A Javanese skull is only 2*15, 1*85, and 1*55
loins,

;

;

A

;

:

inches in the three dimensions.
Distribution. Throughout the countries east of the Bay of
Bengal Burma, Malacca, Siam, and the islands of Sumatra, Java,
and Borneo. Common in Assam, Sylhet, &c., and extending west
to the neighbourhood of Eangpur and Dacca, but not found in the

—

Himalayas.
Habits. Purely nocturnal and arboreal.
leaves

and shoots

This animal feeds on

of trees, fruits, insects, birds' eggs,

and young

It has been observed by Tickell to raise itself on its hind
legs and throw itself upon an insect.
As a rule it is silent, or
birds.

only utters a feeble crackling sound, but when angTy and about
to bite it emits a tolerably loud growl or grunt.
When captured,
it is at first apt to be savage and prone to bite, but soon becomes
very gentle and docile.

from whose
— " This
animal

MS.

the above notes are chiefly derived,
common in the Tenasserim
provinces and Arakan, but, being strictly nocturnal in its habits, is
seldom seen. It inhabits the densest forests, and never by choice
leaves the trees.
Its movements are slow, but it climbs readily,
Tickell,

says

:

is

tolerably
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and grasps with great

tenacity.
If placed on the ground, it can
proceed, if frightened, in a wavering Idnd of trot, the limbs placed
at right angles.
It sleeps rolled up in a ball, its head and hands
buried between its thighs, and wakes up at the dusk of evening to

commence

its

nocturnal rambles.

The female bears but one young

at a time."

Genus LORIS, Geoffroy, 1796.

Head short nose narrow body slender limbs very slender
and long tail wanting ears larger than in Nyciicehus, rounded,
and naked towards the margin
eyes very large and close
;

;

;

;

;

;

together.

.

Skull with orbits that are very close together, merely separated
by a very thin bony plate, and so large that the breadth across the
orbits is greater than that across the zygomatic arches
muzzle
narrow anteriorly. Vertebrae 0. 7, D. iS, L. 8, S. 3, C. 6-8.
;

:

Dentition:

c.

i.

small and of equal

size.

pm.
The upper incisors all
m.
Hindmost upper molar with four well-

developed tubercles.

Fig.

I'd.

— Loris gracilis.
Tlu

27. Loris gracilis.

slender Loris.

Loris gracilis, Geoffr. Magasin Encyclopedique, An 4^ (1796), t. i,
Blyth, Cat. p. 19 Jerdon, Mam. p. 15 Anderson, Cat.
p. 48
;

;

;

p. 97.

Stenops

gracilis, Kelaart,

Devdnga-jnllif Tel.

;

Prod. p.

Tevdngu, Tarn.

;

9.

Nala and Adavi-manuskya, Can.

Chinge-KuU, Kurgj Una happolava, Cing.

|
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Fur very close, soft, and rather woolly ears thin, rounded, naked
towards the edge, of moderate size, considerably larger and more
conspicuous than in the slow Loris.
Colour. Dark earthy grey, more or less rufescent above and on the
outside of the limbs, often with a silvery wash.
Dorsal fur
whitish (occasionally ashy near the skin), with a blackish ring near
the end and white tips.
Lower parts much paler. Some specimens of the young are much more rufous, almost ferruginous. A
narrow white stripe between the eyes expanding into a broader
area on the forehead sides of face, including the eyes, darker.
Dimensions. Length of head and body about 8 inches, arm 5,
leg 5' 6.
Skull of an adult 2 inches long from occiput to end of
nasal bones, which project beyond the premaxillaries basal length
1*5; breadth 1*25 across the orbits, 1*2 across the zygomatic
;

;

;

arches.
Distribution. Southern India and Ceylon, in the lowland forests,
not, so far as is known, at any considerable elevation above the sea.
This species does not appear to have been recorded as far north as
the Godavari valley. It may probably be found on the West coast

'of India, in the Southern Concan, near Ratnagiri, but even this is
not clearly ascertained.
According to Jerdon, it appears to be
rare on the Malabar coast, but common in the forests of the
" Eastern Ghats " (probably the hills south of the Kistna river).

Habits. Very similar to those of Nycticebus tardigradus, except
that the slender Loris is rather quicker in its movements, though still
slow in general. Like its ally, it is purely nocturnal and arboreal
living upon shoots and young leaves, insects, birds' eggs, birds, and
It sleeps
lizards.
It is said to be very fond of honey or syrup.
rolled up in a ball with its head between its legs, grasping its perch

with its arms.
According to Jerdon, numbers are occasionally brought to the
Madras market.
The eyes are a favourite remedy of the Tamul
doctors for certain eye-diseases.

Order

CARNIVORA.

Whether the members of the great group of flesh-eating Mammals, comprising cats, civets, ichneumons, hyaenas, clogs, weasels,
badgers, otters, racoons, bears, seals, and their allies, are structurally inferior to the Primates or not, is a question on which some
difference of opinion exists ; but there can be no question as to the
superiority o£ organization shown by the higher Carnivora when
compared with any other mammalian order, except that containing
Man and the anthropoid Apes. The superiority is quite as well
marl<ed in the development of the brain as in that of the body and
limbs.

The Carnivora

are animals with never less than four toes on each
being armed with claws. The pollex and hallux
are never opposable.
The teeth comprise incisors, canines, and
molars.
The incisors are, with very few exceptions, three on each
side of each jaw— the outer, especially in the upper jaw, being
larger than the others.
The canines are well developed. There is
The condyle of the lower jaw is a transverse
a milk-dentition.
half-cylinder, working in a glenoid fossa of corresponding form,
hence the movement of the jaw is only up and down, not lateral.
The stomach is simple. The caecum is short or absent. The uterus
the placenta deciduate, and often zonary.
The
is bicornuate;
mammie are abdominal. The clavicle is often absent, and when
present imperfect.
In many forms there is a bony septum inside
the skull, between the cerebrum ana cerebellum.
There is but little difference of opinion amongst naturalists as to
the limits of the Carnivora the only point on which the agreement is imperfect is as to whether the seals should be included in
the order or classed separately.
When they are included, as in the
system here followed, they form a separate suborder, called Pinnipedia, distinguished by having the whole external form modified
for an aquatic life, the hind feet especially being converted into
paddles.
The teeth of the molar series, both premolars and molars,
are similar to each other in size and form. Nearly all seals inhabit
cold climates, and none are found in India or the neighbouring
countries.
The Carnivora vera or Fissipedia are fitted for a
terrestrial or partially terrestrial life, and have the teeth of the
molar series in each jaw dissimilar in size and form, there being
always one tooth on each side, above and below, that is especially
modified, and that is, in the majority of the families, larger than
foot, all the toes

;

the other

teeth

:

this is the sectorial,

carnassial, or flesh-tooth.

E
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The teeth in front o£ it are more or less sharp, pointed, and comThe sectorial
pressed ; those behind are broad and tuberculated.
in the npper jaw is the hindmost premolar, and consists of a more
or less compressed bicnspid or tricuspid crown on two roois and an
inner lobe supported by a third root. In the Ursidce^ in which the
sectorial teeth are ill-developed, the inner lobe and root are wanting. The lower sectorial is the first true molar, and consists of two
roofs supporting a bilobed compressed crown, with, in general, a
both of which, however, are wanting
keel and an inner tubercle
or rudimentary in the most specialized Carnivom, as the Felidce.
;

1

M

JL

—

Upper sectorial teelh of I. Fclh, II. Cavis, ITT. ^/r.s^^s. (Flower,
Art. Maniiiialia, Encyclopa'dia Britanuica.').
1, anterior, 2, middle, 3,
posterior cusp of blade; 4, inner lobe supported on distinct roots 5, inner
and
without
distinct
root,
position,
characteristic of the
lobe posterior in

Fig. 14.

—

'

;

lJrdd(B.

Suborder

FISSIPEDIA,

As already mentioned, the limits of this suborder (or order
accordiug to some writers) are generally admitted
but the subdivision into sections and families is difficult, owing to the complicated relationships between the different genera.
The majority
live entirely upon animal food
but a few, like the bears, feed on
;

;

which vegetables form a portion. A considerable
as the cats and dogs, walk on their toes, and areknov^ n as
Digitigrade, whilst others, for instance the bears, rest upon their
palms (iiahua) and soles (planta) and are distinguished as Plantigrade a somewhat intermediate mode of progi-ession, found in the
weasels, otters, and badgers, being termed Semiplantigrade.
This
distinction has been extensively employed in classification, but is
defective, for l^tradoanfrvs, ArcticU.% and Cryptoi)rocta are more or
less plantigrade, although in other respects much more nearly
mixed
number,

a

;

diet, of
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allied to the digitigrade cats and civets than to any of the plantigrade or subplaiitigrade Carnivora.
Mr. H. N. Turner * and
Professor Flower f have proposed to divide the order into three
sections, named yEluroidea, Ci/noidea, and Arctoidea, from the Greek
names of the cat, dog, and bear respectively, each of these animals
being typical of a particular section, and the distinctive characters
being taken principally from the base of the skull and the development of a cfficum. Some other characters taken from the generative organs support this classification, which is employed in the
following table.
The accompanying cut of part of a wolf's skull
will serve to illustrate the distinctions mentioned, and a dog's or
jackal's skull will be found precisely similar in all essential points
to a vA'olf's, and will serve for comparison.

skull of a Wolf {Canis lupus).
(Flower, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 25.)

15.— Part of the base of the

Fig.

c.

The condyloid foramen. I. The foramen lacerr.m posticum.
e.
The enstachiaii canal, o. The foramen ovale.

carotid canal,
posterior,

and

a',

occipital process.

meatus,

cf.

The

car.
a.

The
The

the anterior opening of the alisphenoid canal, p. The para.m. The external auditory
m. The mastoid process,
glenoid foramen.

* P. Z. S. 1848, p. 8G.
This paper contains numerous details of anatomy,
t P. Z. S. 1869, p. 4.

e2
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A. Auditor}' "bulla much

and (except
two clianibers by a
Bony auditory meatus short. Parseptum.
occipital process flattened against the bulla and
dilated, rounded,

in Hyeeiiidce) divided into

a.

(except in ITyccnidce) not projecting behind.
Condyloid and glenoid foramina concealed or
wanting. Caicum small
iELXIROIDEA*.
Head short 3 or 4 teeth in upper molar series,
o in lower dorsal vertebrfB 13 claws sharp,
curved, and (except in Cyncelurus) completely retractile.
Toes 5 4
1. Felidae.
Head elongate 5 or G teeth in molar series of
each jaw; claws variable. Toes usually 5 5. 2. Viverridae.
Head elongate 4 teeth in upper molar series,
3 or 4 in lower, all small and widely separated claws blunt.
Toes 5—4
Proteleidae.
Head slightly elongate 5 teeth in upper molar
series, 4 in lower
dor.-al vertebrae 15
claws
blunt, not retractile.
Toes 4 4
3. Hyaenidae.
;

;

;

—

h.

;

—

c.

;

;

d.

;

;

—

;

much dilated, rounded but not
Bony auditory meatus short. Pardivided.
occipital process flattened against bulla, but
Condyloid and glenoid
projecting behind.
foramina distinct. Caecum elongate, and gener-

B. Auditory bulla

ally folded
a.

Premolars

on

CYNOIDEA.

itself

'jzzi,

true molars variable

in all Indian forms) ;
Toes 5
non-retractile.

claws exserted, blunt,

—4 (except in Lycaon)

4.

Canidae.

C. Auditory bulla not rounded nor divided, most
prominent on inner border and sloping thence
forwards, backwards, and outwards, flattened
off towards the meatus, the lower lip of which
Paroccipital process prominent,
is prolonged.
Condyloid and glenoid
quite free from bulla.

foramina
«.

distinct.

No

Toes 5

caecum.

the sectorial above and below).
canal
b.

True

('.

True molars

—5

.

.

ARCTOIDEA f-

(one tubercular molar behind

True molars

No alisphenoid
5.

Mustelidae.

..

0.

Procyonidae.

alisphenoid canal ....

7.

Ursidae.

(two tubercular molars

molars

upper jaw, one

in lower,

An

Of the above-named

behind sectorial)

families

one only,

in

Proteleidce,

containing a

Southern Africa, is not
The remaining seven are represented.

single species, Froteles cristatiis, peculiar to

found in the Indian region.

* Foi- anatomical details of classification see Mivart, P. Z.
459.

t For anatomical

details see Mivart, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 340.

S.

1882, pp. 185

TELICE.
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Family

FELID^.

and highly specialized group of flesheating mammals, and that to which the term " beasts of prey " is
This, the most typical

especially applicable, comprises the

various kinds of cat, all of
which, despite great differences in size, are closely allied and resemble
each other in almost all details of structure. In the cat, the whole
organism is peculiarly adapted for the capture and killing of other
animals for food ; the armature of teeth and claws, the power of
speed for a short distance, the excessive muscular development
and activity, are all combined to enable a feline to seize and kill
animals, in some cases, superior in size to itself *.
The cats are distinguished from all other families of Carnivora
by having a rounder head and more highly specialized teeth the
canines and sectorial, or flesh-teeth, in particular being highly
developed weapons for cutting and tearing, whilst the remaining
teeth of the molar series are poorly developed.
The claws also are
adapted for inflicting severe wounds, and are applied to the
armature of a foot worked by powerful muscles, and, in the case
of the fore legs, with unusual freedom of action, as may easily be
seen by comparing the movements of a cat's fore limb with those
of a dog's.
The vertebrge are C. 7, D. 13, L. 7, S. 3, C. 13-29.
There is no alisphenoid canal.
;

The
m.

dental formula in the Felidce
J^J.

The outer

incisors are

is

i. |,

much

c.

pm.

^

or

larger than the others,

The canines have, in many species,
upper jaw.
a sharp hinder edge. The anterior upper premolar is small, has a
single root (except in F. planiceps), and is often lost in old skulls,
whilst it is always wanting in the adults of some species, as in
The second upper premolar is twoF. ruhiginosa and the Lynxes.
rooted, pointed, with a large central lobe preceded by one small
cusp and followed by two. The third upper premolar, the sectorial
or flesh-tooth, is by far the largest of the molar series, and bears
three roots or fangs, with a crown consisting normally of four
lobes, three along the inner margin and an inner lobe, the development of which varies in different species. The hindmost tooth is
the true molar, which is small, bears two roots and a flattened
crown, and is placed with its longer axis nearly at right angles to
This tooth, hke the anterior premolar, is
that of the premolars.
often lost in old animals.
The teeth of the molar series in the lower jaw consist of two
premolars, similar in shape, each being, like the second upper
premolar, quadricuspid, with two roots, the anterior premolar
rather smaller than the other; behind these is the sectorial, or

especially in the

* For a complete account of tbe cat's anatomy,
entitled 'The Cat,' published in 1881.

work

see Dr. St.

George Mivart'a
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true molar, with two roots and two nearly equal lobes, each ending
in a point, tlie points diverging but connected by a sharp cuttingedge.
Tliere is sometimes a rudimentary hinder tubercle or
" talon."

The deciduous or milk-teeth are of course much smaller but
resemble in form the permanent teeth that succeed them, with the
exception of the second milk-molar in each jaw and the third in
the upper. The second upper milk-molar is three-fanged, and
much resembles in form the permanent third premolar or sectorial,
whilst the third milk-molar resembles the upper true molar in shape,
The second lower milk-molar somewhat
but is relatively larger.
simulates the lower tirst true molar or sectorial, but the anterior
lobe is smaller than the second, and behind the latter are two
;

posterior tubercles.
The claws are perfectly retractile (partially in Cyncdiirus).

The

terminal or third phalanx of each digit is attached to the side, not
the end, of the second, and is drawn back by a retractor ligament
attached to the proximal end of the third phalanx, and passing
through a bony sheath on the first phalanx.
The pollex, or thumb, is well
All cats are truly digitigrade.
developed and has a large claw, but is not used in walking, being
more proximally situated than the other digits. There is no hallux.
There is a thick pad for each toe, that for the pollex being smaller
than the others, and a large median pad between the four toes on
each foot.
seventh small pad exists on the fore leg on the
outer palmar surface of the metacarpus.
The organs of sight and hearing are well de^'eloped and the
senses acute.
The long vibrissEe, commonly called whiskers, are
delicate organs of touch.
The tongue is co^ered with rough
papilla? directed backwards, and adapted to remove flesh from
bones.
The intestines are comparatively short, being from twice
to five times the length of the body.
Cats are found in all the Continents, but are wanting in the
Australian and Madagascar regions.
The Felicia} comprise only two genera, both of which are found
in India.
They are thus distinguished

A

:•

Claws

perfectly retractile
inner cusp of upper sectorial
Felis.
well developed
Claws imperfectly retractile inner cusp of upper sectorial
rudimentary
Cyn^luhus.
;

;

A

monograph of the family, with excellent coloured figures of
the species by Wolf, has been ])ublished by Mr. D. G. Elliot.
Several forms of fossil Felidce ha\ e been discovered belonging to
both living and extinct genera. In the fSiwaliks of North-western
India remains of five species of Felis, one of which, F. cristata,
nearly equalled the tiger in size, have been found, together with
those of two forms of the great sabre-toothed feliiu^ IlacJiccrodus,
an extinct type with enormous canines, and jaw -fragments indicating two other genera, jElurogale and ^lurojms, the latter
all
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peculiar to the Indian Pliocene.
Some bones oF Mines have also
been found in Indian Pleistocene deposits,- but they have not been
identified with certainty.

aenus FELIS, Linnaeus, 1766.
This genus is perhaps represented by more species in India and
despondencies than in any other tract of the earth's surface
equal in area.

its

Fig.

IG.— Skull

of Felis viverrina.

Si/iiopsis of

(Gray, P. Z.

S.

1867, p. 268.)

Indian, Ceijlonese, and Burmese Species.

A. Ears of moderate length, not tufted, or with
a.

b.
c.

short hairs only at the end.
Large, tawny throughout; tail tufted at
F.
the end
Large, transversely striped tail not tufted. F.
Spotted throughout, spots on body less than
2 inches in diameter.
;

a'.

leo,

5Q.

tiyris, p. 58.

Large, exceeding 5 feet from nose to

F. par das, p. G7.
tail- tip
b\ Less than 5 feet from nose to tail-tip.
a". Tail about one fourth of total length
(from nose to tail-tip)
F. viverrina, p. 76.
b". Tail about one third of total length,
a. No distinct longitudinal bands on
F. ornata, p. 84.
crown ears pointed
longitudinal
bauds on
8. Distinct
crown ; ears rounded.
;

a. Upper molar series 3 on each
F. rubif/inosa, p.
tail unspotted
side
;

d.

Upper

8L

tail
molar series 4
F. benjalensit', p. 78.
spotted above
Large spots, exceeding 2 inches in diameter,
or irregular blotclies on the body.
a'. Large, pale grey or whitish with darlc
F. uncia, p. 71.
rings on body
j3'.

;
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b'.

Brownish grey or tawny, with large

blotches or irregular black
bands.
a". Total length from nose to tail-tip over
5 feet in adults
F. nebuhsa, p.
b". Total length under 5 feet
F. marmorata,
Uniformly coloured or with more or less
indistinct transverse bands size moderate
irregular

e.

7'2.

p. 74.

j

or small.

a\ Chestnut (rarely dark brown) above
tail whitish below
F. tcmminckt^ p. 75.
b'. Silvery grey
or buft'; fur long, tliick,
F. manul, p. 83.
and soft
j

c'.

Tawny

or grey.

a". Tail

than one third

less

of

total

length
b". Tail about one third of total length
13.

F. chaas,

p. 80.

;

transverse bands much more distinct F. torquata, p. 85.
Ears long, pointed, with a pencil of hair
exceeding half an inch in length at the end.
Tail about one fourth of total length .... F. caracal, p. 88.
b. Tail less than one fifth of total length .... F. /i/)u; p. 89.
(f,.

The Lion.

28. Felis leo.
Felis leo, i.
18(>-],

pi.

p.

5

i,

Jerclon,

p.

GO (1766)
p. 91

Mam.

Z

;

;

Bli/th, Cat. p. 5:i ; id. P.
S.
B. G. Elliot, Mon. Felidce,

i.

Sher, Babar-shcr.,

Sdwach, Katty war
miri

Nat.

Sj/st.

182

liasta?',

;

aS^w/;/*,

Hindi

iS/mtf/al,

;

Untia-bd</h (Camel-tiger), Guzerati
iSilh or ^uh (S , Siminf/ 2
Kash-

Bengali

;

,

Brahui.

A heavy uiane of long hair (varying in length
Pupil round.
however) all round the neck and on the sides and crown of the
head in adult males only. Tail about half the length of the head
and body, well tufted at the end, a small horny point at the tip,
surrounded by the tuft. Caudal vertebra) 24 or 25.
The skull of a lion is thick, heavy, and massive, m ith a broad
zygomatic arch and well-marked sagittal and occipital crests. The
the postorbital
superior surface is remarkable for its flatness
processes, too, are very nearly in the same plane as the forehead.
The posterior termination of the maxillary bones on the face
between the orbits is opposite the end of the nasals. The exposed
portion of the presphenoid bone in the mesopterygoid fossa is very
The lower edge of the mandible is
narrow, and usually flat.
convex, owing to a small projection below the hindmost lowest
In all these characters the skull of a tiger differs.
molar.
Colour. Tawny (pale yellowish brown) everywhere, except the
black tail-tuft and the outside of the ears, which are black towards
the hairs of the mane in the prime of
the base, but not at the tip
;

;

Young cubs are marked
with darker spots or irreguhir bands, and faint spots may often be
seen on the belly and sides of almost adult or even adult animals,
life

are also

more or

especially females.

less black-tipped.
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Head

body 5| to 6| feet loug, tuil 2| to 3.
head aud body 5 feet 11 inches, tail 2 feet
11 inches; a female 5 feet 5 inches and 2 feet 7 inches. A lion
measuring 8 feet 9| inches was 3 feet 6 inches high. The female
is considerably smaller than the male, and, as with tigers, some
individuals probably are larger, others smaller than the above
extremes.
The hairs of the mane are 10 inches to a foot long
in some Indian lions.
A skull of an adult male lion measures in
extreme length 13 inches, breadth across zygomatic arches 9*4.
Distribution. In India the lion is verging on extinction.
There
are probably a very few still living in the wild tract known as the
Gir in Katty war, and a few more in the wildest parts of Eiijputaua,
especially Southern Jodhpur, in Oodeypur, and aronnd Mount
Abu. About 20 years ago lions were common near Mount Abu,
several were shot near Gwalior, Goona, aud Kota, and a few still
existed near Lalitpur, between ISaugor and Jhansi.
One is said to
have been killed near Goona in 1873. In 1864 one was killed
near Sheorajpur, 25 miles west of Allahabad and when the railway
was being made from Allahabad to Jubbulpoor, in 1866, a fine
lion, with a good mane, was shot by two of the engineers near
the 80th milestone from Allahabad.
About 1830 lions were
common near Ahmedabad. Several years previously, in the early
part of the century, lions w ere found in Hurriana to the northward, and in Khandesh to the south, in many places in Raj put ana
(one was shot in 1810 within 40 miles of Kot Deji, in Bind), and
eastward as far as Eewah and Palamow. It is probable that this
animal w as formerly generally distributed in North-w estern and
Central India*.
I have never heard of lions in Cutch, and suspect
Jerdon was mistaken in supposing them to be found there.
Eastward and north of India the lion is not found, and almost
the only part of Western Asia in which it is common is in Mesopotamia and part of South-western Persia. As is well known, this
animal abounds throughout Africa.
Varieties. For a long time it was supposed that the Indian lion
w as maneless, and in numerous books on natural history there are
accounts of the " Maneless lion of Guzerat " {F. lea guzrattensis^
Smee, Trans. Z. S. i, p. 165, pi. xxiv P. Z. S. 1833, p. 140). It is
probable that maneless male individuals may occasionally occur,
Dimensions.

A

aiid

male measured:

;

;

aud it is well known that lions in some parts of Africa, e.g.
the Cape and Algeria, have longer manes than in other tracts.
It
is also asserted that lions inhabiting forests have shorter manes,
ow'ing to the hairs being pulled out by thorny bushes, but this is
doubtful.
It is certain, however, that some adult Indian lions
have well-developed manes, and the typical maneless Guzerat lion
The lion figured by Captain
in the British Museum is immature.
Smee was shot near Ahmedabad, and was a short-maned lion,
similar to most Persian or Abyssinian animals.
* J. A. S. B. xxxvi, pt. 2, p. 189; P. A. S. B. 1868, p. 198; Journ. Geog.
Soc. 1870, p. 204.
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The habits of tigers and lions are for the most part
except that the tiger inhabits more wooded countries.
Both auimals are mainly nocturnal in their movements, sleeping
in the daytime and wandering greatly in s<iarch of food at night.
Both are excessively powerful, and able to kill large animals, such
as full-gro\Mi cattle, horses, or even camels for food, and both
OL-casionally kill men, and are greatly feared by the inhabitants of the
Hound animals of so ferocious a nature a series of myths
country.
have naturally collected, and it is didicult to unravel the true from the
It is not surprising that even intelligent
false in such traditions.
sporlsmeu, finding that particular classes of natives have a singularly accurate knowledge of the haunts and habits of wild animals,
should not always be able clearly to distinguish which of these
habits have actually been observed, and which are merely traditional,
both being equally believed in by the narrators.
Lions are perhaps bolder than tigers, and certainly much more
noisy, their habit of roaring, especially in the evening and at night,
having necessarily attracted the attention of all who have been in
countries infested by them.
Of the two the tiger, though standing
lower, is heavier in the body, and I think the more powerful animal.
In India lions feed chiefly on deer, antelopes, wild pigs, cattle,
horses, donkeys, and camels, and used formerly to kill many of the
AVhether lions usually kill their prey, as tigers do, by
latter.
breaking the neck, I cannot say in the only cow I ever saw that
had been killed by a lion (in Northern Abyssinia) the vertebrie
were not dislocated. I also saw a lioness hold a camel by the
throat for some minutes, without attempting to break its neck.
Lions are more easily tamed than most of the felines. They
The period of gestation is about 108
often breed in confinement*.
days, and from three to six young (in India it is said two to three)
are commonly born in one litter.
The eyes are open at birth.
Young lions want the mane, which becomes gradually developed
Habits.
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Ndhar, ^Sela-vdgh, II. of
Bdyhf Sher (female BdgJmi, Sherni), H.
Central India; Bahr^V.; Mazar, Baluchi; Slmih, Sindhi; Padarsuh,
Kashmiri Patayat-bdgh, Wahdy, Mahr.
Go-vdyh, Ben<i-.
Tut, Sad,
Hill tribes of IJajmehal; Ganhnkula, Kol.
Ldkhra, Uraon
Krodi,
Kondh Kula, Southal, IIo and Korku Pali, Tani., Tel., Mai., and
Gond Pdli-redda-puli,, Peram-pilli, Tarn. Pedda-puli, Tel. Perainpuli, Kudua, ^hi\.', Kuli, Can.; iVw-j", Kurg
Pirri, Biirsh, Toda; Tdy,
Tdkt or Tiik, Bliot. Sathony, Lepcha Keh-va, Limbii Sclii,
Tibetan
Aka; Matsd, Garo Kla, Khasi Sa, liaydi, TekJiu, Khudi, Naga;
Ilumpi, Kuki
Suiityo, Abor.
Sii, Khamti
Sirony, Singpho
Kei,
Manipuri Misi, Kacliari Kya, Burmese Kla, Talain Khi, Botha-o,
Tupuli, Karen litso, Shan Rimau, JIarimau, Malay.
;
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;
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;

* For an excellent account of the lions bred in the Dublin Zoological
Gardens, see V. Eall, Ti'aus. Roy. Irish Academy, xxviii, p. 7-3.
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Hair of the cheeks from behind the ears round
Pii])il round*.
the sides of the neck considerabl}^ lengthened in adult males, so
as to form a ruff.
Hair of body short and close (but varying
in length somewhat with the season).
Tail about half the length
of the head and body, tapering gradually, not tufted at the end.
Tail vertebrie 22 to 26.
The skull is very massive and heavy, the zygomatic arches
excessively wide and strong, and the crests for attachment of the
muscles highly developed.
On an average the skull is even larger,
wider, and more massive than that of the lion.
The facial surface
is considerably
more convex, the maxillary bones terminate
posteriorly between the orbits in front of the nasals, and the lower
surface of the presphenoid in the roof of the posterior nares is
much broader than in the lion, and is generally raised into a ridge
along the middle.
The lower surface of the mandible is nearly
straight to near the angle, then slightly concave.
Consequently
the skull of a tiger, with the lower jaw attached, rests firmly on a
flat surface, whilst the posterior portion of the skull nowhere
touches the surface.
This is not the case with any other great
feline, except perhaps the jaguar.
Colour. Ground-colour, above and on the sides, varying from
pale rufous to brownish yellow, below white, striped transversely
with black throughout the head and body. The tail is marked
with black rings.
Ears black outside, with a large white spot on
each.
The ground-colour is much more rufous in some animals *
than in others, and forest tigers are probably darker and redder
than those inhabiting the thin jungles of Central and Southern
India.
Young animals, too, are more brightly coloured than old.
The young are born striped. Both black and albino tigers have
been met with, though both are very rare. Mr. C. T. Buckland
tells me that he once saw a black tiger that had been shot near
Chittagong whilst an albino tiger was exhibited in London, at
Exeter Change, early in the century, and figured by Griffith^
Dimensions. Adult males measure 5| to 6.| feet from nose to
insertion of tail, the tail being about 3 feet long.
In a male
9 feet 4 inches long, measured by Tickell, the head was 10 inches,
neck 12, body 4 feet, tail 3 feet 2 inches. Eemales measure about
5 to 5^ feet from nose to rump. The height at the shoulder is
about 3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches. The usual measurement of tigers
by sportsmen is from the nose over the curves of the head and
back and along the tail to the tip. Thus measured full-grown
but tigers
tigers are generally 9 to 10 feet long, tigresses 8 to 9
have been killed 12 feet in length, and I myself shot an apparently
full-grown tigress only 7 feet 6 inches long, and another specimen
The skull
that had cubs with her measured only 7 feet 8 inches:t:.
;

;

* Jerdon

is

t Griffith's

A very

'

in error in stating that the pupil is vertical,
Cuvier,' ii, p. 444.

good account of the measurements of

tigei's is given in Sterndale's
of India,' pp. 162, 527. See also Sir J. Fayrer, ' Nature,' June 27th,
1878, xviii, p. 219. By both tigers measuring over 12 feet are recorded. Tickell,
in his MS. notes, states that he once saw a tiger that measured 11 feet 9 inches.
I

'
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oE a male tiger 9 feet 7 inches long measured 13 inches in extreme
length, 12 in basal length, and 9 in breadth across the zygomatic
arches ; that of a large Nepal tigress 10 inches in extreme length by
7'8 in zygomatic breadth.
But an enormous skull from Purneah
measures according to Sterndale 15'25 by 10-5. Sanderson found a
bulky, well-fed male tiger to weigh 25 stone (350 lbs.), and Elliot

two large male tigers as 360 and 380 lbs., and
240 lbs. Eorsyth gives much higher weights,
but it is not clear whether he actually weighed the animals.
Distribution. Throughout India, Burma, and other parts of
South-eastern Asia, Java, and Sumatra, but not Ceylon, nor, it is
gives the weight of
of a large tigress

The tiger occurs in suitable localities throughout a
said, Borneo.
great part of Central Asia, and is found in the Valley of the Amur,
the Altai Mountains, around Lob Nor in Eastern Turkestan,
about the Sea of Aral, on the Murghab near Herat, on the
southern coast of the Caspian (Hyrcania), and in the Caucasus,
but not in Tibet, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, or Persia south of
the Elburz Mountains on the Caspian.
In India tigers still occur wherever large tracts of forest or
grass-jungle exist; but within the last 20 or 30 years the number
of these destructive animals has been greatly reduced, and they
have now become scarce, or have even in some cases disappeared
entirely in parts of the country where they formerly were common.
This has been the case especially throughout a large area of the
Central Provinces, in many parts of Bengal, and several districts
In the forests at the base of the
of the Bombay Presidency.
Himalayas tigers are common, and they ascend the hills occasionally
to an elevation of 6000 or 7000 feet, but none are found in the inThe species is entirely wanting throughterior of the mountains.
out Baluchistan, Afghanistan, and the other countries due west of
India, and is only found in a few places in Upper Sind and the
western Punjab. It is wanting in Lower Sind and Cutch. To the
eastward, in Assam and Burma, tigers are generally distributed.
The absence of tigers in Ceylon would seem to indicate that this
animal has only recently migrated into Southern India, more
recently than most of the other mammals, the majority of which
are found on both sides of Palk Straits.
Habits. Eor a full account of the habits of tigers, on which more
has been written than probably on any other wild animal, reference
may be made to numerous works by Indian sportsmen. Foremost
amongst these are Sir J. Fayrer's The Koyal Tiger of Bengal,'
Sterndale's Seonee ' and Natural History of Indian Mammalia,'
Forsyth's admirable
Highlands of Central India,' Sanderson's
Thirteen Years among the Wild Beasts of
equally accurate
India,' and McMaster's Notes on Jerdon's Mammals of India.'
The first gives an account of the tiger in the grass-jungles and
swamps of the Ganges valley, the second and third describe the
animal haunting the forests of the Central Provinces, the fourth
writer's experience was mainly gained in Mysore, and that of
the fifth in the hills of Southern India.
'

'

'

'

'

'
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The period of gestation is about. 14 to
Tigers are monogamous.
15 weeks, and from 2 to 5 young, aud occasionally it is said even
1 have on more than one occasion
G, are produced at one time.
known four cubs to "be cut out from a tigress's body after death.
There is no particular season for breeding. Young cubs are found
The tigress is said to avoid the male
at all times of the year.
when about to bring forth, and to hide her young from him but
tigers are occasionally, though not often, seen accompanying
The young remain with the mother until
tigresses and cubs.
nearly or quite full-grown ; and when more than two tigers are
found consorting together, the party consists in general of a
tigress and her full-grown offspring, the old tiger occasionally
Torsyth observes that a tigress
associating with his family also.
cannot have young more frequently than once in three years,
because the cubs take about that time to attain their full growth.
These animals are usually found solitary or in pairs, less frequently in parties of from three to six. They remain at rest during
Their
the day, and roam about at night in search of food.
w anderings are considerable, and frequently extend to many miles
in the course of the night, a preference being given to well-beaten
On these, in the early morning,
tracks or sandy beds of streams.
every incident of the night's adventures may be traced by an
experienced tracker. The tiger sometimes continues his stroll in
the early morning, and" his movements, as i'orsyth remarks, " may
often be traced up to eight or nine o'clock by the voices of monkeys
and peafowl, the chatter of crows and small birds, and the bark of
sambar and spotted deer." The alarm-cries of all these animals
are quite peculiar and different from their ordinary calls
but it
must be remembered that the cause of their alarm may be a leopard,
a wild cat, a bear, a dog, or even in some cases a man, and not
;

;

necessarily a tiger.
The tiger usually takes

up his abode for the day in deep shade,
especially in the hot season, and in general near water under a
dense bush or tree, in high green grass, or in thick low cover such
some of the other plants that grow in
Not unfrequently a high bank affords him
the beds of streams.
the cool shade he loves, and in rocky parts of the country caves
are frequently resorted to ; where ruins exist in jungle tliey are
well-known habit of all wild animals,
often a favourite abode.
but especially remarked in the case of the tiger, is the regularity
with which particular haunts are selected in preference to others
Some one patch of high nul grass
that appear equally well suited.
near the river-bank or on the edge of the swamp, one dense thicket
of jhoiv {Tamarix) ov jdman (Ewjenia) amongst a dozen apparently
similar in a stream-bed, one especial pile of rocks amongst hundreds
along the hill-side, will' be the resort year after year of a tiger,
and when the occupant is shot, another, after a brief interval, takes

as green rushes, tamarisk, or

A

his place.

Tigers, especially in the cold and wet seasons, when there is
abundance of cover and water, are great wanderers, roaming from
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place to place, though probably keeping in general within an area
of 15 or 20 miles in diameter.
In the hot season from March to
June their range is usually more restricted, as vegetation is dried
up or burnt except near the few spots where water is still found.
As has already been remarked, tigers are very much less in the
habit of roaring than lions are.
Wliere the latter are common
scarcely an evening passes without their being repeatedly heard.
I have often been in places where tigers were equally abundant,
but it is an exception for their roaring to attract attention *.
Their usual call is very similar to that of the lion, a prolonged

moaning, thrilling sound, repeated twice or thrice, becoming louder
and quicker, and ending with three or four repetitions of the last
portion of it. Besides this, there is a peculiar loud " woof " produced when the animal is disturbed or surprised, a growl that it
utters when provoked, and the well-known guttural sound of rage
repeated two or three times when it charges. When hit by a
bullet a tiger generally roars, but tigresses, at all events, very
often do not ; 1 have on three occasions at least known a tigress
receive a mortal wound and pass on without making a sound.
Tigers swim well and take readily to water, even crossing arms
of the sea. They but rarely ascend trees, and appear quite incapable
of climbing a vertical stem, large or small.
It is true that they
have been known to take men out of trees, from heights it is said
of even 18 or 20 feet; but such cases are always due to some peculiarity in the tree, a sloping trunk, or a fork 8 or 10 feet from the
ground, from which the animal can get a fresh start. As a rule a
tiger, like other mammals, pays no attention to men in a tree even
a very few feet from the ground, if they do not move or speak.
In fact tigers are much less addicted to springing than is popularly supposed, and rarely move their hind legs off the ground
except to clear an obstacle. Still they are capable of springing
some distance. They have a habit, like cats, of scratching wood,
and often show a predilection for the trunk of a particular tree,
on which the marks of their claws may be seen up to a height of

10

or, it is said,

12

feet.

The ordinary game-eating tiger of the forest lives mainly on deer
and pigs, and avoids the neighbourhood of human habitations.
Almost all tigers, however, occasionally kill cattle. The wild
animals commonly eaten by tigers are pigs, deer of all kinds, nylgai,
four-horned antelope, and porcupines. The last are evidently a

common

prey.
I have repeatedly, in the Central Provinces, when
skinning tigers, found fragments of porcupine-quill encysted beneath the skin. Peafowl may be slain at times, but more often,
I think, by leopards than by tigers, and the same may be said of
monkeys.
Bears, though not often attacked, occasionally fall
* It is true that my own experience was at not quite the same time of the year.
I have been repeatedly in jungles inhabited by tigers from November till June,
and only in lion-haunted tracts in July and August. But all travellers notice
the noisiness of lions.
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victims. I havo more than once seen unmistakalile remains of a bear
and Sanderson relatt^s an instance of a
that had been devoured
tiger that was said to have taken habit ually to the slaughter of bears
Young gaur are occasionally killed, but the full-grown
for food.
animal is more than a match for most tigers. Instances are said to
have been known of even young elephants being attacked, one such
;

mentioned by McMaster. In fact a hungry tiger will probably
any other animal he can for food. He is said to have been
observed catching and eating frogs and Mr. Simson found tigers

is

kill

;

in Eastern Bengal, during inundations, feeding upon fish, tortoises,
crocodiles, and large lizards, and he once killed a tiger the pouch
It is not to
of which w^as crammed with grasshoppers or locusts.

be supposed that the tiger's prey is killed without a struggle, and
the more powerful animals sometimes beat off their assailants,
whilst instances have been recorded in which large boars have killed
tigers that attacked them, the two having in some cases been found

dead together.
Great numbers of domestic animals are killed by tigers annually,
and many of the latter appear to live Entirely upon cattle. Oxen
are the ordinary prey of the cattle-eating tiger, who is often an
older animal than the game-killer, having become by long experience
more cunning and less afraid of man. Tigresses with cubs also
often quarter themselves upon a village and subsist in luxury on
the flocks and herds of the villagers.
Sheep and goats are not so
often attacked, tigers having a distinct preference for beef, but
Bufponies, and even horses and camels, are occasionally killed.
faloes in a herd are fully able to defend themselves, and generally
attack a tiger, many incidents being recorded in which they have
rescued their herdsman but tigers often kill young buffaloes if
they are found away from the herd.
There has been much discussion as to the manner in which the
tiger kills its prey.
The popular notion was, and probably still is,
that the tiger springs upon its victim from a distance, and either
kills the animal by one blow of its paw, or tears the throat with its
teeth and sucks the blood.
All this is certainly incorrect, so far,
at all events, as cattle are concerned small animals may perhaps
be killed by a blow of the paw. I have seen many oxen that had
been killed by tigers, and in numerous cases (always, I think, when
I ascertained the point) the neck had been broken, whilst in several
;

;

marks of fangs upon the throat, the great
blood-vessels of the neck were untouciied, and claw-marks were
All these details agree
confined to scratches on the forequarters.

instances, despite the

with the description given by Sanderson from the accounts received
from herdsmen. According to these, the tiger does not spring upon
his prey: "clutching the bullock's forequarters with his paw's, one
being generally over the shoulder, he seizes the throat in his jaws
from underneath and turns it upwards and over, sometimes sprijiging
to the far side in doing so, to throw the bullock over and give the
wrench which dislocates its neck. This is frequently done so
quickly that the tiger, if timid, is in retreat again before the herdsman
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can turn round." It is probable that with smaller animals the tiger
does not always take the trouble to break the neck, and in the case
of large beasts such as buffaloes and gaur, which he is unable to
overthrow, he occasionally hamstrings them, I think by a blow with
his claws, but am not sure.
I have tv^ice known instances in
which buffaloes were lelt hamstrung by tigers. Tigers sometimes
undoubtedly kill or disable by the fearful blows they can give with
their paws, but the above is, I believe, their usual plan of killing oxen.
Sterndale confirms Sanderson's account, and also points out that
a tiger very rarely springs upon his prey ; he probably takes advantage of the momemtary paralysis produced by his appearance to
make a short rush and to seize the animal he intends to devour.
He generally stalks as near as he can, but he has been seen to
gallop after animals for some distance before seizing one of them.
I quite agree with Sanderson, who regards " the venerable belief
in tigers sucking the blood of their victims " as one of the numerous
myths that have collected around beasts of prey in the course of ages.
If an animal is struck down in the daytime, the body may
be dragged some distance, but is usually left untouched till evening.
At or soon after nightfall, or occasionally in quiet places
before sundown, the tiger returns to the kill (known as ghara or
mara), and, if the spot is open or otherwise unsuited for his repast,
drags the body to a more convenient place. The enormous muscular power of the tiger is shown by the way in which he can
transport large carcases of oxen or buffaloes over rough ground, up
and down steep banks and through thick bushes. He sometimes
lifts the body completely off the ground ; Sanderson mentions an
instance in which a bullock, weighing about 400 lbs., was thus
carried for 300 yards.
He almost always commences by eating
As a rule he remains near the
the intestines and hindquarters.
kill, sometimes rushing out upon any intruder and driving away
but more often he
jackals, vultures, and other carrion-feeders
hides the carcase under bushes or leaves, and retires to a neighbouring thicket beside water. If very hungry, a tiger will devour
If undisturbed, he generally reboth hindquarters the first night.
mains about three days near the carcase, feeding at intervals. In one
ease, so far as I could learn, a large ox w^as completely devoured in
48 hours, only a few fragments of bones and the contents of the
stomach being left. I'orsyth says that a tiger which lives entirely on
cattle kills an ox about once in five days, and passes about two days
after finishing his last victim without looking about for food, though
he will strike down another quarry if it comes near him. Young
tigers are more destructive than older animals, and when one gets
amongst a herd of cattle, he frequently kills several, apparently in
A tigress with cubs, too, is frequently very
pure wantonness.
(lestructive, partly, it is said, in order to teach the young tigers to
An animal that has been fired at, especially
kill their own prey.
if he has been wounded, when returning to the kill, will frequently
never again return to the body of his prey, but kill afresh when
hungry.
;
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It is well known that, although tigers as a rule kill their own food,
they do not disdain carrion in numerous instances they have heen
known to eat animals killed by sportsmen and even bullocks that
had died of disease. Cases are even on record in which a tiger
that had been shot has been devoured by another of his own species.
The ordinary game- or cattle-eating tiger is the greatest of cowards
in the presence of man, and often allows himself to be pelted off
from the animal he has seized. ISterndale mentions a case in which
a herdsman laid his heavy iron-bound staff with impunity across
the back of a tiger who had seized one of his cows and I once found
two young children, the eldest not more than 8 or 9 years old,
left in jungle to drive a tiger away from the body of a bullock
he had killed, and to prevent his eating it or dragging it away.
The half-\^'ild inhabitants of the Indian forests have but little fear
of ordinary tigers ; and after some 20 years' wanderings in large
part through tracts infested with tigers, I agree with Eorsyth
that, except in the haunts of a man-eater, there is little danger in
traversing any part of the jungles.
Bears are, I think, more to be
feared than tigers.
The only tigers not being man-eaters that are
dangerous are tigresses with young cubs, and occasionally a hungry
tiger who has just killed his prey.
Of course this only refers to
unwounded tigers ; a tiger that has been wounded will usually
attack any one who approaches him, but even he will not charge
home against a body of men, and one successful method of shooting
tigers and following them when wounded is founded on this circumstance.
The man-eater is, to quote Forsyth, " a tiger who has got very
fat and heavy, or very old, or who has been disabled by a wound,
or a tigress who has had to bring up young cubs where other game
is scarce.
All these take naturally to man, who is the easiest animal
of all to kill, as soon as failure with other prey brings on the pangs
of hunger."
tiger that has once taken to man-eating will probably, having got over his innate fear of the human species, continue to live upon the same prey, though it is the exception for
even man-eaters to coniine themselves to human food. Still a few
do so to a great extent, and a fearful scourge such a tiger becomes.
The destruction of human life by tigers is still considerable in India,
and the whole takes place in comparatively thinly peopled portions
Thus in Lower Bengal alone in six years 1800-66,
of the country.
4218 persons were killed by these animals. In all probability
nearly the whole destruction was caused by a very small percentage
of the tigers inhabiting the country.
Forsyth says that great grazing districts, into which cattle come
for a limited season only, are always the worst for producing maneating tigers.
There is much reason for believing that a tigress,
who has taken to preying upon man, brings up her cubs to the
;

;

A

A

man-eater generally becomes cunning and
same mode of life.
suspicious beyond all ordinary tigers, and around this, the most
terrible of all wild animals, myths and legends centre until it is
Many of the
difficult to know what is true and what is false.

66
wolf-legends of Eui'ope may be found repeated and intensified in
connection with the Indian tiger. Foremost among these tales is
a belief that certain men
of course the wehr-wolf snperstition
have the magical power to transmute themselves at will into wild
But the most remarkable of all is the creed, universal in
beasts.
the Central Provinces and generally prevalent, I believe, throughout
India, that the spirits of those men who have been killed by a
tiger attend him and sit upon his head, and that they not only warn
him against danger, but, entertaining malice against their fellowmen, aid him to destroy them. This superstition exists amongst

—

many

races.

Tigers or representations of tigers are actual objects of adoration,
or, to speak more correctly, propitiation, amongst some of the
wilder tribes oE the Indian Peninsula and one form of oath in
Courts of Justice is, or was formerly, administered on a tiger's skin.
Various parts of the animal, such as the front teeth, the claws, the
whiskers, and thje rudimentary clavicles (birnuJch), are preserved as
amulets and charms. The whiskers, Jerdon says, in some parts of
Southern India are considered to endow the fortunate possessor
with unlimited power over the opposite sex. In other parts they
are regarded as a deadly poison, and are destroyed as soon as a
;

tiger

is killed.

peculiar and wide-spread myth, the relations between
and jackals, some reference will be found under the
head of the latter.
The destruction of so dangerous an animal as the tiger is naturally one of the principal objects both of the native shikari, who
kills for the reward given by Government, and varying from Es. 5
to Rs. 50 in different districts, and of the European sportsman.
The common native plan, adopted occasionally by Europeans, is to
build a platform, or maclidn, in a tree, either close to the carcase
of an animal that has been killed by a tiger, or to a spot where a
live animal, usually a bullock or young buffalo, is tied up as a bait,
and to shoot the tiger when he comes to feed on the carcase or to
Another system, adopted by Europeans from
seize the bullock.
Indian chiefs, is to drive the jungles with a line of elephants, the
sportsmen shooting from howdahs. This is often almost the only
practicable plan in the great plains of Bengal and Upper India,
which are covered with grass from 8 to 20 feet high.
In the smaller jungle-patches of Central and Southern India,
tiger-shooting is chiefly attempted in the hot season, and the tiger
is either driven by beaters past a tree on which the sportsman sits,
or followed up, either on an elephant or on foot.
Baits, usually
young buffaloes, are tied out in selected spots, in order to induce
the tiger to kill, and remain during the heat of the day in place's
convenient for finding him ; and native trackers, many of whom
could probably vie with the far-famed American Indians themselves, are employed to follow up the animal and ascertain where

To one

tigers or lions

A full account of this method is given by Eorsyth in
Highlands of Central India.' Occasionally^, especially when a

lying.

it is

the
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been wounded, a herd of buffaloes are emploj'ed to drive
which they do very ettectually, charging him

hiin out of the cover,

body if he does not retreat.
In some parts of Southern India a plan is adopted of enclosing
a small area of jungle, into which a tiger has been traced, by nets.
The animal is then speared or shot when occasion offers. A full
account of this method is given by Sanderson in the work already
quoted. According to Jerdon, in the Wynaad tigers are driven
into a net and speared by a particular class of natives.
It would be impossible to notice all the methods adopted for destroying tigers.
In some parts of the country traps are used, but
the cage-trap, though often successful in capturing panthers, is
seldom so with tigers.
Tigers are occasionally taken in pitfalls.
A kind of figure-of-4 trap with a heavy platform loaded with
stones, that falls upon the tiger and crushes him, is used in parts
of Orissa and, I believe, elsewhere.
In Burma a bow is set with a
poisoned dart, and let off by a string across the path. Spring-guns
have also been used. Poisoning the carcase of an animal killed by a
tiger is also resorted to in some cases, strychnine being chiefly used
for the purpose by Europeans, but it is not always effective.
The age to which tigers live is not clearly ascertained. Sanderson mentions an instance in which he killed a large cattle-eating
tiger that had been known to haunt a particular group of villages
This animal showed no signs of age except that
for twenty years.
his coat was becoming light-coloured.
Tigers captured young are easily tamed, and many of the adult
animals in menageries are perfectly good-tempered, and fond of
being noticed and caressed by those whom they know. They have
repeatedly bred in confinement, though not so freely as lions, and
in a

the cubs

more rarely

survive.

The Leopard

30. Felis pardus.

or PantJier,

Felis pardus, L. Si/st. Nat. i, p. 61 (17G6); Blyth, Cat. p. 55; Jerdon,
Mam. p. 97 Elliot, Man. Pel. pis. vi, vii.
Felis leopardus, Schreh. Sdugeth. iii, p. 387, pi. ci ; Kelaart, Prod. p. 45.
;

Tendiva, Chita, Sona-chita, Chita-bdgk, Adndra, H. Palang, Pers. ;
Diho, Baluch. 8iih, Kashmiri Tidua, Sric/has, Bundelkand Gorbacha
Terior Borbaclia, Deccan Karda, Asnea, Singhal, Bibia-bdf/h, Malir.
Honiga, Kerkal, Canarese leon-Kula,
dutca, Bibla, Bauris of Deccan
Kol. Jerkos, Paharia of Kajmehal; Biirkdl^ Gorddg, Gond. Soiiora,
Korku Chirn-thai, Tam. Chinna-pidi, Tel. Pull, Mai. Kutiya, Cingalese Bai-hira, Tahir-he, Goral-he, or Ghor-he, hill-tribes near Simla
(according to Jerdon, generally known as Lakhar-bagha, a name elsewhere
used for the hyaena) Sik, Tibetan Sgik or Syiak, or Sejjiak, Lepcha
Kajengla, Manipuri Misi patrai, Kam-kei, Kuki Hiirrea kon, Morrh,
Pusa, Tekhu Klmia, Kekhi, Naga Kya-lak or Kya-thit, Burmese Klapreimg, Talain Kiche-pJwng , Karen Rimau-hintang, Malay.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pupil circular.
Tail varying from rather more than half to
about three quarters the length of the head and body. Caudal
vertebrae usually 24 or 25, but varying, it is said, from 22 to 28.
r 2
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The upper

surface of the skull is arched, as in the tiger, but the
convex beneath, as in the lion, the condyle being
When a
proportionally nearer the angle even than in the latter.
leopard's skull, with the mandible attached, is placed on a flat
surface, the hinder part of the skull almost always touches that

lower jaw

is

surface.

Ground-colour above from rufous to yellowish white or pale
brownish yellow, sometimes darker, sometimes paler; below white.
The whole animal is spotted. The spots or rosettes on the back,

and dorsal portion of the tail are black externally, palecoloured within ; they vary much in number, size, and form the
surrounding black border of each spot is more or less interrupted,
an unbroken ring being of rare occurrence, whilst the inner pale
area is sometimes darker than the ground-colour outside, but
usually the same.
The spots on the head, distal portions of the
limbs, and lower parts have no pale centres.
Young leopards are
of a brownish colour, and the spots are much less clearly defined.
Dimensions very variable, the total length of head, body, and tail
together ranging from 5 to 8 feet.
large male measured
Head and body 4 feet 9 inches, tail 3 feet 2 inches total 7 feet
smaller animal 3 feet 10 inches and 2 feet
11 inches (Jerdon).
10 inches; total 6 feet 8 inches {Tickell). Height at shoulder
about 2 feet. An average-sized skull measures 6*9 inches in basal
length and 5 inches wide across the zygomata but in the series of
adult skulls in the British Museum the basal length varies from
5*6 inches to 8*1.
Distribution. Asia generally, with the exception of Siberia and
the high Tibetan plateau. Found also throughout Africa.
In
India, Burma, and Ceylon this animal is generally distributed, except in parts of Sind and the Punjab. Fossil remains have been
found in Great Britain, Spain, France, and Germany.
Varieties. By very many writers, and amongst Indian naturalists
by Sykes, Elliot, Horsfleld, Hodgson, and Sterndale, it has been
thought that there are two species of Indian leopards a larger and
a smaller. Even Jerdon appears to have been in doubt on the
subject.
Most of the sportsmen who have hunted in Central
India and many native shikaris distinguish these two forms, and
in parts of the country there is some appearance of two races
larger form that inhabits the hills and forests, and a smaller form,
commonly occurring in patches of grass and bushes amongst cultivated fields and gardens. The larger form is said to have a shorter
tail, a longer head with an occipital crest, and clearly defined spots
on a paler ground-colour. The smaller form has a comparatively
longer tail, a rounder head, less clearly defined spots, and rougher
fur.
I cannot help suspecting that the difference is very often
due to age *, as in the case of the supposed two species of fourhorned antelope, for younger leopards have rounder heads, without
sides,

;

A

:

;

A

;

—

—

* Tickell, I

find, iu his

MS.

notes makes the same suggestion.
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any

occipital ridge to the skull, and rougher fur tlian older animals.
I have lor years endeavoured to distinguish the two forms, but
without success. The size of the animal, the number, form, and
closeness of the spots, and length of tail are all extremely variable
characters.
The animals found in the damp forests of the Himalayas, Bengal, Assam, and Burma are darker and redder in colour,
and have the spots larger in proportion to the interspaces, than the
paler-coloured leopards of the Indian Peninsula ; and I think some
of the leopards of Central India are larger than is usual elsewhere.
I cannot myself, as I have said, in many cases determine to
which of the two supposed forms an Indian leopard-skin should be
referred, yet I can tell most African skins * at a glance, as the
spots are very much smaller ; and there is a race inhabiting Persia,
and found in Baluchistan and the mountains of Sind t, that differs
widely from all the others and is quite intermediate in coloration
and spotting between the leopard and the ounce, the resemblance
to the latter being increased by the long fur and thick hairy tail.
These two varieties, the African and the Persian, however, pass by
insensible gradations into the ordinary form ; and I cannot find
any difference in the skulls or evidence to satisfy me that there is
any constant distinction between different races of leopards, pards,
or panthers.
This is the conclusion at which Mr. Blyth also

arrived.

A

black variety of the leopard is not uncommon.
The spots on
still be traced if the skin is viewed in certain lights, but
the general colour is uniform black, the colour of a black cat. This
form, though distinguished by some writers as Felis melas, is unquestionably only a variety, the occurrence of black and spotted
cubs in the same litter having been repeat^edly recorded. Black
leopards are more common on the hills of Southern India and in
Travancore than in other parts of the peninsula ; they are also
said to be of frequent occurrence in the Malay Peninsula.
white (albino) leopard is figured in Buchanan Hamilton's
this

can

A

drawings.

The habits
The leopard

Habits.
tigers.

of leopards differ materially from those of
much more lithe and active even than the

is

climbing trees readily, and making immense bounds clear off
The leopard is often found in the neighbourhood of
the ground.
villages, hiding during the day amongst the crops or in the bushes
about cultivation, and carrying off sheep, goats, and especially dogs,
In pursuit of his prey he seems to have but little fear
at night.
He
of man ; he will enter outhouses, native huts, or even tents.
cares but little for the neighbourhood of water even in the hot
weather, his favourite haunts being rocky hills covered with thick
scrub, and he is generally found in caves and under piles of rocks.
tiger,

* Probably the true F. leopard us of Erxleben &c. and F. pardus of Terarainck.
See Alston and Danford, P. Z. S. 1880, p. 51.
t Probably F. tnlliana, Val.
I have a fine skin, for which I am indebted to Mr. H. E. Watson, from the
Khirthar range on the western frontier of Sind.
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He can conceal himself in the most wonderful way, his spotted
hide blending with the ground, and his lithe loose form being comI quite agree with
pressible into an inconceivably small space.
Forsyth, from whom I have taken several of the above traits, that
he is more courageous than the tiger ; if brought to bay, the
leopard will charge again and again with the utmost ferocit}^
Large leopards, or panthers as Jerdon calls them, often kill
cattle, ponies, donkeys, and large deer such as sambar, but the
smaller varieties have to content themselves with inferior prey.
The leopard, however, is absolutely witlioiit prejudice in the matter
all beasts, birds, and, I believe, reptiles that are not too
of food
largo to kill or too small to catch are the same to him ; he will
strike down an ox or bound upon a sparrow. If he has a predilecHe is a terrible foe to
tion, it is probably for dogs and jackals.
monkeys, and kills many of the haniimans or langurs who inhabit
Leopards, like tigers, somethe rocky hills in which he delights.
times kill their prey by breaking the neck ; but I am disposed to
believe that they frequently either tear open the throat or hold it
However, 1 ha\'e not had
in their jaws and strangle their victim.
many opportunities of seeing animals killed by them. They carry
away the body like tigers, and hide what they do not eat, very often
in a tree.
Leopards occasionally take to man-eating and, owing to their
Li two
boldness, become even a more fearful scourge than tigers.
parts of India, the Sonthal Pergunnahs south of Ebagalpur, and
Seoni in the Central Provinces, at about the same time (1857-00),
leopards were singularly destructive to human life, taking men,
women, and children by night out of houses, or off the machans or
platforms built in the fields to watch the crops from. One leo])ard
near 8eoni, commemorated by Bterndale and Porsyth, is said to
have killed 200 human beings in two years before he was shot.
The idea that leopards object to cross water, though supported
by an observation of Blyth's that a tame animal showed great
aversion to v^'etting his feet, is erroneous. Like other wild animals,
they swim well.
The leopard, as a rule, is a very silent animal, rarely, except
when provoked, uttering a sound. When surprised and when
charging, he makes noises similar to those made by a tiger; but
his call is very different. I have occasionally heard a sound which
agrees with the description I have received both in Africa and in
India of this animal's cry, and which corresponds to the account
of it given by Captain Baldwin in the Large Game of Bengal.'
It consists of a peculiar harsh noise between a grunt and a cough,
Porsyth calls it a harsh
repeated quickly three or four times.
grating roar.
The period of gestation does not appear to have been accuratelv
recorded, but is said to be about the same as in the tiger and
The young are born about Pebruary or
lion, or fifteen weeks.
March in the Peninsula of India, and a litter usually consists of
They probably take about the same
two, three, or four cubs.

—

'
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time as a tiger, three years, to arrive at full growth. Young
leopards are more difficult to tame than tigers or lions
and, even
when tamed, are less to be trusted. On the whole, this feline has
an exceedingly bad character.
Leopards are killed in large numbers by native shikaris, but,
despite the greater prevalence of the species, fewer leopards than
tigers are shot by European sportsmen. This is due to the difficulty
of finding leopards, owing to the manner in which they conceal
themselves and to their independence of water, and also to the
extremely difficult aim they afford to a rifle, on account of the
swiftness of their movements and their power of hiding themselves.
The ordinary Indian plan of shooting them is to tether a kid or
calf, or occasionally a dog, near the tree in which the hunter sits,
and to make the bait bleat from time to time by pulling a string.
favourite device with native shikaris is to put a fish-hook through
the unfortunate bait's ear and attach a string thereto.
hght
from an earthen pot (garra) is sometimes thrown on the tethered
animal, or the ground around is sprinkled with chaff or flour to
render the leopard more conspicuous at night.
Owing to his greater boldness, a leopard is much more easily
trapped than a tiger, and many are taken alive in a kind of cage
baited with a live calf, goat, or dog.
The bait is usually placed
in a separate partition, so arranged as to open and release the
bait by the shutting of the door which entraps the leopard.
Falltraps and spring-bows or guns are also used to kill panthers as
;

A

A

well as tigers.

31. Felis uncia.

The Ounce

or

snow Leopard.

Felis uncia, Schreher, Siivgeth. iii, p. 586, pi. c (1778);
p. 68 ; Jerdon, Mam. p. 101 ; Elliot, Man. Fel. pi. iv.
Felis irbis, Ehrenhery, Ann. Sc. Nat. xxi, p. 410 (1830).

Ikar, Zig, Sachak, Sdh, Tibetan (Bhotia)

Simla

;

Fur

;

Bharal he

Bhjth, Cat.

of hills north of

Thunodgh, Kunawar.
long, dense,

and rather woolly.

Tail thick, scarcely taper-

head and body.
from that of a leopard, being much
higher and more convex when viewed from the side, with ^ depression at the posterior termination of the nasal bones, which are
broad and short the postorbital processes, too, are less bent down.
ing, about three quarters the length of the

The

skull differs greatly

;

The

face in front of the orbits

is

very short.

Colour. Ground-colour above very pale whitish grey, sometimes
with a yellowish tinge, below \\'hite the whole animal spotted
with black. The spots on the back, sides, and tail are large, black,
;

interrupted rings or rosettes of rather irregular shape, much larger
than in leopards, the s])ace inside each ring being usually rather
darker than the ground-colour spots on the head, limbs, and terminal portion of the tail without pale centres the spots on the
From near the middle
belly few in number and rather indistinct.
;

;
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of the back to the root of the tail is a

median dark band.

Ears

black, each with a large yellowish spot.

Dimensions. Head and body about 4 feet 4 inches, tail 3 feet,
sl<ull measures about 6 inches in basal length,
height 2 feet.
and 4*75 in zygomatic breadth.
Distribution. High Central Asia, especially Tibet, extending
north to the Altai, and west, it is said, into Persia. This, however,
and the reported range still further to the westward into Armenia,
is somewhat doubtful ; the peculiar pale-coloured variety of leopard

A

found in Western Asia {F. tulliana) may have been mistaken for
an ounce (see Alston, P. Z. S. 1880, p. 51). The ounce is found
throughout the Himalayas at high elevations, and is more abundant
on the Tibetan side of the Snowy Eange, where it is met with in
the Upper Indus and Sutlej valleys. It is fairly common in Gilgit.
It is known to sportsmen as the snow leopard.
Habits.

Not much

is

known

of the ounce's life-history.

It lives

amongst rocks at considerable elevations, never, it is said, below
9000 feet above the sea in the Himalayas. This, however, may be
in summer for Scully relates that in Gilgit the ounce descends as
low as 6000 feet in winter. It preys upon wild sheep and goats
(ibex, markhor, and thar), and probably upon any rodents (marmots, hares, Lagomys, &q.) or birds it can capture it carries oil
sheep, goats, and dogs from villages, and even kills ponies, but, it
is said, has never been known to attack man.
;

;

32. Felis nebulosa.

The clouded Leopard.

Felis nebulosa, Griffith, Carnivora, p. 37, plate (1821).
Felis diardi, Cvv. Oss. Foss. ed. noiiv. (2^) iv, p. 437 (1823)

RZ.S.

18G3, p. 183

J

Jerdcn,

Mam.

p.

;

Dli/fh,

102; Elliot, Mon. Fel.

pi. viii.

Temminck, Horsf. Zool. Jotirn. \, p. 543 (1825)
B. xii, p. 814 Dlyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 27.
Felis macroceloides, Hcdys. Calc. Journ. N. II. iv, p. 286 (1844) (no

Felis macrocelis,
Tickell, J.

A.

description);

;

S.

id.

;

P. Z.

IS.

Tungmar, Satchuh, Lepcha;

1853, p. 192, pl.xxxviii

;

Blyth, Cat.

p. 58.

^wwy, Bhotia Lamchitia,
Nepal; Thit-Kyoimy, Burmese; Arimau dahan (tree tiger),

Khas tribe,
Malay Clouded
;

Zih, Limbii

;

;

Tiger of British naturalists.

Pupil oval, vertical. Tail thickly furred,
o*f a small leopard.
nearly the same thickness throughout, and long, about four fifths
the length of the head and body.
Caudal vertebrae 25.
Skull long, low, and narrow. Orbit widely open behind. Hinder
termination of bony palate concave mesopterygoid fossa narrow.
Lov\ er edge of mandible straight from symphysis to near the angle,
then concave. The upper canines are longer relatively than in any
other living cat, and have a very sharp edge posteriorly. Anterior
upper premolar frequently but not always wanting.
Colour. General tint varying from greyish or earthy brown
(cat-grey) to fulvous (tight yellowish brown) ; lower parts and
Size

;
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inner side of limbs "white or pale tawny. Head spotted above two
broad black bands, with narrower bauds or elongate spots between
them, commence between the ears, run back to the shoulders, and
are prolonged, more or less regularly, as bands of large oval or
elongate marks along the back. Sides of body usually divided into
large siibovate, trapezoidal, or irregularly shaped darker patches
;

Fig.

17.— Skull

of Felis nehulosa.

(Gray, P. Z.

S. 1867, p. 266.)

by narrow pale bands, the patches in places edged with black,
especially behind.
In old specimens the dark patches are sometimes indistinguishable, but the black edges remain as irregular
stripes.
The limbs and underparts are marked with large black
spots.
Tail with numerous dusky rings, often interrupted at the
sides, those near the body traversed above by a longitudinal band.
Ears black externally, often with a grey spot in the middle. Two
black horizontal cheek-stripes, the upper running from the eye
the margin of the upper lip also black laterally in some specimens.
There is an irregular black band across the chin and another on
the throat.
Blyth states that this animal grows more fulvous with
age, the greyer skins being those of young animals.
Dimensions. An old male, measured by Hodgson, was 37| inches
long from snout to vent tail with hair at end 30, without 29
height 14|, length of ear 2|- weight 44| lbs. In another specimen
A skull larger than
the head and body measured 3| feet, tail 3.
usual, from Assam, is 6*2 inches long from the foramen (basal
length), and 4*75 broad across the zvgomatic arches; another skull
4-7 by 3-6.
Distribution. The clouded leopard occurs in the South-eastern
Himalayas, Sikhim, Bhutan, &c., at moderate elevations, probably
not above 7000 feet. It is also found in the Assam hills and
throughout the hilly parts of Burma, Siam, the Malay Peninsula,
Sumatra, Java, and Borneo. A variety with a shorter tail {Leoparclus hracliyurus, Swinhoe) has been obtained in Tormosa.
;

;
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Habits. Very little is know n of the habits of this animal, all
that has been recorded hitherto about it in the wild state being
derived from the accounts given by native hunters. It is believed
to be thoroughly arboreal, living and sleeping in trees, and preying
upon birds and mammals. In captivity it appears not difficult to

tame.
33. Felis

marmorata.

The marbled

Cat.

Blyth, Cat. p. 59
Felis marmorata, Martin, P. Z. S. 183(3, p. 108
id. P. Z. S. 18G3, p. 183; Jerdon, Mam. p. 104
miot, Man. Pel.
;

;

;

pi. ix.

Felis charltoni, Qraij, A. M. N.
p. 59.
Leopardus dosul, Hodc/s. Cat.
1863, p. 3 (no description).

Sikmar, Bhotia

;

JL

xviii, p.

Mam.

^-c.

211 (1846)
JSepal,

B.

;

Bli/th, Cat.

M. 2nd

edit.

Dosal, Lepcha.

Larger than a domestic cat. Tail bushy, nearly the same tfnckness throughout, about three quarters the length of the head and

Fig. 18.

Fur

Fdis marmorata.

(Elliot,

Mon.

Fel.)

woolly underfur (at all events in
Ears short, rounded at the end. Bony orbit
complete behind in old skulls. The posterior edge of the bony
palate deeply concave.
Anterior upper premolar apparently often
wanting.
Colour. Ground-colour varying from brownish grey (earthy
brown) to bright yellowish or rufous brown, lower parts paler.
The sides divided by narrow pale streaks into large, irregularly
shaped darker patches, black on the hinder edges. Along the back
are angular black blotches or irregular rings, arranged more or less
body.

Himalayan

soft,

skins).

thick, M-ith
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There are black spots on the outside of the
tail, and usually on the lower parts
but those on the belly are very variable, being sometimes large and
distinct, sometimes almost imperceptible.
The inside of the limbs
and the chest are banded or spotted, and there are the usual cheekstripes.
Two interrupted bands, one from the inner corner of
each eye over the head, are continued as well-marked bhack stripes
on the hind neck, spots or bands intervening between them on the
head but not on the neck. The underfur is rich brown. According to Blyth, the ground-colour becomes more fulvous with age.
Dimensions. Length of head and body 18| to 23 inches, tail 14
to 15|, ears from crown of head 2 (Jerdon).
The basal length of
a skull is 2-95 inches, zygomatic breadth 2-6.
Distribution. The marbled cat is found in Sikhim and the Eastern
Himalayas, and in the hilly regions of Assam, Burma, and the Malay
countries, extending to Sumatra, Java, and, it is said, Borneo.
This animal has not been recorded from Nepal.
Habits. Nothing known.
F. marmorata is probably arboreal,
like the similarly coloured F. nehulosa.
In Sikhim it is said to be
shy and fierce.
in longitiiclinal bands.

limbs, the upper surface of the

34. Felis temmiiicki.

;

I'he (jolden Cat.

Felis temminckii, Vigoi'S ^ Horsf. ZooL Joiirn. iii, p. 451 (1828)
Elliot, Mon. Fel. pi. xvi.
Felis moormeusis *, liodgs. Gleaninijs in Science, iii, p. 177 (183J);
id. P. Z. S. 1832, p. 10; Elliot, P. Z. S. 1871, p. 759.
Felis aurata, Mi/th, P. Z. S. 1863, p. 185 Jerdon, Mam. p. 107
Sclater, P. Z. S. 18G7, p. 81G, pi. xxxvi, nec Temm.
Felis iiigrescens, Ilodr/s. Cat. Mam. ^r. Nepal, B. M. 2nd edit. p. 4
(no description).

;

;

Pupil very slightly
Size rather less than that of F. nebulosa.
strong light, round in general. Tail about two thirds

elliptical in a

the length of the head and body, almost the same thickness throughout. Caudal vertebra) 22. Ears short, rounded. Fur of moderate
length, dense, rather harsh.
Lov\ er surface of
Skull with the orbits nearly complete behind.
presphenoid very narrow and bordered by parallel lines.
Colour. Deep ferruginous or chestnut, darker (bay) along the back,
paler on the sides, still paler and whitish below chin and lower
There are
surface of tail to the tip white, the tip above is dusky.
some round dusky spots on the breast, between and behind the
axils, and, in some specimens, on the inside of the fore limbs, and
less distinct markings, forming imperfect bands, on the throat.
The lower side of the tarsi and feet are brown. The markings on
the face are peculiar and somewhat variable ; the most conspicuous
is a horizontal white or buff cheek-stripe, sometimes edged with
black, from below the eye to behind the gape ; a whitish band
;

*

The

spelling

was subsequently corrected

in several publications,

e.

to

murmensis by Hodgson himself

g. Calc. Journ. Nat. Hist, iv, p. 286.
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;
and occasionally curved lines running back from
above the eye to between the ears. Ears black or brownish black
Fur brown at the
outside, with an ill-defined pale central spot.
base, ferruginous near the end, some black tips on the back.
variety of a dark brown colour also occurs {F. nigi^escenSy
Hodgson), both in Nepal and Tibet. It has the same white under-

inside each eye

A

surface to the
Dimensions.

tail.

A

fine male, according to Hodgson, who saw the
measured, length of head and body 31-5 inches,
An adult
tail 19, height at the shoulder 17, length of ear 2*5.
skull from JN'epal, in the British Museum, measures 4*8 inches in
basal length, and 3-65 in zygomatic width.
Distribution. The South-eastern Himalayas, at a moderate elevation
Found also in
rare in Nepal, more abundant in Sikhim.
Tenasserim, Sumatra, and Borneo, and probably throughout
Burma and the Malay Peninsula. Mason mentions an animal
known to the Burmese as the fire-cat or fire-tiger, from its red
colour; and Theobald saw a specimen caged at Moulmain.
suggestion has recently been made in the Taprobanian,' i, p. 33,
that this species may be found in Ceylon, but this is improbable.
Habits. Unknown. Several specimens have been obtained alive
there was one for some time in the Zoological Gardens, London,
and another in Calcutta. This cat does not appear easily tamable.

animal

alive,

;

A

'

35. Felis viverrina.

The fishing

Cat.

Felis viverrina, Beiwett, P. Z. S. 1833, p. 68
Blyth, P. Z. S. 1863,
Blyth, 3Iam. Birds Burma, p. 27;
p. 184; Jerdon, Mam. p. 113
;

;

Elliot,

Men.

Fel. pi. xxii.

Felis viverriceps, Ilodgs. J. A. S. B. \, p. 233 (1836) ; Kelaart,
Prod. p. 46.
Felis himalayanus, Jardine, Kat. Lib., Felince, p. 230, pi. 24* (1837).
Felis celidogaster, Blyth, Cat. p. 61, nec Temm.

Banbiral, Bdraun, Khupya-hdgh, Bdgh-ddsha, H.
Hdndim-diva, Cingalese.

;

Mach-bdgral, Beng.

;

Size larger than that of the domestic cat, limbs short and strong,
head elongate, ears short and rounded. Fur coarse, without any
gloss. Tail about one third the length of the head and body. Caudal

Pupil circular.
Skull long, occipital and sagittal crests well-developed muzzle
narrow, compressed, elongate ; nasal bones long, broad anteriorly,
concave on the outer margin. Orbit complete or nearly complete
behind in adults.
Lower margin of mandible nearly or quite
vertebrae 19.

;

straight.

Teeth large.

Colour. Earthy grey, with a more or less marked brownish tinge,
darker and browner on the back, paler and whiter below, spotted
throughout with black or dark brown. The spots are always much
longer than broad, but they vary much in size, sharpness, and
definition in different animals ; in some they are small and comparatively indistinct, owing to an admixture of grey-tipped hairs;
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and about au inch ia length on the sidis.
6 to 8 blauk lines run from the forehead to the nape, breaking
np into shorter lines and spots on the shoulders, but continued as
lines of spots down the back.
Cheeks greyish white, usually with
two well-marked horizontal black or brown cheek-stripes. Several
cross bands more or less distinct on the throat and fore neck.
Markings on limbs variable sometimes there are none, but usually
there are bars or lines of spots outside the thigh and forearm, and
the usual two bars inside the latter.
Lower parts spotted. Tail
more or less distinctly ringed with black above. Underfur brown,
only the longer hairs with a long whitish portion near the end
and a black tip in the spots all the terminal part is black. I^eet
brown beneath.
Bimsiisions. Head and body 30 inches, tail 10| (or with hair
height 15; weight 17 lbs.
The above are the measurements
and weight of a male, but some specimens are larger. Kelaarfc
gives head and body 31|.
large skull (I have seen even larger)
measures 4-85 inches in basal length and 3*5 across the zygomatic
arches another 4*7 by 3-6 a small but quite adult skull 4*2 and
in others well-marked

From

;

;

A

;

;

3-05.
Distribution. Bengal, probably Orissa, and the Indo-Grangetic
plain generally, extending as far as Sind, whence I have a good

specimen procured by Mr. H. E. Watson near Sehwan. Unknown
Malabar coast, where it
occurs from Mangalore to Cape Comorin, but not, so far as is known,
to the northward near Bombay. This species occurs also in Ceylon.
Along the base of the Himalayas the fishing cat is met with as far
west as Nepal, and ranges throughout Burma, Southern China,
and the Malay Peninsula. So far as is known, F. viuerrina does
not appear to be found in the Malayan islands, bub it is said to
exist in Formosa.
Habits. This species haunts marshy thickets near rivers, swamps,
or tidal creeks, and dilfers from most cats in feeding upon fish.
It also, according to Buchanan Hamilton, eats freshwater mollusca
such as Ampullaria and Unio^ both of which abound in many of
the Indian swamps.
Hodgson found that one specimen brought
to him had eaten a large snake.
The fishing cat, however, like
other members of the genus, doubtless kills such mammals and
birds as it can.
It is said to be very ferocious
both in Bengal
and in Malabar it has been known to kill calves, and sheep are not
unfrequently destroyed by it. Mr. Baker wrote from Malabar
that it often killed pariah dogs, and be had known young infants
carried off by it from their parents' huts.
A still more remarkable
instance of its ferocity is mentioned by Blyth, a newly caught
male of this species in his possession having killed a tame young
leopardess of twice its own size, after breaking through the partition
in the peninsula of India, except on the

;

that separated the cages.

Frequently F. viverrina is savage in confinement, but Blyth
says he had several males perfectly tame and considered this a
particularly tamable species,
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36. Felis bengalensis.

Animal Kinqdom,

Felis bengalensis, Kerr,

Cat.

151 (1792)
id. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 184
jerdon, Mam. p. 105
p. 60
An. Zool. Res. p. 164
Elliot, Man. Fel. pi. xxi
;

p.

;

Bli/th, Cat.

;

;

Anderson,
Blanford,

;

;

P. Z. S. 1887, p. 627.
Felis javanensis, Desmarest, Nouv. Diet. Hist. Nat. vi, p. 115 (1816)
Ilorsf. Zool. Pes. Java, pi.

Felis
Felis
Felis
Felis

sumatraua Horsf.

Jam,

Zool. Pes.

minuta, Temm. Man.

Mam.

pi.

(1824).

130 (1827).
nipalensis, Vi(/. Sf Ilorsf. Zool. Journ. iv, p. 382 (1829).
chinensis, Gray, Charlesworth's Mag. N. H. i, p. 577 (1837).
Leopardus ellioti and Leopardus liorsfieldii, Gray, A. M. N. H. x,
p. 260 (1842).
Felis pardochrous, Jlodys. Calc. Joimi. N. H. iv, p. 286 (1844), no
i,

p.

description.
Felis ogilbii, Hodgs. Calc. Journ. N. H. viii, p. 44.
Felis jerdoni, Blyth, P. Z. S. 1863, p. 185
Jerdon, Mam. p. 107.
Felis undata, Blyth, Mani. Birds Burma, p. 27, nee Desmarest.
Felis wagati and Felis tenasserimensis, Giriy, P. Z. S. 1867, p. 400.
Felis herschelii, Gray, Cat. Cam. ^-c. Mam. B. M. p. 28 (1869).
Felis javensis, Elliot, Mon. Fel. pi. xxviii (1883).
;

Chita Billa, H. Ban Biral, Beng. *Wagati, Malir. of Ghats
ThitKyoung, Arakan
Kye-thif, Thit-kyuk, Kya-gytik, Burmese
Kla-hla,
Talain and Karen Itimau-dkar, Malay.
;

;

;

;

;

)

Fig.

Vd.— Felis

hengalensis.

(Elliot,

Mon.

Fel.)

About the size of a domestic cat or rather smaller, but with
longer legs. Tail rather less than half the length of the head and
body together, sometim.es perhaps not more than one third, but
Ears moderate,
some measurements give more than one half.
rounded at the tip. Pupil circular (perhaps elliptical in strong
light).

The

skull

behind.

is

Orbit incomplete
rather elongate, low and convex.
Anterior
lobe of the upper flesh-tooth small.

The inner

upper premolar rarely deficient.
Colour.
Ground-colour above pale fulvous, varying from rufous
to greyish, below white, ornamented throughout with numerous
more or less elongate, well-defined spots, either black throughout,
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on the sides, each spot partly black and partly brown,
the two colours passing into each other. The fur is brown at the
base, and many ot" the fulvous hairs have white tips, producing a
grizzled appearance on the ground-colour.
The size of the spots
is very variable ; they have a general tendency to a linear arrangement, especially on the back. The limbs and underparts are all
spotted, the spots on the belly being as a rule, though not always,
well defined, and there are spots on the upper surface of the tail,
the lower surface of which is generally unspotted, but spots are
frequently met with in Himalayan and Burmese varieties. Towards the end of the tail the spots usually become small transverse
bars.
There is almost always a white band running up to the
forehead from the inside of each eye. Tour longitudinal black
bands commence on the forehead, and are continued over the head
to the hind neck, breaking up into short bands and elongate spots
on the shoulders less distinct bands or spots occasionally come in
between the two median head-stripes on the forehead and shoulders,
but these two stripes frequently coalesce on the back of the neck,
diverging again between the shoulders and being continued as rows
of spots to the tail.
There are generally two well-marked horizontal cheek-stripes, the lower of which is often joined to a transverse
stripe across the throat ; other transverse stripes, sometimes broken
into rows of spots, cross the lower neck and breast.
There are the
usual two dark bands inside the forearm, and a large whitish spot
on the black outside surface of each ear.
In kittens the general colour is pale brown, and the markings
or, especially

;

are ill-defined.
The coloration of this species is so variable that it is difficult
to give a description that is applicable to all the varieties.
Dimensions. Head and body 24 to 26 inches, tail 11 to 12 or
more (Jerdon), Some varieties are considerably smaller ; a Burmese

specimen measured by Tickell had the above two measurements
only 16 and 9-5 inches.
large Nepalese skull is 3*1 inches in
basal length from the foramen to the premaxiUaries, and 2*5 wide
across the zygomatic arches
whilst in the small Burmese variety
(F. wagati of Gray) the length and breadth of a skull similarly
measured are only 2- 7 and 2-1 inches.
Distribution. The leopard cat is common in the Himalayas as
far west as Simla, in Lower Bengal, Assam, the Burmese and
Malayan countries. Southern China, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and
the Philippines. It is also found in the Syhadri Eange or Western
Ghats of India, Coorg, Wynaad, Travancore, &c., and in some, perhaps all, of the other forest- regions of the peninsula, though not
very abundantly. I have never seen a specimen during several
years' wanderings in the Central Provinces and the northern part
of the Bombay Presidency.
There is, however, a skin said to be
from the neighbourhood of the Coromandel coast in the Calcutta
Museum and a living specimen from Jeypore, west of Vizagapatam,
was quite recently given to the Zoological Gardens in London by
Mr. G. T. Egan. According to Jerdon F. hengalensis is also found

A

;

;
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in Ceylon, but this I doubt ; its occurrence is not mentioned by
Kelaart, Blyth, or Tennaut, nor is there a specimen from the island
in the British Museum, which is well supplied with Cingalese

Mammalia.
Varieties. In this species the tendency to variation in markings
appears to reach its maximum so far as Asiatic cats are concerned,
though the American ocelot is at least equally variable.
The
variation is shown by the number of synonyms this animal has
received, and by the great difference in the number of the species
into which it has been divided by different naturalists.
After examining the fine series of skins and skulls in the British
Museum I have come to the same conclusion as Blyth and Jerdon,
and class all the various races as varieties of a single species. As
in many other cats, there is a grey phase, to which belong F. nlpalensis, F. jerdoni, F. javanensis, F. chinensis, and a rufous phase.
According to Blyth (Cat. Mam. A. S. p. 60, and P. Z. S. 1863,
p. 184, note), some of the grey forms, and especially F.ni]_Kdeiisis,
are hybrids with domestic cats.
There is considerable variation,
too, both in size and in the length of the tail.
The following are the principal named varieties
The ordinary Himalayan type, F. pardichroa of Hodgson, has
pale rufescent back and sides, with spots usually subaugular or
angular in form, each spot black behind and brown in front. In
some specimens the spots are large and almost triangular with the
points directed backwards, in others the spots are simply elongate
ovals and of small size.
F. nipalensis is only a grey phase, and, as
There is,
already remarked, was perhaps founded on a hybrid.
however, one variety unnamed, the specimen of it in the British
Museum having been received in that collection from the East
India Museum after the death of Dr. Gray. In this the black
spots tend to form longitudinal lines and to enclose bands of rich
rufous brown between them, the bands being more or less broken
up into large rosettes, dark brown inside and bordered by imperfect
black rings the pale rufescent ground-colour occupies but a small
portion of the surface. This is the most beautiful form I have seen.
According to Mr. Blyth, there is a similar specimen in Calcutta.
The small race called F. ivagati by Dr. Gray is, I believe, not
the War/aii of Sir W. Elliot*, for the specimens are all labelled
Moulmain, and are probably the Burmese form. Judging from
comparison with a single specimen from the peninsula of India, the
Burmese and Southern Indian races are very similarf, except that
the ground-colour in both is light with large
the latter is larger
F. tenasserimensis is founded on a
distinct elongate black spots.
Further south in
flat skin, and differs in no important character.
the Malay Peninsula and the Malay Islands, extending to Borneo
and the Philippine Islands, is another small form, F. minuta v.
:

;

;

* Madras Jour. Lit. Sci. x, p. 108.
t According to McMaster (Notes on JerJon, p. 29) Burmese individuals are
smaller and more richly marked than those from the Western Ghats.
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sumatrana, with smaller and more numerous rounded black spofs.
Some specimeus appear to have a decidedly shorter tail than typical
F. hemjalensis, but others have the tail as long as in the normal
form. F. javanensis {oi Horsfield and Gray, F. javensis of Elliot
in part) is a peculiar small grey form with very small spots, those
on the back elongate but deep blackish brown rather than black,
F. jerdoni, as represented by two specithose on the sides brown.
mens in the British Museum, both named by Blyth, and one of
which must be considered the type, is merely a smaller form,
absolutely indistinguishable from F. javanensis so far as markings
and structure are concerned there is no evidence of the locality
whence these specimens came, but they are probably Malayan.
Hahits. F. bemjalensis is only found in forests, where it preys on
Jn Coorg, Jerdon was informed that
birds and small quadrupeds.
it lived in hollow trees, and carried olf poultry from villages.
Jerdon
also quotes Hutton to the effect that this cat breeds in May, and
;

has only 3 or 4 young, in caves or beneath masses of rock.
All observers agree that F. hengalensis is excessively savage aixl
untamable. Usually when caged it remains crouched in a corner
during the daytime and suarls at all who come near. But a specimen that I have recently seen in the Zoological Gardens, Eegent's
Park, paced its cage, came when called by its keeper, and appeared
thoroughly tame. This is the individual, already mentioned, from
Jeypore in the Madras Presidency.
37. Fells rubiginosa.

The ymsty -spotted

Cat.

Felis rubiginosa, I. Geoffr. Belanger^ Fby. hides Or., Zoologte^ p. 141,
Kelaart, Prod. p. 47 ; Jerdon, Mam. p. 108 ; Iloldspi. 6 (18.34)
tvorth, P. Z. S. 1871, p. 756; Flliot, Mon. Fel. pi. xxix.
;

Namali 2^Mi, Tamil, Madras; Vereiva

punt, Tamil, Ceylon; Kuladiya,

Cingalese.

Tail about
8ize smaller than that of an ordinary domestic cat.
Eur short and soft. Ears
half the length of the head and body.
Two upper premolars on each side
small, rounded at the end.
The bony orbit is
the anterior pair are w anting, as in the lynxes.

complete behind.
Ground-colour above and on the sides rufescent grey, below
Some Ceylon specimens are
white, body and limbs spotted.
The fur of
bright ferruginous with a slight greyish tinge only.
the upper parts is hair-brown, varying in depth of shade, at the
numerous longer hairs are intermixed, in
base, then pale brown
which the pale brown passes into rufous brown followed by a
white ring, the tip being rufous to dark brown. The spots on the
back and sides are brown to pale ferruginous, darker on the back,
paler and redder on the sides ; all are small, somewhat elongate,
The
especially on the back, and arranged in longitudinal lines.
In the ferruginous
spots on the belly are dark brown and larger.
Ceylon variety none of the spots are red, all are brownish black.
Eour dark lines, sometimes with one or two shorter broken bands
G
;
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rim from the eyes and base of the nose over the
head, almost without interruption, and the two inner are continued
between the shoulders as two well-marked, elongate, slightly
diverging stripes without any other spots or bands between them.
Behind the shoulders the bands are continued in the form of spots,
Cheek-stripes and throat-bands as in
other spots intervening.
other cats, but usually ferruginous, the bands outside the forearm
dark brown. There is a well-marked dark band inside each eye.
Ears outside brown, with a large pale spot on each. Tail rufous
grey, nearly the same colour as the back above, much paler below,
finely punctulated, but without any distinct spots or stripes.

in the middle,

Fig. 20.

Felis ruhiginosa.

(ElHot,

Mon.

Fel.)

Dimemions. Head and body 16 to 18 inches, tail 9*5. A skull
measures 2*55 inches in basal length and 2-05 in breadtli across the
zygomatic arches.
Distribution. Southern India and Ceylon.
Unknown on the
Malabar coast, but not uncommon in the Carnatic. 8terndale also
it at Seoni in the Central Provinces, but it appears to be
rare so far north.
Habits. Jerdon says
" This very pretty little cat frequents grass
in the dry beds of tanks, and occasionally drains in the open
country and near villages, and is said not to be a denizen of the
I had a kitten brought to me when very young in 1846
jungles.

obtained

:

—

became quite tame, and was the delight and admiration of all
Its activity was quite marvellous, and it was very
it.
playful and elegant in its motions.
When it was about eight months
old, I introduced it into a room where there was a small fawn of the
gazelle, and the little creature flew at it the moment it saw it,
seized it by the nape, and was with difficulty taken off.
I lost it

and

it

who saw

shortly after this.

Sir

W.

undoubted hybrids between
also observed the same."

Elliot notices that
this

he has seen several
cat, and 1 have

and the domestic
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whether Jerdon's information as to this cat not living
Holdsworth found it inhabiting- forests
in Ceylon.
8terndale bad two young kittens at Seoni and fully
confirms Jerdon's account of their being easily tamed, exceedinglygraceful and agile.
A young village cat which, after one of the
pair died, he obtained as a companion to the sur\ivor, was far
inferior in activity and in its power of climbing.
Another cat that has been procured from the Malay Peninsula,
Sumatra, and Borneo, and which, although not hitherto recorded
from any locality further north than Province Wellesley, may
possibly be found to extend into the southern portion of the
Tenasserim Provinces, is F. planiceps, Vigors. The following deIt is doubtful

in jungles

is

correct, for

scription will enable this species to be recognized
F. ])laniceps. About the size of a domestic cat.
:

Tail short, a
quarter to a third the length of the head and body.
Orbits completely enclosed by bone, and the anterior upper premolar larger
and better developed than in any other living cat, having two roots.
Colour dark rich red-brown above, the fur having a silvery speckled
appearance, owing to an intermixture of hairs with white tips
below white, more or less spotted or splashed with brown.
;

38. Felis manul.

Pallas's Cat.

Felis manul, Pallas, Reise lluss. Peichs,

Mon.

iii,

p.

692 (1776)

;

Elliot,

Fel. pi. x.

Felis nigripectus, Hodgs. J. A. S. B. xi, p. 276, with plate (1842).

Size of a domestic cat.
Fur soft, long and very thick. Ears
short and rounded.
Tail very thick, bushy, cylindrical, about half
the length of the head and body.
The skull is of very peculiar shape, being remarkably broad for
its length everywhere.
The orbits, too, are directed forward more
than in any other cat. The upper surface of the skull is highly
convex. The muzzle is broad, the nasals of moderate size, slightly
concave on the outer margins. The teeth are well dev eloped, the
inner lobe of the flesh-tooth ^'ery small, and in the only skull I have
examined the anterior upper premolar was wanting on both sides.
Colour. Silvery grey to yellowish buff, with a silvery wash above,
darker on the back ; breast brown, remainder of lower parts white.
Fur brown at the base, then buffer grey ; ends of long hairs white
with black tips on the back. Across the loins are a few more or
less distinct black transverse stripes, narrow and far apart, and on
the tail are 6 or 7 nearly equidistant narrow black rings and a
black tip.
In some specimens, too, there are a few black transverse
stripes on the limbs.
The head is spotted above, and there are the
usual two dark horizontal stripes across each cheek.
Dimensions. Head and body of a male 18| inches, tail 85, height
skull measures in basal
9, length of ear 1^^^ (Hodgson, MS.).
length 3 inches, breadth across zygomatic arches 2*8.
Weight
according to Pallas 6 to 7 1 lbs.

A
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Distribution. Tibet, extending into Ladak, wlience there is a
specimen, procured by General R. Strachey, in the British Museum
The species, however, does not appear to have been
collection.
observed on the south side of the main Himalayan range. To the
northward F. manul is found as far as Siberia, being common in
Mongolia.
i/abits. According to Pallas this cat lives amongst rocks in the
deserts of Central Asia, and feeds on small animals.

39. Felis ornata.

The Indian

desert Cat.

Felis ornata, Grat/, Hardwicke's 111. hid. Zool. \, pi. 2 (1832), bad
figure ; id. F. Z. S. 1867, p. 401 ; JBhjth, J. A. S. B. xxv, p. 441 ; id.
Cat. p. 63 ; Elliot, Man. Pel. pi. xxxii; Thomas^ P. Z. S. 1886, p. 55.
Felis servalina, Jardine, Naturalists' Library, FelincB, p. 232, pi. 25
(F. ornata on plate).
Felis torquata, Blyth, P. Z. S. 1863, p. 185, partim; Jerdon, Mam.
p. 110, partim (nec F. Cuv., Chat du ^e^al, Hist. Nat. Mam.
pi.

126),

Fig.

21.— Felis

Size of a domestic cat.

ornata.

(EHiot,

Men.

Tel.)

Tail tapering, about half the length of

the head and body. Ears well developed, pointed. Fur short.
The skull is broader and shorter than those of F. chaus and
F. bengalensis.
Lower edge of mandible very convex. Inner lobe
of upper flesh-tooth well developed, being quite as large as the
anterior outer lobe, or larger.
Colour. Very pale sandy (fulvescent grey or light isabelline), with
numerous small black roundish spots on the body, and still smaller
elongate spots on the crown and nape, those on the crown having
Fur of back dusky grey
a tendency to form longitudinal bands.
near the base, thence to near the end pale rufescent, tip still paler.
There are some narrow black cross lines outside the limbs, and two
distinct black bars inside each forearm, also the usual cheek-stripes,
which are brown. The lower parts are pale rufescent, with a few
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black spots ; the chin, throat, and front of the breast white and unspotted, the fore neck rufescent.
Ears externally the same colour
as the back, with a few elongate brown hairs at the end.
Tail with

some black transverse bands above, which form rings towards the
end the tip is black. Paws black beneatli.
Dimensions. Head and body 18 to 22 inches, tail 9 to 10, hind
foot from calcaneuni 4*5.
Basal length of an adult female skull
;

zygomatic width 2*75 ; a smaller male skull 2*85 by 2-35.
sexes do not appear to exhibit any constant difference in size.
Distribution. Throughout the drier regions of VV^estern India,
from the Punjab and ISind to Saugor and JN^agpur, not extending,
however, to the Gangetic valley, and rare south of the Nerbudda.
It is common in the Indian deserts east of the Indus, in Sind,
Western E-ajputana, and Hurriana.
Habits. The desert cat inhabits sandy plains and sand-hills, where
its principal food in all probability consists of Gerhilli (G. harria7tce).
It is not found in wooded country.
It is not by any means particularly nocturnal.
According to Dr. Scott, as quoted by Blyth, this cat, like F.
i'uhiginosa, F. cliaus, and other species, breeds with domestic cats,
and in some parts of the country inhabited by F. omata many of
the village cats are similarly spotted.
Until recently this animal was represented by but two skins, one
of them immature, in the British Museum collection.
It appears
to be also poorly represented in Calcutta.
The receipt of six
beautiful specimens and skulls, obtained near Sambhar in Rajpu3-25,

The

M. Adam, and presented to the British Museum
by Mr. Hume, has served to show that F. omata is a well-marked
species and distinct from F. torquata, to which it was united by
Blyth and Jerdon.
A cat much resembling F. omata is found inhabiting Eastern
Turkestan, and was named by me F. shawiana. Although nearly
allied to the Indian desert cat, F. shawiana appears to be larger
tana by Mr. H.

with a shorter

tail.

40. Felis torqiiata.

The

ivaved Cat.

F. Cuv. Hist. Nat. Mam. pi. 126 (1826); Jerdon,
l\i),paHim Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 55.
Felis inconspicua, Gray, CharleswortKs Mag. N, H. i, p. 577 (1837).
? Felis huttoni, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 169
xvii, p. 247, xxii, p. 581.
Felis torquata,

Mam.

p.

;

;

Size of a domestic cat.

Tail tapering, about half the length of

the head and body, or rather more.
Ears rounded at tips.
Skull short and high, very similar to that of F. omata.
The
minute anterior upper premolar, instead of being placed as in
F. omata, F. caligata, and many other cats, halfway between the
second premolar and the canine, is close to the former in both the
skulls examined, and in one there is an additional equally minute
premolar in front, close to the canine. The position of the normal
anterior premolar close to the second is common in domestic catsy

Indian and European.
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Colour. Asb-grey, varying in some skins to brownish or rufescent,
lower parts buff. Fur on back grey at the base and sometimes
throughout in other skins it becomes rufescent, always having a
dark brown or blackish subterminal portion, and a whitish or yellowish tip. Narrow longitudinal dark bands, often very indistinct,
run along the crown and back and there are numerous interrupted
narrow dark brown or black transverse (vertical) bands or rows of
spots on the sides, extending as cross rows of spots to the anterior
portion of the abdomen. There are cross bands on the fore neck
the breast and lower abdomen remaining unspotted. The usual
markings are found on the cheeks. Tail with more or less distinct
;

;

;

black rings on the posterior half and a black tip.
Paws black or
dark brown beneath.
Dimensions.
male obtained in Kashmir measured head and
female from Kajputana measured head
body 22 inches, tail 12.
and body 20 inches, tail without hair at the end 10, with 10 J, ears
2 outside, hind foot 4-9. In the fully adult skull of the latter the
basal length is 2*95, zygomatic breadth 2-4.
Distribution. The type of F. torquata was said to be from Nepal
the exact locality of F. inconspicua is not recorded, but specimens
precisely similar have been obtained by Captain Boys and Mr.
Adam in liajputana, and by Sir O. B. St. John in Kashmir. This
cat must therefore be widely dispersed throughout Northern India,
though it does not appear to be common.
Nothing especial is known of the habits, and it is far from improbable that specimens of the present form are merely descendants
The converse is, however,
of tame cats that have run wild.
equally probable, that this is the aboriginal race from which Indian
domestic cats, and possibly those of other countries are derived
and the circumstance that skins from parts of India so distant
from each other as Nepal, E-ajputana, and Kashmir are precisely
The characters of the
similar is in favour of the latter view.
upper premolars distinguish F. torquata from the allied F. caffra (or
F. caligata), to which, however, F. Uuttoni, described by Blyth from
Afghanistan, may perhaps belong.

—

A

A

—

;

-
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41. Felis chaus.

Cat.

Felischaus, Giildenstaclt, Nov. Com. Pet. xx, p. 483, pis. 14, 15 (1776);
Kelaart, Prod. p. 48 Blt/th, Cat. p. 63 id. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 186
Jerdon, Mam. p. Ill j Elliot, Man.
id. Mam. Birds Burma^ p. 28
;

;

;

;

Fel. pi. xxxiii.

Felis catolynx, Pallas, Zoog. Ros.-As. i, p. 23, pi. ii.
Felis affinis, Gray, Hardwicke's III. Ind. Zool. i, pi. 3.
Fehs kiitas, Pearson, J. A. S. B. i, p. 75.
Felis (Lyncluis) erythrotis, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. v, p. 233.
Felis jacquemontii, 1. Geoffr. Jacqaemont, Voyage, iv, p. 58, Atlas,
pis.

ii.

ii, iii.

Khatds, H. and Beng. Banherdl, Beng.
Jangli-billi, H.
Gurha-iBerka, Hill-tribe of Kajmahal
Bdul, Bhdoga, Mahr.
Kuhi, Pers.
Mant-hek, Can. Kada hek or Bella bek, Wadari Katu-punai, Tarn.
Jurka pillij Tel. Cherru pidi, Mai. Kyoung tset-kiiUj Arakanese.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Size exceeding
often with a few
to a distinct tuft
fifths the length

that
Pupil round. Ears
a domestic cat.
longer hairs at the end, not amounting, however,
as in the lynxes.
Tail short, one third to two
of the head and body.
Fur variable, short in
specimens from plains of India, longer in Himalayan skins.
8kull strong, elongate, postorbital processes bending sharply
downwards the brain-case broad behind the postorbital processes
nasal bones broad anteriorly, more or less concave at the side.
The lower jaw convex below. Inner lobe of upper flesh-tooth well
developed, as large as the outer anterior lobe.
Colour of the body varying from sandy grey or yellowish grey
to greyish brown
back darker, often rufescent, sometimes dusky
lower parts fulvescent or rufescent white. Fur in general fulvescent white (isabelline) from the base to near the tip, where it is
gi-eyish white, the tip being black, sometimes on the back rufous
near the tip the underfur near the body in some specimens brown.
The limbs are sometimes transversely barred with dusky, sometiuies
not ; there are usually the two broad dusky bands inside the forearm. Foot and tarsus dusky brown beneath. Tail ringed with
black near the end, and the tip black.
Cheek-Stripes and band
across breast sometimes present and of a pale ferruginous tint.
Ears pale rufous outside, the tips generally blackish or black.
There is some long whitish hair on the anterior portion of the ear
;

;

;

;

inside.

In adult specimens there are usually no markings on the body
or limbs, but exceptions occur.
In some skins more or less distinct
vertical rows of spots or wavy lines may be traced on the sides.
black variety is occasionally found, and Dr. 8cott procured it both

A

near Hansi and in the neighbourhood of Umballa.
Dimensions. Hodgson gives
head and body 22 inches, tail with
hair at the end 11, without 10, height at shoulder 16; weight 14 lbs.
Jerdon's measurements are:
head and body 26, tail 0 to 10, height
at shoulder 14 to 15 ; and of a large specimen killed at Umballa,
total length 39 inches, height 18, weight 18 lbs. (Appendix, p. ii).
moderate-sized skull is 3*75 inches long (basal length), and nearly
3 broad across the zygomatic arches. In a large male skull the
basal length is nearly 4 inches, in a small (? female) specimen 3-35.
Distribution. F. cliaus is the common wild cat of India from
the Himalaya to Cape Comorin, and from the level of the sea to
7000 or 8000 feet or perhaps higher on the Himalayas. It is
found in Ceylon and also extends into Burma, but has not been
recorded further east.
wild cat observed by Col. Tickell at the
Andaman Islands (J. A. S. B. xxxii, p. 86) may perhaps have been
this species.
It has an extensive range through Western Asia and
:

—

—

A

A

Northern

Africa.
Habits. This cat frequents either jungles or open country, and
is very partial to long grass, reeds, cornfields, sugar-cane fields,
and similar places, being often seen in the neighbourhood of
villages.
It feeds on birds and small mammals, and is said to be
especially destructive to partridges, peafowl, hares,

and other game.
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Jerdon was actually robbed by a jungle cat of a peafowl he had
shot; and McMaster relates a similar incident that happened to
himself.
The same observer says that he shot one in Burma in deep
The
black mud, where it was perhaps hunting for fish or crabs.
voice, according to Blyth, differs from that of the domestic cat.
The jungle cat is a very savage animal. McMaster says he was
once charged by a large individual that he had wounded with shot.
As a rule, even if captured young, F. chaas appears to be untamable, but exceptions occur.
It frequently breeds, however, with
the domestic cat of India, and some of the latter closely resemble
it in colouring, although they are considerably smaller.
It is said
to breed twice in the year, and to have three or four young at a
time.

The Caracal.

42. Felis caracal.

Felis caracal, Gi'ddemtddt, Nov. Com. Pet. xx, p. 500 (1776)
Blijth,
Cat. p. 64; Jerdon, Mam. p. 113
Elliot, Mon. Fel. pi. xli.
;

;

Siydh-gush (black ears), Pers. and H.
Ech, Ladak (Vigne).

;

Tsogde, Little Tibet

( ?

Gilgit)

;

Size intermediate between F. chaus and F. lynx.
Build slender,
limbs long. Tail one third the length of the head and body. Ears
long and pointed, with a long black tuft of hair at the end.
8kull convex above, facial portion short. Teeth well developed.
Anterior upper premolar wanting inner lobe of upper flesh-tooth
moderate.
Colour above varying from rufous fawn-colour to brownish rufous,
generally the former in Indian specimens, unspotted ; below paler
rufous or white, often with indistinct rufous spots. Fur nearly
the same colour throughout, slightly paler near the roots, some
white tips intermixed on the back, and in darker specimens black
tips also, giving a peculiar grizzled appearance.
Limbs and tail
the same colour as the body, the tip of the latter sometimes black,
but not always. Ears outside black, often mixed with white, inside
white ; a blackish spot on each side of the upper lip, and others,
not always distinct, above each eye and on each side of the nose.
white or pale spot inside, and another below each eye.
Dhneyisions. Head and body 26 to 30 inches, tail 9 to 10, ear 3,
height 16 to 18 inches. Basal length of skull 4*55 inches, breadth
across zygomatic arches 3*8.
Dist7'ihution. Pound in the Punjab, Sind, North-western and
Central India, and the greater part of the Peninsula except the
Malabar coast, but rare everywhere. Ball met with it in Chutia
Nagpur. Unknown in Bengal and the Eastern Himalayas, but
said by Vigne to be found in the Upper Indus valley*.
Outside
of India this species occurs in Mesopotamia, and perhaps on the
;

A

* Perhaps only tamed specimens

;

see J. A. S. B. xi, p. 759.
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highlands of Persia, in Arabia, and throughout a large part of
Africa.

Very little appears to have been recorded concerning
animal in the wild state. It probably lives amongst bushes
and grass, not in thick forests. It is said to prey on gazelles, small
deer, hares, and birds, and frequently to capture birds as they fly
off by springing upon them to a height of 5 or 0 feet from the
ground. It is destructive to peafowl, fl.oriken, cranes, and, doubtHabits.

this

less, to

The

partridges.
caracal

is

easily

tamed, and

as peafowl, cranes, &c.,

and small

—

is

trained to catch birds, such

deer, gazelles, hares, or foxes,

and also to kill for sport a favourite amusement in parts of
India, according to Blyth, being to pit these cats against each other
to kill pigeons out of a flock.
The caracals are let loose amongst
the pigeons feeding on the ground, and each cat often strikes
down ten or a dozen birds before they can escape by flight. Some
Indian princes are said to have kept a large number of caracals for
the purpose of hunting. Vigne, who saw them used, says that
their speed is, if possible, greater in proportion even than that of
the hunting leopard.
AJthough the caracal has the long limbs, ears, skull, and dentition of a lynx, it wants the ruff, and has a fur better adapted to
its tropical or subtropical haunts.

43. Felis lynx.

The Lynx.

Felis lynx, L. Syst. Nat. i, p. 62 (1766) ; Elliot, Mon. Fel. pi. xxxix ;
Smllij, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 201.
Felis isabellina, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 1178 (1817) ; id. Cat,
p. 64 ; id. P. Z. S. 1863, p. 186.

Patsalan, Kishmiri.

A strongly built cat, high on the legs, with a short tail, less than
one fourth the length of the head and body. Ears long, pointed,
and with a long black tuft of hair at the end. Pupil round. Hair
of the hinder part of cheeks lengthened and hanging down, forming a partial ruff. Fur soft, thick. Pads of feet more or less concealed by hair.
Intestines shorter than in other cats, being only
twice the length of the body.
Skull very convex above, the facial portion short and broad.
Orbits incomplete behind.
In adults there are only two upper
premolars.
Colour varying from pale sandy grey (isabelline) to rufous fawn
with a greyish wash, and in some (European) specimens to ferruginous red, lower parts white. In summer there are small black
spots on the body, and these are persistent in some cases even in
winter fur (probably in young individuals) but Asiatic specimens
in winter coats are unspotted except on the flanks and limbs, and
even there the markings are often wanting. The spots are evidently very variable. The fur is fawn-coloured with a ruore or less
;
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rufous tinge, towards the roots the hairs are brownish ; the tips o^
the longer hairs are white, some black tips being often intermixed
on the back. Terminal portion of the tail black. Ears outside
Some black
grey, with the margins, tip, and terminal tuft black.
hairs are intermixed with the ruff, and, in some cases, there is an imperfect dark band across the throat. There are sometimes blackish
or black spots on the belly.
The Tibetan lynx was distinguished by Blyth as F. isabeUina on
account of its pale colour and of the hair on the toes being shorter.
Both these differences are probably due to the Tibetan lynx living
in open ground amongst rocks, whilst the common lynx of Europe
The lynx of Gilgit, where there is some
dwells chiefly in forests.
and I can find no constant
forest, is intermediate in coloration
character of importance by which F. isabeUina is distinguishable
from the common lynx. 8ome skins procured by Hodgson from
Tibet are undistinguishable from Gilgit and Turkestan specimens.
Dimensions. Head and body 33 inches, tail 7 j ; weight about
60 lbs. In a skull, the basal length is 4*6 inches, zygomatic
breadth 4.
Distribution. Found in the Tipper Indus valley, Gilgit, Ladak,
Tibet, &c., also throughout Asia north of the Himalayas, and
Europe north of the Alps.
Habits. The lynx is found in Gilgit at heights above 5000 feet,
but occurs at a great elevation in Tibet, Captain Kinloch having
shot a female and captured the cubs near Hanle when hunting
Ovis hodr/soni, which does not descend below 14,000 or 15,000 feet
In Tibet, as in Europe, this species has the character
in summer.
Scully mentions that
of being extremely bloodthirsty and savage.
Lynxes
a pair of them killed six sheep in one night near Gilgit.
prey on birds and on all mammals that they are able to kill, from
goats to mice ; but the stories told of their attacks upon animals
the size of red-deer, Cervus elaphus, are scarcely credible. The
keenness of sight and hearing in the lynx have long been famous
the animal is well known to be an excellent climber, and to lie in
Lynxes have two or three young at a
wait for his prey on trees.
time, and usually hide them in caves and holes amongst rocks.
The young are born with the eyes not opened. Young animals
are easily tamed.
;

Genus CYNiELURUS, Wagler, 1830.

The claws only partially retractile, ah^ ays remaining partly exposed. Limbs longer than in any true cats. Body slender. Skull
with the infraorbital foramen on each side very small, and frequently represented by two or more foramina. Inner lobe of the
upper flesh-tooth quite rudimentary.
The only species generally admitted is C. jubatus; a peculiar
form, with woolly hair and pale spots, from South Africa, has been
distinguished as C. laneus {Felis lanea, Sclater, P. Z. S. 1877, p. 532),
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but there is some question as to whether this is more than an accidental variety. Other nominal species will be found recorded in
books.
44. Cynaelurus jubatus.

The hanting Leopard.

Felis jiibata, Schreber, Sdugeth. iii, p. 392, pi. cv (1778)
Mam. p. 114 Ball, P. A. S. B. 1877, p. 109.
Felis guttat{i, Hennann, Obs. Zuol. p. 38 (1804).
Oynailurus jubatus, Blyth, Cat. p. 65 j Elliot, Mon. Fel. pi.

;

Jerdon,

;

Yuz and Yuz-palang,
Chircha and Sivungi, Canarese

Chita, Lacjgar,
puli, Tel.

;

H.

Pers.

;

;

;

Cheeta of

xliii.

Gond Chita
many European

Cliitva,

;

naturalists.

common

leopard or panther, but much higher
Pupil round. Ears short and round. Fur
coarse, hairs of neck somewhat lengthened, hair of belly rather
long and shaggy. Tail more than half the length of the head and
body.
Skull nmch resembling that of F. uncia in shape, high and broad,
very convex above and wide behind the postorbital processes. The
facial portion short and broad, nasals broad, maxillaries short and
high.
Opening of posterior nares
Orbits incomplete behind.
broad.
Anterior upper premolar generally present.
Colour from tawny (pale brownish yellow) to bright rufous
fawn above and on the sides, paler below, spotted almost everywhere with small round black spots without any pale centres, and
not arranged in rosettes. Chin and throat bufliy white, unspotted.
A black line from the anterior corner of each eye to the upper lip,
and another less marked, or a row of spots in some specimens,
from the hinder corner of the eye to below the ear. Ear black
outside, base and margins tawny.
Tail spotted above ; the spots,
towards the end, passing into imperfect rings.
Young covered with long hair, grey in colour, without any
yterndale states, however, that on clipping the hair the
spots,
young animal in the British
spots are found on the underfur.
Museum is figured by Elliot, and is brownish grey on the back,
chocolate-brown on the legs and lower parts, with indications of
darker spots. This is, doubtless, in process of change into the
colour of the adult.
Dimensions. Length of head and body about 4*5 feet, tail 2*5,
height 2*5 to 2*75 {Jerdon).
skull is 5*35 inches long in basal
length, and 4-55 across the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. The hunting leopard is found throughout Africa
and South-western Asia, extending from Persia to the countries
east of the Caspian and into India.
In this country it occurs
throughout a great portion of the peninsula, from the Punjab
through Hajputana and Central India to the confines of Bengal (I
once saw a skin that had been brought in by a local shikari at
Deoghar, in theSonthal Pergunnahs, south of Bhagalpur,and Ball
saw anothex', under similar circumstances, at Sambalpur), and in

As long

and more

as the

slender.

A

A
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the Deccan.
How far south in India C. jubatus ranges does not
appear to be recorded the animal is not found on the Malabar
coast, nor, according to Jerdon, in Ceylon, and its range is probably nearly the same as that of the Indian antelope.
It does not
appear to be found north of the Gauges, and it occurs nowhere
;

east of India.

Habits. Being used in the chase, and considered an important
or even necessary appanage to the state of many Indian princes,
the hunting leopard is eagerly sought after by the particular class
of men who capture wild animals ; and as only the adult is valued,
its habits are well known to those who occupy themselves with
capturing and training it. Their accounts are, of course, like all
such descriptions by uneducated men, in all parts of the world, a
mixture of observed facts and traditionary fable ; but some of their
most interesting statements appear to be confirmed by independent
testimony. In Sterndale's Mammalia of India and Ceylon,' p. 202,
an admirable description of the capture of two hunting leopards is
quoted from the 'Asian;' whilst Jerdon describes, from his own
observation, the training of a young animal brought up in captivity,
and quotes from Buchanan Hamilton *, Yigne f, and W. EUiot t
accounts of the method in which the " chita " is used to hunt
capital description is also given by McMaster §.
antelope.
The principal haunt of this feline in India is in low, isolated,
rocky hills, near the plains on which live antelopes, its principal
It also kills gazelles, nylgai (Jerdon once observed a pair
prey.
stalking some of the latter), and doubtless occasionally deer and
other animals ; instances also occur of sheep and goats being carried
off by it (a goat was once taken away by one from my own camp
in Khandesh) ; but it rarely molests domestic animals, and has not
been known to attack men. Its mode of capturing its prey is to
stalk up to within a moderate distance of between 100 to 200
yards, taking advantage of inequalities in the ground, bushes, or
other cover, and then to make a rush. Its speed for a short distance is remarkable, far exceeding that of any other beast of prey,
even of a greyhound or kangaroo hound, for no dog can at first
overtake an Indian antelope or a gazelle, either of which is quickly
ran down by O. jubatus if the start does not exceed about 200
yards.
McMaster saw a very fine hunting leopard catch a black
buck (Antilope cervicapi^a) that had about that start, within 400
yards. It is probable that for a short distance the hunting leopard
is the swiftest of all mammals.
This animal, according to the accounts of the men who capture
it, usually passes two days, after gorging itself, in resting in its
lair, and on the third day repairs to a particular tree, which forms
On this tree it
a rendezvous for other animals of the species.
'

A

* The quotation is said to be from the India Sporting Review.'
t Travels in Kashmir, Ladak, &c. i, p. 41.
\ Mad. Journ. L. S. x, p. 107.
I Notes on Jerdon's Mammals of India, p. 32,
'
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sharpens its claws, leaving marks that are recognized by the hunters,
who capture the leopards by means of nooses made from the dried
sinews of antelopes, and pegged to the ground around the tree.
From the few accounts given of their habits in the wild state, it
is apparent that these felines frequently hunt in pairs or families
hence, perhaps, the appearance of several at a particular spot,
where they amuse themselves by playing about before going off to
hunt.
As already mentioned, only adults are captured, Indian shikaris
considering that the young can only be properly trained by the
parents.
The same view prevails in India with regard to falcons.
The hunting leopard is easily tamed, about six months being required to reduce him to a complete state of obedience and to
complete his training. Many of these animals, when tamed, are
as gentle and docile as a dog, delighting in being petted, and quite
good tempered even with strangers, purring and rubbing them-

They are usually kept,
a charpai or native bedstead, attached by a chain
Young hunting
to the wall, and are not shut up in a cage.
leopards are, of course, soon domesticated, as was shown in the
So far as I have heard,
case of that commemorated by Jerdon.
however, this animal has not been known to breed in captivity.
The method of hunting with the " chita," as described by several
The leopard is hooded, so as to blindobservers, is the following

selves against their friends, as cats do.

when tame, on

:

—

fastened by a thin cord attached to a leather belt
round its loins or to a collar, and is taken on a bullock-cart to the
neighbourhood of the antelope. The latter have no fear of the
ordinary country carts, which they see daily, and there is, consequently, no difficulty in driving to within a short distance of the
The leopard is then unhooded and slipped, and, according
herd.
to the distance at which the antelope may be, either springs
towards them at once, or, taking advantage of inequalities in the
ground, follows them at a run until he gets within such a distance
as to enable him to make his rush with success. He usually seizes
the buck, if there is one with the herd, but this is probably due to
the fact that the buck is generally the last ; and, as pointed out
by Sir AV. Elliot, the mir-sliikaris (keepers) always endeavour to
get the herd to run across them, when they drive on the cart and
unhood the " chita." The leopard rushes at the antelope and fells
fold

it

;

it is

it, it is said, by striking its legs from under it with his paw
he
then seizes the quarry by the throat, and holds it until the keepers
The antelope's throat is then cut, and some of the blood
arrive.
collected in the wooden bowl from which the hunting leopard is
fed, and offered to the latter, who laps it eagerly, advantage being
taken of the opportunity to slip on his hood again. A good hunting leopard is said sometimes to capture four bucks in a morning.
Baldwin, in the Large Game of Bengal,' states that the hunting leopard has occasionally been speared from horseback. It gives
but a short run, and rarely shows fight. McMaster also relates an
;

'
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instance of this animal being speared, and states that the hunting
leopard, although at first it far outpaced the horse, was easily
caught, and tried to hide in a bush, out of which it was put and
speared easily.

Family VIVERRID.^:.
The second family of the ^luroidea contains the civets, paradoxures or tree-civets, ichneumons or mangooses, and their allies, a
much more diversified assemblage than the FeUd(e. In the Viverridce the head and body are more elongate, the muzzle more produced, the limbs shorter in proportion, and the teeth of the molar
series more numerous than in the cats. All Indian forms have four
premolars on each side above and below, one or two true molars, five
The claws vary in retractility,
toes to each foot, and a long tail.
and so does the extent to which the tarsus and metacarpus are clad
with hair beneath, this again depending upon the circumstance that
some types, like Viverra and Prionodon, are truly digitigrade, whilst
others, as Arctictis and Paradoxurus, are more or less plantigrade.
Many of the genera have peculiar anal and preanal glands, the
secretion from which is highly odoriferous.
The auditory bulla is externally constricted and internally
divided by a septum, which is conspicuous from the meatus.
An
alisphenoid canal is present, except in Viverricula.
further details of the anatomy will be found in Prof. Mivart's
papers already quoted (P. Z. 8. 1882, pp. 145, 459).'
No representatives of this family exist in America or Australia,
all being confined to the warmer parts of the Old World, and
chiefly to Africa, Madagascar, and South-eastern Asia, one species
extending into Spain.
The Viverridce are variously divided by different authors. In
the system here followed they comprise three subfamilies, one of
which, Cryptoproctinoi^ by some considered a distinct family, con-

The other
sists of a single species peculiar to Madagascar.
are represented in India, and are thus distinguished

two

:

A. Claws strongly curved and more or less retractile.
Auditory bulla oval or subconical, broad
and truncated behind, narrow in front. Apex
of

paroccipital process in

slightly

beyond the bulla;

general projecting
prescrotal glands

generally present

B. Claws lengthened, exserted, not retractile. Auditory bulla somewhat pear-shaped. Paroccipital
process not projecting beyond bulla, but spread
out, and in adults lost on its posterior surface.
No prescrotal glands

Viverrhm.

Herpestina;.
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Subfamily

African and Oriental forms both occur in this subfamily, but the
more numerous. The following genera are found w ithin
our area

latter are
:

A. Ears not tufted tail not prehensile.
tail with
a. Tarsus and metatarsus hairy beliind
dark and hght rings.
a'. Two upper true molars
a black gorget.
;

;

;

a".
h".

black dorsal crest

One upper true molar no gorget
Tarsus half naked behind tail (in Indian species)
not ringed.
a'. Teeth large
a naked preanal (in males prescrotal) glandular tract
h'. Teeth small
no naked preanal or prescrotal

h'

h.

An erectile
No crest

;

.

Viverra.
Viverricula.
Prionodon.

;

;

Paradoxurus.

;

Arctogale.

tract

B. Ears tufted

;

tarsus

naked behind

Genus VIVERRA,

Linn., 17G6.

prehensile

tail

;

Arctictis.

A

crest of elongate and erectile black hairs along the middle of
the back. Feet truly digitigrade, the metatarsus, metacarpus, and
feet being hairy throughout, with the exception of a central and
five toepads on all feet and a metacarpal pad on each fore limb.

Fig. 22.

— Skull of

Viverra zibetha.

Claws small, partially retractile, and blunt. Pupil vertical. Female
with three pairs of ventral teats. Eur coarse.
One or more
black bands across the throat tail ringed. All the species are
None are known to be arboreal in
larger than a domestic cat.
;

their habits.

Dentition

:

i.

^,

c.

and the hinder teeth

pm.
in the

molar

m.

The teeth

I^^series broad

;

are strong

the inner lobe of
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the upper sectorial very large, nearly equal to the hinder lobe in
size.
The true upper molars are well developed. The lower
sectorial has a large talon \^ith two large inner and two small
outer tubercles. The milk-dentition is figured by Mivart (P. Z. S.
1882, p. 155).
Vertebra C. 7, D. 13, L. 7 (or D. 14, L. G), S. 3, C. 22-30.
This and the next genus comprise the true Civet-cats, from
which the substance known as civet, largely used as a perfume, is
It is the secretion of a pair of glands found in both
obtained.
sexes, just in front of the scrotum in the male, and in a corresponding position in the female. The secretion escapes by a
number of minute orifices into a large sac, the external opening of
which appears as a longitudinal slit, resembling a large vaginal
aperture *. There are also two glands surrounding the anus, the
secretion from which has a very different and extremely offensive
odour. Various kinds of civet-cats, belonging to this and the
next genus, are kept in small cages in some countries, and the
civet collected from the pouch periodically ; but I am not aware
:

whether this

is

done anywhere

Syno])sis of

A.

Lidian and Burmese

Species.

No

a.
h.

B.

in India.

A
a.

black stripe down the tail.
Markings on sides indistinct or wanting
Large transverse dark marks on sides
black stripe down upper snrface of tail.
Large dark tail-rings not interrupted below.

V.zihetha, p. 96.
V. civettina, p. 98.
V. megaspila, p. 99.

.

Eemains of tvso species of Viverra, V. bakeri and V. durandi,
the last-named larger than any existing civet-cat, have been found
in the Pliocene beds of the 8iwalik hills.
45. Viverra zibethat.

The

large

Indian

Civet.

Schreh. Sdvc/eth. iii,
Viverra zibetha, L. Si/st. Kat. i, p. 65 (1766)
Blyth, J. A.
B. xxxi, p. ^331 ; id. Cat. p. 45
p. 420, pi. cxii
Jerdon, Mam. p. 120.
Viverra undulata, Gray, Sjn'c. Zool. p. 9, pi. 8.
Viverra sp., 3I'C/eI/atKl, Calc. Jonvn. N. li. i. p. 56, pi. i.
Viverra orieutalis, hodie nielanm-us, Hodgson, Calc. Journ. N. H. ii,
;

;

;

p. 47.

Viverra melanurus et civettoides, Hodgson,
p. 279 (no descriptions).

A.

J.

B. x,

S.

p.

909, xi,

Mach-hhondar,
Khatus, Hindi (used for several other animals also)
Bhrdn, Nepal Terai 2\'d hiralu, Nepal
Bdgdos, Fudo-ganla, Beng.
;

;

;

Kung, Bliot

;

(Saj)hiong,

Lepcha

;

Kyouny-myeng

(horse-cat),

Burmese

;

Tangalong Malay.
,

* Hodgson, Calc. Journ. N. H.

ii,

p. 54,

pk

i, f-

1,

2

;

Mivart, P.Z.

S.

1882,

p. 147.

The
'

and V. mcyaspila in Slenidale's
of India' are a))parently taken from uther
figure miich resembles the African V. civctta.

figures representing this species
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VIVERRA.
Ears small, rounded.
half as long as the head

Fig. 23.
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more

Tail thick, scarcely tapering,

and hody.

— Viverra zibetha.

A crest

tlian

of longer hlack erectile

(From Hodgson's drawings.)

from shoulders to insertion of tail. The
dissected out, are each 2-5 inches long by

hairs along the back

scent-glands,
1*5 broad.

when

In the skull the bony palate is continued about a quarter to
an inch behind a line joining the last upper molars, the termination being concave. Nasals short. Mandible convex below.
Last upper molar one and a half times as broad as long, but last
lower molar much longer than broad.
Colour. General coloration dark hoary grey, with often a brownish
or yellowish tinge. Underfur brown
terminal portion of the
longer hairs white with black tips on the upper part of the body.
A black stripe, corresponding to the erectile crest, from between
the shoulders to the first dark tail-ring, but not down the tail,
which is completely surrounded by six broad black rings, the last
terminal, all much broader than the white rings between them.
A pale band borders the black dorsal line on each side, especially
towards the rump. Sides of the body generally without markings
sometimes, however, indistinct spots and imperfect ocelli occur,
forming wavy transverse bands on the sides, and longitudinal
bands separated by narrow whitish lines on the loins. Legs indistinctly barred outside near the body, all the distal portions and
the feet dark brown or black. Head grey chin brown a dark
spot behind the ear ; hind neck much mixed with black front and
sides of neck and upper breast white, crossed by a broad black
gorget, and generally, but not always, by a narrower band in front
and another behind the hindmost meets a horizontal band running back from behind the ear along the side of the neck.
In a half-grown British-Museum specimen from Nepal the
black dorsal band appears to extend in front of the shoulders. The
half

;

;

;

;

;

coloration otherwise resembles that of the adult.

H
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Bimensiovs.

Head and body

in an adult

male 32 inches,

tail 18,

A

skull measures
ears 2, height about 15 ; a\ eight 18 to 25 lbs.
5*25 inches in basal length, 2'7 in zygomatic breadth.
IJistrihution. Bengal, Assam, Burma, the Malay Peninsula, Siam,
and Southern China. The range extends south and south-west of
Bengal to Orissa and Chutia Nagpur, and probably some distance
further south and west, and to the northward into Sikhim and
Nepal, ascending the Himalayas to a considerable elevation.

Habits. The civet-cat is generally solitary.
It hides in woods,
bushes, or thick grass during the day, wandering into open
country and often coming about houses at night.
Not unfrequently it is found in holes, but whether these are dug by it is
doul)tfu].
It is said to be very destructive, killing any birds or
small n;iammals it can capture, and often attackmg fowls, ducks,
&c., but also feeding on snakes, frogs, insects, eggs, and on fruits
and some roots. Hodgson found in the stomachs of those he
examined remains of fowls (evidently taken from a refuse-heap
near a kitchen), rats, shrews, and frogs. Civet-cats take readily
to water.
V. zihetlia breeds in May or June, and has three or four young,
which, according to Hodgson, are probably born with the eyes
open.
The period of gestation is not known. Hounds and all
dogs are said to be greatly excited by the scent of this civet, and
will leave tliat of any other animal for it.
Hodgson's species V. ineJamira was the uniformly coloured
variety, V. civettokles that with transverse bars.
In his dra\A ings
is the figure of a tliird form, said to have been brought from
Tibet, covered on the body with small ocelli.
I have a somewhat
similar sjiecimen, perhaps Tibetan, but less ocellated
it is proba])ly the form said to be brought from the Chinese border of
Tibet and (ailed Kiing by Tibetans (J. A. S. B. xxiv, p. 237).
;

The MaJahar Civet-Cut.

40. Viverra civettina.

Viverra civettina, BJyfh, J.A.S. B. xxxi, p. 332 (18G2)
id. Cat. p. 44
18C4, p. 484
Jerdov, Mam. p. 121.
;

;

id.

P. Z. S.

;

" Dusky grey, with large transverse dark marks on back and
; two obliquely transverse dark lines on the neck, which, with
the throat, is white ; a dark mark on the cheek tail ringed with
dark bands ; feet dark. Size of the last ( V. zihetha) or nearly so."
sides

;

(Jerdon.)

I have been unable to examine a specimen of this civet ; but Mr.
"W. L. Sclater, who has recently compared the type wdth V. zihetlia.,
writes to me that V. civettina is distinguished by having the hinder
parts of the body covered with distinct large spots, and by the
black rings of the tail being united by a black band above. This
quite bears out Blyth's description.
The large upper true molar
in V. civettina is more quadrangular, 0-3G inch long by 0-4 broad,
in V. zihetha 0-32 by 0*4 ; and in the lowx^r jaw of the former the

VIVERRA.
first

and second premolars are
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close together, in the latter widely

separated.

The area inhabited by V. civettina is separated from that occupied by V. zibetha by a broad tract of country, there being no civet
known to occur in the Central Provinces, Deccan, or Carnatic. It
is therefore probable that V. civettina is a distinct species.
The
following account of its distribution is from Jerdon
" The Malabar civet-cat is found throughout the Malabar coast,
from the latitude of Honore (Honawar) at all events to Cape
Comorin, and very possibly it extends further north. It inhabits
the forests and the richly wooded low land chiefly, but is occasionally
found on the elevated forest-tracts of Wynaad, Coorg, &c. It is very
abundant in Travancore, whence I have had many specimens. It is
not recorded from Ceylon, but most probably will be found there.
I have procured it close to my own house at Tellicherry, and seen
specimens from the vicinity of Honore. I never obtained it from
the Eastern Ghats nor from Central India. It is stated by the
natives to be very destructive to poultry."
:

47. Viverra megaspila.

The Burmese

Civet,

Viverra megaspila, Bh/th, J. A. S. B. xxxi, p. 331 (18G2) id, P. Z. S.
Gimther, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 428, pi. xxxvii.
1864, p. 484
Viverra taiigalunga, Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 197, nec Gray.
;

;

Kyoting-myeng, Burm.

;

Musang-jebat, Malay.

Tail less than half the length of the head

A band

and body, tapering.

of erectile black hairs along the back, sometimes but not

developed than in V. zibetha.
palate extending nearly half an inch behind a line joining
the last upper molars; termination very concave. The teeth
larger and broader than in V. zibetha ; hinder upper molar oval,

always

less

Bony

not much broader than long; hinder lower molar very little longer
than broad, and larger than that in V, zibetha.
Colour. Grrey, sometimes with a yellowish or brownish tinge (the
figure in P. Z. S. is too brown), scarcely paler below ; underfur
pale

brown

A black line

to whitish, the tips of the longer hairs grey or black.

down the back from

the shoulders continued down
ringed with dark brown or black ; the proximal
rings about the same breadth as the whitish interspaces, and
(except sometimes the first) extending round the tail. Terminal
portion of tail for a varying distance (sometimes half the length)

the

tail,

which

is

Sides with spots, usually distinct, larger than in V. zibetha
or V. tangalunga (about three quarters of an inch in diameter),
tending to form transverse bands on the sides and longitudinal
on the rump. Feet brown. Head grey; base of ear behind a
little darker ; hind neck dusky ; chin brown ; neck white in front
and on sides, with two or three black gorgets, the anterior just
behind the brown chin often wanting, the second well marked
black.

n2
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across the throat, the third faint

on the

side of the neck,

where

on the upper breast, but distinct
it runs forward to behind the

ear.

A

Dimensions.
large individual measured 37 inches from nose to
the root of the tail tail 17*5 inches. Basal length of skull about
5*2 inches, zygomatic breadth 2*9.
Distribution. Burma, Malay Peninsula, Cochin China, and
Sumatra. Recorded as far north as Prome.
This civet is said by
Habits. Similar to those of V. zibetlia.
Cantor to have from one to three young at a time.
Viverra tangalumia, Gray, inhabits Java, Sumatra, Borneo, the
Philippines, and, it is said, Malacca, but this requires confirmation.
The only other species of the genus is the African V. civetta.
;

Genus VIVERRICULA, Hodgson (1838).

No erectile mane along the back nails sharper and more curved
than in Viverra pollex and hallux shorter and more remote from
the other toes.
Poot and toepads precisely as in Viverra. The
build is slighter, the size much smaller, the muzzle finer, and the
whole animal more adapted for arboreal and climbing habits. The
;

;

anal and prescrotal glands are similar.
In the skidl there is, as a rule, no alisphenoid canal, although
one is very rarely present. The anterior portion of the bulla in
front of the constriction is much more swollen than in Viverra, so
that the bulla looks considerably longer the j^aroccipital process,
too, seldom projects at all from the hinder part of the bulla, being
generally roiuided off against it.
The teeth are small, compressed,
and sharp, the fornuila being the same as in Viverra.
Vertebra)
C. 7, D. 13, L. 7, S. 3, C. 25.
The absence of an erectile mane, and the differences in the
skull and structure of the feet, appear to justify the separation of
the present genus, which resembles Viverra in its other characters.
;

:

There

is

but a single species.

48. Viverricula malaccensis.

The small Indian

Yiverra malacceusiS; Gmel. Syst. Nat.

\,

p.

Civet.

92 (1788)

Jerd.

Mam

p. 122.

Viverra indica, Geoffr., Desm. Noiw. Did. vii, p. 170 (1817); Elliot,
Mad. Journ. L. S. x, p. 102.
Viverra bengalensis and V. pallida, Gray, Ilardioiche's III. Ind. Zool.
ii, pi. G.
\, pi. 4
Viverra rasse, Ilorsf. Res. Jai^a, pi.
Viverricula indica and V. rasse, Hodgson, A. M. N. H. \, p. 152 (1888).
Viverricula malaccensis, Blyth, Cat. p. 45 Anderson, Zool. An. Res
;

;

p.

16C

;

Thomas, P. Z.

Mashh-billa, Katds,

II.

;

8. 1886, p. 55.

Gandha yohal, Gando yaula, B.

;

;

Sor/ot, IIo

;

Jowddi manjur, IMahr. Saiyar, Bay-myiil, Nepal Terai
Can. Tunayu pilli, Tel. ; Uralaroa, Cing. This animal

;

Pimayin
is

Kol
bek,

also called
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TIVERRICULA.
Kdstitri, a iiamo properly

Koung-ka-do, Burmese

;

belonging to the musk-deer, in parts of India.
Wa-yoWKj-kyoiuKj-hDouk, Arakan.

Tail tapering, about two thirds to three quarters the length ol'
the head and body.
Ears short and rounded. Eur harsh and
rather coarse. Teats 6, ventral. Pupil vertical.
In the skull the nasals are of moderate length, terminating
posteriorly in front of a vertical plane passing through the anterior extremities of the orbits
the occipital crest is greatly developed.
Bony palate extending back some distance behind the
posterior molars.
Mandible convex below.
Colour. Brownish grey to pale yellowish brown, with usually
several longitudinal black or brown bands on the back and longitudinal rows of spots on the sides.
In some specimens both
lines and spots are indistinct, and the dorsal bands are occasionally Wanting ; but usually there are five or six distinct bands on
the back and four or five rows of spots on each side.
Neckmarkings rather variable ; generally there are two dark stripes
from behind the ear to the shoulders, and often a third in front,
crossing the throat.
dusky mark behind each ear and one in
front of each eye.
The head grey or brownish grey ; chin often
brown. Eeet brown or black. Tail with alternating black and
whitish rings, seven to nine of each colour. The underf ur brown or
grey (often grey on the upper parts of the body and brown on the
lower) ; coarser hairs with long grey, brown, or black terminations,
the grey hairs on the upper parts often tipped with black.
Dimensions. Head and body 21 to 23 inches, tail (including the
hair at the end, which is about an inch long) 15 to 17, ear 1 to Ik
long outside, height about 9 ; weight 5 to 6 lbs.
male skull
measures 3'75 inches in basal length, 1*75 in zygomatic breadth
;

A

A

another 4 by

1-8.

Distribution. Througliout India, except in Sind, the Punjab,

A

and

the western parts of Rajputana.
specimen was obtained by
Mr. Adam at yambliar. Also found in Ceylon, Assam, Buruia,
Southern China, the Malay Peninsula, Java, and some of the other
Malay islands. This species likewise inhabits Socotra, the Comoro
Islands, and Madagascar, but has probably been introduced, having
been carried thither caged as a producer of civet.
Habits. The small civet inhabits holes in the ground, or ander
rocks, or thick bush, but appears not to have been observed in
forest, although it is said to climb well and to be distinctly arboreal in its habits.
It comes near human habitations, and has been
met with taking refuge in drains and outhouses. It is frequently
kept in confinement, and becomes perfectly tame. Jerdon states
that he kept several, which caught rats, squirrels, and birds, and
he adds that this species is kept by natives for the purpose of
yielding civet.
The food is varied, chiefly consisting of small
animals, vertebrate and invertebrate, but partly of fruits and roots.
Poultry are occasionally carried off by this civet. The female has
usually four or five young at a birth.
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Genus PRIONODON,

Horsfield, 1823.

Sjn. Linsang, Miiller, 1839.

No dorsal mane. Porm slender limbs short ; head and neck
long; ears short, rounded; muzzle pointed; tail very long, cyhnClaws perfectly retractile and sharp thumb and hallux
drical.
near the other digits. There is on the inner proximal side a supplementary lobe to the central palmar and plantar pads, separated
;

;

Fig. 24.

— Skull of Prionodon maculosus.

from the other three lobes by hair in P. pardicolor, but not in the
other species. Metatarsus and metacarpus hairy beneath. No prescrotal glands. Anal glands present. Fur soft. Female with four
teats
two ventral anteriorly situated, and two inguinal. Colour

—

fulvous, with bold black spots or markings.

Tail ringed.

m.
pm.
the posterior upper
molar of Viverra wanting. The teeth are sharp and compressed.
Of this genus two species are found within our area, a third is
Dentition

:

i.

^,

c.

'>

Malay. All appear to be carnivorous they may also, as suggested
by Hodgson, live partly upon insects. An allied genus, Poiana, is
the representative of Prionodon in Africa.
;

Synojpsis of

Indian mid Burmese Species.

A. Smaller
head and body about 15 inches
back with longitudinal rows
skull 2^ to 2f
;

;

of large spots

P. pardicolor,

head and body 18 to 20 incheS; skull 3;
back with broad transverse bands

P. maculosus,

B. Larger

p.

103.

;

p.

104.
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PRIONODON,

The spotted Thjer-Civet.

49. Prionodoii pardicolor.

Prionodon pardicolor, TL)(l(/son, Calc. Jouni. N. JI.
viii, p. 40, pi. i
JBli/th, Cat. p. 40
figs. 3, G (1842)
p. 124; Anderson, An. Zool Res. p. 100.
;

Zik-chilni, Bliot.

Fig. 23.

;

;

p. 57, pi. i,
Jordan, Mam.

\i,
;

Sdliyii, Lepclia.

Prio>iodojt j^ardicolor.

(From

IIotlg3on's drawings.)

body and neck. Pupil round.
Skull with the zygomatic arch slight.
The constriction of the
bulla is very marked.
Colour. Eulyous (very pale brown), with large black spots above,
whitish and unspotted below.
Underfur slaty, tips of longer
hairs buff or black. Head brown ; frequently a black spot behind
each ear. Four bands down neck, two on each side, two broader
above from behind ears to between shoulders, the others lower
down and more broken into spots ; the two upper bands are continued as rows of large rounded spots down the back, a row of
smaller irregular spots intervening, and about three more rows of
spots, square or round, diminishing in size below, down each side.
The spots also form about six or seven transverse rows. Limbs
near the body spotted outside ; feet pale brown, unspotted. Tail
with about eight to ten dark rings separated from each other by
the same number of pale rings, all passing right round the tail
and subequal in breadth.
Dimensions. Head and body 14 to 15 inches, tail 12 to 13,
height 5 to 5| ; weight about a pound.
Skull 2-5 inches long,
1'25 broad.
Tail as long as the

Distribution.

The south-eastern Himalayas, extending thence
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eastward to Tunan, wliere it was obtained by Anderson. It is not
I'are in the interior of Sikhim, probably at moderate elevations.
Habits. According to Hodgson, who had one example tame, this
very beautiful and graceful little animal is " equally at home on
trees and on the ground it dwells and breeds in the hollows of
decayed trees. It is not gregarious at all, and preys chiefly on
small birds, which it is wont to pounce upon from the cover of the
grass. The times of breeding are said to be February and August,
and the litter to consist of two young, there being two litters
each year."
The tame specimen (a female) was " wonderfully docile and
tractable, very sensitive to cold and very fond of being petted."
It
It was fed on raw meat, and refused hsh, eggs, and fruits.
never uttered any sound. The animal was perfectly free from
any odour.
;

50. Prionodon maculosus.

The Burmese

Prionodon maculosus, W.Blanf.iP. A.
xlvii,

pt.

2, p. 152, pis. vi,

vii

Ti(jer-Civet.

B. 1878, p. 71 J. A. S. B.
Thomas, P. Z. 6\ 1886,
(1878)
S.

;

;

p. 66.

Tail a little shorter than the head and body, cylindrical.
Skull
larger and more strongly built than that of the other species, but

the anterior portion of the bulla is much less swollen than in
The pterygoid fossa) are very broad.
P. pardicolor.
Colour. Grey, with about six broad rather irregular transverse
brownish-black bands across the back, much broader than the
intervening pale stripes (or the back may be described as brownish
black with six narrow pale bars across). The dark bands are
broken up on the sides of the body, forming interrupted longitudinal dark stripes, one of which is conspicuous and runs across the
shoulder to the side of the neck, and is continued by spots beneath
broader dark band down the upper part of
the ear to the eye.
the neck on each side from a little behind the ear to behind the
shoulder, where it passes into the transverse bands
between the
two upper neck-bands are a few spots, as also on the fore neck,
forming an imperfect gorget, and on the outside of the limbs.
Lower parts and feet pale, unspotted. Nose dark brown mixed
with grey ; head generally brownish grey, dark around the orbits
and in front of them and two dark streaks running back from the
eye, one to the crown, the other to join the lower neck-band. Ears
dark behind. Tail with seven perfect blackish rings alternating
with pale interspaces, which are much narrower.
TJnderfur ashy

A

;

;

grey.

Dimensions. Head and body about 19 inches, tail 16 (without
the hair at the end, which is less than an inch long), height
at shoulder about 6, length of tarsus and hind foot 2*8, ear outBasal length of skull 2*9, zygomatic breadth 1-5.
side 0-65.
Distribution. Tenasserim Provinces. One specimen was procured
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by Mr. Limborg east of Moulinein, a second by Mr. W. Davison
Bankasun in Southern Tenasserim.
Habits. Unknown probably similar to those of P. pardicolor.
The only other species of the genus is that first described,
P. gracilis^ a small form with nearly the coloration of P. inaculosus,
but a very different skull. This kind inhabits Java, Borneo, and,
it is said, Sumatra.
It was also reported from Malacca by Cantor
(J. A. S. B. XV, p. 199)
but, judging by the dimensions given, it
is not improbable that the species obtained by him was P. macu-

at

;

;

losus.

Genus

PARADOXURUS,

Syn. Pmjuma, Gray

)

F. Cuv., 1821.

Platyschista, Otto.

No mane. The naked soles of the feet are joined to the footpads (no hairy space intervening), and extend over considerably
more than half the inferior surface of the carpus and tarsus.
Claws small, sharp, retractile. Pupil vertical. Tail very long, not
ringed in Indian species.
All the species are nocturnal and arboreal. The food is mixed,
partly animal, partly vegetable.
Prescrotal and anal glands as in
Viverra, except that the former discharge into a slight fold instead of a deep pouch, and that their secretion has little or no
scent of civet.
There is a well-marked tract devoid of hair, corresponding to the glands, in front of the scrotum in the male and
around the genito-urinary orifice in the female. The secretion
from the anal glands is in some forms singularly fetid *.
pm.
The
m. |^ as in Viverra.
development and somewhat in form, being
large in some species and small in others. The bony palate extends
back above the posterior nares in a few kinds only. The pterygoid
Dentition

teeth vary

fossa

is

:

c.

i.

much

;

in

bi-oad.

C. 7, D. 13, L. 7, S. 3, C. 29-36.
not prehensile, but the animal appears to have the
of coiling it to some extent, and in caged specimens the
coiled condition not unfrequently becomes confirmed and permanent. The name Paradoxarus was given by I\ Cuvier to a specimen with the tail thus coiled, as represented in the Histoire
Naturelle des Mammiferes,' pi. 186. Nothing of the kind, so far
as I am aware, has been observed in wild examples, nor has any
use of the tail for prehensile purposes been recorded. At the
same time it should not be forgotten that, owing to the exclusively
nocturnal habits of Parado.vuri, they are seldom seen in the wild

Vertebra

The
power

:

tail is

'

state.

* For a doscriptioa of the glands see Hodgson, As. Res. xix, p. 77 Turner,
There is also
P. Z. S. 1849, p. 25
also Mivart, P. Z. S. 1882, pp. 163, 519.
an excellent account, with figures, by Otto, Acad. Goes. Leop. Nova Acta, xvii,
;

;

p. 1095, pi. Ixxiii.
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I have described the history and synonymy of this genus in the
Proceedings of the Zoological Society' for 1885, pp. 780-808.

Synopsis of Indian, Ceylonese, and Burmese

Sj^ecies.

A. Bony palate not extending a quarter of an
inch behhid the last upper molars.
a. Vibrisstc black, a few of the lowest sometimes white near the base only dorsal
fur often long and ragged, with long
;

black

tips.

Back unstriped

no pale band across
;
forehead
P. ni(/er, p. lOG.
b. Back generally striped
a pale band
across forehead
P. hermaphroditus,
general colour the
b. Vibrissae dark brown
same
P.Jerdoni, p. 111.
general colour dull rusty
c. Vibrissas rufous
P. aureus, p. 110.
red
B. Bony palate extending more than half an
inch behind the last upper molars; vibrissas
P. f/rai/i, p. 112,
white
a.

;

p.

108.

;

;

51.

The Indian Palm-Cluet.

Paradoxurus niger.

Mam. p. 208 (1820).
Ulainv. ibid. p. 210 (1820).
Paradoxurus typus, F. t'uv. Hist. Nat. Mamm. pi. 186 (1821) Elliot,
Mad. Jour. L. S. x, p. 103 Kelaart, Prod. p. 38 (18o2).
Paradoxurus typus, P. pennantii,
P. bondar, Gray, P. Z. S. 1832,

Yiverra nigra, Desm.

Vivena bondar, De

;

;

])p.

65, 66.

Platyschista pallasii. Otto, Acad. Cces. Leop. Nova Acta, xvii, p. 1089,
pis. Ixxii, Ixxiii (1835).
Paradoxurus hirsutus, Ilodys. As. Pes, xix, p. 72 (18.36).
Paradoxurus hermaphroditus, G?-ay, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 532 (nec Viverra

hermaphrodita, Pallas).

Paradoxurus musanga,

et P.

bondar, Jerdon,

Mam.

pp. 125,

128.

I'aradoxurus niger, W. Blanf. P. Z. S. 1885,
1886, p. 55.

p.

792

;

Thoinas, P. Z. S.

Lakdti, Chingdr (vulgarly Khatds and Jhar-Jca-Kutta),

Dakhani

;

Bhdm, Bhondar, Bengali

;

Menuri,
II.
Machabba, Malwa, Nepal Terai
;

;

Z7f/,
Mahr. Kera-bek, Canarese
Toyot, in Singhblium
iMaru-inlli,
Manu-pilli, Tel.
Marrajnlli, Mai. ; Uyudora, Cing.
Veruvu, Tam,
Toddy Cat of Europeans in many parts.
;

;

;

;

;

and body, well clad with
coarse and often long,
especially on the back, long and ragged; underfur

Tail nearly or quite as long as the head
hair, slender, tapering very slightly.

some

piles,

Eur

Ventral mammae usually six (sometimes four,
short or wanting.
according to Hodgson).
In the skull the bony palate extends but little, not more usually
than about one eighth of an inch, behind a line drawn through
the hinder edges of the posterior molars. Muzzle produced and
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narrow, but varying in length. Upper sectorial tooth narrow, the
inner lobe small and at the distal extremity of the tooth the
;

Fig. 26.

—Half palate

Paradoxums

niger.

(P. Z. S. 1885, p. 793.)

inner margin of the tooth between the inner and hinder lobe
distinctly concave.
Colour. Blackish grey to brownish grey.
The fur in general
long, and with long ragged coarse black tips ; but these are, of
course, much more developed in the cold season.
Underfur, when
present, ashy or brownish ; the longer hairs, beyond the underfur,
pale grey with long black tips.
As a rule there are no stripes on
the back, but indistinct dark bands and rows of spots are sometimes
seen, especially in young specimens.
'Feet and the greater part of
the legs, with the terminal portion (frequently more than half) of
the tail, black. The tip of the^ tail is sometimes white, and individuals with the feet or other parts of the body white are occasionally found.
Head-markings variable ; face generally black or
blackish, with a distinct white or grey spot below the eye, another
(generally) on each side of the nose amongst the vibrissse, and
often another above the eye. There is not, however, in this species, as usually there is in the next, a distinct whitish band across
the forehead. VibrissaB black ; occasionally, but rarely, a few of
the lower are whitish or white towards the base.
Dimensions. Males are larger than females.
male measured
head and body 22-5 inches, tail 19*5 a female 20 and 17*5. In
another female both were about 18 inches long. An adult female
skull measures 3*9 inches in basal length, 2-3 broad; a male 4-15
by 2*35 another, very large (from Nepal), 4*4 by 2-55.
Distribution. Throughout the peninsula of India, from the foot
of the Himalayas, and Ceylon, wherever there are trees'"; equally
common in the wildest forest and about human habitations. It is

A

;

;
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not found in the Punjab and Sind, and is rare in the bare parts
of the North-west Provinces and the Bombay Deccan.
Common
in Upper Bengal, Southern India, and the AVest coast.
Varieties. Southern Indian and Ceylonese skins are blacker than
those from Northern India; but I can find no other distinction
between the typical P. niger (P. typus of many writers) and the
form usually known as P. hondar, which is not nearly so yellow as
Hodgson's description would lead a reader to suppose. Jerdon's
description is manifestly taken from Hodgson's, and neither Blyth
nor Jerdonhad seen Hodgson's specimens. The Viverra hondar of
He Blainville was founded on a drawing in Buchanan Hamilton's
This drawing
collection, preserved in the India Office Library.
certainly represents, I think, the common Indian palm-civet.
Habits.

The common

palm-civet, tree-cat, or toddy-cat,

is

a

most parts of India, though, being thoroughly
nocturnal in its habits, it is but rarely seen in the daytime. It
is arboreal, passing the day generally in trees, either coiled up in
the branches, or in a hole in the trunk, and in places where cocoanut palms are common it frequently selects one of them for a
Mango-groves are also a favourite resort. It not unresidence.
frequently takes up its abode in the thatched roofs of houses
Jerdon found a large colony established amongst the rafters of his
own house in Tellicherry. It is also found in dry drains and outhouses. It even occurs in large towns I have known of one being
caught in the middle of Calcutta. It is common in forest, and its
presence may be detected, as Tickell observes in his MS. notCvS, by
its droppings, rather smaller than a cat's, and always deposited on
familiar animal in

;

;

the top of the trunks of large fallen or felled trees.
The food of P. nic/er consists partly of small mammals,

and their

and

lizards,

partly of fruit and
This animal at times is very destructive to poultry
vegetables.
Throughout
it is also said to do mischief in vegetable gardens.
Southern India and Ceylon it is said to have an especial fondness
for palm-juice or toddy, whence its popular name of toddy-cat.
In confinement it will eat cooked food of almost any kind, boiled
rice, vegetables, &c.
The palm-civet breeds in holes of trees, and has from four to

and snakes,

birds

eggs,

insects

;

;

six

young.

52.

When

taken young this animal

Paradoxurus hermaphroditus.

is

easily

tamed.

The Malayan Palm-Civet.

Viverra liermaplirodita, Pallas, Schreber, Sliuf/eth. iii, p. 42G (1778).
Viverra musanga, Raffles, Traits. Linn. Soc. xiii, p. 252 (1822).
Paradoxurus prehensilis, P. musaDga, P. diibius, P. hermaphroditus,
P. pallasii, P. crossii, and P. iinlaysonii, Gray, P. Z. S. 1832,
pp. 05-68.
Paradoxurus quinquelineatus and P. musangoides, Gray, Charleswortlis May. N. H. i, p. 579 (1837).
Paradoxurus hirsutus, Hodys. As. Pes. xix, p. 72 (1836).
Paracloxurus nigrifrons, Gray, List Sp. Mamm. B. M. p. 55 (1843),
no description id. P. Z. 6'. 1864, p. 535.
;
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Paradoxurus strictus and P. qiiadrisci iptus, Ilodf/ti. A. M. N. H. ser. 2,
id. P.Z. S. 1850, p. ^9G, pis. xlvii, xlviii.
xvi, pp. 105, 106
Paradoxurus fasciatus, Gray, P. Z. S. 1804, p. 530, nec Viverra
fasciata, Desm.
l*aradoxurus musanga, Jerdon, Mam. p. 125, partim BIyth, Mam.
;

;

Birds Burma,

p. 26.

Paradoxurus hermapliroditus, W. Blanf. P. Z.
Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 67.

S.

1885,

p.

794

;

Bhondar, Bdghddnhh, Beng.; Kyoung-ivon-baik, Kyoung-na-ga,J^\\vm.',
Musang, or Miisang
Sapo-mi-aing, Karen
Khahho-palaing Talain
Pdtidan, Malay.
,

Fig. 27.

:

;

Paradoxurus hermaphroditus.

(Fi-om a drawing by Colonel Tickell

position slightly altered.)

Structure generally much as in the last. Tail more than three
quarters the length of the head and body. Fur as a rule not so
long and ragged as in P. niger. Muzzle shorter upper sectorial
and molars larger, the former with a large inner lobe, and with
the margin I'rom the inner to the hinder lobe nearly or quite
;

straight.

Colour.

Brownish grey, sometimes ashy,

Underfur, when pre-

brown or grey, occasionally
with black tips. The back is generally more or less distinctly
striped longitudinally, most distinctly when the fur is short, the
number of stripes varying and the lateral bands often replaced by
sent, brownish, the longer hairs light

rows of spots. Feet and terminal portion of tail (often one half
or more) black ; tail-tip sometimes white.
Usually there is a
distinct broad pale or whitish band across the forehead and in
front of the ears, and as a rule this band is not crossed by black
streaks, but sometimes there is a longitudinal black line in the
middle and another running back from each eye. Generally a
white or whitish spot occurs below the eye, and this spot sometimes
e5'es,

is joined to the frontal band.
The muzzle, including the
the top of the head, with the ears and sides of the neck, are

no
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black or dark brown. The markings, however, are very variable,
and occasionally either the dorsal striping or the pale frontal band
is \A anting ; but as a rule one or the other is distinct, and serves
Vibrissse black, the
to distinguish this from the last species.
lowest occasionally white near the base.
Dimensio^is. About the same as in P. niger.
Head and body 20
male skull from Burma measures
to 25 inches, tail IG to 20.
3-8 inches in basal length ; 2-45 in zygomatic breadth.

A

of Faradoxums hermafJirodiius.
(P. Z. S. 1886, p. 796.)

28.— Half palate

Fig.

Distrihuiion.

Throughout the countries

east of the

Eay of Bengal

—Burma, Siam, Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, and Borneo.

In

Lower Bengal and at the base of the Himalayas, in Sikhim and in
Assam, many of the Paradoxuri appear to belong to this species
or to be intermediate between it and P. niger.
Habits. Precisely the same as those of P. niger.
This species has been united to the last by Blyth and Jerdon,
and unquestionably the two pass into each other, so that it is
a mere question of convenience whether they are called species or
races.
As a rule the Eastern form is distinguished both by having
stripes on the back and a distinct frontal band, and by its larger
and differently shaped upper sectorial teeth ; and as the difference
is considerable, and each form fairly constant over an immense
tract of country, I think it better to use different names for the

two.
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Paradoxurus aureus.

The Ceylonese Pahn-Civet.

Paradoxurus aureus, F. Cuv. Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat.
(1822)

;

W.

Blanford, P. Z. S. 1885, p. 802,

pi.

1.

ix, p.

48, pi. 4

PARADOXURUS.

Ill

raradoxurus zeylanicus, Kelaarf, Prod. p. SO Gray., P. Z. S. ] 864,
p. 531; Blyth, J. A. S. B. xx, pp. 161, 184; id.' Cat. p. 47; nec
;

Viverra zeyloiiensis, Pallas^ nec V. zeylauica, Gmelin.

Paradoxurus montanus, Kelaart, apud Bhjth,J. A. S. B. xx,pp. IGl,
184;

id.

Prod.

p. 40.

Kula-ivedda, Cingalese.

Tail about four fifths the length of the head and body.
Fur
moderately soft and thick, of uniform length, with but little woolly
underfur. Mamma) four.
Skull very similar to that of P. hermapJiroditus the upper sectorial tooth is larger than in the Indian form (P. niger), the inner
The anterior upper true molar
lobe being very well developed.
also is broader inside, being sometimes nearly rectangular.
Colour. Uniform dull rusty red or dull chestnut, passing, however, in some specimens into a darker and browner shade.
The
fur and underfur are of nearly the same shade throughout no
black tips to the hairs. Taint longitudinal dorsal streaks may be
detected on many specimens. A white subterminal band is occasionally found on the tail.
Vibrissas whitish in dried skins, probably rufous in fresh sj^ecimens.
Dimensiovs.
fully grown female, according to Kelaart, measured
head and body 19 inches, tail 15*5, height 8. Males are probably
larger.
A skull measures 3-85 inches in basal length, and 2*35 in
zygomatic breadth.
Distrihution. The island of Ceylon, apparently generally distributed, the darker specimens being from a considerable elevation.
Habits. According to Kelaart, this species is less carnivorous
than P. hermaj)7iroditvs, specimens obtained near Newera Ellia
having fed entirely on the fruit of Physalis periiviaim or Cape
gooseberry (the Tipdri of Bengal). In other respects the habits of
the two are precisely similar.
;

;

A

54.

Paradoxurus jerdoni.

Paradoxurus

The

hro^vn Palm-Civet.

jerdoni, JF. Blanf. P. Z. S. 1885, pp. C13, 802, pi. xlix

;

188G, p. 420.

Kdrt-nai (forest-dog), Mai.

General structure apparently as in P. JiermapJiroditus, except
that the fur is of uniform length.
Woolly underfur but little
developed.
Skull distinguished from that of all other species by the great
length of the anterior palatine foramina, which, in the only specimen examined, are over 0-4 inch long and extend back as far as
the hinder edges of the anterior pair of upper premolars. Teeth
larger than in ordinary specimens of P. Jiermaphroditus.
Colour. Eich deep brown on head, shoulders, and limbs, back
and sides the same but grizzled. Tail brown, tip often white.
Fur and underfur brown, except a long subterminal grey ring on
the longer hairs of the back and sides. Vibrissae dark brown.
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Dimensions. Approximately the same as those of P. zeylonensis.
skull 4*2 mches long from occipital condyles, 2*5 wide across

Adult

zygomatic arches.
Distribution. Only kno\vn with certainty from the Palni hills in
Madura, and the Nilgiris, hut prohahly inhabiting all the higher
ranges of Cochin and Travancore.
Habits. Not known.

Paradoxurus grayi.

55.

The Himalayan Palm- Civet.

Paradoxuriis gmyi, Dennett, P. Z. S. 1835, p. 118; Jerdon, Mam.
Blyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 26 ; W. Blanf. P. Z. S. 188o,
p. 128
p. 803.
Paradoxurus uipalensis, Hodgson, As. Pes. xix. p. 7G (1836).
Paradoxurus tyllerii, Tytler, J. A. S. B. xxxiii, p. 188 (1864).
;

Fig.

29.— Half

palate of Paradoxurus grayi.

(P. Z. S. 1885, p. 804.)

Tail about the same length as the head and body.
Fur varying
but much more uniform throughout the body, less harsh
and more woolly than in P. Jiermaphroditus ; woolly underfur frequently well developed. Mamm^e 4.
In the skull the constriction behind the postorbital processes is
much less than in the preceding species. The bony palate runs
back above the posterior nares for 0*4 to 0*5 inch behind the
hindmost molars, and is deeply concave at the end. The teeth
are smaller than in P. hermajiJiroditus ; the inner lobe of the upper
sectorial less developed, and the first upper true molar more triangular.
In old individuals the teeth, the molars especially, are
in length,

much worn down.
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Colour. Grey throughout, without markings on tho body, the
lower parts paler and whitish. Underfur brownish grey or dusky,
paler towards the base, longer hairs whitish grey towards the end,
the tips on tlie upper parts black. Frequentlv, tliough not always,
the terminal half of the tail is dusky or blackish feet usually
brown. Head, including ears and chin, brown or blackish, with
the exception of the forehead, a broad band beneath each ear, a
narrower line down the nose, and a blotch or spot below each eye,
where white hairs are conspicuously intermixed, but there is some
variation in their proportion and distribution.
A^ibrissre (whiskers)
mostly white, some of the uppermost black.
Some specimens have a yellowish or brownish tinge, especially
on the rump, thighs, and base of the tail.
Dimensions. Head and body 24 to 25 inches, tail with hair at
the end about the same
weight 9 to 10 lbs. A very old skull
measures 4-4 inches in basal length, 2*7 in zygomatic breadth.
Distribution. Throughout the Eastern Himala^^as in Assam,
Sikhim, and JN'epal, and as far west as Simla, v.^hence a specimen
was obtained by Mr. Hume. Surgeon-General L. C. Stewart informs me he shot an individual near Landour, at an elevation of
7500 feet. This species also occurs in Arakan and the Andaman
Islands, but not I believe in the Peninsula of India, some reported
occurrences being probably due to mistaken identification.
Varieties. Some skins in the British Museum sent by Mr.
Hodgson have short woolly fur, and are of a yellowish-brown
colour.
I believe them to be either a variety of P. f/rai/i or
perhaps dyed skins. The thinness and shortness of the fur show
that the specimens were derived from a warm region, probably from
near the base of the Himalayas. I have similar skins from Sikhim.
The skull from one of Mr. Hodgson's skins is precisely similar to
those of P. grayi.
^he Andaman form P. ti/tleri is slightly smaller in size, but does
not appear otherwise to differ. The head and body, according to
the describer, measured 21 inches, tail 20 a stuiied skin in the
British Museum is a little larger.
The skull from the latter is
4'45 inches long, 2-65 broad.
Hahits. We are indebted almost entirely to Mr. Hodgson's re;

;

;

searches for a knowledge of this animal's habits.
It is more frugivorous than the common palm-civet, but, like that species, feeds
partly on animal, partly on vegetable food, and captures birds and
small mammals.
It lives and breeds in holes of trees, four young
having been found on one occasion, and it inhabits mountain
forests.
In the Andaman Islands the smaller variety is said to do

much havoc amongst

pine-apples.

A

This species appears to be easily tamed.
tame individual
kept by Hodgson was " very cleanly, and its body emitted no unpleasant smell, though, when it was irritated, it exhaled a most
fetid stench, caused by the discharge of a thin yellow^ fluid from
four pores, two of which are placed on each side of the anal aperMcMaster in his
ture," the orifices, in short, of the anal glands.
* Notes
on Jerdon,' p. 37, relates how his servants and doi;-s were
I
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endeavour to capture an animal, which he suggests
Hussellkonda in the Northern Circars,
by the singularly fetid fluid discharged by the creature. It is
very possible, however, that the common palm-civet may have the
same power as P. grayi of making itself obnoxious.
The tail was coiled, as it sometimes is in the common Indian
palm-civet, in the original type of this species, a caged speciuien.
Nearly allied to P. grayi is a still larger form, P. leu€omysta.x%
reddish brown in colour, with the head, except on the muzzle,
This is found in Malacca and the Malay Archipelago, and
paler.
may possibly occur in Tenasserim *. P. ruhidtis, Blyth, J. A. IS. B.
xxvii, p. 275, is probably a variety of the same species.
Another form, considerably smaller than P. grayi, inliabits
China, and was named P. larvata from the distinct head-markings.
Both these species have the same prolonged bony palate as P.
grayi, and all three externally resemble each other by their conspicuous white vibrissas.
By Gray they were distinguished as a
genus, which he called Paguma.
The nature and affinities of the animal called Paradoxurus
laniger (As. Ees. xix. p. 79) by Hodgson are as obscure as its habitat.
It is not quite certain that the only skin known, which is w ithout a
and
skull and in very indifferent condition, belongs to this genus
it is questionable whether this specimen was obtained within the
limits accepted in the present work.
The following brief description may enable the form to be recognized if rediscovered.
The
fur consists of very thick woolly hair, without longer piles. The
tail is thick at the base and tapers rapidly, it is but little more
than half the length of the head and body. The soles of the feet
There
are naked, but the toe-pads are almost surrounded by hair.
The colour is rather light
is a naked area in front of the anus.
baffled in their

may have been

this species, at

;

brown (or greyish fawn), the hair grey at the base,
brown towards the tips, no black tips anywhere the tail
nearly the same colour throughout.
The head has lost almost all

rufescent
light

;

hairs.
its
This skin was said to be from Tingri, Tibet, and
evidently belonged to an animal inhabiting a cold climate (see
P.Z.S. 1885, p. 807).

Genus ARCTOGALE,

Peters, 1864.

All the teeth, except the canines, very small ; those in the molar
scarcely or not in contact.
The upper sectorial much
rounded, the inner lobe median in position, not anterior. Palate
frequently convex longitudinally between the upper sectorial
teeth, the posterior portion sloping upward, and greatly produced above the posterior nares, the sides of which are arched
towards each other
mesopterygoid fossa excessively narrow,
less than half the breadth of the palate between the upper sectorial
teeth.
No pterygoid fossa.
series

;

* There was in 1877 a specimen in the Zoological Gardens, Calcutta, preThompson, and said to have been brought from the

sented by Mr. Rivers

Karen

Hills,

Burma.
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no bald space

scrotum or around the
probable that the prescrotal glands, if
they exist, are ill-developed. The soles are naked to a greater extent than in Paradoocurus, and the first digit on both fore and hind
feet is more remote from the others.
In other respects the two

There

is

genital orifice

;

hence

it

in front of the

is

genera are similar.

The

56. Arctogale leucotis.

small-toothed Palm-Civet.

(?my, List Sp. Mam. B. M. 1843, p. 55 ; Cantor
J. A. S. B. XV, p. 201 (nee Paradoxurus trivirgatiis, Gray, 18o2),
Paradox urns leucotis, Blyth, Horsf. Cat. p. 60 (1851) ; id. J. A. S. B.

Paguma

trivirgata,

xxvii, p. 274
id. Mam. Birds Burma, p. 26.
Paradoxm-us prehensilis, Sdater, P. Z. S. 1877, p. 681, pi. Ixxi, nec
Viverra prehensilis, Blainv.
Arctogale trivirgata. Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 543 Mivart, P. Z. S.
1882, p. 163, ligs. 8 & 9.
Arctogale leucotis, W. Blatif. P. Z. S. 1885, p. 789.
;

Kyoung-na-rivek-phyu,
dkar, Malay.

Fig.

Arakan

m.— Arctogale

Tail about the

;

Kyoimg-na-ga, Tenasserim

leucotis.

same length

;

Musdny-

(P. Z. S. 1877, pi. Ixxi.)

as the

head and body.

Fur

short,

of uniform length, not harsh.

Skull narrow and elongate.

Postorbital processes long, zygo-

i2

no
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matic arclies weak. The bony palate extends more than lialf an
inch behind the last upper molars.
Colour. Fulvous grey (whity-browii) to dusky grey, or occasionally brown above, much paler below. Fur in pale specimens sometimes grey throughout in darker skins brown near the base, then
Along the
grey, tipped on the back with dark brown or black.
;

—

Hah' craniiun (A) and mandible (B) of Arctogale leiicotia, nat. size.
anterior opening of alispbenoid canal o, foramen ovale
c, carotid
canal (compare fig. 15, p. 61, ante). (MiTart, P. Z. S. 1882.)

Fig. 31.
a,

;

;

back ran three longitudinal dark bands, either continuous or broken
sometimes these bands are indistinct or wanting, but
into spots
The head above, including the
generally they are well marked.
crown and ears, usually darker, often ashy or black a narrow
white line generally runs down the middle of the forehead and nose,
or part of the distance. In Burmese specimens the tips of the ears
hiskers dark brown. Sides of neck pale, like
are often whitish.
the k)wer parts. Feet and terminal portion of tail brown or black.
Dimensions. Head and body of a large male 26*5 inches, tail 27.
Skull 4 inches in basal length, 2*3 in zygomatic breadth.
;

;
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Lislrlhution. This well-marked form is found east of the Bay of
Bengal, from 8ylhet, and, according to Sterndale, Assam, through
Arakan and Tenasserim to Malacca, Sumatra, and Java. Said by
Mason to be common in Tenasserim.
Bahifs. Nothing particular recorded.
When taken young
A. leucotis is easily domesticated. Tickell and, probably. Mason
mistook the Tenasserim form of P. hermaphroditus for this species.
The type of Blyth's Paradoxurus leucotis, that originally described
by Horstield, is now in the British Museum, and is a young and
pale specimen of the present form.
Hemiijale hardivickei {Paradoxurus derhyunus), a Malayan animal
allied to Paradoxurus, and formerly referred to that genus, is distinguished by having the soles of the feet naked to a much smaller
extent, though more than in Viverra or Prionodon, and by its dentition.
The coloration is xevj peculiar, pale brownish grey, with
a variable number (usually 5 or (3) of broad, dark transverse bands
on the back, longitudinal stripes on the nape, and rings on the
basal portion of the tail.
This animal ranges from the Malay
Peninsula to Borneo.

Genus ARCTICTIS, Temmhick, 1S24.
Syn.

Ictides,

Valenciennes.

Tail long and truly prehensile.
Ears short, tufted. Feet
thoroughly plantigrade, the whole hinder surface of tarsus and

Fig. ^2.

— Skull of Arctidia biiiturong.

metatarsus being naked.

C:a\\ s short, half retractile,

compressed,

curved.
Fur coarse and long. Pupil vertical.
prescrotal glands opening into a deep fold.
i^lightly

Large
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Dentition: i. ^, c. J^J, pin. I^^^, m.
four lower premolars
sometimes occur, and the last upper molar is often wanting.
Canines large, compressed, verj sharp behind, concave externally
in front of posterior edge. Molars small, rounded; both they and
the incisors are slightly separate from each other.
Vertebree: C. 7, D. 13-14, L. 6-7, S. 3, C. 34.
Only a single species is known. A good account of the anatomy
is given by Garrod, P. Z. S. 1873, p. 196, and 1878, p. 142.
Flower and Mivart have confirmed the view adopted by Blyth and
Jerdon, that the genus is closely allied to Paradoxurus.

57. Arctictis binturong.

Viverra

?

The

Bear-cat, or Binturong.

binturoDg, Raffles, Linn. Trans,

Arctictis binturong, Temm. Mon. Mamm.
XV, p. 192
Blyth, Cat. p. 49 Jerdon,
Birds Burma, p. 26.
;

Young, Assamese
Malay.

;

;

253.
Cantor, J. A. S. B.
p. 130 ; Blyth, Mam.

xiii, p.

ii.

p.

308

Mam.

;

Myouk-kyd (Monkey-tiger), Burmese

;

Untarong,

Tail nearly as long as the head and body, very thick at the base,
clothed with bristly, long, straggling hairs, longer than those of
the body. Fur coarse and long, some piles longer than the rest of
the fur, especially on the back.
In the skull the bony palate runs back for a considerable distance
above the posterior nares. No pterygoid fossa.

Fig. 33.

Arctictis binturong.

Colour. Black, more or less grizzled on the head and outside of
the fore limbs, and sometimes throughout the body. Fur and underfur either black throughout or brown at the base.
On the head
and outside of the fore limbs, and often on the back, there is a subt*erminal grey or rufous-grey ring on the longer hairs.
In young

IlERPESTES.
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specimens there are long grey or rufous tips to the fur. The ears
have a white border, but the tufts are black.
Dimensions. Head and body 2S to 33 inches, tail 20 to ^7. An
adult female skull measures 4*95 inches in basal length, and 2-95
in breadth across the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. From Assam, throughout Arakan, Tenasserim, Siam,
and the Malay Peninsula to Sumatra and Java. The reports of
tiiis animal's occurrence in the Himalayas are of doubtful accuracy.
Habits. Like the Fimidoxuri, Arctictis is omnivorous, living on
small mammals, birds, fishes, earthworms, insects, and fruits it is
also nocturnal and arboreal, its power of climbing about trees being
much aided by its prehensile tail. It is rather slow in its movements. Its ability to suspend itself by its tail has been questioned,
but Blylh has shown (J. A. 8. B. xvi, p. 864) that the young at all
events can support itself by the extremity of the tail alone. Blyth
also remarks that it is the only known placental mammal with a
truly prehensile tail in the Old World.
This species inhabits wild forests, and, owing to its nocturnal
and retiring habits, is seldom seen it is said, however, to have a
loud howl. It is naturally fierce, but when taken young is easily
tamed, and becomes very gentle and playful. Of its breeding
nothing appears to be known.
The only remaining member of the Viuerrince found in Southeastern Asia that requires notice here is Cynogale hmnetti^ a remarkable aquatic type, somewhat resembling an otter in form. It
is of a red-brown colour, with the feet u ebbed, and rather less naked
beneath than in Paradoxurus, and a short tail. The teeth have
long and sharp cusps, adapted for capturing fish, on which it lives.
It is found in the Malay Peninsula (J. A. S. B. xv, p. 203), Sumatra,
and Borneo.
;

;

Subfamily

HERPESTIN^.

Besides the characters already enumerated, most of the

members

of this subfamily present the peculiarity of the anus opening into
a sac-like depression ; but this character is ill-marked or absent in

There are several genera in01 the common Indian species.
cluded, but all except one are peculiar to Africa or Madagascar.
The only generic type within the Indian area is Herpestes, the
various subdivisions, such as Urva., Tcenior/ale, &c., raised to generic
rank by Hodgson, Gray, and others, not being distinguished by
characters of more than specific importance.

some

aenus HEEPESTES,

Illiger,

1811.

Syn. Manr/usfa, Olivier ?; IcJuieumon, Lacep. nsc L. Mimgos, Ogilby
Urm, Mesobcma, Hodgson Osmetectis, Calogale, Galerella, Calictis, Tcsniogale, Onychogale, Gray.
;

;

Body long and

slender, limbs short,

short and rounded.

Tail, in

most

muzzle pointed. Ears very
and conical, being

species, long
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nerally thick at the base, and covered with long hair.
The feet
are plantigrade, the extent to which the under surfaces of the
tarsus and carpus are naked v arying in different species, extending
in some to the heel in the hind feet, whilst in others the proximal
portion of the tarsus is hairy below. The fur is coarse, and the

gi

longer hairs ringed or annulated, that is marked with alternating
dark and pale spaces. Toes five on all feet. JMamma) usually 3
In several species, and probably in all,
pairs, but occasionally 2.
there are anal glands.

Dentition

:

i.

^, c.

p.

m. I"^'

Teeth of the molar series

with strong, sharply-pointed cusps. Vertebra): C. 7, D. ]3, L. 7,
The bony orbits in the skull are, as a rule, comS. 3, C. 21-29.
plete in adults, in which there is a considerable contraction in the

Fig. 34.- Skull of Heri.edcs

vifficollii'.

breadth of the cranium behind the long postorbital processes.
This is much less conspicuous in young skulls. The brain-case
behind the postorbital process is very long, when compared with
The bony palate is continued above the posterior
the muzzle.
nares for a long distance beliind the molars the pterygoid bones
are very short, and there is no true pterygoid fossa, the pterygoid
process of the alisphenoid forming a short, broad fossa that terminates posteriorly just at the posterior opening of the alisphenoid
canal, close to the anterior extremity of the pterygoid itself.
Soine of the species of this genus are African, one, H. ichneumon,
extending to Spain others are Indian. The African have been
r(H'ently revised by Mr. Oldfield Thomas (P. Z. S. 1882, p. 64) the
Oriental by Dr. Anderson, in his 'Anatomical and Zoological
1 entirely agretM\ ith the latter in liis generic views
Hesearches,'
;

;

;

:
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am

induced to carry the reduction of the number of species
further than he does.
The Mungooses are terrestrial animals, seeking their prey on the
ground, and \ery rarely climbing trees. They are active, bold, and
predaceous, and live on small animals, mammals, birds, and reptiles,
insects and eggs, occasionally eating fruit.
They are deadly
enemies to snakes, as described under J/, mango. They live in
holes in the ground, hollow trees, and similar places. When angry
or excited, they erect their long hairs, and especially those of the
but 1

a

little

tail.

Synopsis of Indian^ Ceijhnese, and Burmese

Sj)ecies.

No

A,

neck-stripe nor black tail-ti]).
u. Fur close aud short, longer hairs of back
with 4 or 5 rings of colour size small.
a'. Tarsus and hind foot without claws,
H. auropun(;tatus,-^.\'l\.
under 2 inches long
b'. Tarsus
and hind foot without claws,
more than 2 inches
H. hirmanicits, p. 122.
h. Fur longer, long hairs of back with more
than 5 rings size larger.
a'. Naked sole extending to heel.
Colour
grey or rufous
H. munyo, p. 12-'>.
U Naked &ole not extending to heel.
a". Size large tarsus and hind foot about
3 inches. Colour dark brown grizzled
H.fuscus^ p. 127.
h". Size smaller
tarsus and hind foot
under 2*7 inches. Colour dark brown
or rufous
H. fulvescens, p. 127.
13.
black tail-tip, no neck-stripe
//. smithi, p. 126.
black tail-tip and black neck-stripe .... H. vitticollis, p. 128.
C.
D. No black tail-tip, a white r.eck-stripe
H. urva, p. 129.
:

;

.

;

;

A
A

5(S.

Herpestes auropunctatus.

Mangusta auropunctata, Hodgs.
Herpestes
(1837)
Herpestes
Herpestes

;

nipalensis,

Jerdon,

'fhe small
J.

A.

S.

B.

Gray, CharlesicortJi

Mam.

Indian Mumjoose.

v, p.
s

235 (1886).

Mag. N. H.

i,

p.

578

p. 136.

A. S. B. xiv, p. 346 (1845) xv, p. 169.
Gray, P. Z. S. 18(54, p. 554 W. Blanf. P. Z. S.
1874, p. 662 Anderson, An. Zool. Bef. p. 174.
Herpestes auropunctatus, Anderson, ibid. p. 172.
pallipes, Blyth, J.

;

persicus,

;

;

Mmh-i~Khourma, Persian

;

l!s\d,

Kashmir.

Fur short, even, close, moderately harsh, that of
Tail, without
considerably longer than that of the body.
hairs at end, about three quarters the length of the head and body.
Naked sole not extending to the heel.
In the skull the pterygoid bones are not parallel, but diverge
slightly behind.
Colour. Varying from light grey to dusky brown, minutely
IiO\\er parts [)a-er and more unispeckled ^\ith white or yellow.
Size small.

the

tail
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form, or in western varieties while, and without any annulation
on the hair. Dorsal fur brown at the base, then for some distance
pale brownish grey or yellow, the longer hairs beyond this are
blackish brown, then very pale brown or white, and, in some cases,
tipped dark. Hairs of the tail with 5 to 7 alternations of pale
and dark. There is some difference in the extent to which the
pale and dark rings are developed; in very dark specimens the
pale rings are greatly reduced in size and vice versa.
Dimensions. Head and body 10 to 12 inches, tail, without hair
at end, 7 to 10, tarsus and hind foot without claws 1'7 to 1*9 ;
weight of a large male 18 ounces.
male skull measures 2*3

A

inches in basal length, 1-15 broad across zygomata.
Distribution. Throughout jN'orthern India, being found in the
lower Himalayas from Sikhim to Kashmir, in the North-west Provinces, Punjab, Sind, Baluchistan, South Afghanistan, and Southern
Persia. To the eastward common in Lower Bengal about Calcutta,
and found at Midnapur, but not recorded further south in the
This species is found at Chittagong, and ranges through
Peninsula.

Cachar and Assam to Upper Burma, where it was procured by
Anderson at Bhamo. It has not been found in Arakan, Pegu, or
Tenasserim, but a single specimen, possibly imported, was obtained
by Cantor in the Malay Peninsula. This is now in the British
Museum, and is uudistinguishable from Indian specimens.
Varieties. The Western form, found in Sind, Baluchistan, and
Southern Persia, is very much paler and greyer in colour than
Bengal and Himalayan skins usually are, and was distinguished
bv Blyth as //. pallipes, and by Grray subsequently as //. persicus.
This was formerly classed separately by Anderson and myself. As,
however, every intermediate gradation in colour can be found, I
do not think the distinction can be maintained. The pterygoids in
the skull of the pale-coloured variety are closer together anteriorly,
but I can find no other difference, the
discrepancies in breadth of the skull noticed by Anderson not
being constant.
Habits. Nothing particular appears to have been recorded about
this form, which is an active, inquisitive little animal, frequently
seen in the daytime about bushes, hedgerows, and cultivated fields.
The habits, so far as known, resemble those of H. miuujo.

and diverge more behind

;

59. Herpestes birmanicus.

The small Burmese Mungoose.

Herpestes am-opunctatus birmanicus, Thomas,
p. 84 (188G) ; id. P. Z. S. 1886, p. 58.

A.M. N. H.

ser. 5, xvii,

Size larger than that of H. auropunctatiis, which this species resembles in the short, even fur and in structure generally. In the
skull, the termination of the bony palate above the posterior nares
is concave, and the pterygoids do not diverge.
Colour. Dark brown, minutely speckled with grey or yellowish
grey throughout, lower parts very little paler than upper. Under-
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brown at the base, then whitish, the longer hairs beyond
on the back are black, then comes a yellowish ring, and the
tip is black.
The black tips are only found on the upper parts.
On the tail-hairs the alternations of colour are more numerous.
Dimensio7is. Skins measure head and body aboat 14 or 15 inches,
tail with hair 9 or 10, tarsus and hind foot 2*2. No measurements
of fresh specimens are available. The skull of a male is 2*6 inches
long to the back of the occipital condyles, 1*32 broad across the
fur dark
this

:

zygomatic arches.
Distribution. There are in the British Museum two specimens
from Burma, one collected by Captain Wardlaw Eamsay, the other
obtained by Mr. Gates in Pegu a third specimen was collected by
Mr. Hume in Manipur. I have also a skin from Cachar. This
species probably replaces H, auropwictatiis in Burma and some of
the other countries east of the Bay of Bengal.
:

The common Indian Mimgoose.

Herpestes mungo.

60.

Viverra mungo, Gmel. Syst. Nat. i, p. 84 (1788).
Herpestes frederici, Desm. Diet. Sc. Nat. xxix, p. 60 (1823).
Herpestes malaccensis, Fisc/ier, Syn. Mam. p. 164 (1829) Blyth, Cat.
;

p.

51

;

Mam.

Jerdon,

p.

134.

MangLista (Herpestes) nyula, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. v, p. 236 (1836).
Mangusta mungos, Elliot, Mad. Jour. L. S. x, p. 102.
Herpestes pallidas, Wagner, Schreh. Sduyeth. Supp. \\, p. 311, pi. cxvi g ;
Anderson, An. Zool. Bes. p. 181.
Herpestes griseus, Kelaart, Prod. p. 41 Blyth, Cat. p. 51 Jerdon,
Mam. p. 132 Stoliczka, J. A. S. B. xli, pt. 2, p. 227 Thomas,
P. Z. S. 1886, p. 56, note nec Ichneumon griseus, Geoffr.
Herpestes ferrugineus, W. Blanf. P. Z. S. 1874, p. 661, pi. Ixxxi.
Herpestes andersoni, Murray, Vertebrate Zoology of Sind, p. 34 (1884).
Herpestes mungo, W. Blanf. P. Z. S. 1887, p. 631.
;

;

;

;

;

Nerval, Newala, Nyul, or Neioar, Dhor, Basu, H.
Mangiis, in the
Deccan and Southern India; Binguidaro, Sarambumbui, Ho Kol Koral,
Gond. Mungli, Can. Mangisu, Yentawa, Tel. Kiri or Kiriinlai, Tarn.
;

;

;

Kiri, Mai,

;

;

;

Mugatea, Cing.

Hair long and somewhat ragged.
Tail, without hair, a little
shorter than the head and body.
Tarsus naked to the heel, the
hinder part of the naked sole narrow.
In adult skulls the orbit is complete behind. The bony palate
extends above the posterior nares to about half the distance between
the last molars and the posterior end of the pterygoids.
Pterygoids parallel, not divergent.
Colour. Greyish brown, speckled with white or pale grey, sometimes with a ferruginous tinge on the head and feet.
variety is
ferruginous throughout.
Lower parts paler.
TJnderfur light
brown, longer hairs distinct in colour from the underfur, and
marked by alternating rings of white or greyish white and dark
brown, 4 or 5 of each on the hairs of the back. The dark and light
rings are generally of nearly equal length, but occasionally the pale

A
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rings are longer than the dark.

The Hps

are often rufous brown.

Claws dark brown.
Dimensions. Head and body 15 to 18 inches, tail 14 to 15 ; weight
about 3 pounds. Males are considerably larger than females. A
large skull, probably male, is 3 inches in basal length, and 1*65
in breadth across the zygomatic arches, whilst a small adult female
skull measures only 2*7 inches by 1'5.
Distribution. Eound throughout the peninsula of India, from the
Himalayas to Cape Couiorin, and also in. Ceylon. If. mungo ranges
on the west to !Sind and Afghanistan, and doubtless into Baluchistan.
I have a specimen of a peculiarly pale colour with very
long hair from Hazara, west of Kashmir, but this species is not
known to be found on the Himalayas at any elevation further east,
though common near the foot of the hills. It occurs throughout
Bengal, and is eaid to be found in Assam
but it has not been
observed in Burma, and the single specimen obtained by Cantor in
the Malay Peninsula may very probably have been imported,
whilst the original derivation of Cuvier's type of H. mcdaccensis
from Malacca is very doubtful.
Varieties. Blyth and Jerdon distinguished the Bengal race as
This is generally darker in colour, with the head
//. maJaccensis.
and legs more rufous, but some Bengal specimens are similar to
those from Southern India, and there appears to be no constant
A richly ferruginous form is
distinction, either in colour or size.
found in Sind, besides the common grey type, and is a \\ ell-marked
variety.
On account of the coloration and some apparent differences in the skull, I distinguished this as JI. ferruc/ineiis, but the
A very large, old
skull characters appear due to immaturity.
example of this ferruginous variety is the type of Mr. Murray's
H. andersoni, which he has very obligingly sent to me for com.

;

parison.
Hahits.

The common mungoose is found in hedgerows, thickets,
groves of trees, cultivated lields, banks of streams, and broken
bushy ground, but not commonly in dense forest. It is often found
It lives and breeds in holes dug by itself.
about houses.
Yery
It is often seen
little appears to be known of its breeding-habits.
the young are three or four in number, and are produced
in pairs
in the spring.
The food of this animal is varied. It lives principally upon rats
and mice, snakes and lizards, such birds as it can capture, eggs
and insects, but it eats fiuit at times. The stomach of one killed
]iear 8eeunderabad contained, according to McMaster, a quail,
a small wasp's nest, a lizard (Calotes versicolor), a number of
The mungoose is sanguinary
insects, and part of a custard apple.
and destructive, and when it gains access to tame rabbits, poultry,
or pigeons, it, Jerdon says, " commits great havoc, sucking the
blood only of several." He adds, "I have often seen it make a
dash into a verandah where some cages of mynahs, parrakeets, &c.
;

^^ere daily placed,

The nunigoose

and endeavour to tear them from their cages."
easily tamed and becomes thoroughly domesti-

is
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much altaebed to its owner, intelligent and amusing.
excellent account is given by Sterndale (Nat. Hist. Ind. Mam.
p. 223) of one that he had tame, and that died of grief when
separated for a time from its master.
The itinerant showmen,
who are common throughout India, are frequently accompanied
by a tame mungoose, and most oi' the fights between these animals
and snakes that are witnessed by Europeans are waged by such
cated, very

An

tame

individuals.

As

is

will doubtless attack a

so commonly the case, a tame mungoose
much more formidable opponent than a

wild one would.
Sterndale's mungoose once attacked a greyhound,
and mortally injured a male bustard, Eupodotis edwardsi, a bird

about six times the weight of its assailant.
Much has been written about the combats between this animal
and venomous snakes, and about the innnunity of the mungoose from
the effects of the serpent's bite.
The prevalent belief throughout
oriental countries is, that the mungoose, when bitten, seeks for an
It is
antidote, a herb or a root known in India as manfjuswail.
scarcely necessary to say that the story is destitute of foundation.
There is, however, another view supported by some evidence, that
the mungoose is less susceptible to snake-poison than other animals.
The mungoose is not always willing to attack, though at other
1 have not seen many combats,
times he is ready enough to fight.
but so far as 1 can judge from the few I have witnessed, Jerdon
and Sterndale are correct in their view that the mungoose usually
He appears to
escapes being bitten by his wonderful activity.
wait until the snake makes a dart at him, and then suddenly
pounces on the reptile's head, and crunches it to pieces. I have
seen a mungoose eat up the head and poison-glands of a large
cobra, so the poison must be harmless to the mucous membrane of
When excited, the mungoose erects its long
the former animal.
stiff hair, and it must be very difficult for a snake to drive its
fangs through this, and through the thick skin which all kinds of
In all probability a mungoose is very rarely
Herpestes possess.
scratched by the fangs, and, if he is, very little poison can be
It lias been repeatedly proved by experiment that a
injected.
mungoose can be killed, like any other animal, if properly bitten by
a venomous snake, though even in this case the effects appear to be
produced after a longer period than with other mammals of the

same

size.

The mungoose

is an excellent ratter, soon clearing a house of
and mice. A tame individual in London is said to have killed,
on one occasion, a dozen full-grown rats in less than a minute and
a half. Within the last fifteen years the introduction of H. mungo
into Jamaica is said to have resulted in a saving of from £100,000
to .£150,000 annually, owing to the decreased number of the rats
which destroy the sugar-canes (P. Z. S. 1882, p. 712).
The cry of this mungoose, according to Sterndale, is a grating
mew, varied occasionally by a little querulous yelp, which seems to
be given in an interrogative mood, when the animal is searching
for anything
when angry it growls most audibly for so small a

rats

;
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beast, and the growling is generally accompanied by a bristling
It is cleanly in its habits, and,
of the hair, especially of the tail.
after feeding, picks its teeth with its claws, a habit that has been

noticed by more than one observer.

The name //. griseus, adopted by many authors for this species,
taken from Geoffroy's Ichneumon griseus, which does not, 1 think,
belong to the Indian animal at all ; whilst G-melin's name, derived
from the Mungos or Viverra mungos of Kaempfer and Linnaeus,
clearly by its name and description was intended for the common
Indian mungoose, and has priority by more than twenty years.

is

61. Herpestes smithi.

The ruddy Mungoose.

Ilerpestes smithii, Gray, CharlesivorfJi's Maq. Nat. Hist, i, p. 578
(1837) id. F. Z. S. 1851, p. 131, pi. xxx Jblyth, Cat. p. 50 ; Jerdoti,
Mam. p. 135 Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 176.
Herpestes thysaimriis, Wagner, 3Iiinch. Gel. Anz. ix, p. 440 (1839)
Schreh. Saugeth. Supp. ii, p. 301.
Crcssarclius rubiginosus, Wagner, Schreh. Saugeth. Siqjp. ii. p. 329.
Herpestes ellioti, Blyth, J. A, S. B. xx, p. 162.
Herpestes rubiginosus, Kelaart, Prod, p. 43.
Herpestes jerdoiiii a w(Z Calictis smithii, Gray, P. Z. S. 1804, pp. 550,
565.
Herpestes monticolus, Jerdon, Mam, p. 135.
)

;

;

;

Konda

yentava, Tel.

;

Erima-kiri-pilai, Tarn.

and rather ragged.

l\ir long, harsh,

;

Dito, Cing.

Tail nearly as long as the

head and body, or, including the terminal hair, longer. Naked sole
beneath tarsus extending nearly to the heel but not quite.
Skull differing but little from that of H. mungo, except that the
niesopterygoid fossa is narrower, and the pterygoids diverge
The teeth are a little larger.
slightly behind.
Colour. Varying I'rom light brownish grey speckled with white
as in H. mungo, to rufous or iron-grey, a mixture of black, ferruginous red, and white. The terminal portion of the tail, 3 or 4
inches long, jet-black, j^assing into ferruginous proximally, remainder of the tail concolorous with the body.
Eeet generally
Lo\\er parts sometimes paler
darker, rufous brown or blackish.
than back. Underfur grey to greyish brown, longer hairs with
alternations of while and dark brown or black, usually four rings of
each tip from light brow^n to deep ferruginous, almost blood-red.
;

Head and body about 20 inches, tail 19. Some
measurements are smaller. A male skull measures 3 inches in
basal length, and 1'7 broad across the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. This species has a wide range in India, being
found throughout the peninsula and Ceylon. Jerdon obtained it
near Madras, near Nellore, and at the foot of the Nilgiris
Col.
McMaster at Gawilgurh, Berar. Mr. Ball found it in Singhbhoom I procured what I believe was this species iu the Eajpipla
hills east of Surat
there is a skin in Mr. Hume's collection from
Sambhur in Eajputtina; and the type of //. fhysamirus, which is
Ditneiisions.

;

;

;
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probably the same, was a Kashmir specimen. This form has not,
however, been met with in the North- west Provinces or Bengal.
Varieties. The type of II. smitlii is a very rufous skin, whilst
But there is
that of II. jerdoni is almost as grey as II. mungo.
much variation, and in this as in other species the amount of
The skulls are
rufous coloration is evidently very variable.
The measurements also show a remarkable
precisely similar.
variation, and it is just possible that a larger and a smaller form
are confounded.
Habits. Very little has been recorded.
The ruddy mungoose is
chiefly

found in thick

forests.

62. Herpestes fuscus.

The Nilgiri brown Mungoose.

Waterhouse, P. Z. S. 1888, p. 55 Jerdon, Mam.
liiO; Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 184, pi. viii, figs. 1, 2 (skull).

Ilerpestes fuecus,
p.

;

Tail a little shorter than the head and body.
Size large.
Hair
on the tail longer than on the body. Tur long, not very harsh
underfur dense, long and woolly. Naked sole not extending to

the heel.
In the only skull examined the orbit is nearly perfect. The
])terygoid bones are parallel and peculiarly everted, being convex
inside and concave externally.
The second and third upper premolars with distinct anterior cusps. Last lower molar with three
anterior cusps instead of two.
Colour. Blackish brow^n, minutely speckled with yellow or brownTail rather darker.
ish white.
Eeet very dark. Underfur hairbrown, longer hairs with alternating rings of blackish brown and
yellow or yellowish white, three or four of each, the dark rings
much longer than the light.
Dimensions. Head and body 18 inches, tail with the hair at end
17 basal length of skull 3-2, zygomatic breadth 1*95.
Distribution. The Nilgiri and Travancore hills, and probably
some other hill-ranges of Southern India. Anderson adds Ceylon,
but without giving any authority, and I feel doubtful whether
II. fuscus is found there, for it appears to be replaced by H.fulvescens.
Habits. Very little is known of this fine mungoose except that it
inhabits the dense woods upon the Nilgiri hills, where it was
obtained by Jerdon. It was procured in Travancore by Mr.
Baker (J. A. S. B. xxviii, p. 283).
;

63. Herpestes fulvescens.

The Oeylon brown Mungoose.

Herpestes fulvescens, Kelaart, J. A. S. B. xx, p. 162 (1851), xxi,
id. Cat. p. e52.
p. 348
Herpestes flavidens, Kelaart, J. A. S. B. xx, p. 184 id. Prod. p. 44.
Cyuictis maccarthiae, Gray, P. Z. S. 1851, p. 131, pi. xxxi.
Onychog-ale maccarthiae, Gray, P. Z. S. 1864, p. 570.
Herpestes iiiaccarthiae, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 178.
Ilerpestes ceylanicus, H. Nevill, Taprohanian, \, p. 62.
;

;

Raju-mugatea, Chig.
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Size of a small IT. muiigo.
Naked sole not extending to the
Tail without the hair at the end about three quarters the

heel.

length of the head and body.
I'ur less harsh than iu most species
of the genus, long, with a thick woolly underf ur
hair of tail
but little longer than that of body.
In the skull the orbit is im.perfect (apparently from immaturity,
however), and the pterygoid bones parallel.
Colour. Normally dark bro\\u speckled with dull yellow, but
some specimens are paltu'. Lower parts nearly as dark as upper
feet dusky.
Tail the same colour as the body.
Underf ur brownish
grey, darker near the body, the longer hairs of the back with
alternating rings of pale brownish yellow and dark brown, three
or four of each, the basal and terminal rings pale.
Claws brovTn.
Dimei^sions.
Head and body 16| inches, tail 12|. The skull
measures 2*7 inches in basal length, and 1-45 in zygomatic breadth.
Distribution. Peculiar to Ceylon. Kelaart's specimens were from
the hdl-region to the south
Gray's type was said to be from
Jaffna, but had evidently been kept in C(mnnement.
Kelaart's two names /M^vescgHS nud flavidens were published in
a paper read before the Asiatic Society of Bengal, March 5th,
1851 (J. A. S. B. XX, p. 287). The former occurs first, and is in
every way preferable. Gray's name maccartliia' was given in a
paper read before the Zoological Society of London, May 18, 1851.
It is clear that Kelaart's name is tl;e earlier.
Gray at first referred
the species to Cynictis, a South-African genus of Herpestinc^ with
but four toes on each hind foot, and subsequently made H.maccarthicii
into a special genus Ont/chof/ale, apparently on account of its long
fore claws, a character which, as Anderson has pointed out, v\as
entirely due to the type haxing been kept in confinement.
Some skins are paler and more rufous than others, and one iu
the British Museum is pale sandy. The normal colour is very
similar to that of H. javanicus, which may be distinguished by its
i/". /^^^i^m-^n^ is closely allied to H. fiiscvs,
shorter tail.
which it
appears to represent in Ceylon, and from which it is chiefly
distinguished by its much smaller size.
;

;

;

64.

Herpestes

The stripe-necked Muiujoose.

vitticollis.

Ilerpestes vitticollis,
Jerdon, Mam. p. 137
p. 42

i^^-w/ze^;^, 7*.

;

pi. ix, figs.

3,

4

;

Z. S. 1835, p. G7; Kekiart, Prod.
Anderson, An. Zool. Hes. p. 188,

(skull).

Mangusta vitticoUis, Elliot, Mad. Jour. L.

S. x, p.

103, with coloui'ed

plate.

Loko-mu(jatea, Cingalese.

This is the laigest species found in Asia. Tail, including the
long hair at the end, about three quarters the length of the head
and body, without the terminal hair about three fifths. The fur long
and harsh, that on the tail longest. Sole of the hind foot naked to
the heel.
In the skull the bony palate runs far back, considerably more
than half the distance between tlie posterior upper molars and the
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end of the pterygoids, which diverge sh'ghtly. Teeth large, the
hindmost upper .lud lower molars broader in proportion than in
any other Indian species.
Colour. Varying from grizzled dusky iron-grey to rich unspeckled
ferruginous or chestnut-red, the red colour being frequently confined
body and tail, the head always iron-grey
above.
black band down each side of the neck from behind the
ear to the shoulder, with a paler or more rufous area above and
below the band. Legs and feet unspeckled dark brown or black,
and a long black tip to the tail. Fur brown at the base, the longer
hairs with alternating rings of pale yellowish grey and black, 3 or
4 of each, the dark rings the longer, or there are one or two rings of
each colour near the base of the hairs and all the terminal portion
is ferruginous.
Dimensions. Head and body 21 inches tail without hair at end
about 13, with it 15
weight 6 lb. 10 oz. Basal length of skull
3-7 inches, zygomatic breadth 2-2.
Distribution.
The hills near the west coast of India, from near
Bombay to Cape Comorin, and Ceylon. Ceylon specimens appear
more rufous than Indian.
Habits. But little known.
Jerdon remarks that from its size,
this species must be very destructive to game and the smaller
quadrupeds. It is often seen on the Nilgiris, and appears abroad at
all hours in the day, according to McMaster, who once observed
a pair evidently hunting on scent, which they followed to earth, and
they tlien began to burrow. Suddenly they started off at full pace in
pursuit of something, probably, McMaster suggests, a hare, which
had bolted from another opening of the burrow.
to the hinder part of the

A

;

;

65. Herpestes urva.

The crab-eating Mungoose,

Gulo urva, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. v,
Urva cancrivora, Hodgs. J. A. S. B.

p.
vi,

238 (1836).
pp. 561, 5G4

;

Jerdon, Main.

p. 138.

Mesobema

cancrivora, Hodgs. J. A. S. B. x, p. 910; Calc. Journ.
p. 214.
Herpestes urva, Andei'son, An. Zool. Bes. p. 189, pi. ix, figs. 5, 6, skull.

N.

H

ii.

Arva, Nepalese.
Size large, approaching that of H. vittlcollis.
Form more robust
than in most species of the genus. Tail about two thirds the
length of the head and body. Fur of body and tail very long,
coarse and ragged, underfur woolly.
Naked sole of hind foot only
extending about two thirds the distance to the heel. Mammae 6,
ventral.
Two anal glands, one on each side, with external
orifices.

In the skull the orbit is probably complete in old specimens.
of the bony palate above the posterior nares is

The termination
concave.
Colour.

caused

Dusky

iron-grey,

by the long whitish

or blackish with a greyish surface
well-marked
tips to the hairs.

A
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narrow white
of the

stripe runs along each side of the

mouth

to the shoulder.

neck from the angle
speckled with

Head dark brown,

and feet the same, but without any white, the feet often
The woolly underfur dark brown at the base, theu pale
brownish yellow, the longer hairs brown close to the skin, then
light brown or yellowish brown like the underfur for a considerable
length, next black, also for a long distance, and whitish at the
white

;

legs

black.

tips.

Fig. 35.

Dimensions.

Herpestes urva.

Head and body 18

to 21 inches

:

tail

without the

hair at the end 11 to 12
weight (of a small specimen apparently)
4 pounds.
skull measures 3*3 inches in basal length and 2 in
;

A

zygomatic breadth.
Distribution. The south-eastern Himalayas at low elevations,
Assam, Arakan, Pegu, Tenasserim, aud Southern China.
Habits. The heavy form of this mungoose is probably connected
with somewhat different habits from those of the typical species,
such as //. munf/o. According, to Hodgson H. urva is somewhat
aquatic, and lives chiefly on frogs and crabs, which abound in
the Himalayan and Burmese streams. Like other species, it lives

in holes in the ground.

The anal glands are about the size of a cherry, and the animal
has the power of squirting out a fcetid fluid from them backwards
with great force.
description of these glands has been given by
Dr. Campbell (J. A. S. B. vi, p. 565).
Two more species of the genus, //. javanicus and H, bracliyurus,
both of large size, are found in the Malay Peninsula and in some of
\^hilst a third form, //. semitorquatus, is peculiar to
the islands
Borneo. 8ome other Malay species have been described, but appear
doubtfully distinct.

A

;
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Family HYiENID^..
The

the ^hiroidea that is found in the Indian
represented by a single species, the couimon striped hyaena.*
But two other species exist, both African.
All resemble dogs
more than cats, but are more nearly related to the Viverridcf^ and
especially to the Herpestine subfamily, than to either Felidce or

area

last family of

is

Canidce.

The head in hyaenas is large and slightly elongated, the tail
moderate, limbs rather long the hallux and poUex are wanting,
the tarsus and metatarsus entirely hairy.
The feet have a median
or plantar pad and one to each digit.
The animal is truly digitigrade.
The claws are but slightly curved, strong, blunt, and non:

retractile.

The

development of the sagittal
the attachment of the powerful temporal muscles.
The zygomatic arches are very strong. The auditory bulla is inflated but not divided
the paroccipital process distinct there is
neither alisphenoid canal nor pterygoid fossa.
The palate extends
back but a short distance behind the posterior molars. The teeth
are well developed, the upper sectorial being particularly large.
By most naturalists all living hyienas have been classed as one
genus, but some writers of late have distinguished the African
spotted hyaena as Crociita, on account of its having much smaller
upper true molars with but one or two roots, less developed lower
true molars, no mane, and some remarkable peculiarities about the
female genital organs (Watson, P. Z. S. 1877, p. 3G9, 1881, p. 516
and Mivart, ibid. 1882, p. 198).
skull is remarkable for the great

crest, serving for

;

;

Genus
Dentition

much

:

i. |,

c.

HY^NA,

\~\,

Brisson, 1756.

sectorial teeth very large,

m.

pm.

larger than the inner, canines

The outer

and premolars

formed of a

large.

incisors

Upper

distinctly trilobed blade

and

a moderately developed inner tubercle at the anterior extremity of
Upper molar small and placed transversely close to
the tooth.
Lower sectorial conthe hinder edge of the sectorial, as in cats.
Vertebra) C. 7,
sisting of but little more than the bilobed blade.
:

5, S. 4, C. 19.

D. 15, L.

The anatomy of tlie hyoena has been described by Daubenton in
BulTon's Histoire Naturelle,' vol. ix, p. 280.
Eossil species are numerous, and no less than five have been
recognized in the 8iwalik beds of the Punjab, besides one species
E-emains of
of an allied genus, called LeptJiycena by Lydekker.
the African //. crocuta have been found in caves near Karnul,
'

Madras.

k2
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Fig. 36.

— Skull of Eyana striata.
Britisli

60.

Hyajna
p.

Lakar

H

44

Hyaena

striata,
;

Jerdon,

har/ha,

striata.

Zimm.

Mam.

Lakar

h(U/]i

Mammalia,

(Gruide to the Galleries of

Museum.)

The stinjml Hyana.

Geor/. Gesch.

ii,

p.

256 (1780)

j

Blytli, Cat.

p. 138.

or Lahra.^ JJiiraTi,

Hondar,

Tarns also Malir. and Sindlii

Hnj-vdr/h, Taras,

Cherak, Sindli^"
Baluchi; Itejihr a, Gon^; Hehar hula, \lo\s.o\; Derko Tud,Vd\\?Lv\2i
of liajmehal; Dhopre, Korku; Kirha and Kut-kirha, Can.; Dihnnl
.

in various districts

gilnduy

Kama

;

f/undu, Tel.

;

;

;

kahithai-korachi, Tarn.

Tail about three sevenths the Jength of the bod)^, and clothed
with long hair. Hair of the median line on the neck and back
The hind legs considerably bent
long, forming a crest or mane.
and shorter than the fore, the hind feet much smaller than the
A large post-anal glandular pouch receiving the secrefore feet.
tions of the large anal scent-glands.
The upper true molar with three roots lower true molar with an
inner tubercle and a well-developed talon or heel.
Colour. Dirty grey, with narrow transverse tawny or blackish
;

on the body and legs.
Dimensions. Head and body 3| feet, tail with hair 1|.
Skull
8*5 inches in basal length, 6*4 broad across zygomatic arches.
Weight of an adult 74 lbs.
Distribution. Throughout the Peninsula of India, rare in forests,
It is very common throughout
abundant in hilly open country.
Central and Xorfch-western India, and extends through SouthIt has not been recorded from
western Asia to Northern Africa.
Ceylon or east of the Bay of Bengal, and is rare in Lower
Bengal.

stripes

_
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Habits.

The hycena

is

most common

in the drier parts of

India,

I have on
haunts are rocky hills and deep ravines.
several occasions tnrned hjJDnas out of grass or bushes, and Jerdon
but as a rule
notices having met with some in sugar-cane fields
this animal remains in the daytime in caves amongst rocks, or in
holes, dug by itself, in the sides of hills or of ravines.
It is a nocturnal animal, and although an occasional individual
may be met with returning to its den in the early morning, its
rambles are usually commenced after sunset and ended before sunDuring the night it roams far and wide, and no tracks of
rise.
wild animals are more common, in the countries \\ here it is found,
than its unmistakable footprints, very like a dog's in shape, but
with the marks of the hind feet conspicuously smaller than those
Unlike the spotted hyaina, the striped species
of the fore feet.
appears to be solitary in its habits, and it is rare to meet with more
than two together.
The principal food of the hya)na consists of the carcases of
animals that have died of disease or been killed by beasts of prey,
and very often it carries off portions of the body to its den. 1
once shot one that was carrying away the hind leg of a nilgai.
The powerful jaws and large teeth are admirably adapted for
crushing bones, which are consumed by hyaenas, after the flesh has
Occasionally sheep or
been picked off by vultures and jackals.
goats, and more often dogs, are carried off by hyaenas, and the latter
at all events are often taken alive to the animal's den.
Jerdon
relates an instance in which a small dog belonging to an officer at
Dumoh was carried away, but procured alive the next day from a
cave by some sepoys, who killed the hysDna.
Fragments of bones
are often found around a hya)na's retreat, together with the peculiar
dung of the animal, which dries into hard white balls, known as
alba grceca, chiefly composed of fragments of bone, and so indestructible that they have been found fossilized in caves that had
been tenanted by extinct forms of these animals.
The hyaena is universally despised for its cowardice despite its
powerful teeth, it rarely attemps to defend itself. It is occasionally ridden down and speared, but unless the ground is peculiarly
favourable for horses, it will give a good run before being killed,
not on account of its speed, for it is easily caught by a good horse,
but from the way it turns and doubles.
As a rule, it shows no
fight when brought to bay.
McMaster, in his excellent Notes,
relates an instance in which a hyaena, after being slightly wounded
by a spear, was pursued by a game old Arab horse who had lost
his rider, and who attempted to seize the hyaena with his teeth and
to strike him with his fore foot, an attack that the hunted animal
only acknowledged by tucking its tail tightly between its legs.
The cry of the striped hyaena is much less frequently heard than
that of the spotted species in the countries inhabited by each
respectively, nor are their calls the same, though there is some
similarity between them, and both are peculiarly loud and dis-

and

its chief

;

;

agreeable.
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Hyaenas are easily tamed if captured young, and become very
and greatly attached to their masters.
The number of young in a litter is, 1 believe, 3 or 4, but about
all points connected with the breeding more information is required.
The period of gestation does not appear to have been observed.
docile

CYNOIDEA.
Family

CANID^.

The Cynoidea, consisting of a single family, CanidcE, in which
are included dogs, wolves, jackals, and foxes, form a group of
Carnivores as easily recognized and as distinct as the Felidce.
The head throughout the family is elongate, tail moderate, limbs
fairly developed, and the feet truly digitigrade, with the pads
The
similar in number and form to those in cats and hya)nas.
print of a canine foot is very similar in shape to that of a hyaena's,
both differs from a cat's in having the two middle toe-pads at a
greater distance in advance of the other two, and in the whole foot
Throughout the
being much longer in proportion to its breadth.
Canidce there are four toes on the hind foot, except in some cases
of domestic dogs, which have five, and all, except the African genus
Lycaon, have five toes on the fore feet, the pollex being much
The
shorter than the other digits and not reaching the ground.
claws are blunt, nearly straight, and non-retractile.
In the skull the muzzle is much lengthened, the postorbital
processes are short, the auditory bulhc inflated but not divided into
two by septa ; a paroccipital process is attached to the hinder part
There is an alisphenoid canal,
of each bulla, but projects behind.
but only a rudimentary pterygoid fossa.
There are alw ays four premolars on each side of each jaw. The
upper sectorial consists of a stout blade, of which the anterior cusp
is large, conical, and pointed backwards ; the posterior cusp is in
the form of a compressed ridge; the inner lobe is very small and
placed quite at the fore part of the tooth. The first upper molar
is large, and much broader than long, its outer border bicuspid ;
the second molar is of the same shape but smaller. The lower
sectorial is a very large tooth, Avith a strong compressed bilobed
blade, the hinder lobe the larger and more pointed, a small but
distinct inner tubercle inside the posterior lobe of the blade, and a
broad low tuberculated heel. The second lower molar is less than
half the size of the first or sectorial; the third lower molar, when
present, is quite small.
The vertebral formula is
Clavicles exist but are rudimentary.
C. 7, D. 13, L. 7, !S. 3, C. 17-22.
The family has an almost world-wide distribution, and all the
forms are so closely siuiilar in all essential structural characters

^
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that generic distinctions are founded on characters of less structural importance than in most families of Mammalia.
For an
account of the cranial and dental cliaracters see Huxley, P. Z. 8.
1880, p. 238.
The Canidai are mostly carnivorous. Many are predatory, and
several hunt in rroops.
8ome fet'd on carrion, on insects, or, in
part, on fruit.
All have a very acute sense of smell, and both
sight aud hearing are highly developed.
Three Indian genera are recognized, and may be thus distin-

guished

:

A frontal

sinus present; postorbital process smooth and
convex above tail, including- hair at end (in all Indian
forms), less than half the length of the head and body.
a. Seven teeth in lower molar series
Canis.
h. Six teeth in lower molar series
Cyon.
B. No frontal sinus, postorbital process concave above tail
more than half the length of the head and body
Vulpes.

A.

;

;

Many fossil Canines are known. In the Siwalik beds of the
Punjab a wolf, Cams cautleyi, and a fox, Vidpes curvipalatus, have
been found, and also a species of the extinct genus Amphicyon
which was in some respects intermediate between dogs and bears.
Genus CANIS, Linn. (1766).
Syn. Lupus, Saccalius, Oxygons,

Ham.

Smith.

genus are comprised the wild wolves and jackals and
domestic dogs, the latter being apparently the descendants of
several different wild forms, amongst which the common \\'olf and

In

the

this

common

The

jackal are

dentition

is

i.

two
^,

c.

of the principal.

pm.

m.

The teeth are

I^^.

The tail in all wild species forms a moderate brush, the
powerful.
hair being longer than on the body.
The pupil is round. There
are generally 10, more rarely 8, mammas.
Synopsis of Indian, Ceylone$e, and Burmese Species.
feet 6 inches long
much
woolly underfur
B. Head and body about 3 feet long; little or no woolly
underfur
C. Head and body 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches long ....

A. Head and body about 3

;

67. Canis lupus.

C. lupus, p. 135.
C. jmllipes, p. 137.
C. aureus, p. 140.

The Wolf.

Canis lupus, L. Syst. Nat. ed. xii, i, p. 58 (1766) ; Ilutton, J. A. S. B.
Scully, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 201.
xiv, p. 345
Lupus Janiger, Hodys. Calc. Journ. N. H. vii, p. 474 Horsfvld, A. M.
N. H. ser. 2, xvi, p. 107 (1835) Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, pt. 2, p. 1176,
Canis chanco, Gray, P. Z. S. 1863, p. 94.
Canis niger, Sclater, P. Z. S. 1874, p. 654, pi. Ixxviii.
;

;

;
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Gdrk, Balucli.
Gdrf/, Persian
mir; Chdmjd, Tibetan.
;

Size large.

of the head

;

Kharmd,

Braliiii

;

Rdtnahun, Kash-

Tail with hair considerably less than half the length

and body, without hair about one

Fur long and

third.

thick, with woolly underfur.

Colour. On the upper parts and the outside of the limbs rufous
or yellowish grey, much mixed with black in some skins, lower
Undorfur on back pale slaty or light brown with
parts whitish.
coarse whitish hairs intermixed, longer hairs light brown tipped
with black ; sometimes beyond the black there is a white termination.
The tail is often tipped with black. Some individuals are
much paler than others, some are quite black.
Dimensions. Head and body 3 feet 6 inches to 3 feet 9 inches,
tail without hair 15 to 16 inches, with hair 18 or 19, hind foot
large skull
from heel 9, ear outside 4*5 height 2 feet 4 inches.
measures 8*7 inches long in basal length, 5*5 broad across the
zygomatic arches a smaller but fully adult skull is 8 inches long,
4-8 broad.

A

;

;

Distrihution. Throughout the Pala3arctic region, extending into
Baluchistan, and Western Sind (where a specimen has been obtained
by Mr. J Murray), and probably into the Northern Punjab, as a
skull from the Salt Kange, collected by Mr. Theobald and now in
the British Museum, appears to belong to this and not to the next
The common wolf, if, as I believe, C. laniger is ideutical,
species.
inhabits all countries north of the Himalayan range.
Varieties. The Sind, Baluchistan, and G-ilgit animals appear unThe variety found in Tibet
distinguishable from European wolves.
and Ladilk is, however, very pale-coloured, with woolly fur, and
I thought at one
has generally been distinguished as C. laniger.
time that the dentition was different, the upper sectorial in C. laniger being generally shorter than the two upper true molars taken
together, whilst the reverse was believed to be the case in C. lupus
(P. A. S. B. 1877, p. 116) but Huxley in his paper already quoted
has shown that the teeth of both European and Tibetan
( p. 279)
wolves vary in this respect, and the difference in the fur appears
The cranial distinctions mentioned by Blyth
due to climate.
The black
(J. A. S. B. xxiii, p. 733) are probably caused by age.
Tibetan wolf, classed apart by some, is evidently a variety similar
to the black European wolf that was called Ganis lijcaon by
Schreber.
Habits. The common wolf plays as large a part in story and
myth amongst European nations as the tiger does in India. The
wolf's habits are well known, though, as in the case of the great
feline beasts of prey, the terror inspired by him has invested him,
;

in

popular

lore,

with

many imaginary

attributes.

open country and forests. As a rule
they occur solitary or in pairs, but at times, and especially in the
They
winter, they associate in packs, sometimes of large numbers.
they carry off
live upon any mammals or birds that they can kill

Wolves are found both

in

;
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and goats, and when pressed by hunger attack
Horses and cattle are only killed when several wolves combine.
Carrion is readily eaten by these animals, and in ease ot:
need they are said to feed upon vegetable substances, such as buds
cliildren, sheep,

men.

of trees, lichens,

and moss.

Although wolves prey to a considerable extent by night, they
Their
are by no means exclusively nocturnal in their habits.
principal cry is a loud howl, which serves as a call.
The pairing- time is from December to April, the period of gestation 63 days, so that the young, varying in number from four to

Wolves breed

summer.
The whelps

nine, are born in the spring or early

and
The

in

are not full-grown
capable of propagating until the third year after their birth.
duration of life is from 12 to 15 years.
Young wolves are

thickets or in holes in the ground.

easily tamed.

The Indian Wolf.

68. Canis pallipes.

Blyth, Cat. p. 39
S.^ 1831, p. 101
Jerdon, Mam. p. 139.
Canis lupus, Elliot, Madr. Journ. L. S. x, p. 101 Blyth, J. A, S. B.
xi, p. 596.

Cauis pallipes, Sykes, P. Z.

;

;

Bheriya, Giiry, Honddr, Nekra, Bighdna, H.
Dakliini j Tola, Can. ; Toralu, Tel.

;

Bagydr, Sindhi

;

Ldndyd,

Gond and

Structure generally similar to that of C. lupus, but the animal
smaller and slighter, and the fur shorter, with little or no woolly
underfur. Mammae 10.
Colour. Greyish fulvous, usually with a brownish tinge, sometimes much mixed with black on the back ; some have a reddish
tinge, and occasionally it is said that a thoroughly rufous individual is met with. All I have seen are, however, browner than
Hair of
C. lupus generally is, and of an earthy grey colour.
varying shades of light brown from the base to near the end tips
black on the back.
Coarse white hairs are mixed with the finer
The hairs on the tail have generally black tips.
fur near the skin.
Lower parts dingy white. The young are sooty brown, with a
milk-white chest-spot, which disappears about the sixth week from
birth, when a dark collar appears below the neck, but is lost at
maturity.
Dimensions. Head and body about 3 feet, tail with hair 16 to 17
Skull of an adult male from Sambhar 6*85 inches in basal
inches.
Weight of a female 42 lbs.
length, 4'4 broad.
Distribution. The Indian Peninsula south of the Himalayas,
rare in wooded districts and
especially in open plain country
amongst hills. I have never heard of this species occurring on the
Malabar coast, liare in Lower Bengal. Unknown further east
not found in the Himalaya, and apparently replaced by C. lupus
beyond the Indus, though occasionally seen west of the river. No
wolf has been recorded from Ceylon.
is

;

;
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Very

wolf, although

similar to those of C. lupus^ exempt that the Indian
somewhat gregarious, is not kuown to associate

in large packs (1 have never heard of more than six to eiglifc
It is also rather a silent animal, but sometimes,

together).

Jerdon says,

it

barks like a pariah dog.

It

is

rarely, if ever, heard

to howl.

Indian wolves prey on all mammals or birds they can kill, but
on sheep, goats, and antelopes. Instances are not rare
of their attacking man, two or more combining for the purpose

especially

and they, in some parts of India, carry away a large number of
children yearly, usually taking them from villages.
They course
and run down hares and foxes, and occasionally attack cattle.
They not unfrequently kill dogs.
Like all wild canines, these animals are very intelligent and
cunning, and many of the stories told of the stratagems they employ to secure their prey appear to be well authenticated. One
plan, vouched for by several observers, is that of part of the pack
driving antelopes or gazelles across a spot where others of the
pack are lying in ambush, either in ravines or in hollows scratched
by themselves in the ground. Some wolves, too, are said to lie in
wait hidden until antelopes approach them while feeding.
remarkable story is related by a writer in the Asian,' who states
that he saw a wolf rolling on its back with its legs in the air, whilst
some antelopes that were attracted to approach by curiosity advanced
then they were accidentally disto within sixty or seventy yards
turbed, and two other wolves, that had been lying in ambush
100 yards apart in advance of the third, jumped up. It is also
said that when wolves attack sheep, part of the pack attack and
keep the dogs in check, whilst others carry off the prey.
somewhat similar story is related by Forsyth, except that the
In the Dumoh district of the Central
victims were children.
Provinces an old she-wolf and a full-grown cub haunted a patch
of bushes and grass near a village standing on the slope of a hill,
down which ran the main street, where children were always at
The smaller wolf hid amongst bushes between the village
pla}^
and the bottom of the hill, whilst the larger animal went round
to the top, and, watching its opportunity, ran down the street,
carrying off a child on the way. At tirst the people used to purbut in that
sue, and sometimes made the marauder drop his prey
case the companion wolf usually succeeded in carrying off another
of the children in the confusion, whilst the child first seized was
generally so injured as to be beyond recovery. In this, as in many
other similar cases, a very wide-spread superstition prevented the
villagers from hunting down and killing the animals; and Torsyth
actually found it difficult to get men to assist him in shooting the
brutes, in which he fortunately succeeded.
The story illustrates both the cunning and the boldness of the
Indian wolf. I myself saw one run out of a village in the middle
of the day with a young goat and escape with it in spite of the
villagers' pursuit.

A

'

;

A

;
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to killing a wolf that exists in many parts of
due, I am told by Mr. Theobald, to a widely spread belief
that the blood of a wolf, if shed upon the lands of a village, renders
them unfruitful.
The Indian wolf has both speed and endurance, and has very
rarely, if ever, been run down and speared from horseback, though
the feat has often been attempted.
McMaster, after briefly
describing an unsuccessful attempt, very appropriately quotes

The great aversion

India

is

Byron's lines in
"

'

Mazeppa about woWes
'

:

With their long gallop, which can tire
The hound's deep hate and hunter's tire."

If hunted with greyhounds a wolf generally, after going for some
distance, turns upon the dogs and chases them back to the hunts-

man. Instances of this are given by both Jerdon and Forsyth
but the latter relates how in one case a wolf that had chased back
;

two greyhounds met

his match in a bull mastiff.
Jerdon states
that a wolf once joined his greyhounds in hunting a fox.
In the Indian desert between Rajputana and 8ind wolves are
said by Sir B. Frere (Journ. E. Geogr. Soc. 1870, p. 204) to be
dug or smoked out of their dens amongst the sand-hills. This is
generally done about midday in the hottest part of the hot season ;
the men engaged protect their feet with folds of raw hide, and if
the wolves are not clubbed or speared at once they are easily run
down, as the hot sand blisters their feet and disables them.
I was told by Mr. Le Mesurier, formerly chief engineer of the
Great Indian Peninsular Railway, that he succeeded in capturing
many w olves in a pitfall consisting of a circular trench with perpendicular sides, and too deep for the animal to jum]) out of.
On
the ground left at the original level in the middle of the circular
trench, a goat was tethered, and the trench was thinly covered
with sticks and straw, that gave under the wolf's weight.
Indian wolves breed in holes or in caves among rocks. Dr.
Bonavia, in a letter published in ' Is^ature for 1875 (vol. xii, p. 67),
states that the young vary in number from three to eight, and are
born from October to December, chiefly in the latter month. He
adds that they are born blind and with drooping ears. The young
are easily tamed, and they have all the habits of dogs * ; indeed,
the common Indian dogs may be in part descended from wolves,
although they are probably chiefly derived from jackals. There is
some evidence to show that the Indian wolf occasionally breeds
with the village dogs; whilst Sir B. Frere (Journ. R. Geogr. Soc.
1870, p. 205) mentions that in the Indian desert a pariah bitoh
was known to associate with a pack of wolves.
Stories about wolf-reared children are common in Northern
India, especially in Oudh.
Particulars of se\'eral supposed cases
'

*

A

curious instance

may

Dr. J. Anderson gave two young
They would not eat it, but rolled over

be mentioned.

tame wolves a teal that was rather high.
on it exactly as many dogs would do.
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were collected by Colonel Sleeman, and several are recorded by
Sir E. Murchison (A. M. N. H. 2, viii, p. 153) and Mr. Bail
It is
(P. A. 8. B. 1873, p. 128, and Jungle Life,' pp. 455-46(3).
All the children were bovs,
doubtful how j'ar any are authentic.
and all apjjoar to have been idiots.
'

The Jackal.

69. Canis aureus.

Elliot, Madr. Journ.
Canis aureus, Linn. Si/st. Nat.
p. 59(1760)
L. S. X, p. 101 Bli/th, Cat. p. 40 Jerdon, Mam. p. 142.
Canis aureus iudicus, Hodyson, As. Res. xviii, p. 237.
Sacalius indicus and Oxygoiis indicus, Ilodgs. J. A. S. B. x, p. 908.
;

;

;

SMdl, Phial, H, Laraiya, Bandelkand Shif/al, Pers.
TohUjh, Baluchi
Shdl J , Shdaj ^ Kashmiri
Kola,
Mahr. and Dakh. Karincha, IIo Kol KoUal, Nerka, Gond. Nari, Can.;
Nakka, Tel. Karaken, Nari, Mai. Naria, Ciug.;
Kalla-Nari, Tam.
Am^i, Bhot. Hiydl, Assamese Meshrony, Kachari Hijai, Joksat, Mikir
Hian, Naga Mye-khiue, Burm.
Gidd)', Siydl) or

Sri(jala, Sausc.

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tail with the hair at the end about one third the length of the
head and body. As a rule, the upper sectorial is much shorter
than the two true upper molars taken together but in two out of
twelve measurements given by Huxley the length is the same.
;

Mammas

10.

more or less mixed with
black on the upper parts ; muzzle, ears, and outside of limbs more
rufous ; lower parts paler, sometimes nearly Avhite ; hair of tlie
The underfur on the back is brown,
fore neck with dusky tips.
paler at the base, the longer hairs on the back beyond the underThe tail-hairs are reddish brown, with
fur grey with black tips.
long black terminations, making a black tail-tip. Bright rufous,
coal-black, and pure white albino individuals have also been recorded (Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxvii, p. 275).
Dimensions. Variable, some animals being much larger than
The head and body certainly vary from 2 feet to 2 feet
others.
6 inches in length, and I have seen measurements given of 2 feet
8 inches, though these must, I think, have been taken on skins.
head and body
large male from the Nipalese Terai measured
30 inches, tail without hair at the end 9, with hair 11, ear 3*2;
small female from Rajputana measured
weight 20 lbs.
head
and body 24*6, tail without hair 9, with hair 12-1, ear 3*2, hind
Skulls are also very variable (see Huxley,
foot from heel 5*5.
P. Z. S. 1880, p. 277); a large one measures 5-8 inches in basal
length and 3*5 in zygomatic breadth, an adult female 4*95 by 2-9.
Colour. Pale isabelline to pale rufous,

A

:

A

The

:

found throughout the whole of India
and open country, and
even in populous cities. It ascends the Himalayas to an elevation
of 3000 or 4000 feet, and is occasionally found higher, especially
around hill-stations, whilst it is common on the Nilgiris in
Southern India. It is more rare east of the Bay of Bengal, but is
Distribution.

and Ceylon, on

hills

jackal

and

is

plains, in forest
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found in Assam andCachar,aud is not uncommon atAkyab and about
in Northern Pegu. It has also recently been observed
The only place where I have heard of its
close to Mandalay.
occurrence farther south or east is near Moulmain *, where Mr.
Theobald tells me he once saw two; but it is possible these
might have been introduced. West of India it extends throughout
South-western Asia to the Caucasus, and is found in South-eastern
Europe in Greece and Turkey, and as far west as Dalmatia, also
throughout JNorthern Africa, being replaced by closely allied

ThajetMyo

species in the Ethiopian region.
Habits. Jackals are found singly or

two or more together, and

they sometimes associate in considerable numbers, especially at
night, as is shown by their bowlings.
They are principally nocturnal, more so, I think, than the Indian wolf, but by no means
in the cold season they may be seen about at all
exclusively
Their food is very varied, consisting of carrion of all
hours.
kinds, any beasts or birds that they can master, and, in default of
animal food, fruit. The jackal is one of the common scavengers
of towns and villages, feeding on offal or dead carcases of any kind,
and occasionally killing poultry or even lambs or kids. " Sickly
sheep and goats usually fall a prey to him, and a wounded ante"
lope is pretty certain to be tracked and hunted to death by jackals
{Jerdon).
Amongst fruits, he especially feeds on her (Zizi/phus),
and he is said in several parts of India to be very fond of sugar" In AVynaad, as well as in Ceylon, he decane and of maize.
vours considerable quantities of ripe coffee-berries ; the seeds pass
through him, well pulped, and are found and picked up by the
it is asserted that the seeds so found make the best
coolies
coffee " (Jei^don).
As Sterndale explains, these seeds are the best
because the jackals select the finest fruit.
The cry of the jackal is familiar to all who have ever resided in
the countries inhabited by the animal, and consists of two parts
long wailing howl three or four times repeated, each repetition in a
note a little higher than the preceding, and then a succession of
usually three quick yelps, also repeated two or three times.
The
common Anglo-Indian version of " Dead Hindoo ; where, where,
where," gives some idea of the call.
In one African jackal,
C. variegatus of Abyssinia, the second portion of the cry is entirely
wanting.
There is, however, another, a very peculiar call, only uttered by
the jackal, it is believed, when a tiger or leopard is in the neighbourhood, and certainly uttered upon such occasions. The cry is
unmistakable, I have several times heard it but the jackal that
makes it carries us at once into the region of fable and folk-lore.
The same story that has existed on the shores of the Mediterranean
for two thousand years at least, that a jackal acts as scout for the
;

;

!

—

;

* There are, however, in the Leyden Museum two stuflPed specimens of this
animal collected by Diard, and one of them is labelled from Malacca, the others
from Borneo. It is impossible to say whether the localities are correct.
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and is repaid by a share of the prey, is
believed with regard to the tiger in India ; and it is this
peculiar jackal, known as Fhedl, or Phiou, or Phnew (see Torrens,
J. A. S. B. xviii, p. 788) in Northern India, the name being taken
from the cry, and as Bhdlu or Kol hlidlu in Southern and Western
India, that is said to invariably precede the tiger and to make the
call just noticed.
Several observers have, however, remarked that
the jackal which makes the cry follows the tiger and does not
precede him ; and Mr. Blyth has observed that a pariah dog, on
sniffing a collection of caged tigers in Calcutta, set up a most
extraordinary howl, probably similar to that of the Phedl. Jerdon
gives an excellent abstract of the opinions expressed by various
writers, and concludes, as others have done, that the cry is an
alarm-note. This appears probable ; tigers, if they have an opportunity and are hungry, may kill and eat jackals, and leopards cer-

lion, or

lion's provider,"

commonly

tainly do so.

Another belief, which appears widely diffused in India and
Ceylon, is that a horn grows on the head of some jackals, and is of
great virtue to its possessor.
The jackal is occasionally hunted by hounds, and gives a good
run, but is quickly caught by greyhounds, who, however, cannot
always dispose of him easily. He is, Jerdon says, very tenacious
of life, and shams dead in a way to deceive even experienced
sportsmen.
The period of gestation in the jackal is usually said to be sixtythree days, the same as in the wolf and dog but, as might be expected, there is some variation, and there appears good reason for
believing that the time in the jackal is a few days less * on an
The number of young in a litter is about four; the
average.
female brings forth in holes in the ground, occasionally (as Jerdon
remarks) in dry drains. That some breeds of domestic dogs, perhaps all the smaller races, are derived from jackals appears to be
the opinion of most competent naturalists. The two breed together
freely, and it is probable that some of the jackal-like dogs seen
about Indian villages may be hybrids.
Jackals are liable to attacks of rabies, and mad animals are not
uncommon, many cases of hydrophobia having resulted from
their bites both in men and animals.
;

Genus CYON, Hodgson (1838).
Syn. Cuon, Hodgson

;

Chrysceus,

Ham. Smith.

There are only two true molars on each

side of the

instead of three, as in Canis, the dentition being

:

lower jaw,

—

i.

|, c.

* The subject is fully discussed by Darwin ('Animals and Plants under
Domestication,' i, p. 29). The question of the origin of domestic dogs is there
treated at length.
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CYON.

m.

pm.

The muzzle

proportionally shorter, and the

is

line of the face, when viewed from the side, is slightly convex,
instead of being straight or concave as in other Canidce.
The mamma) are more numerous, being 12 or 14 instead of 10.
There is long hair between the foot-pads.
In all other respects the genus Cyon agrees with Canis. Cyon
has a very peculiar geographical distribution, being found in

Central Asia as far north as the Altai, the Amurland, and Sagaand throughout the Oriental region, but not, so far as is
known, in Northern China or Japan.
There is some doubfc about the specific characters, but two
distinguishable forms appear to inhabit our area *.
lien,

Synoj>sis of Indian

and Burmese

Sjiecies.

A. Larger and stouter

hair long, with woolly
j
underfiir, ferruginous red to tawny.
Skull
6-75 to 7 inches long ; tarsus and hind

foot over 7 inches
B. Smaller and slighter hair short, no underfur, brighter ferruginous. Skull 6-25 inches
long, tarsus 6
,

.

C.

duk/nmensis,

p.

143.

;

C. rutilans, p. 147.

The term "wild dog" applied to these animals is clearly a
misnomer, for in every important detail in which the genus Oyon
differs from Canis (wolves and jackals)
in the form of the skull,
domestic dogs agree
the dentition, and the number of mammae
with the latter and not with the former. The name has doubtless
been applied to the present genus on account of its hunting in
packs, like hounds, its tine handsonie and bold appearance, and its

—

—

courage.
description of the anatomy of this genus is given by Dr.
Murie (P. Z. S. 1872, p. 715).
The anal glands have been described by Hodgson (Calc. Journ. N. H. ii, p. 412), and the skeleton
by Dr. Campbell {ihid. p. 209). The strong and unpleasant odour
of the animal, which resembles that of the jackal, appears due, in
part, to the secretion from these glands.

A

70.

Cyon dukhunensis.

The Indian

ivild

Dog.

Canis dukhunensis, Sykes, F. Z. S. 1831, p. 100, 1832, p. 15 Bli/th,
J. A. S. B. xi, p. 501.
Canis prima? vus, liodyson, As. Res. xviii, pt. 2, p. 221 (1833), with
;

figure.

* These were united by B]yth, Jerdon, Murie (P. Z. S. 1872, p. 720), and
others, and I am by no means confident that the distinctions here pointed out
are sufHciently constant to justify separation, but they are found in all the
specimens I have been able to examine— seven or eight of C. dukhunensis or
primcevus, and four of C. rutilans.
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Cuon primaevus, Hodgs. A. M. N. H. i, p. 152 (1838) Calc. Journ.
N. H. ii, pp. 208,412 Adams, P. Z. S. 1858, p. 514.
Tibet B. M. 2nd
? Cuon grayiformis, Jlodf/s. Cat. Main. ^'C. Nepal
;

;

i^-

ed. p. 5 (1863).
Cuon rutilans, Blyth, Cat. p.

37

;

Jerdon,

Mam.

p.

145 {nee Miillcr).

Son-hutta, Rdm-hutta, Jangli, or Ban-kutta, H. ; Kolsun, Kolasna,
Ko/asra, Kolsa, Mahr. Eram-naiko, Gond.; Tani, Ho Kol Vatai-karau,
Tarn. ; Eeza-Kutd, Adavi-Kutd, Tel. ; Shin-nai, Mai. Rdm-hun, Kashmir Siddakt, Ladak ; Bhaosa, Bhunsa, Budnsu, in the Himalayas from
;

;

;

;

Simla to Nipal

]

Ilazi,

Phard, Tibetan

;

Paoho, Bhot.

;

Sa-tum, Lepclia.

The general form is rather that of the jackal than of the wolf,
the legs being shorter than in the latter.
Fur long, with thick
woolly underfur in Tibetan and Himalayan skins. The tail is a
good brush. General form stout. The upper sectorial is decidedly
longer than the two upper true molars together.
Colour. On upper parts generally rusty red, varying in some
specimens to rufous grey or even light brownish grey, paler below.
The colour is generally not uniform, being variegated by dark tips
The underfur, when present, varies in colour
to the dorsal hair.
from light brown to dull rufous on the upper parts, and has lightcoloured coarser hairs intermixed ; the longer hairs are light
Terminal portion of tail black
rufous, with dark rusty-red. tips.
The young animals are
(very rarely the extreme end is whitish).
sooty brown throughout.
Dimensions. Head and body of a male 37*5 inches, tail without
hair 8, with hair 14|, tarsus and hind foot 7| ; weight 27 lbs.
The animal had been in confinement and was \'ery
skull measures 6*5 inches in basal length, 4-2 in zygomatic breadth ; length of upper sectorial 0-85.
Distribution. The Indian wild dog is found in Gilgit, Ladak, and
{Hodgson).

thin.

A

Upper Indus valley it was obtained by Hodgson
from Eastern Tibet, and it occurs throughout the Himalayan forests
from Kashmir to Assam. It also inhabits all the larger forests of
the Indian Peninsula, but I cannot find it recorded from Ceylon
except by Jerdon, and he was perhaps misled by Hamilton Smith's
Chrysceus ceylanicus, which appears to have been a domestic or
other parts of the

;

Kelaart distinctly denies the existence in
semi-domestic dog.
Ceylon of the present animal.
It is doubtful whether the species found in the countries
between Assam and Tenasserim is this or the next.
No Indian mammal has so remarkable a range as C. dukhunensis.
Judging from other mammals, it might have been expected that the Tibetan and Himalayan species, C. primcevus of
Hodgson, would prove identical rather with the Siberian G.
But Scully
alj)inus, Pallas, than with the Indian C. dukhunensis.
has shown (P. Z. S. 1881, p. 202) that G. cdpinus is distinguished
by its much larger upper true molars, whilst no constant difference
has hitherto been detected between C. primcEvus and C. dukhunensis.

Habits.

The wild dog

of the Indian Peninsula

is

a forest animal,

CTON.
but in the

Upper Indus

valley

no

145

and Tibet must inhabit open

It is, as a rule, diurnal, but
night also.
It is thoroughly predatory, living,
as a rule, on the animals killed by itself and the associated members of the same pack
but probably, like other canines, feeding
upon carrion and on vegetable food at times. McMaster, to whom
we are indebted for some very good notes on the species, found
that an animal kept in confinement ate herbs, grass, and leaves of
various kinds greedily,
not as dogs do when ill, but with a keen
hilly country, as there is

forest.

may move about by

;

relish."

All forms of the genus Cyon hunt in packs, usually from six to
twelve, but sometimes as many as twenty in number, and live
principally upon deer of various kinds and wild pigs in India, and
on wild sheep and antelopes in Tibet. Many sambar and spotted
deer are killed by them, whilst occasionally nilgai and Indian
antelopes fall victims.
Wild dogs avoid the neighbourhood of
man, and consequently but rarely attack domestic animals
occasionally, however, they kill sheep, goats, and cattle, and
Jerdon mentions one instance, and McMaster another, of their
pulling down a tame buifalo.
I came across a third case myself in the jungles east of Baroda, and I was curious to see
how so large an animal had been destroyed. There were but
a few tooth-marks about the nose and tliroat, and some of the
pack had evidently attacked the buffalo in front, whilst others
This is probably their usual way of killing large
tore it open.
animals ; they have been seen to snap at the flank of a sambar

running.
The statement made by Hodgson, apparently on native information, that wild dogs give tongue when hunting is denied by the
excellent observer and sportsman Colonel Hamilton, who wrote
under the name of " Havvkeye," and who is quoted by McMaster.
I have twice met with these animals in the act of hunting, once on
the Nilgiris and a second time east of E-aipur in Chhatisgarh, and
They are said, however, to
in neither case did I hear any sound.

howl at night.
Throughout India there is a general belief that these wild dogs
hunt and kill tigers. Whilst not absolutely rejecting the tale, I
must say that I think it improbable. The wild dog drives away all
deer and other wild animals on which tigers feed, and probably
At the same time, some of the
the latter follow their prey.
accounts of wild dogs attacking tigers are singularly circumstantial.
Captain Baldwin, in The Large and Small Game of Bengal
(p. 19), gives the particulars of one case, apparently as well
authenticated as an account can be that rests upon the evidence
In this case the
of villagers inhabiting wild parts of the country.
remains of a tiger that had been devoured were said to have been
The same writer
found together with three dead wild dogs.
(p. 108) describes an instance, said to have been witnessed by an
English sportsman, of an attack by wild dogs on the Himalayan
L
'

14G

Another case in which wild dogs
black bear (Ursus torquatus).
are asserted to have killed a tiger is mentioned by Mr. SternNatural History of Indian Mamdale in ' Seonee and in his
malia.'
In other instances the wild dogs are said to have disputed with a tiger or a leopard the possession of prey that had
It is not improbable that such disbeen killed by the latter.
putes occur, that they result in the death of some of the wild
dogs, and that the remains of the bullock or sambar over which
the contest has occurred are taken by credulous men for tiger's
'

'

bones.

Another story about the wild dog, also universally believed in
and quoted by Hodgson and others as if perfectly authentic,

India,

that the urine of these animals is excessively acrid, that they
sprinkle with it the bushes through which they drive their prey,
and then rush upon the latter when blinded by the pungent fluid.
Another version is that they jerk the urine into their victim's eyes
with their tails. This is sometimes said to be their method of
killing tigers, and in Burmah they are even supposed to destroy
elephants by this stratagem. It is scarcely necessary to say that,
except Hodgson, none of the naturalists (such as Jerdon, McMaster,
and Sterndale) who mention this extraordinary story express any
somewhat similar story (I suspect a myth) is told
belief in it.
about wolves in Europe, and related by so good an observer as Blasius
Siiugethiere Deutschlands,' p. 182), to the effect that when large
animals such as cattle or horses offer much resistance to wolves
the latter dip their tails or the whole of their bodies in water, and
is

A

either shake themselves before the animal they are attacking, or
whisk their tails into his eyes and then rush on him in a body

whilst his eyes are closed.
Although many large animals are killed by wild dogs, no instance
appears to be known of their attacking man.
Wild dogs are said to be absolutely untamable, and, although

perhaps an exaggeration, they are certainly very diffiIn one instance mentioned by Hodgson there
was a certain amount of domestication of a young individual, as it would play with dogs, and allow itself to be caressed
by its owner, but others remained for years as fierce and
shy as when caught, and this is the experience of all other

this

is

cult to tame.

writers.

The breeding-period is in the winter. The time of gestation is
not accurately known, but is probably about two months the
young are produced in holes or caves among rocks from January
to March, and there are sometimes six or more in a litter ; but,
according to Hodgson's observations, usually two to four.
biseding-place was discovered by Mr. Wilson near Simla, where
several females apparently bred together.
;

A

VULPFS.
71.

Cyon rutilans.
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The Malay

ivild

Dog.

Canis javanicus, Besm. Mamm. p. 198 (18i'0).
Canis familiaris, var. suiuatreiisis, Ilardioicke, Trans. Linn. Soc.
?

xiii,

p. 235, pi. xxiii (1822).
Canis rutilans, S. Mull.

Verhandelingcn, Zool. Zoogd. pp. 27, ol
Blyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 24.
primaeviis, Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv. p. 196, ncc Hodgson.

(1839)

Cuon

;

Tau-khwe, Burm.

;

Anjing-uta7i, Malay.

Smaller and slighter in build than 0. dnl hunensis, limbs much
more slender. The length of the upper sectorial is very little
more than that of the two upper true molars. No woolly underfur ; hair of body short and harsh
brush smaller than in C, dukhimemis.
Colour. Uniform deep ferruginous red above, hair scarcely paler
towards the base. Lower parts whitish. Terminal portion of tail
black.
(The original G. javanicus was said to be black on the back
and outside of the limbs.)
Dimensions. Head and body 32|^ inches in a young male, tail 12
tarsus and hind foot in adults 6 inches.
An adult female skull
from Moulmein measures 5*9 inches in basal length, 3*5 in zygomatic breadth, length of upper sectorial 0-75.
Distribution. Throughout the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java,
and it is said Borneo. This is the species found in the Tenasserim
provinces ; and there is a specimen from Moulmein in the British
Museum. Whether the form that inhabits Northern Burma is
identical with this or the last species is not known.
Habits. Similar to those of G. dukhunensis.
;

;

Genus VITLPES, Brisson, 1758.
Foxes, although frequently classed in the same genus with wolves
jackals, differ sufficiently to be entitled to generic distinction,
being of slighter build with a longer tail, sharper muzzle, proportionally longer body and shorter limbs.
The tail is always considerably more than half the length of the head and body, and is
covered with long hair. The ears are large, the pupil of the eye
vertically elliptical in a strong light, and there are 0 mamma?.
There is no frontal sinus in the skull, and the form of the
The
anterior portion of the brain differs from that of Canis *.
upper surface of the postorbital processes is concave. The nasal
bones do not extend so far back on the face as the maxillaries.

and

Dentition:

i. ^,

c.

J-^,

pm.

* Huxley, P. Z.

m.

S.

as in Canis.

1880, p. 246.

l2
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Fig.

37.— Skull

of Vulpes hengalensis.

(Gray, P. Z.

S.

1868, p. 517.)

Synopsis of Indian Species.

A. Tip of tail black ears grey outside.
a. Rufous grey, small; skull about 4| inches long V. bengalemis,
;

p.

148.

Asliy grey, very small skull about 3| inches
long
V. cana, p. 150.
B. Tip of tail white.
a. Ears black or dull brown outside.
«'. Small
hind foot and tarsus 4 to 5 inches
long
V. leucopus, p. 151.
b\ Large; hind foot and tarsus about 6 inches
long
V. alopex, p. 153.
b. Ears pale rufous outside; size small
V. ferrilatus, p. 155.
h.

;

;

Eoxes are chiefly nocturnal in their habits, hiding in holes or
burrows made by themselves, or in ravines or amongst grass or
bushes during the day. They are, as a rule, solitary, and rarely if
ever associate in numbers as other Canidce do.
All the species are
more or less insectivorous and frugivorous ; but the more tropical
forms appear to live on insects more than those do that inhabit
temperate climates.
All are highly intelligent and famous for
cunning.
72.

The Indian Fox.

Vulpes bengalensis.

Canis bengalensis, Shaio, Gen. Zool.
Journ. L. S. x, p. 102.

i,

p.

330 (1800)

;

Elliot, 3Iad.

Canis bengalensis (and C. rufescens ?), Gray, Hardioicke's III. Ind.
Zool. ii, pis. 2 & 3.
P. Z. S. 1831, p. 101.
Canis kokree,
Canis vulpes indicus, Hodgson, As. Res. xviii, pt. 2, p. 237 (1833).
^

Cynalopex bengalensis, Bli/th, Cat. p. 41.
Vulpes bengalensis, Ilorsfield, Cat. p. 84 Jerdon, Mam. p, 149.
Vulpes hodgsonii, Gray, Charleswortli' s M. N. H. i, p. 578.
;

Lmnri, Lorn, Loh'i, H.

Behar

;

Kliek-siyal, Beng.

;

;

Lukhariya in Bundelkand

Khehar, KJiikir,
Konka-nakka,
Konk, Kemp-nari, Chandak-nari, Can.

Kokri, Mahr.

Gunta-nakka, Foti-nara, Tel.

;

;

Kliekri,

;

Gond

;

VULPES.
Size small.

Limbs very

slender.

149
Tail shorter in proportion

than in typical foxes.

Above rnfescent grey, varying with the season and
from almost silver-grey to greyish rnfous, minutely
speckled with white, the sides very much greyer than the back
lower parts whitish, usually pure white on the chin and throat,
pale rufous yellowish or creamy white on the lower breast and
abdomen, and more rufescent towards the vent. No cross band on
the shoulder.
Dorsal fur sometimes white throughout, except at
the tip, but when long, in the cold season, white at the extreme
base, dusky or purplish slaty, with coarser white hairs intermixed,
for about one quarter to one third the length, then creamy white
or pale rufous but becoming darker gradually nearly to the end,
where there is a white ring followed by a ferruginous or black tip.
The fur on the lower parts is whitish throughout. The outer surfaces of the limbs are bright rufous
there is a black spot on each
Colour.

locality

;

;

side of the muzzle in front of the eye

the ears are grey outside,
;
whitish within.
Tail grey, more or less rufescent above, many of
the hairs w^ith black tips, and those at the end of the tail entirely
black, forming a sharply defined black tail-tip.
Dimensions. Head and body about 20 inches, tail without the
hair at the end 11, with the hair 13 to 14, tarsus and hind foot
about 4.
skull is 4-15 inches in basal length, 2-5 broad across

A

the zygomatic arches
Weight about 7 lbs.
a smaller 4 by 2*25.
(males 7^ to 8, females 5| to 6|).
Distribution. I'ound commonly throughout India, except in
thick forest, from the base of the Himalayas to Cape Comorin,but
not recorded west of Sind and the Punjab, nor east of Assam,
where it is rare. Unknown in Burma. Its occurrence in Ceylon
Kelaart mentions a report of its existence in the
is very doubtful
Badulla district, but evidently without placing any dependence on
the story.
Habits. Jerdon's description of this animal's habits is excellent,
and is confirmed and supplemented by McMaster's notes. This
pretty little fox is familiar to many of the inhabitants of India,
being common in most open parts of the country, whether cultivated or waste, and being by no means shy, but frequently coming
into gardens and enclosures around houses.
I have seen it on the
Maidan in Calcutta, and its cry may be heard there almost nightly
The sound, a little chattering bark, as Sternin the cold season.
dale aptly calls it, consists of a sharp yelp quickly repeated three
or four times.
The present species feeds less upon birds and more upon small
mammals, reptiles, and insects than its larger allies. It but rarely
;

;

According to Sir Walter Elliot, it subsists
carries off poultry.
mainly on rats, land-crabs, grasshoppers, and beetles but Jerdon
has seen it hunting quail, and says that it doubtless kills youiig
birds and eats eggs.
He also remarks that lizards are a favourite
food with it, that it habitually eats fruit, such as ber {Zizyplius),
melons, &c., and occasionally pods and shoots of gram or channa
;
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whilst both he and McMaster
( Cicer arietimuu) and other vegetables
have observed it feeding on termites or white ants, especially the
winged forms that emerge in flights in the hot season. McMaster
relates having once near Hyderabad, in the Deccan, seen a fox
spring out of the grass and catch moth after moth as thej passed
;

him

just before dusk.

burrows in which the Indian fox lives and breeds are usually
open plains, sometimes in thorny scrub, a slight rise in
the ground, the bund of a tank or other artificial elevation being
There
selected in places liable to be flooded in the rainy season.
are several openings to each burrow, some of them blind, others
leading to a larger central chamber, two or three feet below the
surface.
Jerdon relates that on two occasions he ran foxes to
Tlie

situated in

holes in hollow trees.
The Indian fox does not exhale the strong odour characteristic
of the European species, and is said to afford but little scent to
V, hennalensis is but rarely hunted with foxhounds, partly
dogs.
on this account, partly because of its numerous earths. It, however, is frequently coursed with greyhounds, and gives a good run
with Arab, Persian, or half English dogs, pure-bred English hounds
It doubles in a most dexterous manner, taking
being too fast.
ad\antage of every accident of the ground, such as a ditch or
ravine, and frequently making good its escape to earth or into
bushes.
McMaster, who writes enthusiastically about this game
little animal, says he was once beaten by a tired fox, that escaped
the dogs by running amongst a herd of sheep and cattle.
In its movements this animal is quick, active and graceful.
Jerdon notices that the tail is carried trailing when the fox is going
slowly or hunting for food, horizontal when running, and almost
erect when making a sudden turn.
This fox is easily tamed and is said to be an amusing pet, free

from smell and cleanly

it its habits.
It is not often kept tame as
belitned to be liable to attacks of rabies.
There is, however,
some probability that such cases as have occurred, if not caused by
infection, may have been due to too close confinement.
The breeding takes place in burrows. The pairing-time varies
according to locality from November to January, and the young,
almost always four in number, are produced from February to
At this season the female is seldom to be met with after
April.
sunrise, and the cubs are very rarely seen outside their earth till
nearly full-grown.

it is

73.

Vulpes cana.

The hoary Fox.

cauiiy, W. Blavford, J. A. S. B. xlvi,
Sdater, P. Z. S. 1878, p. 802.

Vulpes

Boh, Baluch.

;

pt. 2, p.

321 (1877)

;

Knrha-shdkdl (cat-jackal), Persian of Kandahar.

Size very small ; tail long and bushy ; fur long and very soft.
Skull (in the only specimen examined) destitute of any sagittal
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crest.

Muzzle short and uarrovv.

The inuer

lobe of the

upper

sectorial tooth very small.

Colour. Ashy grey, blackish on the back and sometimes with a
rufescent tinge, white below.
The basal half of the dorsal fur is
dark purplish grey in some skins, the distal half grey or rufescent
in other cases the hairs are light ashy grey almost throughout, the
longer and coarser hairs have wliite rings near the end, and black
tips on the back.
The long tail-hairs are ashy near the base, white
near the ends, the tips black, the black tips being more developed
posteriorly so that the tail has a black tip, though less defined than
in V. henfjalensis.
Ears grey outside, creamy white on the margin
and within ; forehead rufous a dusky or black spot on each side of
the muzzle.
Outside of tbe limbs dark rufous or dark ashy, almost
black in some cases.
Dimensioyis. Head and body 18 inches, tail with the hair at the
end 15 to 16, without 12| to 13. In the skull the basal lengbh is
3*35, zygomatic breadth 2.
Distribution, Baluchistan and Southern Afghanistan, possibly
extending eastwards to Sind. I have hitherto only been able to
examine two skins and a skeleton, the types, procured by Major
Mockler at Gwadar, and a skin from Kandahar sent to me by Sir
;

O. B. St. John.
Nothing is known of the habits of this species.
74.

Vulpes lencopus.

The Indian

desert Fox.

Viilpes flavescens, Biyth, J. A. S.B. xxii, p. 581, nec Gray.
J. A. S. B. xxiii, p. 729 (18-j4), xxv, p. 44l^J,
Jerdon, Mam. p. 151.
Vulpes griffithii, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxiii, p. 730 id. Cat. p. 43
Seulhj, A. M. N. 11. ser. 5, viii, p. 226.
Vulpes pusillus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxiii, pp. 729, 730; Adajns,
1\ Z.
1858, p. 516 Jerdon, Mam. p. 153.

Vulpes

leiicopus,

xxvi, p. 239

;

;

K

;

Lihnri or Lokri, H. and Sindhi

;

Lomhar, Baluchi

;

Buhah, P.

Size small, though rather larger than that of

Fur

V. hengaltnsis.

full in winter.

Colour of typical form.
In winter the back is more or less
rufous, speckled with white, and varies from brownish yellow to
rusty red.
There is usually a distinct pale patch on each side of
the back behind the shoulder, and the cross stripe in front of these
patches is well marked. The sides are grey or whitish, more or
less speckled, becoming darker, often iron-grey or simply rufous,

on the outside of the limbs.
The lower parts as a rule are slaty
or purplish grey to blackish, abdomen paler, chin and generally a
spot in the middle of the breast white. The underfur on the back
purplish brown throughout the basal half to three quarters, the
extreme base being sometimes whitish, median portion rufous, then
white for some distance, and the tip red. On the sides the hairs
On
are white throughout, except a few which have blackish tips.
the underparts the fur is purplish brown, paler towards the base,
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The ears are black
and with more or less developed white tips.
or dark brown outside except near the base, whitish within and on
the edges. Tace rufous, especially round the eye usually a dark
The inside of the fore limbs, and
spot in front of each eye.
especially the whole anterior surface of the hind limbs to the toes
Tail above the same colour as
whitish or white, hence the name.
the back, less rufous on the sides and below, many of the hairs
with dusky tips terminal portion of tail pure white.
In spring, when the hair is worn, the dark underfur is exposed
on the back, and the whole animal is greyer. The lower parts are
probably white in summer.
Dimensions. Head and body 19 to 22 inches, tail with hair at
the end 12 to 16, without 11 to 14, ear outside 3 to 3-5, tarsus
and hind foot 4 to 4|. An average-sized female skull is 4'2 inches
;

;

long (basal length) and 2*4 broad a large male skull 4-45 by 2-65.
Weight about the same as that of V. benr/alensis, or rather more
the specimen of which Jerdon gives the weight as 5^ lbs. was probably small.
Varieties. I am inclined to class together the three forms distinguished by Blyth because, after seeing a great many specimens
of V. leiicojms from Sind and Rajputana, I am unable to find any
characters by which the small Afghan fox, V. griffithi, and the
Both are probably,
Punjab fox, V. imsilla, can be distinguished.
as a rule, rather larger, but the difference is trifling and a skull of
V. (jriffitM from Kandahar, in the British Museum, measures 4-3
inches in basal length, and is of the same size as a rather large
skull of V. leucopus from E-ajputana.
I am indebted to Mr. Theobald for two specimens of a fox, which I believe is typical V.])usilla,
from the Potwar in the northern Punjab, and except a trifling
difference in size, both agree perfectly with skins of V. leucopus
from Sind, whilst they are the same size as large specimens of
V. leucopus from Pajputana.
There is some confusion as to V. r/riffithi, for whilst it is founded
on the smaller fox of Afghanistan, the dimensions given by Hutton
head and body 2 feet, tail 17 inches,
(J. A. S. B. xiv, p. 344),
height at shoulder 14 to 15
agree better with the larger form.
;

;

—

The

species described

and

—

by me in 1875 (A. M. N. H.

ser. 4, xvi,

Eastern Persia,' ii, p. 39) as V. persica is possibly
identical with V. leucopus, though larger.
Distribution. V. leucopus inhabits the dry and semi-desert regions
of Western India, Sind, Cutch, Pajputana, the Punjab, and the
North-west Provinces as far east as Fatigarh. It is also found in
Baluchistan and Afghanistan, and seems widely distributed iu
South-western Asia, as I have specimens from Muscat in Arabia.
Habits. This is essentially a desert animal, and in India keeps
much to sandy wastes, where it appears to live chiefly on the
sand-rats, Gerhillus liurriance.
Jerdon remarks that the present
species keeps to a different kind of ground from that inhabited by
V. bengalensis, but in Sind both are common on the waste land
with scattered bushes that covers so large a portion of the province.

p. 310,

'

«
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V. leiicopus, however, appears to be the only form actually found
amongst the sand-hills of the desert.
The habits, so far as they
are known, exhibit no peculiarity.
Jerdon considers this fox
more speedy than V. benc/alensis and capable of giving a capital
run even with English greyhounds.

75.

Vulpes alopex.

The common

Fooc,

Canis vulpes and C. alopex, Linn. Syst. Nat. \, p. 59 (1766).
Canis vulpes montana, Pearson., J. A. S. B. v, p. 313 (1836).
Canis liimalaicus, Ogilbrj, P. Z. S. 1836, p. 103.
Vulpes nipalensis, Gray, CharlesivorW s Mag. N. II. i, p. 578 (1838).
Vulpes montanus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xi. p. 589, xxiii, p. 730 Adams,
P. Z. S. 1858, p. 516 Jerdon, Mani.'ind. p. 152 Blanf. J. A. S. B.
Scully, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 202
xlvi, p. 323, xlviii, p. 95
id. A. M.
;

;

;

;

;

N. H. ser. 5, viii, p. 225.
Vulpes flavescens, Gray, A. M. N. II. (1) xi, p. 118 (1843) Ilutton,
Adariis, P. Z. S. 1858, p. 516; Blyth, Cat.
J. A. S. B. xiv, p. 344
p. 42; Blnnford, Yark. Miss., Mam. p. 22, pi. ii.
Vulpes alopex, Blanford, P. Z. S. 1887, p. 635.
;

;

Lomri, H.
Nepal.

;

Rubah, Pers.

;

Luh

<S

,

Laash $

,

Kashmiri

Waimij

;

A

large, and, in winter, richly-coloured fox with long fur and
a superb brush. The skull is elongate, but the muzzle is less
narrow proportionally than in the smaller Indian forms.
Middle of the back varying
Colour of the Himalayan variety.
from pure chestnut to dull rufous, speckled with white or yellow,
The cross stripe
or to dark iron-grey (black and rufous mixed).
on the shoulder sometimes scarcely apparent, in other skins very
distinct and with well-marked bulf patches on each side before and
The hinder part of the back and the thighs much greyer
behind.
and more speckled with white the sides paler in colour lower
parts varying from creamy-white to almost black, being probably
much paler in summer than in winter. There is generally a white
spot in the middle of the chest, which, with the throat, is often
much darker than the belly, or the dusky portion of the latter may
be confined to a median band. The woolly underfur on the back
purplish brown terminal portion of longer hairs rusty-red, with
generally a white or whitish ring near the end, the extreme tip
The underfur of other parts of the body varies from
often black.
yellowish white to dusky. The ears are black outside, light rufous
The face is rufous ; there is a large black spot in
or buff within.
The outside of the
front of the eye, and the cheeks are white.
limbs are ferruginous, black and white mixed, sometimes one
Tail greyish, more or less
colour prevailing, sometimes the other.
rufous, many of the hairs with black tips, but the end of the tail is
conspicuously white.
In spring, when the long winter fur is shed, the animal can
the dark underfur gives a greyish-bro^ n
scarcely be recognized
tinge to the back, whilst the sides are pale and the lower parts
;

;

;

whitish.

;
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Dimensions of Himalayan specimens. Length of head and body
inches, tail with hair at the end 18 to 20, without 14^ to
weight
17, tarsus and hind foot nearly 6, height 14 to 15 inches
(according to Jerdon) 14 lbs.
Himalayan skidl measures 4*9
inches in basal length by 2*7 broad.
Varieties. There is a considerable amount of variation, both in
size and colour, exhibited by the different races of the common
fox, and there is, as yet, much difference of opinion amongst naturalists as to whether these different races should be distinguished
by specific names. The fox of Northern and Central Europe is
rather larger than the Himalayan fox and much redder but the
variety inhabiting Southern Europe, Canis melanof/aster of Eonaparte, approaches more nearly in colour to the Himalayan race.
The large Central-Asian fox, V. flavescens, Gray, is a palercoloured and yellow'er animal as a rule, with very thick fur in
winter and a superb brush. It occurs within our limits in Ladak
and other parts of Western Tibet, and is found throughout Eastern
Tibet and in some of the higher Himalayan valleys south of the
main range; also in Eastern Turkestan, Northern Persia, and
probably in other parts of Central Asia. It is also, I believe, the
form found in Afghanistan. I have not been able to examine any
series of skulls from other localities, but those from Eastern
Turkestan are larger than Himalayan specimens (one of a female
measures 5-45 inches long and 3*15 broad), and equal in size to
those of the European fox, whilst the teeth are larger even than in
the latter.
But it is extremely doubtful if these characters are

24 to 25

;

A

;

constant, for there

;

•

is

much

variation amongst

European

foxes.

It

appears to me that all the large Palsearctic red foxes, together with
the North-American cross-fox, C. fulviis or pennsylv aniens^ must
be considered varieties or races of one species.
Distribution. Of these races two are found within the limits of
the Indian fauna
V. alopex var. montana of the Western Himalayas, which is described above and is found from Nepal to Kashmir and Gilgit and V. alopex var. Jlavescens, the paler, rather
larger Central- Asiatic form, occurring in the higher Himalayas,
No foxes are known to
in Tibet, and probably in Afghanistan.
occur in Sikhim or the Eastern Himalayas except close to the
snows, and it is doubtful whether any are found in Nepal.
Hodgson's specimens were from Simla. Beyond Indian limits the
species is found throughout the greater part of the Palaearetic and
(if the views above expressed be correct) Nearctic regions.
Habits. The Himalayan fox lives in brushwood and cultivated
land, from an elevation of 5000 or 6000 feet upwards, frequently
haunting the neighbourhood of human habitations and feeding
upon such birds and small mammals as he can capture. He is
very destructive to partridges, pheasants, and other game-birds,
and often carries off poultry. In Europe, wherever rabbits are
The Central- Asiatic
common, foxes live chiefly upon them.
variety lives in open country, hiding in burrows or amongst bushes
or rocks by day. Like all other foxes, this species, besides killing
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upon insects o£ various kinds, on
the combs and honey of wild bees, on eggs, and on fruits and
berries, and is especially fond of grapes.
Occasionally it eats
carrion.
In winter, Captain llutton says, when the snow is on
the ground, these animals are very numerous about Simla, and
come close to the houses in search of offal and other food.
To.xes generally live and breed in burrows, but sometimes in
holes amongst rocks.
The breeding-time is at the end of winter
the period of gestation 9 weeks
the young, usually five to seven
in number (in the Himalayas, it is stated by Hutton, only three or
four), are produced about the end of March or in April
they are
born blind, and remain so for a fortnight. They are full-grown in
the autumn, and sometimes breed again the first year.
I'oxes live
thirteen or fourteen years.
In Kashmir Jerdon mentions that in 1865 the 7th Hussars had
a pack of hounds and killed many foxes.
There are, however, but
few localities where the Himalayan fox can be hunted.
birds aiul small raammuls, feeds

;

;

;

76. Vulpes ferrilatus.

Vulpes ferrilatus, Hodgson, J. A.
Cynalopex ferrilatus, Blyth, Cat.

The small Tibetan Fox.
B.

xi, p.

Mam.

p. 41.

S.

278,

pi.

lyur^ Tibetan.

Ears short
Size considerably less than that of V. alopex.
brush well developed fur long, especially on the legs and feet.
Colour. On the back ochraceous, finely speckled with white, the
general tint being a pale yellowish rusty face and outside of ears
similar, but rather greyer and less yellow
sides of the neck,
breast, and body, and the greater part of the tail nearly pure grey,
mixed black and white tip of the tail white; outside of the limbs
yellowish rufous lower parts white, the middle of the breast conspicuously white and distinct from the dark grey sides.
Dorsal
fur light grey at the base, then pale rufous, becoming darker near
the end, the tips of the longer hairs white, black tips being intermixed, rarely on the back but abundantly on the sides, and espeVibrissa) black.
cially on the tail except towards the tip.
Dimensio^is. None are available from fresh specimens.
In a
skin the head and body measure 24| inches, tail without the terminal hairs 9^, with the hairs 11, ear outside 2 inches. According
to Hodgson, a skull not mature \\ as 4g inches long and 2| broad.
Bistrihution. Tibet, around Lhassa. Stoliczka (J. A. S. B. xxxvii,
pt. 2, p. 5) includes this fox among the animals found in the Upper
Sutlej valley, but the species does ]iot appear hitherto to have
been observed else\Ahere within British limits. Its habits are
;

;

;

;

;

unknown.
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ARCTOIDEA.
Family
The

MUSTELIDiE.

family in the third of the great groups into which the
icartens and
weasels, the badgers and the otters, an assemblage of animals
varying more in external conformation, and also in the characters
of the teeth, than is the case in any other family of Carnivora. All
agree in the possession of a single upper true molar on each side,
and all have two lower molars in each ramus of the mandible except Mellivora, which has but one. The number of premolars is
variable, and eA^en that of the incisors is not constant. There is no
Several genera possess the power of diffusing
alisphenoid canal.
Eive
at will from their anal glands an excessively foetid fluid.
toes occur on all feet.
The Mustelidce are somewhat difficult of arrangement when all
the genera are taken into consideration ; but the Indian forms fall
easily and naturally into the three subfamilies amougst which the
types belonging to the family have been distributed.
These subfamilies are readily distinguished by the characters of the feet and
first

typical Carnivora have been divided contains the

claws.

A. Toes

short, partially

webbed

;

claws short, com-

pressed, acute, curved, often semirectractile.
Upper posterior molar of moderate size, elongate
Terrestrial and arboreal
trausA'Crsely.
B. Foot elongated ; toes straight ; claws non-retractile, slightly curved, non-compressed, blunt, those
of the fore feet especially large. Upper posterior

molar variable.

Habits mostly

terrestrial

Mustelince.

and

fossorial

Melmce.

C. Feet short, rounded ; toes webbed ; claws small,
curved, blunt. Head broad and much depressed.
Upper posterior molar large and quadrate.

Habits aquatic

Lutrincp.

The above arrangement is identical with Blyth's in his 'Catalogue
of the Mammalia in the Museum of the Asiatic Society,' but Jerdon
classed the badgers and their allies in a distinct family apart from
the weasels and otters.
Throughout the Mustelidce the form of the skull changes with
more than in other Carnivora. The breadth across the
zygomatic arches increases, whilst the width of the skull between
the orbits diminishes to an extraordinary degree. The sagittal and
occipital crests increase long after the animal is fully adult. There
A remarkis also in many forms a great sexual difference in size.
able example is described by Mr. Thomas (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 125).
age, even
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Subfamily
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The Indian genera of this subfamily are typical forms with a
long body and short limbs.
The majority of the subfamily are
found in the Northern regions of both continents ; several occur in
the Himalayas, but only one species is known to exist in the
Indian Peninsula and in Burma. Two genera are found within
Indian limits.
Teeth

in

molar

Lower

on each side 5 above, 6 below.
with inner tubercle.
Size about

series

sectorial

Mustela.

that of a domestic cat

No

Teeth in molar series 4 above, 5 below.
bercle to lower sectorial.
Size small

inner tu-

Putorius.

By most English naturalists the name Maries is used for the
martens {Mustela), and Mustela for weasels and polecats. I have
given elsewhere (P. Z. S. 1887, p. 636) my reasons for preferring
the nomenclature of French and German writers.
Genus MUSTELA, Linn., 1766..
Syn. Martes, Nilsson.

Body long and slender limbs short tail of considerable length.
Feet digitigrade or nearly so ; toes short ; claws compressed, curved,
;

;

sharp, semiretractiie.

Dentition

:

pm.

i. |, c.

Fig. 38.

m.

Upper

sectorial

with

— Skull of Mustela flavigula.

the inner lobe close to the anterior end. Upper true molar nearly
Lower sectorial with small inner
the same size as the sectorial.
Vertebra C. 7, D. 14-15, L. 5-6, S. 3, C. 18-24.
tubercle.
:
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The martens

n,ve

animals about the size of a domestic cat, more
and with but little, if any, dis-

or less arboreal in their habits,
agreeable scent.

Synopsis of Indian and Burmese Species.

A. Tail without hair three fourths the length of
the head and body

M. Jlavigula,

p. 158.

B. Tail Avithoiit hair one half the length of the

head and body

A

M.foina,

p. 160.

trace of a fossil Mustela has been found in the Siwalik beds.

From

the fragments found, the

species

appears to have been

M. Jiavigula.

similar to

77.

Mustela flavigula.

The Indian Marten.

Mustela flavigula, Bodd. Blench. An.

p.

88 (1785)

;

Cantor, J. A. S. B.

XV, p. 194.

Martes flavigula, Bli/th, J. A. S. B. xxvi, p. 316
id. P. Z. S. 1864,
p. 485; id. Mam. Birds Burma, p. 29; Adatns, P. Z. S. 1858,
Jerdon, Mam. p. 82
Blanf. J. A. S. B. xlvii, pt. 2,
p. 516
;

;

;

p. 156.

Galidictis chrysogaster, Jardine, Nat. Lib. xili, p. 167, pi. vii (1842).
Martes gwatkinsi, Horsfield, Cat. p. 99 (1851).

Sirmur Tuturala, CA/fra/«, Kumaon and Garhwal Mid samNopal IlimiaJi, Bhot. Sakku, Lepcha Anga Prao, Malay.

^<7s/a,
2)ra,

;

;

;

Fig. 39.

;

;

Mustela flavigula.

(From Hodgson's drawings.)

Tail long and bushy, measuring, without hair, quite three
Caudal vertebrae 24.
quarters the length of the head and body.
Feet more or less naked beneath in Malay specimens the whole
metacarpus and more than half the tarsus being bare, whilst in
some Himalayan animals the naked soles appear less developed.
Short hairs separate the pads from each other and from the central
;
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Fur of body short in Malay skins, moderately long in
pad.
Jliinalayau specimens, and with woolly underfur in winter.
The skull resembles that of M. foina more than that of M. martes
in shape, but is larger than either, the zygomatic breadth exceeds
The length
half the length, and the sides of the muzzle converge.
of the upper sectorial along its outer margin exceeds the breadth
This molar differs in form
of the upper true (hindmost) molar.
from that in M. foina and M. mdrtes by having the inner lobe no
broader from back to front than the outer.
Colour. In the common Indian form the head to below the ears,
with the face, nape, and more or less of the hind neck, the rump,
tail, and limbs glossy blackish brown to black, the back from the
shoulders to the rump pale brown, sometimes brownish white.
The chin and upper part of the throat as far as below the ears
white ; throat and breast yellow or orange or brownish yellow ;
abdomen similar in colour to the back, but a little paler. The
underfur on the back is paler in colour than the terminal portions
of the longer hairs.
Varieties. There is, however, a much darker form, found both in
the Himalayas and in Southern India, the Galldictis chnjsorjaster of
Jardine and Martes gwatkinsi of Horsfield. The whole animal is
dark brown, except the chin, throat, and breast, the two former of
which are white, the breast pale yellow. According to Adams, the
dark phase is the summer livery, but this requires confirmation.
Another variety, found in Southern Tenasserim and the Malay
countries, has the head above and the back uniform or nearly so in
colour, a moderate hair-brown, not nearly so dark as the head in
ordinary specimens, but with a darker band on each side of the
nape, forming a margin to the paler throat, which is not always
white or yellow, but sometimes, with the breast, light brown. The
Malayan race, however, is not, as Jerdon states, paler than others,
but the reverse, except on the head. There is, in the British
Museum, a blackish-headed specimen from Tavoy, with the back
very pale light yellowish brown, this colour extending to the base
Pour different varieties are described by Blyth, one
of the tail.
from Southern India being very similar in colour to some Malay
specimens, brown throughout, paler on the sides, chin, throat, and
In some instances dark brown spots are found on the
breast.
throat or breast.
Dimensions, Head and body 20 to 22 inches, tail without hair
about 16, with hair 17 to 20 (Jerdon's measurement of the tail is
erroneous). Weight 4 to 6| lbs. Basal length of skull 3-53 inches,
zygomatic breadth 2-3 inches.
Throughout the Himalayas from west of Kashmir
from Hazara collected by Mr. A. B. Wynne) to the
eastern extremity of Assam, at elevations not exceeding 7000 to
8000 feet, also throughout the hilly part of Burma, the Malay
Peninsula, and Sumatra.
M. flavigula is also found in Southern
China and even in Amurland (Radde). In the Peninsula of India
this marten is found on the Nilgiri hills, on the Travancore ranges,
Distribution.

(I have a skin
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and probably on some

of the other higher portions of the AVestern
Ghats, but it does not appear to have been recorded in this range
north of the Nilgiris. Jerdon says it is found in Ceylon, but I
cannot find any notice of its occurrence there.
Habits. The Indian marten lives in hill-forests, and is not unfrequently seen in the daytime, sometimes in pairs, occasionally in
families of five or six, hunting among brushwood or on the branches
" When moving about, it is constantly uttering a low
of trees.
chuckle, which is prolonged into a harsh cry when the animal is
It lives upon birds and their eggs and small
excited " {Adams).

mammals, and it is said to kill young deer. It also feeds on
reptiles and fruits, and probably on insects, one having been shot
by Mr. Bourdillon on a tree in the Travancore hills, apparently in
the act of feeding upon cicadas.
This species is said to be easily tamed. Nothing is recorded
about

its

members

breeding-habits, which probably resemble those of other
It has a very slight unpleasant odour.
of the genus.

78.

Mustela

foina.

The

beech Marten.

Mustela foina, Erxlehen, Syst. Regn. An. p. 458 (1777).
Martes foiua, Nilsson, Faun. Scand. i, p. 38 (1820) Alston, P. Z. S.
1879, p. 469 Scully, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 202 id. A. M. N. H. (5)
;

;

;

viii, p.

96.

Blyth, J. A. S. B. xvi, p. 353, partim id. Cat. p. 66,
nec Hod(jso7i.
Martes abietum, Horsf. Cat. p. 101 Adams, P. Z. S. 1858, p. 517,

Martes

toiifaeus,

;

;

Pay.
Martes leucolachiifiea,
9iec

IV.

Blanford, Yarh. Miss.,

Mam.

p. 26.

Dalla kafak, Afghanistan.
Tail covered with long hair, and measuring without the hair
about half the length of the head and body. Caudal \'ertebra) about
Eeet with long hair between the toes, so that the naked pads
21.

are much concealed, especially in winter, when the hair is much
Body covered in winter with long glossy hair and thick
longer.
Skull broad, muzzle short with the sides
soft woolly underfur.
Length of upper sectorial along the outer
slightly converging.
edge greater than breadth of upper true molar.
The inner lobe
of the last tooth, the hindmost in the upper jaw, is a very little
broader from front to back than the outer lobe, the outer margin
of the latter distinctly indented between the two cusps.
Colour. Varying from greyish brown or even whitish brown or
brownish grey to deep blackish brown, the tail and limbs usually
rather darker than the body ; throat and breast white, the extent
The underfur varies from ashy to pure
of the white varying.
white.
In general the fur of this species is inferior to that of the pinemarten, M. martes; but some Afghan and Turkestan skins of
M. foina have beautiful fur, with long, glossy, nearly black piles and
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very soft white or pale ashy underfur.
which I proposed the name leucolacJmaa.
Dimensions. Head and body 18 inches,

This

is

the variety for

tail without hair 10, with
hair 13.
Basal length of skull 2*85, zygomatic breadth 1'8.
Distrihidion. Throughout the greater part of Europe, but not in
the extreme north, and in Western' Asia. This marten occurs in

Afghanistan and probably throughout the greater part of the Himaspecimens have been recorded from
;
Gilgit, Ladak, and Kumaou, and I possess one procured by the late
Mr. Mandelli from Upper Sikhim or the neighbouring portion of
The species has not been found further east.
Tibet.
Habits. Nothing has been recorded of the habits of M. foina in
the Himalayas, except that Scully states, in Gilgit, that it keeps to
considerable elevations and is but rarely found in the vicinity of
villages as low as 5000 feet.
In Europe it is more common than
the pine-marten, though the latter, as Alston has shown, is the
only form occurring in Britain. The beech-marten is bolder than
the pine-marten and more often found about human habitations it
laya at considerable elevations

;

lives in trees or

amongst

rocks,

and feeds

chiefly

upon

birds or

small mammals, frequently destroying poultry. It is very bloodthirsty, killing more than it requires for food.
When pressed by
hunger it will eat lizards, snakes, frogs, or fruit, and is said to be
very fond of cherries.
The pairing-time is about February, the
period of gestation 9 weeks, the number of young usually 4 or 5,
and they remain bHnd for 14 days from their birth. Young individuals are easily tamed, and indeed there is good reason for
believing that the animal was domesticated by the Greeks and
Romans and kept for the same uses as cats are now (see RoUeston,
Journ. Anat. Phys. 1868, ii, p. 47).

Maries'^ toufoens of

upon three

Hodgson

(J.

A.

S.

B.

xi, p.

281) was founded

that had been brought from Tibet,
without skull, tail, or feet.
These skins are now in the British
Museum and have been labelled M. zibellina, the sable, to which
they may perhaps belong. The fur is very soft, the underfur
brownish, not at all like that of M. foina. They are very different
from the specimens identified with ii. toirfoeus by Blyth.
Mustela martes (Maries ahietum of many English writers), the
pine-marten, is easily distinguished from M. foina by its narrower
skull and differently shaped upper sectorial and true molar (see
Alston, P. Z. S. 1879, p. 469).
The sable appears to represent
the pine -marten in Eastern Asia, and is by some considered only a
variety of the latter.
furrier's

skins
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Qenus PUTORIUS, Cuv. 1817.
Syn. Mustela, auct. nec Cuvier.

Body very

long, slender,

and typically vermiform, limbs very

The external

short, tail variable.

characters are similar to those

of Mustela, except that the body, in the typical weasels especially,
is

even more elongate.
Dentition

:

i. |,

pm.

c.

from the martens consists

m.

The

principal difference

in the absence of the anterior

premolar

in both jaws, in the cusps of the teeth being sharper,

and in the

absence of the inner tubercle from the lower sectorial.
is elongate behind the orbits, but the muzzle is short.
C. 7, B. 14-15, L. 5-6, S. 3, C. 15-21.

Vertebrae

Fig, 40.

The forms comprised

The

skull

— Skull of Putorius canigula.
are the animals

known

as weasels, pole-

which many species occur in the
northern parts of both hemispheres, and several inhabit the
Himalayas, one at least extending to the hills south of the Assam
valley, and another, not hitherto recorded within Indian limits,
None are found in the Peninsula
inhabiting the Malay Peninsula.
cats,

ferrets,

and minks, of

of India.

All the species are thoroughly carnivorous and excessively sanguinary and bold, killing, if an opportunity offers, far more than
they can consume, and destroying animals much larger than themselves.

Synopsis of Indian Species.
A. Limbs and lower surface darker than
upper parts, (Polecats.)

Back fulvous, longer hairs black-tipped P.
Back variegated with white and dark
brown
P.
B. Lower surface not darker. (Weasels.)
a.

larvatus, p. 163.

h.

a.

dusky or black.
parts white
white in winter

sar7nat{cus, p. 164.

Tail-tip
a'.

Lower

h'.

Lower

parts

brown

;

whole body
P. erminea, p. 166.
P. suhlmnachalanus, p. 106.
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h.

Tail-tip not darker.
pale median dorsal stripe
h\ No dorsal stripe.

A

a'.

P. strigidorsus^

P.
Nose white
Nose the same colour as forehead.
.... P.
a. Back dark reddish brown
P.
/3. Back light brown

p. 170.

canigiila, p, 167.

h".

79. Putorius larvatus.
Putoriiis larvatus, Hodgs. J.

A.

S.

Putorius tibetanus, Horsfield, Cat.

cathia, p. 169.
alinnus, p. 168.

The Tibetan
B.

Polecat,

xviii, p, 447, pis. xi, xii (1849).

p. 105.

Tail without hair less than half the length of the head

Fur

long, with

much woolly

imderfur.

Long

toes greatly concealing the naked toe-pads.
Claws sharp.

and body.

hair between the

Metatarsus thickly

furred.

The skull figured by Hodgson, the only one of the Tibetan form
known, is immature, the sutures being all open, although the dentiThe hamular process of each pterygoid bone, which
tion is adult.
in P. fcetidus, the common European polecat, is much curved outwards, in the skull of P. larvatus is but slightly curved, and is in
contact with a process projecting forwards from the anterior portion
The upper true molar is dumbbellof the bulla, as in P. sarmaticus.
shaped, the inner lobe being broader than the outer.
Colour. Above dirty whitish or fulvous with a black wash,
especially between the shoulders and on the hinder part of the
back, owing to the long black tips on some of the longer hairs.
Underfur whitish throughout. Part of the face between the eyes
brown (perhaps black or blackish, as described by Hodgson, in fresh
The throat,
specimens), the tip of the nose and the chin white.
breast, all the limbs, the groin, and the tail except near the base
blackish brown, abdomen whitish.
Dimensions. Hodgson gives the following
head and body 14 to
16 inches, tail with hair at the end 7, without 6, planta with nails
:

—

another 3|).
specimen was procured by Captain (now General)
Strachey in Ladak, others by Hodgson from the Utsang district of
Tibet north of Sikhim.
Habits. Probably precisely the game as those of the common

21

(in

Distribution.

A

European polecat, which is particularly distinguished amongst the
weasel tribe for the evil odour generated by the secretion ol its
It lives
anal glands, whence its name of foumart or foul marten.
P. larvatus
in woods and thickets, often near human habitations.
probably inhabits a less wooded country and hides, like many other
species of

martens and weasels, amongst stones.

The common

very sanguinary and bold, and singularly destructive to
game and poultry it also feeds on frogs and toads. The period of
gestation is about 9 weeks, the young, usually 5 to 7 in number,
are born about April, in hollow trees or amongst rocks or stones.
The common ferret is a domesticated variety of the polecat.
polecat

is

:

M2
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Externally P. larvatns closely resembles P. eversmanni (Lesson,
p. 144) of Western and Northern Asia in form and
coloration, but in none of the three skulls of that species in the
British Museum is there a process connecting the pterygoid bone
with the bulla. The form of the upper true molar, too, appears to
me different. P. ^utorinus (Blyth, J. A. S. B. xi, p. 281, note)
is evidently the same as P. eversmanni.

Man. Mam.

The mottled

80, Putorius sarmaticus.

Mustek sarmatica,
xiv, p.
p. 227.

346

;

Pallas, Peise,

i,

Blyth, Cat. p. 68

;

Polecat.

453 (1771) Hutton, J. A. S. B.
Scully, A. M. N. H. ser. 5, viii,

p.

;

Fur
Tail bushy, about half the length of the head and body.
shorter and more even than in the common or Tibetan polecats.
Very little woolly underfur, the longer hairs coarse and glossy.

Fig. 41.

Putorius sarmaticus.

Skull similar in form to that of the
in behind the postorbital processes.

common

polecat, not pinched

The hamular process

of the
pterygoid on each side is nearly straight, and meets a process
running forward from the anterior portion of the bulla, leaving a
foramen below, which is nearly or quite filled up in old skulls, so
that the mesopterygoid fossa is continued back to between the
bullae.
Crowns of upper true molars not dumbbell-shaped, but of
approximately the same width from front to back throughout.
Colour. Upper parts variegated with brown and yellowish white,
underfur on the back greyish brown. Lower parts from the chin,
with the limbs, glossy black. Face dark brown to black, except a
white band across the forehead. Another band passes across the nape,
and includes the upper portion of the ears the two bands nearly or
quite meet below the ears.
Hind neck dark brown ; there is generally a broad fairly marked whitish band behind each shoulder.
The hairs on the tail are very pale brown at the base, then dark
;
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brown

the terminal portion white, except at the end of the tail
;
here all the tips of the hairs are black.
Dimensions. Head and body 13 inches, tail without hair 6|
weight 8 to 12 ounces.
Skull (of a female) 2-05 long (basal
length), 1*3 broad across the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. Eastern Europe and parts of AVestern Asia, generally very rare, but common in South Afghanistan about Kandahar
and Quetta. It has been obtained at or near the latter locality by
Captain Hutton and Dr. Leith, and, as I learn from Sir O. B.
St. John, occurs in Pishin, north of Quetta.
Habits. An excellent account of this animal is given by Hutton,
very little about it having been recorded in Europe.
It lives in
the ground in burrows (probably made by rats originally), and
appears to be equally common in cultivation and in uncultivated
tracts.
It is chiefly nocturnal, but is occasionally seen abroad
hunting in the daytime. It feeds on birds, rats, mice, lizards,
beetles, and snails, and probably, like the common polecat, on any
animals that it can master, and is excessively sanguinary.
caged
animal kept by Hutton killed in succession 4 wagtails and 4 rats,
two of the latter full-grown and large. The rats were always seized
in the same place, just behind the ear, held until they ceased to
struggle, and then killed by one or two bites through the back of
the skull.
As the blood flowed from the wounds, the polecat
lapped it up, but never attempted to suck it. Although the animal
that slaughtered all these birds and rats had been fasting for some
time, it made no attempt to eat its victims during the day, but
stored the bodies in a portion of its cage divided off as a sleeping
apartment, and only fed after nightfall. The whole account given
(I. c.) is too long to copy, but is worth reading.
The young are produced in holes about the end of March or
beginning of April and are usually three or four in number.
This species has the same disagreeable foetid odour that is
characteristic of the common polecat.
v\

A

The Ermiyie or

81. Putorius erminea.

Stoat.

Hodgson, J. A. S. B>.
Syst. Nat. i, p. 68 (176G)
564, X, p. 909, xi, p. 280 Horsf. Cat. p. 104 Bkjth, Cat.
Blanf. Yark. Miss., Mam. p. 32.
p. 68

Mustela erminea, L.
vi, p.

;

;

;

;

Body very
and body.

slender.
Tail about a third the length of the head
Soles of feet covered with hair except the small toe-

Eur soft, with woolly underfur.
pads.
The bony palate continues
Skull elongate, muzzle very short.
back for more than half the distance between the last molars and
the end of the pterygoids, which are simple at the end, not curved
outwards, nor is there any process opposite to them projecting
from the bulla. Upper molar concave before and behind, so as to
be slightly dumbbell-shaped, and slightly emarginate posteriorly
on the outer edge.
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Colour, in summer dull chestnut (reddish brown) above, white
or yellowish white below, the terminal portion of the tail black.
The uuderfur on the back paler. In winter the whole of the fur
is white except the tail towards its extremity, which remains black.

In some countries, as in England, the white winter garb is seldom
assumed.
Dimensions. Head and body 9 to 11 inches, tail with hair 4| to
Males are larger than females.
6, without hair about 3 to 4.
skull measures 1*7 in basal length, and 1 inch in breadth across
the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. Throughout the Palaearctic region as far south as
specimen was obtained in
the Alps and the Himalayas.
Afghanistan by Griffith, and the species was recorded from Nepal
by Hodgson but the only specimen made over by him to the
British Museum is a furrier's skin, said to have been brought from
Adams says the species is found in the lower and middle
Tibet.
regions of the Western Himalayas, but Jerdon very pertinently
remarks that no Himalayan examples exist in any of oar museums.
Indeed the only thoroughly authentic occurrence within our area
appears to be that mentioned by Dr. Gr. Henderson in Lahore to
Yarkand,' p. 42.
He shot a specimen near Dras, north of the
Zoji-la, Kashmir.
The skin is, I believe, that now preserved in
the Indian Museum, Calcutta.
Dr. Henderson remarked that the
animal was probably rare in the locrality, for the people had no
nam,e for it.
Habits. The ermine lives in holes in the ground made by rodents,
amongst rocks or heaps of stones, or in hollow trees, sometimes
hunting in the daytime, but more frequently at night, and killing
It kills rats
any mammals, birds, or reptiles that it can master.
and mice of all kinds, and is well known to be very destructive to
It climbs well, and
rabbits and to feathered game generally.
plunders birds' nests of eggs and young. It is bold and sanguinary.
In Europe it pairs in Eebruary or March, and has young, usually
6 to 8 in number, in April or May tlie latter are blind for 9 days,
remain with the mother till the autumn, and are full-grown in the

A

A

;

'

;

following spring.
The white winter skins from the North, where the fur
and close, form the valuable ermine of connnerce.

82. Piitorius

subhemachalanus.

Kran

or Gran,

yi, p.

;

;

Kashmir

*
;

thick

The Himalayan Weasel.

Mustela (Putorius) subhemachalaua, Hodgson, J. A. S. B.
(1837) Horsf. Cat. p. 103 Jerdon, Mam. p. 83.
Mustela humeralis, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xi, p. 99.
Mustela horsfieldii, Gray, A. M. N. H. xi, p. 118 (1843).
Mustela hodgsoni, Horsf. Cat. p. 103, 7iec Gray.
?

is

8ang-ldng, Lepcha

^ See under P. caiiigula.

Temon, Bhot.

563

pUTomus.
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Tail moderately bushy, and, without including the hair at the
Fur moderately
end, nearly half the length of the head and body.
Soles hairy; long hair
long, soft, with some woolly underfur.
between the toe-pads, and between them and the palmar and
Anal glands as
plantar pads, sometimes almost concealing them.
in other species.
Skull more elongate than that of P. erminea, and muzzle narrower ; otherwise similar. The dentition presents no difference
of importance.
Colour. Brownish red, ranging from bright chestnut to bay, some
being considerably brighter and more rufous in tint than others ;

underfur hair-brown. The tip of the tail and the nose are darker,
but not black. Chin white, and in many specimens there are
white spots or patches on the breast.
Dimensions. Head and body in a large (? male) specimen 15|
tarsus and hind foot 1^.
inches, tail without hair 6, with hair
In a small (? female) example the corresponding measurements are
"Weight of a young male 9 ounces.
10, 4, 5, and 1| inches.
skull measures 1*85 inches in basal length, and nearly 1 inch in
zygomatic breadth.
Distrihution. This weasel is found in Nepal and Sikhim at elevations from 7000 to 13,000 feet (I have a specimen procured on
Chola by Mr. Elwes at the last-named elevation, and Hodgson
caught two in his house at Darjiling). Blyth (J. A. S. B. xxiii,
p. 1^15) records specimens collected by Dr. Stewart near Landour
and Mussoorie, and Jerdon states that the species is common in
Kashmir, where Leith Adams also records its occurrence ; but all
the skins I have seen from the Western Himalayas belong to the
next species. The specimen procured by Griffith, and erroneously
referred by Horsfield to M. hodysoni, is labelled from Afghanistan.
Some of G-rifhth's collections thus labelled were from the Khasi
hills, so no dependence can be placed upon the locality.
Varieties. The type of Mustela liorsfieldi, which was brought from
Bhutan, is now in the British Museum. It is smaller and much
darker-coloured than Hodgson's type of M. suhhemacJmlana in the

A

same collection. But the tint is evidently variable in this species,
and as the distribution of colour is precisely similar, I have very
little doubt that the difference in size is sexual, and that the two
In Hodgson's MS.
are identical, as was suggested by Jerdon.
drawings three of these darker specimens are represented, and all
are noted as young.

Nothing

is

known

of the habits of this weasel.

83. Putorius canigula.

The wJdte-nosed Weasel.

Mustela canigula, Hodgson, J. A. 8. B. x\, p. 279 (1842),
Mustela hodgsoni, Gray, A. M. N. H. xi, p. 118 (1843).
Tail moderately bushy, about half the length of the head
Fur of moderate length
Soles hairy.

body.

and
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Skull

(fig.

40, p. 162)

decidedly

elongate, the

comparatively

narrow area behind the postorbital processes very long, but nowhere
distinctly contracted, the sides being subparallel.
Colour. Chestnut (brownish red), some specimens darker than

others,

some being bright chestnut, almost fawn-colour, the

tail-

IJnderfur hair-brown. The nose as far back as
the eyes, both lips, the chin, and a A^ariable area on the throat
tip not darker.

and upper breast white.
Dimensions. Head and body 15| inches, tail without hair 7^,
with hair 9^. The above are Hodgson's measurements, but are
from a skin, and therefore only approximate.
A skull from

Kashmir is 2*05 inches in basal length, 1-1 broad across the
zygomatic arches.
Distribution. Hodgson's types were from Lhassa in Tibet. There
are specimens in the British Museum, collected by Major Kinloch, from Chamba and Pangi in the N.W. Himalayas, at an
elevation of 8000 feet in each case.
I have a skin obtained by Mr.
Theobald at Dharmsala, and the species is probably that " with a
white blaze on the face " observed by Mr. Lydekker in the Chenab
valley.
I cannot help suspecting that this form may inhabit
Kashmir, and that it may have been mistaken for its near ally
P. suhhemacludanus
If this be the case, P. canigula is probably
the Western cis-Himalayan species, P. subhemachalanus the
Eastern, the former extending further east, however, in Tibet.
.

Nothing particular

is

known

of the habits of P. canigula.

The type of Mustela Jiodgsoni, Gray, is in the British Museum,
and is a rather small and dark-coloured individual of the present
species.
The name has by Horsfield, Blyth, and Jerdon been
applied to other kinds.

84» Putorius alpinus.

Mustela alpina, Gcbler,

Mhn.

Soc.

The^ale Weasel.

Imp. Nat. Moscou, vi, p. 213 (1823)

Horsf. Cat. p. 104.

Mustela temon, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. xxvi, p. 207 Blanford, Yarh.
Miss., Mam. p. 32 Scully, P. Z. S. 1881, p. 203 j id. A. M. N. H.
;

;

(6)

viii, p. 97.

Temon, Tibetan.
Tail moderately hairy, about half the length of the head and
body. Fur short, soft, very thick, with but little woolly underfur.
Soles hairy, naked ; pads much concealed by the long hair between
them. Claws very slightly curved, blunt.
Colour. Above and on the sides light brown (or, as Hodgson
Underfur rather darker
calls it, brunnescent fawn) to hair-brown.
brown at the base, then whitish when the fur is in good condition,
Tail the same colour as the body or rather paler.
the tips brown.
Lower parts, as a rule, yellow or white, with a distinct line of
separation from the brown of the sides ; but in other specimens
there is no distinct separation of colour, and the lower parts are
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brown with a yellow or orange tinge. Forehead rather darker
than the back sides of the head paler brown ; both lips, with the

pale

;

chin and the fore feet above, white, and frequently the inside surface of all the limbs and a small portion of the hind feet. Indistinct
brown spots are sometimes found on the breast and abdomen.
Dimensions. The only measurements are from skins. Head and
body 9| to 11| inches, tail without hair 5 to 5|, with hair about
skull from Hodgson's collection
6|, hind foot tocalcaneum IJ.
measures 1-82 in basal length, and 1 in breadth; another 1-7
by 0*97 ; whilst one from Kumaon is much smaller, only 1-5 by
0'82.
The latter may be a female.
Distribution. Within our area this species has been obtained
from the country on the northern frontier of Sikhim by Hodgson
and Mandelli, from Kumaon by Strachey, and from Gilgit by
Scully, and it probably occurs throughout the higher Himalayas
and Tibet. The type of P. alpinus was from the Altai, and a
species, said to be the same, was found in Amurland by Eadde.
Habits. The typical P. alpinus is said by Gebler to have young
in May, the number not exceeding five.
The pairing-season is

A

in February.

The typical skins and skulls of P. temon agree well with Gebler's
description of P. alpinus, and with specimens from the Altai in the
British Museum, but the individual from Kumaon, although similar
in colour, is remarkably small, agreeing, however, in its dimensions
with those given by Eadde (Eeis.
species.

It

is

Siid. Osfc-Sib.

i,

p. 50) for

quite possible that the smaller individuals

the
be

may

females.

85. Putorius cathia.

The

yellow-bellied Weasel.

Mustela (Putorius) kathiah, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. iv, p. 702 Hors-*
Jield, Cat. p. 102
Jerdon, Mam. p. 84.
Mustela ami venter v. cathia, Hodgs. J. A. S. B. x, p. 909, xi, p. 280.
;

;

Kathia nyal, Nepal.

Fig. 42.

Putorius cathia,

(From Hodgson's drawings.)

Tail about half the length of the head and body, not bushy.

17a
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short and even.

Soles partly naked, especially those of the

fore feet.

Skull resembling that of P. erminea in form, but narrower. The
inner lobe of the upper true molar larger than the outer, and
having the tubercle in the middle small but prominent, rising
from the centre of a slight depression on the surface of the
tooth.

and upper surface of head, including the
bay (dark brownish red) underfur scarcely
paler.
Lower parts deep yellow, this colour extending to the
inside of the limbs, but more in some specimens than in others
chin and upper lip generally whitish.
In two specimens from
Mussooree, collected by Captain Hutton and now in the British
Museum, the inside of the fore legs is yellow to the feet, and in
one the upper surface of the feet is partly whitish.
Dimensions. Head and body 9 to 10^ inches, tail without hair 5
to 6, with hair 6 to 7, tarsus and hind foot about
weight
about 6 ounces. A skull measures 1*8 inch in basal length, and
Males are rather larger than females.
1 in zygomatic breadth.
Distribution. The Himalayas as far west as Mussooree, at moderate elevations (about 3000 to 8000 feet), and some of the hills
south of Assam. There is a specimen from the Khasi Hills in the
Indian Museum, Calcutta.
Habits. Nothing is known about this animal in the wild state
its food, mode of hunting, breeding, &c., probably resemble those
Colour. Back, face,

ears, limbs,

and

tail,

;

;

Hodgson states that it is easily
oF other weasels and stoats.
tamed, and is employed by the Nepalese to rid houses of rats, for
which purpose it is most efficient. It is also trained to attack
fovAls, geese, and even goats and sheep— which it
larger animals
kills by dividing the artery of the neck.

—

86. Putorius strigidorsus.

The striped Weasel.

Mustela strigidorsa, Hodc/s., Gray (erro?'e strigodorsa) P. Z. S. 1853,
Horsfeld, A. M. N. H. 2nd ser. xvi, p. 107 id. P. Z. S.
p. 191
,

;

;

1866, p. 398,
Tail,

pi. xlix

;

Jerdon,

Mam.

p. 85.

without hair, nearly half the length of the head and body.

of moderate length ; underfur soft and woolly, longer hairs
foetid secretion exudes from the
Soles partly naked.
coarse.
Mammae 4,
anal glands, which are similar to those of P. catJiia.

Fur

A

subinguinal.
Colour. Deep bay (dark brownish red) throughout, with the exception of the throat and middle of the breast, which are yellow
the chin, a narrow line down the middle of the back, and another
along the belly, which are whitish or white. Underfur on the
back a little paler than the terminal portions of the hairs.
Dimensions. Head and body 12 inches long, tail with hair 6^,

without 5|, tarsus and hind foot 2 ; weight 7| oz. The sex of the
specimen measured by Hodgson, to whom we are indebted for the
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measurements,

is

not recorded.

There

is

clearly a considerable

difference in size between the sexes.
Distribution. This species has hitherto only been recorded

from
where two specimens were obtained by Hodgson, probably
Two more were procured by Mr.
from a moderate elevation.
Mandelli, and are in my possession.
Nothing is known of the habits, which are doubtless similar to
Sikhiin,

The animal
those of other allied forms.
than P. cathia, the teeth especially being of

is

considerably larger
greater size.

much

Two other species of Putorius may hereafter have to be included
in the Indian fauna, though at the opposite extremities of the area.
The first of these is a weasel described by myself from Eastern
Turkestan under the name of Mustela stoliczJcana (J. A. S. B. xlvi,
pt. 2, p. 260,
pis. i a, ii 6).

and
This

Sc. Eesults
is

2nd Yarkand Mission, Mam.

allied to the

common

p. 30,

weasel of Europe, but

The followis considerably larger and rather different in colour.
ing is a brief description, which may suffice for identification.
P. stoliczhana.
Colour pale sandy brown above, on the outside
of the limbs, and on the tail, white below.
Eur short, dense, and
soft.
Head and body of a male 9 inches, tail with hair 3, without
hair 2*3, tarsus and hind foot without claws 1'4; weight 5*2 oz.
Skull 1*75 inches long, 1 broad.
There is a specimen from Afghanistan in the British Museum.
The other species is P. nudipes^ E. Cuv. (Hist. Nat. Mamm.
pi. 149), found in the Malay Peninsula (Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv,
Like so many other Malay species,
p. 194), Sumatra, and Borneo.
this may inhabit Southern Tenasserim.
short description is
consequently added
P. nudipes.—T2ii\ bushy.
Soles partly naked.
Eur loose and
long, with but little underfur.
Colour rusty red, the head above
and below white, tail-tip whitish. Head and body about 13 inches,
tail without hair 8g, with hairlO|; skull 2*25 inches long, 1*35
broad.
It is said by Cantor to inhabit the densest jungle.
P. astutus and P. moupinensis have been described by Prof. A.
Milne-Ed\^ards * from Moupin, Eastern Tibet, and P. davidiayius
from the Chinese province of Kiangsi.
None of these can be
satisfactorily identified with Himalayan forms.
P. astutus is dark rufous-brown above, the tail the same colour
throughout ; breast white, with a yellow tinge. Upper surface of
fore feet white.
Length of head and body nearly 10 inches, tail

—

A

:

41, skull 1-8.

P. moupinensis is rufous-brown, a little paler below, the face and
the tip of the tail darker ; chin white or yellowish white.
Head
and body 13| inches long, tail 9, skull 2*2.
This approaches
P. suhhemachalanus, but has a longer tail.
P. davidianus is light rufous-brown above and below, the head
above darker ; no dark tip to the tail ; chin, upper lip, and sides of
* 'Kecherches/

i,

pp. 343-348.
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In a female the head and body measure 11 1 inches,

nose white.

tail 6|, skull 2.

It is just possible that this

may

be a variety of

P. canigula.

In Gray's " Ee vision of the Genera and Species of Mustelidce
contained" in the British Museum" (P. Z. S. 1865, p. 117), and in
the same author's Catalogue of Carnivorous &c. Mammalia (1869,
p. 95), Himalaya is given as one of the localities for Vison sihirica
{Mustela sihirica, Pall.), aud the letters B.M. are appended to show
that specimens from the Himalaya are in the British Museum. lam,
'

'

however, unable to find any such specimens in the collection. In
Blyth's Catalogue of the Mammalia in the Museum of the Asiatic
Society,' too, Himalaya aud Tibet are given with a mark of doubt
amongst the localities for the same species, but this is due to the
mistake of supposing ill. liodgsoni to be a synonym.
'

Subfamily

MELIN^.

This subfamily comprises the badgers and their allies.
All are
furnished with claws adapted for digging, and thus present some
resemblance to bears, with which they have been classed by some
naturalists.
None of the true badgers have been recorded from
within Indian limits, although at least one species belonging to the
genus has been found in Tibet. Three genera, however, belonging
to this subfamily are found in India or Burma, and are distinguished
from each other by the following characters
:

A. Upper molar broader than long, not larger than upper
sectorial.
a.

Au

b.

No

external ear animal paler below than above
external ear animal pale above, black below
B. Upper molar longer than broad, and larger than upper
;

.

.

;

.

Helictis.

Mellivora.

sectorial.
a.

Bony

Arctonyx.

palate prolonged back to glenoid fossa

Genus HELICTIS, Gray, 1831.
Syn. Meloffale, Geofiroy (1831).

Body and head elongate, the nose prolonged and
Size small.
terminating in a naked, obliquely truncated snout, separated from
The nose is naked above
the upper lip by a narrow hairy space.
Limbs short. Claws
for about one third the distance to the eyes.
much compressed, fore claws about double the length of the hind.
Soles naked ; on the hind foot the naked portion terminates some
Ears short, but distinct. Mammae 4.
distance in front of the heel.
Dentition

:

i.

|, c.

J-^,

pm.

m.

The upper

sectorial,

which in both Indian and Burmese forms is much larger than the
true molar behind it, has a very large inner lobe divided into two
distinct pointed cusps.
There is a very small pointed cusp at the
anterior extremity of the tooth.
The molar is broader than long,
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the outer margin slightly indented, the crown with several small
cusps.
The lower sectorial has a heel about one third the length
of the tooth.

Fig. 43.

—Palate of Helictis personata.

Skull with the nasal portion narrower than in other genera of
the subfamily, and with the palate extending backwards to about
halfway between the hindmost molars and the glenoid fossa.
Infraorbital foramen large.
YertebraD
C. 7, D. 14, L. 6, S. 4,
:

C?
The species of Helictis have longer bodies and shorter limbs than
badgers, but are allied to the latter and not to Gulo or any other
genus of the Mustelince, so that it is incorrect to call them
wolverines, as Jerdon and others have done.
Blyth's term Brockweasel is better, but the animal is not a weasel.
All the species
are very similar externally, but there are differences in the dentition.
An account of the anatomv of a Chinese species has been given
by Garrod (P. Z. S. 1879, p. 305).
Synopsis of Indian and Burmese Species.

A. Colour brown or yellowish brown, not grey. ... H. orientalis,
H. personata,
B. Colour brownish grey
87. Helictis orientalis.

p. 173.
p. 174.

The broivn Ferret-hadger.

Gulo orientalis, Horsfield, Java, pi.
Gulo nipalensis, Hodgs. J. A. S. B.

v, p. 237, vi, p. 660.
Helictis nipalensis, Graxj, P. Z. S. 1853, p. 191 ; Jerdon, Mam, p. 80.

Oker, Nepalese

;

Nyenteh, Malay.

without the hair, exceeding half the length of the head and
body. Eur consisting of soft woolly underfur and longer coarse
Teeth of moderate size ; outer lobe of the upper sectorial
piles.
projecting beyond the extremity of the inner lobe in front and
behind; anterior cusp of the inner lobe much larger than the
Tail,

posterior.

«
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Colour, Above dark brown, almost chocolate-brown in general,
The nnderfur is pale
but some individuals appear rather paler.
brown. A narrow median stripe from the crown of the head to
also
the middle of the back or even to above the hips pure white
the cheeks and an interrupted band across the forehead, sometimes
reduced to a frontal spot. The margin of the ears and terminal
Lower parts brownish white,
third to half of the tail whitish.
sometimes yellowish, the breast and throat paler. Sometimes the
pale colour is confined to the middle of the abdomen, the sides
being brown.
Dimensions. In a female the head and body measure 16 inches,
the tail without hair 7i, with hair 9, hind foot from heel 2\, A
skull measures 2'75 inches in bnsal length, and 1'75 across the
zygomatic arches.
Distribution. The Himalayas in Nepal and Sikhim at moderate
Other supposed localities probably refer to
elevations, and Java.
the next species.
The animal is nocturnal and
Habits. Very imperfectly known.
lives generally in forests, but wanders into houses, and Anderson
says he killed one at night in the house of a Sikhim Bhotia, to the
;

disgust of the proprietor, who declared the creature to be useful in
destroying cockroaches and other insects.
I am unable to find any distinction between the Himalayan and
Javanese forms distinguished by many authors as If. 7iijpalensis
and H. orientalis. The cranial differences noticed by Gray, Anderson, and others appear to be due to individual variation only.

The Burmese Ferret-badger.

88. Helictis personata.

Melogale personata, Geoff. Belanger, Voy., Zool. p. 137, pi. v (1834).
Helictis orientalis, Blyth, J.A.S. B. xxxi, p. 332, nec Horsjield.
Helictis nipalensis, Blyth, Cat. p. 70, Ma7n. Birds Burma, p. 29, nec
Hodgson.
Helictis personata, Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, p. 59.
Kyoung-u-gyiy Burmese (Tickell)

;

Kyoimg-pyan, Arakanese.

G-eneral proportions precisely similar to those of H. orientalis.
Teeth much larger, and the upper sectorial nearly trapezoidal, the
inner lobe being remarkably developed and the two cusps much
less unequal than in H. orientalis.
In all other respects this form
Colour. Above brownish grey.
resembles H. orientalis the dorsal underfur is sullied white, dorsal
and frontal bands and cheeks white or yellow, lower parts brownish
white or yellow. The longer hairs on the sides have whitish tips.
Dark portions of the face much darker than the back generally.
Dimensions. Tickell, in his MS. notes, gives for a female
head
and body 15 inches, tail 8|, hind foot 2|. This I suspect to be
small, skulls of this species and stuffed specimens being rather
The skull of a male measures
larger than those of H. orientalis.
;

:

—

in basal length 2-85 inches, in breadth 1*87.

Distribution.

Recorded from Pegu and Manipur.

There

is

also

MELLIVOBA.
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a skin, apparently of this species, from Cachar, in the British
Museum, and in all probability the specimens obtained by Blyth
from Tipperah and Arakan are the same.

Fig. 44.

Helictis 'personata.

(From

a drawing by Col. Tickell.)

Habits. This animal is nocturnal like other members of the
One kept alive by Tickell
genus, and appears to be omnivorous.
fed upon fruit, insects, lizards, meat, and eggs, and drank by lapping.
It was savage and restless, and appeared well able to defend itself
against prowling dogs, as it was kept chained to a tree.
Anderson obtained the Chinese type of the genus, H. moschata,
distinguished by its very small teeth, in Yunnan, and this species
may be found in Upper Burma.

aenus MELLIVORA,

Storr, 1780.

Syn. JJrsitaxus, Hodgson (1836).

Limbs short, strong ; fore claws very large. Tail
external ear.
Coloration peculiar
the upper parts
whitish ; lower parts and limbs, with the muzzle, uniformly black.
MammsB 4. Anal glands well developed, one opening on each side
Feet naked below, on the hind feet the naked sole
of the anus.
extends to the heel.

Body

short.

stout.

No

Dentition

:

:

i.

c.

g,

pm.

m.

j^-^.

No

lower tubercular

The upper tubercular (or true) molar much broader than
molar.
long, thus being transverse and more or less dumbbell-shaped, as
Upper sectorial large, with the inner tubercle
in Mustelince.
The heel of the lower sectorial very
quite at the anterior end.
small.

Vertebra)

:

C. 7,

D. 14, L.

4, S. 4, C. 15.

The ratels, as they are commonly called in England, have
somewhat the form of badgers, but are rather more like bears in
gait and appearance.
They burrow in the ground, but occasionally
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climb trees. One species is found throughout Africa, and one in
India, but the distinction of the two is somewhat doubtful.

Fig. 45.

— Skull of Melhvora indica.

Two forms of this genus, Mellivora sivalensis and M. punjahensis,
are found in the Siwalik beds of Northern India, together with a
representative of an allied but extinct genus, Mellivorodon palceindicus.

89. Mellivora indica.

The Indian

Ratel,

Ursus indicus, Kerr, An. King. p. 188 (1792).
Mellivora ratel, Gray, Cat. Mam. Birds Nepal 8fC. B. M. p. 13
Horsf. Cat. p. 120; Bhjth, Cat. p. 69.
Mellivora indica, Jerdon, Mam. p. 78.
Ursitaxus inauritus, Hodgson, As. Bes. xix, pt. 1, p. 61 id. J. A. S. B.
;

Y, p. 671.

Biju, H.
Gorpat, Sindhi Bdjru Bhdl, at Bhagalpur Bharsia, Nipal
Biyu khaivar, Tel. Tava haradi. Tarn. Usa hanna, Kol.
;

;

;

;

;

Tail without the hair about

body.

to
the length of the head and
Tore claws very large, nearly treble the size of the hind
No underfur abdomen very thinly clad.

claws.
Colour.

-J-

;

Above light grey or whitish grey, lower parts with the
limbs black. The dorsal fur consists of longer coarse white hairs
mixed with rather shorter and finer hairs which are blackish brown.
The whitish upper parts are sharply divided from the black undersurface, and include the crown of the head, though the black area

MELLIYORA.
covers the ears, eyes, and muzzle

;
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the upper portion of the
Tore chivvs white.

tail

also is whitish except at the extremity.

Mellivora indica.

Fig. 46.

Dimensions. Aecordiiig to Hodgson head and body 32 inches,
with the hair 0|, hind foot to heel 4|.
Jerdon gives head
and body 26 inches, tail 6.
skull is 4*9 inches in basal length
by 3" 2 in zygomatic breadth.
Distribution. India generally, from the base of the Himalayas to
the extreme south, with the exception of the Malabar coast and
Lower Bengal. Not found irj Ceylon nor to the east of the Bay of
Bengal, but the range extends to the westward certainly as far as
Sind.
Habits. Like most of its subfamily the Indian ratel is exclusively
nocturnal.
During the day it remains in holes, probably dug by

tail 5,

A

itself.

According to Jerdon

it is

most common in

hilly districts

or in those parts of the alluvial plains of Northern India where
the rivers have high banks, alFording suitable localities for its dens.
It is said to live in pairs, to feed on rats, birds, frogs, and insects,
and to be very destructive to poultry. Like the African ratel, it
Throughout
doubtless eats honey and bees when it can get them.
India this animal has the reputation of digging into graves of men
in order to feed upon dead bodies, and several of the native names
mean " gravedigger," a term often applied to the species by Europeans. In Persia the same belief exists with regard to the badger,
and is in all probability equally without the least foundation.
Indeed, although the dentition of Mellivora is more carnivorous
than that of the true badgers, the fact that the ratel in confinement
lives well on vegetable food renders it probable that this animal
feeds partly on vegetables, probably fruit and roots, in the wild
state also.
At the same time Jerdon states that he has heard of
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several individuals being trapped whilst committing depredations
in fowl-houses, and this is eonlirmed by McMast^r.

Nothing appears to be known of tfie ratel's breeding-habits. In
confinement it is very tame, quiet, and playful, and frequently
acquires a habit of tumbling head over heels, for this practice has
been noticed in different individuals by Hardwicke, Sterndale, and
others.

Genus ARCTONYX, P. Cuvier (1825).

Body and

limbs stout,

tail

Snout long, mobile, naked

short.

towards the end, and truncated, the terminal disk containing the
nostrils being much like that of a pig.
Ears very short and rounded.
Eyes small.
Eeet naked below, the naked sole not extending to
the heel in the hind foot.
Claws of all feet much lengthened,
those of the fore feet longest, all slightly curved and blunt. Hair
coarse and long, with woolly underfur.
Mammae 6.
Infraorbital foramen in the skull very large.
Bullse very small.
The bony palate extends back to the glenoid foss?e, and is deeply
indented behind in the middle.
The posterior portion of the
palate is formed by processes from the pterygoid b(mes.
This
form of palate is peculiar to Arctonyx amongst iissipede Carnivora.
Dentition

:

i. ^,

c.

pm.

m.

The

]~^^.

anterior premolars

in both jaws often rudimentary or absent.
The upper incisors are
arranged in a semicircle. The canines are greatly compressed.
Upper sectorial furnished with a large median inner lobe, divided

Upper tubercular
by a transverse groove, but without cusps.
molar much larger than upper sectorial, longer than broad, subtrapezoidal, almost lozenge-shaped, with the heel rounded; this
Lower sectorial with a
heel becomes worn away in old skulls.
Vertebrae
large low tuberculated heel.
C. 7, D. 1(5, L. 4, S. 4,
:

C. 20.

The hog-badgers, as Jerdon very appropriately names them, have
a singular resemblance to a pig, owing to the form of the snout.
But little is known of their habits. Two forms, one of which is
very imperfectly known, are recorded from North-eastern India
and Burma.
Synopsis of Indian and Burmese Species.

Large
Small

;
;

skull from occiput over 6 inches long
skull from occiput less than 5 inches long.

Some
J.

A.

details of the

S. B. viii, p.

90.

.

A.
A.

collaris, p.

178.

ta.voides, p. 180.

anatomy are described by Dr. G. Evans,

408.

Arctonyx

collaris.

The Hocj-hadyer.

Arctonyx collaris, F. Cuv. Hist Nnt
J. A. S. B. vii, p. 732, pi. xliii; viii,
3Iam. Birds Burma, p. 29; Jerdon,

Mam.
p.

408

Mam.

220 (1825) Evans,
Blyth, Cat. p. 71 ; id.

pi.
j

p. 77.

;

ARCTONTX.
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Mydaus collaris, Gray and Ilardwicke, III. Ind. Zool. i, pi. vi.
Arctonyx isonyx, Hodgson, P. Z. S. I806, p. o98, pi. 1.
Meles (Arctouyx) coUaiis, Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p; 19G.
Bhdla-sur (bear-pig-, or according' to some Bdla-siir, sand-pig-),

11.

Nuloanf/, Kiiki
No-ok, Manipuri
Chonihuvho, 27iembakso, Naga
Quado- Waildu, Mug Khwe-htu-wet-hti, Arakau
Khwe-ta-ivek-wek-tawek, Burmese.
;

;

5

;

;

Tail about a tbird to a fourtb tbe lengtb of tbe bead and body.
Colour. Dirty grey above and below, slightly wasbed vvitb blackish

above, the hairs being sullied white throughout, except the ends of
the longer hairs on the back and sides, which are black.- Head
white, w itli the exception of a dark brown or black band from the
upper lip over the eye and ear, and of another from the chin, which

Fig. 47.

Arctonyx

collaris.

(From a drawing by

Col, Tickell.)

dusky, backwards across the cheek, joined by a broader and
brown band to the eye and ear-stripe. These head-markings
appear variable, sometimes the sides of the head are dark except a
white space round the eye.
Throat, sides of neck, and tail
whitish, lower parts and limbs dusky, the latter sometimes black.
Dimensio7is. Head and body of a male 80 inches, tail 9, with
hair 11, hind foot 4f (a Moulmain animal measured by Tickell).
An old skull is 5*5 inches in basal length and 3'5 broad.
Distribution. The base of the Eastern Himalayas in Nepal and
Sikhim, Assam, Sylhet, Caehar, Arakan, Pegu, and Tenasserira.
Anderson obtained this animal in Western Yunnan, but it is not
mentioned in Svvinhoe's lists of Chinese mammals, nor has it been
observed south of Tenasserim.
Sterndale says that he heard of it
but as he never
in the forests of Seoni in the Central Provinces
saw a specimen, it is doubtful if this was the animal of which he
obtained information.
Hahits, According to Tickell, in his MS. notes, the hog-badger
frequents undulating stony ground or small hills amongst jungle,
It is
and lives in fissures of the rocks or in holes dug by itself.
thoroughly nocturnal.
In captivity it is dull and uninteresting,
feeding voraciously on meats, fish, reptiles, or fruit, and it is particularly fond of earthworiDS.
One individual used to pass the
is

lighter

;

n2
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day sleeping

in a hole that

When

disturbed.

was

angry

it

had dug and was very savage if
made a loud grunting; noise and bit

it

and its only acute sense appeared
was in the habit of raising its snout in the
air in order to scent anyone vsho ai)proached, much as a pig does.
This animal had no disagreeable smell.
Anderson observed an individual, that was kept in the Zoological
Gardens of Calcutta, pound plantains to a pulp with its snout
before sucking them into its mouth.
McMaster met with this species near Shwe-Gyeng in Pegu, and
observed its bear-like gait, which was also noticed by Duvaucel.
It is said to support itself easily in an erect position on its hind
It

fiercely.

dull of sight,

to be that of smell.

much

feet

It

as bears do.

91.

Arctonyx taxoides.

The small Hog-hadger.

Arctonyx taxoides, Bhjth, J. A. S. 7?. xxii, p. 691 (1853)
Anderson, An. Zool. lies. p. 196.
p. 71
? Meles albogularis, Blyth, J. A. S. B.xxu, p. 590.
PMeles leucola^mus, M.-Edw. An. Set. Nat. (5) viii, 1867,
j

Cat.

id.

;

Rechej-ches Mam. p. 195, pis. xxiv, xxvi, xxvii, xxviii.
Arctonyx obscurus, M.-Edw. Rech. Mam. p. 338, pis. Iviii,

p.

374;

id.

?

Ixii.

" Adult about half the size of the adult of A. coUaris, having a
finer and longer coat, .... the muzzle less broad and hoglike
the ears also are proportionally smaller
the tail is
shorter, and the colour and markings, though similar, are much
brighter.
Dentition of the u])per jaw similar in the two species
in the lower jaw the interspace between the second and third premolars is proportionally much greater in A. collaris than in A.

much
;

.

.

.

.

;

;

ta.roidcs."

(Blgth,

I.

c.)

—

Dimensions. The skull of a fully adult female measures
Extreme length (that is, doubtless, from occiput to anterior border of
premaxillaries) 4| inches, breadth across zygomata
length of
bony palate 2f, width at posterior great molar (? between hinder
molars)
The corresponding measurements in an old female of
A. collaris are 6g, 3|, 3 J, and ly^^. (Blyth, I. c.)
Distribution. Assam and Arakaii, perhaps also China.
The above
details are from Blyth's original description, and are confirmed by
Anderson.
I have been unable to examine specimens of late.
Mr. W. L. Sclater has recently sent to me some additional notes on
the dentition of the types of A. taxoides. He finds that the last
upper premolar is trapezoidal in section, and has no tubercles on
the inner side the corresponding tooth of A. collaris is subtriangular in section, and bears one or two inner tubercles.
No true badger of the genus Meles, with a bony palate much less
produced backwards than in Arctonyx, has hitherto been observed
within the limits of India or its dependencies but a species has
been recorded from Tibet, north of Nepal and Sikhim, and may
occur in A\^estern Tibet also or in parts of the Himalayas. This
animal was described by Hodgson as Taxidea leucura (J. A. S. B.
:

;

;
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xvi, p. 763, pi. xxix).
The species is, however, a typical Meles,
not a Taxidea^ and very closely allied to the European M. taocus,
of which it may prove only a variety.
It is grey above, the hair
long and grizzled, being white at the base, black near the end, and
white again at the tips. Lower parts and limbs dusky or black,
and a blackish line from the upper lip over the eye. Head and
body 27 inches, tail 7, and with hair 10. Skull of a female 4-2
inches long from foramen, 2-65 broad across zygomata.
The other recorded species from Tibet, M. alhognlaris, Blyth, is
probably an Arctonyx. Meles taxus or an allied form may perhaps
occur in Southern Afghanistan and Baluchistan.

Subfamily

LUTRINJ^.

The otters form the last subdivision of the Mustelidce, and are a
well-marked group in which the general musteline type is profoundly modified and the animal adapted for swimming. The feet
are strong, short, and rounded, and the toes webbed.
The body is
very long. The tail is of considerable length, thick at the base, and
in general flattened. The head is broad ar.d depressed. The upper
posterior molars are large and subquadrate.
Three fossil species of otter have been detected in the Siwalik
beds of the Punjab two of these, L. palceindica and L. hatkygnathus,
M^ere not larger than living species
whilst the third, L. s vcdensis,
was the size of a leopard, and had a very different upper sectorial
tooth. It was distinguished by Ealconer as Eydiydriodon.
:

;

Genus LUTRA, Erxleben (1777).
Syn. Aonyx, Lesson

;

Baranyia &c., Gray.

The feet are in general completely webbed. Soles of the feet
naked, the naked sole of the hind foot not extending to the heel.
Head long and flat. Ears small. Eur close and short, with woolly
underfur.
Skull broad and depressed, with the brain-case large, the facial
portion in front of the orbits very short, the frontal region between
the orbits and the brain-case long.
Vertebra)
C. 7, D. 14-15, L. 6-5, S. 3, C. 20-26.
:

Dentition

:

i.

c.

i^i^ P^"- l^l'

Anterior upper pre-

molar very small, situated quite inside the canine. Upper sectorial
with a trenchant tricuspid blade and a very large inner lobe, having
a raised sharp edge and a deep hollow between the edge and the
main blade of the tooth. True molar large, subrectangular broader
than long.
All otters are very much alike externally, and the determination
of the species is consequently in some cases ditlicult but the various
;
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forms are readily discriminated by their skulls. Dr. Anderson has,
I think, succeeded in clearing up much of the confusion in which
the Indian species had been left by Gray and others.
Si/nojysis

of Indian,

Cei/lonese,

and Burmese

>Sj>ecies.

A. Claws distinct and well developed on all toes.
a. Head and body more than 2 feet long in
adults.
a.

Upper margin of naked nose angulate

h.

middle; dorsal fur generally grizzled
Upper margin of iiaked nose straight

in
.

b.

L. vidgaris,

.

92.

;

size small

Lutra vulgaris.

.

.

.
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L. ellioti^ p. 185.
L. aureobrunnea,\). IS^.
L. leptonyx, p. 187.

dorsal fur not grizzled
inches

Head and body 20-22

B. Claws small and rudimentary

p.

,

The common

Otter.

Lutra vulgaris, Erxleben, Sijst. Reg. An. p. 448 (1777)
Cat. p. 73: Jerdon, Mam. p. 88, j)artmi; Scully, P. Z.
p. 203.
nair,

;

S.

Blyth,
1881,

F. Cuv. Diet. Sc. Nat. xxvii, p. 247 (1823) Elliot, Madr.
Blyth, Cat. p. 72, jjartivi
Jerdon, Mam.
Journ. L. S. x, p. 100
Anderson, An. Zool. Res. pp. 206 &c.; pi. xi (skull)
p. SQ,})artim
Kelaart, Prod. p. 3o.
Lutra indica, Gray, Charleswortli s May. N. H. i, p. 580 (1837).

Lutra

;

;

;

;

?

Lutra taraiyensis, Hodgson,

Ud

J.

A.

S.

B.

viii, p.

310 (1839).

Pdni kutta, H. Sag-i-dh, P. Lad, Pdn-manjar, JalJJd,
Nirunai, Tam. Niru-Kuka, Tel. Nirnai^
manjar, Jal-mdnus, Mahr.
Dalwai hek, Wadari.
Can., Mai.
hildo,

;

;

:

;

;

;

The upper edge of the naked muzzle where the hairy part of the
nose begins is not straight, but projects in the middle and is concave on each side, running up considerably to the hinder edge of
the nostril on each side.
Skull (fig. 48) much depressed and elongate, the length being
nearlydouble the breadth of the brain-case. The frontal region of the
skull behind the postoccipital processes narrows gradually for some
distance, then expands to form the brain-case.
Teeth of moderate
size, the rounded inner lobe of the upper sectorial about two thirds
the length of the tooth length of upper sectorial along its outer
margin not exceeding the breadth of the six upper incisors taken
;

together.
Colour.

Above hair-brown, with a more or less rufous tinge ;
woolly underfur at the base white, then brown, the tips of the
longer hairs usually paler, producing in most Indian specimens a
grizzled appearance, which is very characteristic.
Lower parts
(including the base of the tail below, abdomen, breast, and inside
of limbs, throat, chin, and sides of bead and neck below the ears)
whitish fur of the chin and throat white throughout, of the other
parts white at the base, then light brown, and the tips white.
These white tips are much more distinct in old specimens, in which
;
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the colours of the upper and under surfaces are well defined.
The
is dusky brown above, paler below, with the two colours less

young

distinct.

Dimensions. Head and body 25 to 29 inches, tail 15 to IG;
weight about 1(3 to 20 lbs., sometimes more. (The measurements
given of this animal in India are inextricably mixed up with those
A Calcutta skull of an old male measures in
of the next species.)
basal length 4*25 inches, zygomatic breadth 2*7, height from between
bullae 1-35 (in another 1*5).
The corresponding measurements of a
female skull are 4, 2*55, and 1*3 inches.
Distribution. The common otter is found throughout the Palsearctic region, extending into the North-w^est Himalayas
and the
Indian form, usually known as L. nair, appears to inhabit nearly
the whole of India and Ceylon, and to occur east of the Bay of
Bengal. Owing to the circumstance that the next species, L. ellioti^
has only lately been clearly distinguished, the relative distribution
of the two cannot be precisely ascertained.
Varieties and Synonymy. Although I can find no constant
characters by which to distinguish the Indian otter, L. nair, from
the European otter, L. vulgaris, I cannot help suspecting that they
may be distinct. As a rule, L. vulgaris appears to be larger, the
The skull is larger,
fur is more rufous and but rarely grizzled.
the brain-case broader, and the upper sectorial and molar proportionally smaller and shorter.
Grenerally the anterior point of the
upper sectorial is nearer to the hinder edge of the molar than to
the anterior border of the canine.
The reverse is the case in
L. nair.
But on examining a considerable series I find not one of
;

these

characters constant, and the skulls, as well as the skins,

appear to me in some cases undistinguishable.
The type of L. nair came from Pondicherry that of L. indica
was also from Southern India, and was collected by Sir W. Elliot.
Anderson {I. c. p. 207) has pointed out how difficult it is to
identify Hodgson's species, as the types were forwarded to the
British Museum without the names being attached, and the skulls
were received separately without any indication of the skins to
which they respectively belonged.
The skins now marked L.
tarayensis in the Collection belong to the next species, but Hodgson's
description must, I think, apply to the present.
Habits. Otters inhabit rivers chiefly, but are occasionally found
in India in large tanks, and they are common in the great backwaters of the Western Coast, and in the Chilka Lake of Orissa.
They also occur in salt-water inlets and tidal streams, and occasionally enter the sea.
They are usually seen in India in parties
of five, six, or more, consisting probably of a pair of old animals
and their full-grown or nearly full-grown offspring. These live
;

together in a den, usually amongst rocks, or, in alluvial countries,
in an extensive burrow with several entrances on an elevated spot
close to the water.
One entrance to the den is generally under
The presence of otters, wherever they inhabit, is
the water.
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by their peculiar web-footed tracks on the sand
or mud.
To a considerable extent otters are nocturnal, but in wild countries they are by no means exclusively so.
I have repeatedly seen
them hunting in rivers up to 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning and
again in the afternoon long before sunset. They live chiefly upon
fish, Crustacea, and frogs, and, as is well known, when they find
food plentiful, kill far more than they require to eat. They are
said occasionally to attack waterfowl, and to eat the eggs of birds,
and in all probability they are, if hungry, not particular; I once
came upon a party that were pulhng about a small crocodile, but I
cannot say whether they had killed it. Their movements in the
water are exceedingly rapid and graceful, and they can run with
considerable speed on land.
In fishing, otters act in concert and
surround or drive a shoal of fish. Colonel McMaster, in his Notes
on Jerdon,' describes an instance in which he saw this done in the
Chilka Lake.
The otters, at least six in number, swam out in a
semicircle, with an interval of about fifty yards between each two.
" Every now and then an otter would disappear, and generally when
it was seen again it was well w^ithin the semicircle with a fish
in its jaws, caught more for pleasure than for profit," as the fish
were always left untouched after a single bite.
easily recognized

'

Fig. 48.

— Skull of Lutra vulgaris.

(Z. nair,

Anderson, An. Zool. Ees.)

The hearing and sense of smell in otters are well developed
but I am inclined to think them not very sharp of sight. They
are very intelligent and cunning.
Their usual cry is a sharp yelp,
which they utter when excited or surprised. They are also said to
make a whistling sound as a note of alarm.
I cannot find anything recorded about the breeding of otters in
India.
In Europe they have frequently bred in confinement
(P. Z. S. 1881, p. 249).
They sometimes, at all events, pair in the
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water. There appears to be no particular season for breeding, but
the young are generally born in the winter, and the same is probably the case in India. The period of gestation is about sixty-one
to sixty-three days, the number of young usually from two to five
tbese are blind for some time after birth.
Otters are t^asily tamed when captured young, and become very
much attached to their masters, whom they will follow like a dog.
They are kept tame by fishermen in several parts of India, especially in Jessore, the Bengal Sunderbans, and on the Indus, and
are employed to drive the fish into nets, not, as in China, to actually
capture fish for their masters.

93.

Lutra

ellioti.

The smooth Indian

Otter.

Lutra monticola, Hodgson, J. A. S. B. viii, p. 320 (1839) Anderson,
An. Zool. Res. p. 207, pi. xii, fi<is. 1-3 (skull).
Lutra taraiyensis, Blijth, J. A. S. B. xi, p. 99, nee Hodgson.
? Lutra simung, Horsjield, Cat. p. 116.
Lutra nair, Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 195 Blyth, Cat. p. 72, partim
id. Mam. Birds Burma, p. 28, nec Cuv.
Lutra ellioti, Anderson, Ati. Zool. Res. p. 212.
;

;

Hpyan, Burm. Phey, Talain
Amrang, Anjing-ayer, Malay.

Ludra, Sindhi
rang,

Fig.

49.— Skull

;

of Lutra

;

ellioti.

;

;

Bong, Karen

;

Mam-

{L. monticola, Anderson, An. Zool. Res.)

The upper border of the naked muzzle is nearly straight from end
Tur smooth and short.
Skull elongate, but much less depressed than that of L. vulgaris.

to end.

Frontal region of skull with the sides parallel for some distance
behind the postorbital processes, and then suddenly constricted, so
that there is the appearance of a postorbital swelling.
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Molar teeth large the inner lobe of the upper sectorial very
more than half the breadth of the tooth, and exceeding two
The length of the upper sectorial along the
thirds the length.
outer edge exceeds the breadth of the six upper incisors taken
;

large,

together.
Colour.

Very uniform hair-brown above, with a slight greyish
and without any trace of grizzled appearance. 8ome speciLower parts
mens are more rufous.
Underfur pale brown.
lighter brown
the breast, throat, chin, and sides of head and neck
whitish or white.
In some specimens, probably old, the tips of the
hair on the abdomen are white.
Dimensions. Eather less than those of L. vulf/aris. A large skull,
tinge,

;

probably male, measures 4*7 inches in basal length, 3*2 in breadth,
female skull is 4*36
and 1*8 in height from between the bulla).
inches long, 2*9 broad, and 1*7 high, similarly measured.
I
learn from Mr. Scully that this otter is shorter than L. vulgaris,
though more robustly built, with a much larger skull.
No
trustworthy measurements are available.
Distribution. Apparently throughout India, from the Lower
Himalayas. Common in the Indus, in Sind, also in Lower Bengal,
Burma, and the Malay Peninsula.
Synonymy. This is, I think, probably the L. monticola of Hodgson,
and there are several speciuiens in his collections but as the
species is not a hill-otter the name is misleading, and must be
abandoned. L. simumj of Horsfield is fouuded on a skin without a
skull from Sumatra, and, though probably referable to this species,
I consequently, at Mr. Scully's
the identification is uncertain.
suggestion, adopt the name L. ellioii.
Habits Probably very similar to those of L. vulgaris. Whether
this is the species kept tame by theMohanas of Sind and employed
by them in fishing, and in capturing porpoises as described by Hume
the tame otter appeared
(' Stray Feathers,' i, p. 11 0), I am doubtful
There can,
to Hume, as it subsequently did to me, a small kind.
however, be little doubt that this is one of the species kept tame
and used for fishing by the Malays, as mentioned by Cantor.

A

;

.

;

94.

Lutra aureobrunnea.

Lutra aurobrunnea, Hodgson,
Zool.Res.

J.

The Himalayan

A.

S.

B.

viii, p.

320

Otter.
:

Anderson, An.

212.
? Barangia nepalensis, Gray, P. Z. S. 1865, p. 124.
p.

=

" Habit of body still more vermiform (than in L. indigitata
Tail less than | of the body.
Toes and nails fully
developed.
Pur longish and rough. Colour rich chestnut-brown
above, golden red below and on the extremities.
Length of head
and body 20 to 22 inches, tail 12 to 13 ; weight 9 to 11 lbs."
The above description is quoted from Hodgson.
No other
naturalist has met with this otter
but there is good evidence in
Hodgson's collections at the British Museum that at least one
leptonyoc).

;

LUTRA.
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ellioti,

and L.

leptoyiyx, is

found in

Nepal.

which Dr. Gray gave the
Barmigia was a genus founded on
the hairy-nosed Malay otter {Lutra sumatrana).
The Nepal skull
There

name

of

is

in the first place the skull to

Barangia

7iepaleiisis.

imperfect behind, but would, if perfect, probably be about
4 inches long. The zygomatic breadth is 2-45. The teeth are
small.
There is much resemblance to the skull of L. sumatrana,
but the hinder upper molar is differently shaped, the inner lobe
having the same antero-posterior length as the outer. In the
Malay species the inner lobe is smaller. This skull is perfectly
distinct from those of all knov^ n Indian otters.
There is also a flat skin of an otter, rich dark brown throughout,
slightly paler and with a golden tinge below.
The fur is thick and
woolly and somewhat harsh. Both texture and colour may be due

is

to

some preservative process.

The skin

is

stretched

and

distorted,

having evidently been hung up by the nose to dry, and it is impossible to say whether the nose was hairy or not. This may be
the dyed skin of a young L. vulgaris, or it may, as Anderson has
suggested, belong to the same animal as the skull already mentioned.
The circumstance that only one of each exists in the
collection is in favour of the latter view.
Hodgson, as quoted above, gives varying measurements and
weights, and from this it might be inferred that he examined more
than one individual. I can find no information about the animal
in his

MS.

notes.

very probable that L. sumatrami, the hairy-nosed Malay
otter (L. harang of Cantor, though not, as Anderson has shown,
I. c. p. 204, of F. Cuvier), may extend its range into Tenasserim
and even further north. This species and its skull are figured by
It is a large otter, the length of the
Anderson (I. c. pis. x, xii).
head and body in an old male, according to Cantor, being 32|
inches, tail 20, and the colour is deep rich brown throughout,
except on the chin and throat, which are whitish. The nose is
entirely hairy in young specimens, but in older individuals the
hairs become partially worn off.
That a third species, besides
L. ellioti and L. leptony.v, is found in Pegu is suggested in Col.
It

is

McMaster's notes.

Lutra leptonyx.

95.

The

clavjless Otter.

Blyth, Cat,
Lutra leptonyx, Horsjield, Res. Java (with figure)
Jerdon, Mam. p. 89.
p. 73
Lutra indigitata, Hodgson^ J. A. S. B. viii, p. 320.
Aonyx leptonyx, Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 195 Horsjield, Cat.
Blyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 28.
p. 117
;

;

;

;

Chusam, Bhot.

;

Suriam, Lepcha

;

Aujiiig-ayer, Malay.

Tail about half the length of the head

and body.

Head

short.
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rounded. Claws extremely small and rudimentary, and sometimes
wanting altogether the third and fourth toes on all feet considerably longer than the other toes.
Skull much shorter than in other Indian forms, the length being
but little more than one and a half times the breadth of the braincase, which is very broad.
The inner lobe of the upper sectorial
The upper (last) molar much larger in proportion to the
large.
breadth than in other species.
Colour. Moderately deep brown, with a more or less rufous
tinge above, paler below sometimes the difference is very slight,
except on the cheeks and upper lip, with the sides of the neck,
this colour is sharply
chin, and throat, which are whitish or white
divided from the brown on the sides of the head and neck, but
passes gradually into the paler brown of the breast.
The underfur of the back is lighter in colour near the base.
Diynensions. Head and body 22 to 24 inches, tail 10| to 13,
hind foot 3| weight 11 to 13 lbs. A skull measures 3 inches in
basal length and 2*25 wide across the zygomatic arches ; another
3-1 by 2-4.
Distribution. The claw] ess otter is found throughout the greater
;

;

;

;

part of the Oriental region.

It inhabits the

Himalaya generally

low elevations, is found in Lower Bengal, being common near
Calcutta, in Assam, Bunna, Southern China, the Malay Peninsula,
and several of the islands, including Java. Beyond Lower Bengal
this species has not been recorded from the peninsula of India,
except at considerable elevations on the Nilgiri and some other
ranges in the Madras Presidency ; but a small otter said by Kelaart
to inhabit the neighbourhood of Newera Elba, in Ceylon, is very
at

possibly L. leptonyx.
Habits. Similar, so far as

is known, to those of other otters.
This animal is sjiid by Cantor to be kept tame and employed by
fishermen in Malacca, together with other species.
By many writers the small clawless otter, Lutra leptonyx, is
separated from other Indian otters and classed in a distinct genus,
Aonyx, the type of which is the Cape otter, L. inunguis. This is
distinguished by having the merest rudiments of claws and the
L. leptonyx also has very small claws, though
toes half-webbed.
not quite so rudimentary as those of L. inunyuis, but the toes are
Although it does not
as fully webbed as those of most otters.
differ from Lutra in the same manner as the type of Aonyx does,
L. leptonyx has several peculiarities of its own not shown by its
supposed ally. Its skull is peculiarly short and broad, with a
differently shaped upper posterior molar, and its feet differ from
those of other species, including L. i7iunguis, in the much greater
proportional length of the third and fourth toes.
The most remarkable peculiarity of L. leptonyx, the form of the
skull, is repeated in a South- American species of otter, L. felina.
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Family PROCYONID.^:.
In the classification hitherto followed, that of Professor Flower,
the Himalayan genus u^luriis is made into a separate family ; but
the differences from the American ProcifonidcE, comprising the
racoons (Procyon), kinkajon (Cercoleptes), and their allies, do nob
appear sufficient to justify the separation. Hodgson pointed out
several characters in which ^lurus agrees with the Pi-oci/onido',
and others have been recorded by Flower. Blyth, in his Catalogue,
placed the genus between Cercoleptes and Procyon, and the only
distinctions especially mentioned by Flower are the presence in
JElurus of an alisphenoid canal which is wanting in the American
types, and the Asiatic habitat of the former genus.
The case of
Vwerricula already mentioned shows that the presence of an
alisphenoid caual is not necessarih'- a character of importance,
whilst to admit geographical distribution as a reason for distinguishing biological groups appears a mistake, and liable to cause
incorrect ideas as to natural alfinities and the relations of faunas
in ditferent regions.
I feel even doubtful whether a separate subfamily is required for the Asiatic representative of the ProcyonidoB.
The members of this family are distinguished by having two
true molars on each side, both in the upper and lower jaw.

Genus JELURUS, F. Cuvier (1825).
This genus contains but a single species peculiar to the Himalayan region.
The head is round, the face short and broad, the eyes directed
forward, the pupil round, the ears well developed ; the limbs stout,
plantigrade, densely covered with hair below ; the claws large,
Tail long.
curved, sharp, and semiretractile.
Mammae 8. Vertebra)
C. 7, D. 14-15, L. 6-5, S. 3, 0. 18.
Skull high and compressed.
Tlie zygomatic arches very strong
and much curved upwards. The coronoid process of the mandible
remarkably high, and the distance from the condyle to the angle
also unusually great, with the result that the ascending ramus of
the lower jaw is singularly developed.
:

Dentition

:

i.~^, c.

j^, pm.

m.

The canines

are

much

compressed. The molar teeth are very peculiar (see figure), and
They are
differ widely from those of all other Asiatic Carnivora.
very broad, and the crowns are covered with numerous pointed
cusps these, when worn down, produce a pattern resembling that
on the molars of some Ungulates. The upper sectorial is smaller
than the first true molar, and semioval in shape, the inner lobe
very broad and furnished with three cusps, arranged in a triangle,
the inner smaller than the others.
The second premolar is very
;

similar to the third or sectorial in shape,

and

like it

has a third
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The first lower premolar is small
root supporting the inner lobe.
and deciduous. There is much resemblance between the dentition
of J^lurus and that of Proct/on, though the latter has not the
remarkable second upper premolar of the former.

Fig. 50.

— Half palate aud skull

JEluru^ July ens.

The anatomy is described by Hodgson, J. A. S. B. xvi, pp. 1119,
1124, &c., and xvii, pt. 2, pp. 475, 573, and by Flower, P. Z. S. 1870,
Several important additions are made in the latter paper,
p. 752.
and especially the presence of anal glands, which Hodgson thought
were wanting, was demonstrated.
96. -ffilurus fulgens.

The red Cat-hear

or

Hhimlayan Racoon.

fulgens, F. Cm. Hist. Nat. Mam. pi. 203 (1825)
Horsf.
Cat. p. 126 Jerdon, Mam. p. 74
Sclater, P. Z. S. 18G9, p. 408 ;
Simpson, P. Z. S. 1869, p. 507, pi. xli.

Ailums

;

;

;

Ailurus ochraceus, Hodgson,

J.

A.

S.

B.

xvi, p. 1118, pis. Hi,

liii

xvii, pt. 2, pp. 475. 573.

yElurus fulgens, Flower, P. Z. S. 1870,
Wall, Ye, Nigdlija-ponya, Nepal
donka, Woker, Bhotia Sankam (or

;

;

p.

752

;

Bartlett, ibid. p. 709.

Thokya, Thonywa,
Saknam ?), Lepcha.

Limbu

;

Wak~

Tail about two thirds the length of the head and body, or rather
more. Fur long and thick, with woolly underfur. Feet and toopads completely concealed by hair.
Colour. Back, head above, and tail rusty red, varying in tint, the
middle of the back frequently paler, the forehead always lighter in
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and several pale rings on the tail, the tip of which is black.
and lower parts black, often brownish on the abdomen soles of feet light brown or whitish. Underfur throughout
the body hair-brown. Tace and lower lips white, with the exception of a vertical stripe of red from just above the eye to the gape
the ears too are white inside and near the edge outside, remainder
colour,

Limbs

inside

;

;

the hair is red also
below the ears behind the white cheek-patches. Claws white.
of outside surface of ears dark red or black

Fig. 51.

MluriisfuJyens. (P. Z. S. 1869, p. 408.)
represented is generally wanting, and the face

A

;

The dark
is

nose-stripe here

white throughout.

Dimensions.
head and body 24 inches,
large male measured
or with hair at the end 19|
other specimens measured
head and body 20 to 22 inches, tail 16, or with hair 18, the hind
foot from the heel 4|.
large skull is 3*65
Weight 7 to 9| lbs.
inches in basal length, and 3-05 broad across the zygomatic
tail 17,

:

;

:

A

arches.
Distribution. South-eastern Himalayas, from about 7000 to about
12,000 feet elevation. This animal has not been found west of
Nepal, but it ranges eastward throughout the mountains north of
Assam to Yunnan (Anderson, An. Zool. Ees. Introduction, p. xx).
Habits. Hodgson has given a very full account of these, and

some useful additions have been made by Dr. Simpson and Mr.
Bartlett.

The present animal inhabits forests, and lives in holes of trees,
or perhaps amongst rocks. It, however, feeds much on the ground.
As a rule it is found in pairs or small families. Its food is almost
entirely vegetable, consisting of fruits, acorns, sprouts of bamboo
(whence the name Nigalya-ponya), grass, roots, &c. It also eats
eggs, and, according to Jerdon, insects and larvje, though Hodgson
says that the individuals kept by him refused similar food (perhaps
he did not try the proper kinds). Hodgson also states that it is
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All observers, however, agree that it either refuses
or takes it very reluctantly.
Hodgson tried
repeatedly the experiment of putting a live fowl in the cage of an
jElurus, which but rarely killed the fowl, and never ate it.
The sharp and powerful semiretractile claws of jElurus are thus
manifestly not used for predatory purposes, but are admirably
adapted for climbing and there can be no question that this form,
like so many of the Himalayan mammalia, is chiefly arboreal in its
It is dull of sight and hearing, and even its sense of smell
habits.
is not very acute
and, according to Hodgson, it is easily captured,
having but little speed, cunning, or ferocity to protect it. It grasps
articles, such as fruit, readily with its paws, as observed by Bartlett.
Its walk is plantigrade ; its movements on the ground slow
and awkward. It sleeps sometimes coiled up like a cat or dog, with
the bushy tail over the head, sometimes resting on its legs with
the head tucked under the chest and between the fore legs, a
practice common, it is said, with American racoons, and doubtless
due to the habit of resting on a branch of a tree. Bartlett especially
notices the resemblance between its habits generally and those of
the kinkajou (Cercoleptes).
Though by no means distinctly nocturnal,
fulgens sleeps
much in the day, moving about and feeding in the morning and
evening.
According to Bartlett it drinks like a bear, by inserting
its lips, and not by lapping, though Hodgson says the contrary.
Its usual cry, or call-note, is a short faint squeak, said by Dr.
Simpson to resemble the chirping of a bird but when angry it
rises on its hind legs like a bear, and attacks with what one
observer terms a series of " snorts," and another a " sharp spitting
hiss." Jerdon says that a friend of his watched a pair seated high up
on a lofty tree, and making most unearthly cries, evidently at the
pairing-season.
The period of gestation is not known, but the young are generally
two in number, and are produced in spring. They appear to have
a long period of helplessness, during which they remain in their
place of birth, a hollow tree or hole among rocks, and they remain
with the parents until another brood is about to appear.
As a rule these animals appear to be easily tamed even when
They are delicate animals, and cannot endure heat, and
adult.
they also suifer from much cold. When excited, according to Dr.
Simpson, a male had the power of emitting a strong odour of

fond of milk.

flesh of all kinds,

;

;

;

musk.

Family

UESID^.

The last family of the Arctoidea contains the bears, a very
natural group, all of them animals of considerable size, heavily
built, thoroughly plantigrade, and with the feet adapted for digging,
though not used for fossorial purposes in the same manner as those
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TJRSUS.

of badgers,

no bears being known to

live in

holes

dug by them-

selves.

In this family there are two true molars in the upper and three
in the lower jaw, all having broad, flat, tuberculated crowns. The
upper sectorial differs from that of other Carnivora in wanting the
inner root ; the tooth has a small posterior inner lobe without a
distinct fang, and looks much like a small true molar. The upper
molars are all in one line, the last having its longer axis not transverse, but in the same direction as that of the others. The auditory
bulla is very little inflated, its lower surface being almost flat.
Much difference of opinion exists as to the generic subdivisions
of the family, but most naturalists place the common Indian bear,
or sloth-bear, in a distinct genus from true Ursus.
The two
genera found within Indian limits are thus distinguished
•

:

Six incisors in the upper jaw
incisors in the upper jaw

Fom-

Uesus.

Melursus.

Bears are found throughout the Palsearctic, Oriental, and
Nearctic regions, and one species occurs on the Andes in South
America none are known to inhabit Africa south of the Atlas, or
Australia.
The remains of one species of bear, Ursus namadicus, have been
found in the Pleistocene Nerbudda beds of Central India; the
species was probably allied to U. malayanus.
Another form, U.
theobaldi, of which a skull has been met with in the Pliocene
SivA aliks, may have been an ancestral type of Meliwsus ursinus.
Besides these traces of three species belonging to the extinct ursine
genus Hycenarcttis occur in the Siwalik beds.
;

Genus URSUS, Linn. (1766).
Syn. Helarctos, Ilorsfield (1825).

The feet are broad and completely plantigrade, with the soles
naked the live toes of each foot all well developed and armed
with long, compressed, and moderately curved, non-retractile claws.
Ears small, erect, rounded, hairy. Pupil round.
Tail very short.
;

Mammie

6.

Skull elongate
Vertebrie
C. 7, D. 14, L. 6, S. 5, C. 8-10.
(except in U. malayanus) orbits small and incomplete behind
An alisphenoid
palate prolonged considerably behind last molars.
There is a marked projection inside the base of the
canal present.
lower jaw near the angle, as in seals.
:

;

:

The three anterior
m.
J^, pm.
and frequently
one-rooted,
small,
premolars above and below are
wanting the second especially, in bo h jaws, being generally lost
The upper sectorial is considerably smaller than
in adult skulls.
either of the true molars, which are both longer than broad, with
Dentition:

i.

|,

c.

;

flattened, tuberculated grinding-surfaces, much worn down in old
The second is much the larger, and has a large backanimals.
ward prolongation or heel. In the lower jaw the first premolar is

o
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larger

and more persistent than the second and third the lower
and indistinct blade and greatly developed
;

sectorial has a small

—

Fig. 52.
Skull of Ursus ma/af/anits, young.
(In older animals the breaclLli is proportionally much greater.)

tubercnlar heel.
The second true molar is about the same length
as the lower sectorial, but broader, the hindmost molar is shorter.

Synopsis of Indian, CeyJonese, and Burmese Species,

A

Colour brown claws brown or white
B. Colour black.
a. Larger
ears 5 to
length over 5 feet
6 inches long claws black
b. Smaller: length under 4 feet 0 inches;
ears about 2 inches long; claws pale
.

U. arctus, p. 194.

;

;

:

U. forquafits, p. 197.

;

.

97.

U. malayanus, p. 199.

.

The hrown Bear.

Ursus arctus.

Ursus
Ursus

arctos, L. Sijd. Nat. ed. 12, i, p. G9 (1766).
isabellinus, Jlorsf. Linn. Trans, xv, p. 3->2 (1827)
P.Z.S. 1858, p. 517; Blyth, Cat. p. 76 Jerdon,

;

Mam.

;

Adams,
p.

69;

Lydoldier, J. A. 8. B. xlvi, pt. 2, p. 285; Scully, P. Z. S. 1881,
p. 203.
? Ursus pruinosus, Blyt/i, J. A. S. B. xxii, p. 589 ; W. Blanf. J. A.
B. xlvi, pt. 2, p. 318.

Barf-ha-rinch, Ldl-hhdlu,
T)rin-mor, I^adak
tan ; 877070 bear of

:

Bralti,

II.

;

Hdput., Kashmiri

Kishtwar

;

European sportsmen.

Dub, Nepal

;

;

Drengmo, Balti

;

Tom-khaina, Tibe-

msus.
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Claws moderate. Fur long in winter, thick, shaggy,
with woolly undert'ur, the hair on the back being as much
as 8 inches in length ; in summer the fur is shorter, thinner and
darker.
Ears of moderate size, covered with long hair.
Colour. Various shades of brown, from very pale to dark brown,
some animals silvery grey from the fur having white tips, some
are reddish brown.
In the Eastern Tibetan form {U. lyruinosm)
the hair on the back and limbs is blackish with pale tawny tips.
The fur is rather paler and greyer at the base. According to
Kinloch, as a rule in Kashmir old males are the darkest, young
animals and females paler, but there are exceptions. In young
animals there is a white half-collar on the breast, and this mark is
conspicuous in older individuals on the new fur, when the long
winter coat has recently been shed. Claws generally in Himalayan animals pale or white.
Dimensions rather variable, as in all bears, males being larger
than fe'males.
The Himalayan race {U. isahdlinas) appears,
judging from skulls, to run rather smaller than the European
brown bear. Scully gives the length in Gilgit as from 4 feet
8 inches to 5 feet 8 according to Kinloch a very large bear would
measure about 7 feet from snout to tail, the latter being only two
or three inches long; whilst Adams says the largest he measured,
out of hundreds, was 7 feet 6 inches long, and 3 feet 5 inches high.
A moderate-sized skull is 11*7 inches long in basal length, and
7'25 broad across the zygomata.
The largest skull in the Calcutta
Museum measures 12-5 inches by 8*8, a large European skull
13 by 9-5.
Distribution. Throughout the greater portion of the Pala^arctic
region.
The brown bear inhabits the Himalaya from Afghanistan
as far east as Nepal, at all events, and is, or was, common in
Kashmir and many parts of the N.W. Himalaya, but it does not
occur in Ladfik, Suru, Zanskar, or any of the districts north of the
main range, though common further west in Astor and Gilgit.
U. pruinosus is found in the neighbourhood of Lhassa.
Synonymy. I can find no sullicient reason for distinguishing
U. isabellinus from U. arctus.
l^oth vary in colour, and are often
of the same tint, the Himalayan form, like the Syrian, being as a
rule paler than the European, perhaps because the two Asiatic
varieties inhabit more open ground.
The difference in size does
not appear sufficiently great or constant to justify distinction.
Habits. In summer the Himalayan brown bear keeps to high
elevations, living chiefly on the grass slopes above the forests, close
to the snow
in autumn and spring he is found at lower levels,
frequently entering the forests, and descending to the neighbourhood of villages to feed on fruit or grain. In winter these bears
retreat to caves, and hybernate or remain in a torpid condition
until spring.
Their winter retreats are usually, at that season,
buried beneath the snow.
They reappear about March or April,
and in those months and May may be found on open spots on the
hill-side, where the snow has melted, feeding on the young sprouts
Size large.

and

soft,

;

;

o2
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and herbs, digging for roots and turning over stones to
Grass, herbs, and roots form their principal
search for insects.
food, with the addition of various fruits and seeds found in the
forest, or plundered from the neighbourhood of villages.
They
are fond of apricots, peaches, apples, mulberries, walnuts, and buckwheat, to obtain which they descend into the valleys occasionally
when the fruits are ripe, soon returning, however, to the higher
slopes near the snow.
Sometimes they are said to kill sheep or
goats, and they have been known to feed on the flesh of animals
they had killed or found dead. Dr. J. L. Stewart (P. A. S. B.
1867, p. 175) records an instance of a large brown bear killing two
smaller bears in succession, and eating portions of their bodies.
In Europe the brown bear frequently kills and eats animals, it is
said even cattle and ponies but this may be due to vegetable food
being less abundant than on the Himalayas, where the brown bear,
as a rule, by general testimony is not carnivorous.
Bears are dull of sight and hearing, and although they possess
good powers of smell, they appear inferior, even in this respect,
to many animals.
They can move pretty quickly in a clumsy
gallop, but their usual pace is slow.
They can climb trees, but in
the Himalayas, at all event, rarely do so.
The Himalayan brown
bear is a very harmless animal, never attacking men, and very
of grass

;

rarely, if ever,

showing

fight

even when wounded.

The Himalayan brown bears pair at the end of September, in
October and November, and at that time males and females are
found together.

They, however, go into separate winter-quarters.
usually two in number (one with young females), are
born in April or May, the period of gestation being about G months.
Young bears, when born, are very small, scarcely larger than a
good-sized rat ; they are born hairless and blind, and remain without sight for four weeks ; when they are three or four months old
they accompany the mother in her rambles. Cubs of two different
years are often found with the mother at the same time ; all remain
wdth her, as a rule, until nearly three years old, at which time they
are full-grown.
In Russia it is asserted that a male cub of the
previous year takes charge of the youug belonging to the next
litter, and acts as a kind of nurse ; but this may be one of the
endless folk-lore stones that have accumulated about bears, as
about other formidable Carnivora.
One of these stories is to the effect that bears, when attacking,
hug those whom they assail, and squeeze them to death.
" bear's hug " is proverbial.
The story is apparently without
foundation.
bear, from its anatomical structure, strikes round
with its paws, as if grasi)ing, and the blow of its powerful arm
drives its claws into the body of its victim, causing terrible wounds,
but the idea of its "hugging" appears not confirmed by recent

The young,

A

A

observers.
Bears are easily tamed, and it is not uncommon to see examples
of this species led about the plains of India.
These animals live
to a considerable ago ; a brown bear lived in the well-known Stadt-

URSUS.
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grab at Berne, in Switzerland, for 47 years, and a female after 31
years of age bore young.

98.

Ursus torquatus.

The Himalayan Mack Bear.

Ursiis thibetanus, F. Ctivier, Hist. Nat. Mam. pi. 213 (1824)
id.
Osscmens Foss. ed. 3, iv, p. 325 ; Bhjtli^ Cat. p. 76 Jerdon, Manu
Lf/de/iker, J. A.
B. xlvi, pt. 2, p. 28o.
p. 70
Ursus torquatus, Wagner, Schr eh. Saiiyt'th. Siipp. ii, p. 144 (1811).
Helarctos tibetanus, Horsf. Cat. p. 124
Adams, P. Z. S. 1858,
;

;

;

;

518.

p.

Ursus gedrosianus, W. Blanf.
P.A. S.B. 1879, p. 4.

J.

A.

S.

B.

xlvi, pt. 2, p.

317

j

id.

II.
Mam, Baluchi; Hdput, Kashmiri; Sandr,
Horn, Bhotia; Sona, Lepcha Mdyijen, Limbo;
Sutum, Daphla
Situm, Abor
Mapol, Garo; Muphur, Musu-hhurma,
Kachari
Vihnpi, Kuki
Sawom.^ Manipuri Huglium, Tlidgua^ Theya^
Chup, Sevan, Sdpd, Naga
Wek-ioon, Burmese.

Binch or Bich, Bhalu,

Himj

hong, Nepalese

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Size moderate. Fur smooth, not long or shaggy hair of moderate
length, without any woolly underfur the hair on tlie shoulders is,
however, considerably elongated in winter, giving the appearance
:

;

of a hump.
Claws comparatively short, strong, and curved. Ears
rather large and covered with longish hair.
The skuJl behind the orbits is longer in proportion than that of
U. arctus, and the muzzle is shorter.
The sagittal crest is but
slightly developed even in old animals.
Colour. Perfectly black ahnost throughout, with the exception
of the inverted white crescent or horseshoe-mark on the chest
which is narrow, with each end prolonged upwards in front of the
shoulder.
The chin, too, is white, and sometimes the nose is
Occasionally the
reddish bro^n, the upper lip being whitish.
paws are said to be reddish brown. Claws black.
Dimensions. There is much variation, and males are larger than
females.
In several measurements of ordinary individuals given
by Hodgson, the head and body vary from 4 ft. 8 in. to 5 ft. 5 in.,
but a very large male measured 6 feet 5 inches from nose to rump.
The tail without hair measures 3 to 3.j inches, the hair at the end
1 to 14 inches more, the planta or sole of the hind foot to the heel
7| to 9 inches ear without hair and measured from crown of head
5 to 5 J. A¥eight of full-grown males 200 to 250 lbs. A good-sized
adult skull from Kepal is 10 inches in basal length and 6*8 broad.
As a rule this is a considerably larger and heavier animal than the
sloth-bear of the Indian Peninsula.
Distribution. This bear is found throughout the forest-regions of
the Himalayas, extending westward through parts of Afghanistan
into Baluchistan and the Khirthar range on the west frontier of
;

Sind.
The western limits are about the frontier of Persia. To
the eastward U. torquatus is found in the Assam ranges and some
of the countries to the southward, being certainly found, though
not common, in Pegu, where it was obtained by Theobald, and as
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far south as M(ugui, whence Dr. Anderson obtained living speciIt also occurs in
mens for the Calcutta Zoological Gardens.
Southern Chhia, Hainan, and i^'ormosa. Whether the bear found
in the plains of Eastern Bengal and Assam is this species or the
I once saw a skin of U. torsloth-bear, I cannot state positively.
qtMins obtained from an animal that I was assured had been shot
in Lower Bengal; and a writer in the ' Asian ' vof January 21st,

1888, states that he shot one in the Terai, close to the Patli Dun,
North-west Provinces.
Synonymy. The specific name tltihetanus, although the oldest,
must be abandoned, because the animal, although common on the
southern slopes of the Himalaya, is never found in Tibet itself. I
was misled by a discoloured skin of very small size into giving a
new name, U. (jcdrosifmus, to the Baluchistan bear; but remarkable
as it appears that a Himalayan and Chinese species should inhabit
so very different a climate as that of Baluchistan, there appears no
sufhcient distinction to justify the separation of the bear from the
latter country.

Hahits. In the Himalayas and throughout its range, except in
Baluchistan, the black bear is a forest animal. In the mountains
it is found at various elevations from near the base of the hills to
about 12,000 feet; usually in summer it ascends to 9000 or 10,000
feet or higher, whilst in winter it dt^scends to 5000 feet or even
It is found frequently about villages, and often feeds in
lower.
it has even been known to eat
fields of grain or in fruit orchards
the pumpkins gro\\ ing on the roof of a house. In winter it subsists
Its food consists mainly of fruits and roots
largely on aconis.
but whilst it does not dig so much for the latter as the brown bear,
it is far more in the habit of climbing trees for fruit, and is not
unfrequently found in fruit-trees at night or in the morning. It
is also, like most bears, fond of honey, and is said at times to
At the same time it is the most
attack the beehives in A'illages.
carni^orous of the Indian bears, and not only kills sheep, goats,
deer, and even cattle and ponies, but occasionally feeds on carrion.
Some observers state that black bears hybernate, whilst Adams
The fact is doubtless, as stated by Kinlocb,
declares they do not.
that they do not hybernate completely as U. arctus does, but that
they remain in a state of semitorpor, often in a hollow tree, during
the cold months, moving about and feeding a little on milder
;

;

days.

By all accounts the black bear is a much more savage animal
than the brown bear, and as the former lives near villages, he more
frequently comes in contact with men.
Many natives are killed
or severely injured by black bears in the Himalayas, and some
Europeans but still it appears an exception for even a wounded
This animal is much sharper of sight and hearing
bear to charge.
than the Himalayan brown bear, and is said by some to have remarkable powers of scent but by other accounts its sense of smell,
though fairly acute, is very inferior to that possessed by deer or
especially by wild sheep or ibex.
It has the usual walk and quick
;

:
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but clunisy gallop of the family.
It is an excellent swimmer,
crossing swollen torrents v\ith ease.
The usual den of this bear is in dense jungle, often in a cave
or hollow tree amongst thiclc bush.
As in the case of U. arctus^
adults are generally found alone except in the pairing-season
but
the cubs remain with the mother till full-grown, and those of two
seasons are sometimes found with her at one time.
This accounts
for the parties of four or five bears occasionally noticed.
The
period of gestation has not been recorded, but is probably the same
as in other bears.; the young, usually two in number, are born in
spring, and are very small, and blind for some time after birth.
If
captured young they are easily tamed, but are said to be less docile
than the other three Indian species, and are certainly less frequently seen in captivity.
;

99.

Ursus malayanus.

Ursus malayanus,

liaffles,

TJie

Tr. Lhin. Soc.

Malay Bear.
xm,

p.

254

(181^2)

Blythj

;

Cat. p. 76.

Helarctos
J.

malayanus, Ilorsf. Zool. Jturn. ii, p. 234
A. S.B. xv/p. 191 Blyth, Main. Birds Bnrma, p. 30.

;

Helarctos em-yspilus, Horsjield, Zool. Joiirn.
TVek-won, Burmese

Size small.

Cantor,

;

Fur

;

ii,

p.

221.

Bruang, Malay.
short and coarse.

small, rounded, covered with short hair.

Claws well curved.

Tongue very

Ears

long.

8kull in adults very short and broad, nose short, zygomatic arches
wide. Auditory bullae more swollen than in i/. arctus or U. torquatus.
Incisors and canines large, premolars crowded and soon
lost.
Upper sectorial very small, its transverse section scarcely
larger than that of the outer incisor.
Molars short and very broad.
Colour. Black, brownish in parts.
The muzzle including the
eyes and the chin paler, often whitish ; the crescentic patch on the
chest white, yellow, or orange, with the two ends often broad,
sometimes united into a large oval or heart-shaped spot with a
black centre, and sometimes with the apex prolonged into a white
streak on the abdomen.
Claws pale horny, sometimes dusky.
Dimensions. Head and body about 4 feet, tail 2 inches, hind
foot 7. The animal may grow to a rather larger size than this, but
apparently never exceeds about 44 feet in length.
full-grown
Bornean female only measured 36 inches from nose to rump, tail
1 inch
weight 60 lbs. The ears are quite short, not more than
2 inches long.
A very old and large skull is 8*5 inches long
in younger skulls (fig. 52, p. 194)
(basal length) and 8*3 broad
the breadth is proportionally less.
Bistrihution. This bear inhabits the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,
Java, and Borneo, and extends northwards into Tenasserim, Arakan, Chittagong, and the Garo hills. Throughout Burma, indeed,
1 learn from Dr. Anderson, both this and the preceding species

A

;

;
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are found.
is

Theobald, ia Mason's

'

Burma,' doubts

if

U.

malayanus

found in Pegu.

Habits. But little known except in captivity.
This bear is a
purely forest animal and an admirable climber. It is essentially
frugivorous, but like other bears occasionally kills and eats animals
and birds. It is said to be very fond of honey, and it probably
Occasionally it is said to attack
devours insects and their larvae.
man. The instances of such attacks mentioned by Dr. Mason in
his work on Burma may, however, have been due to U. torquatus
and not to the present species.
In confinement U. malai/atius soon becomes very tame if captured young, and from its activity and antics is very amusing.
Good accounts of tamed animals are given by 8ir Stamford Baffles,
and by Col. McMaster in his Notes on Jerdon.'
'

Genus MELURSUS, Meyer (1794).
Syn. Prochilus, Illiger (1811).

The median
in the young.

pair of incisors in the upper jaw are wanting even

Dentition

:

i. |,

c.

~,

pm.

m.

AU

the

molars and premolars very small, the latter separated from each

Fig. 53.

— Skull of Melursus ursinus.

other by a considerable interval.
Claws very large and pov^erful
snout elongate and mobile. Otherwise as in Ursus.
Vertebrae
C. 7, D. 15, L. 5, S. 5, C. 11.
Only one species is known, and this is peculiar to the Indian
Peninsula and Ceylon.
:
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MELURSUS.

The Shth-Bear

100. Melursus ursinus.

or Indian Bear.

Bradypus ursinus, Shaw, Naturalists' Miscellany, \\, pi. 58 (c. 1791).
Ursus labiatus, de Blainv. Bull. Soc. Philom. 1817, p. 74 Si/kes,
;

P. Z.

S. 18:31, p.

Calc.

Mam.

Journ. N.

100

H.

Mad.

100
Blyth, Cat. p. 77

Joiirn. L. S. x, p.

;

Elliot,

\,

p. 199, pi. vii

;

Tickell,

;

Jerdon,

;

p. 72.

Ursus inornatus, Pucheran, Rev. Mag. Zool.

Rinch ov Rich, Bhalu, Adam-zdd, H.

Bhaluk,

;

vii, p.

Jien^}^.

;

392 (1855).
Riksha, Sanscr.

;

Yerid, Yedjal, Asol, Gond. Bir Mendi, Oraou Bana,
Astval, Mahr
Kol Eluf/u, Tel. Kaddi or Karadi, Can. and Tarn. ; Pani Karudi, Mai.
;

;

;

;

',

Usa, Cingalese.

Fur long and

between the shoulders. In the
broad and concave, and extends back farther
than in other bears, covering about two thirds of the space between
the posterior molars and the hinder terminations of the pterygoids.
Colour. Black, end of muzzle dirty grey
a narrow white horseshoe-shaped mark on the chest. Claws white.
Dimensions. Head and body 4 ft. 6 in. to about 5 ft. 8 in. long
Males as a ride are larger than
tail without hair 4 to 5 inches.
Height at shoulder 2 ft. 2 in. to about 2 ft. 9 in.
females.
Weight of a small female 170 lbs. large males weigh as much as
20 stone (280 lbs.) or more I find one in the Asian ' recorded as
weighing 320 lbs. A large male skull is 11 inches in basal length,
and 7'8 broad across the zygomatic arches.
Bistrihution. The peninsula of India from near the base of the
Himalayas to Cape Comorin, and Ceylon, chiefly in hilly and jungly
To the west this bear is found in Kattywar and has
parts.
occasionally been met with in Cutch, whilst further north its range
appears to be limited by the Indian desert. The eastern limit is more
doubtful. The sloth-bear appears to be found, though not commonly,
in Eastern and Northern Bengal but whether the bear of the Assam
plains is this species or Ursus torquatus, I have not betm able to
ascertain.
Theobald even suggests that the sloth-bear may occur
in Pegu, as he possessed a young animal at Toungoo with but four
upper incisors.
Habits. An excellent account is given by Tickell, and numerous
details have been added by Jerdon, Forsyth, Sanderson, McMaster,
and others, from which and my own observations the following
skull the palate

coarse, longest

is

;

;

'

;

;

notes are drawn up.
The sloth-bear is still one of the commonest wild animals of
India, though its numbers have been greatly diminished by sportsmen throughout the country, and in some districts, as in parts of
the Deccan and Bengal, where it was common 30 or 40 years ago,
it has been exterminated.
Wherever it occurs its presence is
shown by the holes it digs to get at termites, by marks of its claws
on trees that it has ascended for honey, and by its peculiar tracks.
These animals are generally found solitary or in pairs, or three
together; in the latter cnse a female with two cubs, often nearly
or quite full-grown.
Occasionally four or five are met with in
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Tbe}^ inhabit bush and forest-jungle
particularly fond of caves in the hot season and

company.

and hills, and are
monsoon, and also

when they have young.

Throughout several parts of the peninsula
of India there are numerous hills of a kind of granitoid gneiss that
weathers into huge loose rounded masses.
These blocks remain
piled on each other, and the great cavities beneath them are
favourite resorts of bears, as in such places the heat of the sun, and
some of the insects (flies, mosquitoes, &c.) that are most troublesome in the monsoon, can be avoided. In the cold season, and at
other times where no caves are available, this animal passes the day
in grass or bushes or in holes in the banks of ravines.
It roams
in search of food at night, and, near human habitations, is rarely
seen in the daytime but in wild tracts, uninhabited by man, it may
be found wandering about as late as 8 or 9 o'clock in the morning,
at]d again an hour or even more before sunset in the afternoon.
In wet or cloudy weather, as in the monsoon, it sometimes keeps
on the move all day. But the sloth-bear, although, like most other
Indian animals, it shuns the midday sun, appears by no means so
sensitive to heat as might be expected from its black fur, and it
appears far less reluctant to expose itself at noonday than the tiger
is.
I have seen a family of bears asleep at midday in May on a
They bad lain down in the shade of a small
hill-side in the sun.
It
tree, but the shade had shifted without their being disturbed.
is scarcely necessary to observe that this bear does not hybernate.
Owing to its long shaggy coarse fur, its peculiarly shaped head, its
long mobile snout, and its short hind legs, this is probably the
most uncouth in appearance of all the bears, and its antics are as
Its usual pace is a quick walk, but if
comical as its ap])earance.
alarmed or hurried it breaks into a clumsy gallop, so rough that
when the animal is going away at full speed it looks almost as if
It climbs over
propelled from behind and rolled over and over.
rocks well, and, like other bears, if alarmed or fired at on a steep
It
hill-side, not unfrequently rolls head over heels down hill.
climbs trees, but slowly and heavily, the unmistakable scratches
left on the bark showing how often its feet have slipped back some
I cannot, however, confirm
inches before a firm hold was secured.
the statement of some observers that this animal only ascends trees
with rough bark unless I am greatly mistaken I ha\ e seen its
scratches far up the smooth stems of howa trees {Tei^minalia
;

;

arjanci).

The food of the sloth-bear consists almost entirely of fruits and
Amongst the former the jujube plum or her {Zizyphus

insects.

ebony tree (Biospyros melanoanflon),
bel (^c/le marmelos), and of various
kinds of figs, especially har or banyan (Ficus indica) and yidar
(F. gJomerata), the pods of Cassia fistula, and the fleshy sweet
flower of the mlioiva (Bassia latifolid) are much eaten by these
animals, each in its season, but many other wild and cultivated
Beetles and their larvae, the
fruits are devoured when procurable.
honey and young of bees, and above all the combs of termites or

jiijuha),

the

fruits

of

the

jamun {Eugenia jamhulana),
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In their nocturnal
white aiits furnish food for the Indian bear.
rambles tliese animals visit many fruit-trees, sometimes climbing
amongst the branches to shake down the fruit, or standing up and
dragging it down with their paws they also turn over stones to
search for insects and larva), ascend trees to plunder bees' nests,
and dig out the nests of white ants, sometimes making holes 5 or
These holes are easily recognized by
6 feet deep for this purpose.
the marks of the bears' claws.
Tickell says (and his views are confirmed by others)
" The
power of suction in the bear, as well as of propelling v\ ind from
It is by this means it is enabled to proits mouth, is very great.
cure its common food of white ants and lar\oe with case.
On
arriving at an ant-hill the bear scratches away with his fore feet
until he reaches the large combs at the bottom of the galleries.
He then, with violent puffs, dissipates the dust and crumbled
particles of the nest, and sucks out the inhabitants of the comb by
such forcible inhalations as to be h.eard at two hundred yards
distance or more.
Larvae, especially the large ones of the Ateuclius
sacer, are in this \Aay sucked out from great depths under the
;

:

—

soil."

In Southern India bears are fond of the fermented juice of the
wild date-palm, and climb the trees to get at the pots in which it
The animals are said at times to get very drunk with
is collected.
They are very fond, too, of sugar-cane, and do much
palm-juice.
damage to the crops they also occasionally eat various pulses,
maize, and some other kinds of corn, and cultivated fruits such
;

mangoes.
According to Tickell, they rob birds' nests and eat the eggs. I
have never heard an authenticated case of their killing larger
animals for food, and as a rule they do not touch flesh but Sanderson records an instance in which a muntjac that had been shot and
left in the jnngle was partly devoured by one, and he says that
they often gnaw dry bones of cattle. McMaster also relates how
the body of a bullock that had been killed by a tiger was pulled to
Toung cubs reared in
pieces and devoured by two large bears.
confinement eat flesh readily, cooked or raw.
The bears have a peculiar habit of sucking their paws and oP
making a humming sound at the same time, and the present species
According to Tickell some tame
is much addicted to the practice.
young bears that he saw w ould suck any person's hand in the same
manner as their own paws.
The eyesight of Melursus ursiwus is by no means good, and it
has a peculiarly comical way of peering about for intruders, that
as

;

Its hearing is also, I
gives the idea of its being short-sighted.
Its sense of smell is much better
believe, far from acute.
by
scent it can detect honeycombs in a tree overhead, and nests of
teroiites or larvae of beetles at some depth below the surface of
;

the ground.

In smelling about for food, for instance when
makes a peculiar puffing sound that

visiting fruit-trees at night, it

can be heard at a considerable distance.
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Except in puffing and bumming, the Indian bears are quite
a rule, and bave no call for eacb otber. Occasionally, bovvever, tbey make tbe most startling noise, vvbetber
connected with pairing or not I cannot say. I have only heard it
in the beginning of the cold season, which is not their usual
pairing-time.
They occasionally fight under fruit-trees, but I
think the noise then made rather different.
When surprised or disturbed, and especially when M ounded, a
silent animals as

bear is generally very noisy, uttering a series of loud guttural
sounds.
When hit by a bullet it is far more demonstrative than
a tiger ; indeed I have more than once known a tiger to receive a
bullet without a sound, but I never knew a bear to be hit without
much howling. Besides this, when a bear is mortally wounded
and lies dying he almost always makes peculiar wailing cries.
This has been observed by McMaster.
If two or more bears are together and one is wounded, a fight
generally ensues, which Sanderson considers due to an attack by
the unwounded animal or animals ; but this is not necessarily the
case, as I have seen an old female when hit attack two halfgrown cubs that were with her, and cuff them heartily, and in one
instance, when both of two bears were hit, they stood up on their
hind legs and fought till one dropped dead from the bullet-wound.
As a rule the sloth-bear is a timid animal, but occasionally it
attacks men savagely, using both its claws and teeth, and especially clawing the head and face.
Sometimes, especially when
surprised suddenly and attempting to escape, a bear merely
knocks a man down with a blow of its claws, often, however,
inflicting severe wounds
but in other cases it holds its victim
with its claws and bites him severely, not leaving him until some
time after he ceases to struggle. Many of the most savage attacks
are made by female bears that have young with them, some are by
wounded animals, but occasionally the onslauglit appears quite
;

unprovoked.

known

The

story of sloth-bears hugging

to the natives of India,

and

is

is,

I think,

un-

only repeated by those

whose

ideas on the subject are derived from European folk-lore.
There are, however, many folk-lore stories connected with the
Indian bear. It is a common belief in parts of India that male
bears abduct women.
It is possible that the name of Adam-zdd
is connected with this story.
The same belief exists in Ealuchistan

regarding U. torquatus.
Sportsmen in India generally either drive patches of jungle ot
hills, and shoot the bears as they run out, or else mark them down
in the morning, and go up to their lair on foot.
Elephants are
seldom used, they have a great dread of bears, and are but rarely
steady with them, and the country is frequently too rough and
rocky for the sport. When bears inhabit hills, sportsmen occasionally post themselves before daybreak in a commanding spot,
and intercept the animals on their return from their nocturnal
rambles.
Bears are occasionally speared from horseback, and have
sometimes been hunted with large dogs and killed with a knife

MELURSUS.

when
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This is described by Sanderson. Jerdon gives an
a curious method of hunting with dogs, practised by
the Polyg.irs^ amoug the hills in the extreme south of the Peninsula.
When the bear is brought to bay, the hunters each thrust
a long bamboo loaded with strong bird-lime into the shaggy coat
of their quarry, and thus hold him firmly.
Nets have also been
seized.

account

of"

employed.

A

wounded bear usually escapes without attempting to fight,
and, unless he can get into a cave, runs away until he drops, no
matter what the temperature may be, frequently going many
miles.
Occasionally, however, he charges desperately, but a shot
in the face, whether it hits or not, will almost always turn him.
There is a common idea, quite unfounded, that a bear always rises
on its hind legs to attack, and may then be shot in the chest. It
very rarely, if ever, does this when really angry and assailing
an enemy already clearly recognized. The act of rising on the
hind legs is generally due to surprise, and to an endeavour, on the
part of the bear, to make out his enemy better.
The pairing-time appears to vary, but is generally about June,
at the commencement of the monsoon.
The period of gestation
is said by Tickell to be seven months
if so, it rather exceeds that
of other bears.
The young are born at various times from October
till February, but most often in December or January ; they are
usually two in number, the size of Newfoundland pups, are blind
for the first three weeks (18 days according to McMaster), and
are covered with soft, short hair, v^hich after a couple of months
becomes rougher and coarser. After a time (2 or 3 months I
believe) the mother takes them with her, carrying them on her
back, where they cling to the long hair.
They ride thus, at times,
until of tolerable size
one cub may sometimes be seen following
its mother whilst the other is carried.
They take between two
and three years to reach maturity, and generally remain with the
mother till full-grown. Sloth-bears have been known to live in
captivity for 40 years.
They are, when taken young, easily tamed,
and, although fretful and querulous at times, generally playful,
amusing, good-tempered, and much attached to their masters.
;

;

Except Ursus syriacus and U. piscator, which are probably, like
U. isahellinus, local races of U. arctus, the only other member of the
Ursidce found in Asia is the very remarkable ^luropus melanoleucus,
inhabiting Moupin, in Eastern Tibet.
It has one premolar less
than Ursus on each side of the lower jaw, and there is no alisphenoid
canal, but otherwise the skull and dentition do not differ greatly
from those of true bears. It is the size of a small brown bear
white, except the ears, a ring round each eye, the shoulders and
legs, which are black.
The soles of the feet are hairy.

Order

INSECTIVORA.

The order next to be considered comprises the tree-shrews, hedgehogs, moles, and shrews, besides several allied groups.
very
curious animal called the flying lemur is also included.
All are

A

and Carnivora, and
any other order of placental

of greatly inferior organization to the Primates

appear to be

specialized than

less

mammals.
The account of the Insectivora is taken almost entirely from
Mr. Gr. E. Dobson's Monograph, and to that work, in which all
Indian forms receive
complete anatomical

full

notice,

the reader

may

The following

details.

be referred for
some of the

are

from the work named.
" Terrestrial, rarely arboreal or natatorial, diphyodont, heterodont, placental mammals of small size, with plantigrade or semiplantigrade, generally pentadactyle, unguiculate feet, with clavicles
(except in Potamofjale), with more than two incisors in the mandible,
and with enamel-coated molars having tuberculated crowns and
well-developed roots.
" The extremity of the muzzh^ projects so far beyond the end of
The testes are inthe mandible as to be almost characteristic.
guinal or abdominal, and are not received into a scrotum
the
uterus is two-horned ; the placenta discoidal and decidiiate ; and
the smooth cerebral hemispheres do not extend backwards over
the cerebellum."
Although the distinction of the teeth into incisors, canines, premolars, and molars is easy in some families, it is, as a rule, much
and in many cases, as
less clear than in the higher INIammalia
amongst the shrews, the incisors, canines, and anterior premolars
can only be distinguished by their position in the jaw the molar
teeth are studded with sharp cusps.
By far the majority of the order are nocturnal, the Tvpaiidce
being the only exception. The food consists chiefly of insects,
except in the case of the aberrant Galeojnthecus.
By most modern naturalists the Insectivora are divided into two
suborders, thus distinguished

principal characters of the order, quoted

;

;

;

:

Upper and lower

incisors conical, unicuspi-

date, or with basal cusps only, the lower

not pectinate

Upper and lower

;

limbs free

Insectivora. yera.

incisors compressed, multi-

cuspidate, the lower deeply pectinate
anterior and posterior limbs connected

by a broad integumentary expansion,
forming a parachute

Dermoptera.
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It lias recently been proposed by ^Ir. Oldfield Thomas to raise
the Dermoptera to the rank of an order.
The fossil Insectivora are not very numerous, and none of any
importance have been discovered hitherto in India.
Measurements of the smaller Insectivora, as of other micro-

mammalia, are mostly from specimens preserved in

Sahovder

alcohol.

mSECTIVORA VEEA.

This suborder contains the following nine families, four of
which are found within the limits of the British Indian Empire
:

f Chrysochloridae
-ill
1
true molars narrow, with^
V-shaped crowns (not Indian) ..

TT
A
A. Upper

.

^

(Africa).

Centetidae (Madanrascar).
Solenodontidae ^Vest Indies).
Potamogalidae (Africa and
Madag-ascar).

1^

B. Upper true molars broad, multiciispldate, with
more or less well-detined W-shaped crowns.
a. Postorbital processes present; a ca3cum generally
developed symphysis pubis long.
metatarsus
a'. Orbital ring encircled by bone
moderate: animal squirrel-like, arboreal..
b'. Orbital ring not encircled by bone; metatarsus
greatly elongate: terrestrial
b. Skull without postorbital processes
no coecum
symphysis pubis short or wanting.
a'. Crowns of fir.st and second upper molars
v^^ith a central fifth cusp
bulke imperfect
;

;

;

;

;

b'.

No
a''.

central fifth cusp.
Zygomatic arches present

b".

No

zygomatic arches

Family

;

;

bullae ossified.

bulla? imperfect.

.

Tupaiidae.

Macroscelida3
(Africa).

Erinaceidae.
Talpidae.
Soricidae.

TVFAUBM.

" Arboreal Insectivora, with comparatively large brain-case,
with bone, and well-developed zygomatic arches.
The malar bone is perforated, the tympanies form bullae ; the
pubic symphysis is long; the tibia and fibula are distinct, the
metatarsus but little longer than the tarsus ; the molars are broad,
with W-shaped cusps ; and the intestinal canal has generally a
short caecum." (Dobson.)
The animals forming this family have a great similarity to
squirrels, which they resemble in the general form of the body and
They ditfer from
limbs, and in having a more or less bushy tail.
all other Insectivora in being not only arboreal but diurnal in
orbits encircled

m

TUPAIID^.

by day. They are generally divided into two
genera Ttqmia, the only form found in India and Burma, and
spread throughout the greater part oh' the Oriental region, and
Ptilocercus, the pen-tail, which is peculiar to Borneo.
By some
writers another Bornean species and a Cambodian one are distinguished as Dendrogale,
their habits, feeding
:

Genus TUPAIA,
Syn. Glisorex, Desm. (1822)

Temm.

;

;

Hylogale,

(1827).

The general form remarkably
loped

Eaffles (1820).

Cladobates, F. Cuv. (1825)

like a squirrel.

naked beneath, the

Limbs well deve-

sole furnished

with projecting
pads, much as in a squirrel, there being especially a long, almost
linear projection on the inner sole of the hind foot.
Claws moderately curved and sharp.
Head pointed; ears rounded. Tail
bushy, distichous, clothed with long hair above and at the sides,
and with short hair on the lower surface.

Fig.

;

feet

54.— Skull of Twpaia ferruginea.

(Auderson, An. Zool. Ees.

pi. vii.)

m. 1^^. The first or median
pm.
end of the jaw, widely separated from
each other and from the second incisors
the canine, which is
similar in size and shape, follows after another even longer interval.
The premolars increase in size backwards, the third, and
in some species the second, having a well-developed inner lobe.
Of
the molars the first and second are nearly the same size, the third
In the lower jaw the first two incisors are in
is much smaller.
contact, and project almost horizontally forward; the third is
smaller; the canine is variable, being sometimes larger than the
incisors, sometimes only the size of the third incisor.
Mammae two
Vertebr*: C. 7, D. 13, L. 5, S. 3, C. 23-26.
pairs, one inguinal, the other axillary.
Dentition

upper

:

i.

J,

incisors are

c.

at the

;

A full account of the osteology, together with descriptions of all
the species, is given by Anderson in his Zoological and Anatomical
'

E-esearches.'

TUPAIA.
Synopsis of Indian and Burmese Species.
A. Colour above speckled tlirougliout

;

a

more or

less distinct shoulder-stripe.

dorsal fur
Throat aud breast nearly white
uniformly coarse
h. Throat and breast buff
coarser glossy hairs
intermixed in dorsal fur
B. Colour of lower back uniformly blackish
no
a.

;

T. elUoti, p. 209.

;

T.

fermginea,

p. 210.

;

shoulder-stripe

T. nicobarica, p. 212.

101. Tupaia ellioti.

Tupaia

The Madras Tree-Shrew.

Waterhouse, P. Z. S. 1819, p. 107 JBli/th, Cat. p. 82
Jerdon, Mam. p. 64 Ball, F. A. S. B. 1874, p. 95, 1877, p. 1G8
Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 124
Giinther, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 426
id. Cat. p. 153.
ellioti,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Munghil anathan (bamboo-squirrel), Tam.

Hair harsh, of uniform length and thickness, without coarser or
longer piles.
small and oval perforation in the malar bone.
welldeveloped inner lobe to the second upper premolar, forming balf
the breadth of the tooth. Inner lobe of third upper premolar
nearly as wide (from front to back of tooth) as outer lobe.
Inner
lobe of first and second upper molars as wide as the outer lobe,
and with a small cusp at both of the inner angles of each tooth.
Colour. Above yellowish-brown speckled, the middle of the back,
the rump, and sometimes the upper surface of the tail, tinged to a
Tail generally the same colour as
variable extent with rusty red.
the back.
Lower surface of body nearly white, and a distinct pale
stripe from the throat below the ear passing obliquely up in front
Hairs on the upper surface blackish at the base,
of the shoulder.
then pale rufous or dirty white, with a black ring near the end,
and the tip black. Hairs of tail with about three pale and three
black rings, the basal ring being pale.
Dimensions. Head and body 7 to 8 inches, tail without the hair
about half an inch less, with hair 8 to 9 inches, hind foot without
claws 1*7 ; extreme length of skull 1-7, basal length 1'55, zygomatic breadth -85.
Distribution. Throughout a large part of the Indian Peninsula
south of the Tndo-Grangetic plain, in forest. This species has been
recorded from the Karakpur hiUs, near Monghyr, the Satpura
hills south of the Nerbudda, Matheran near Bombay, Maunbhum,
Sambulpur, Yizagapatam, the Godavary, and the hills between
Cuddapah and Nellore (the original locality). I have just received
a specimen obtained by Mr. W. M. Daly on the Shevroy hills, but
I have not heard of any tree-shrew being found in the forests,
either of hills or plains, near the Malabar coast in the Madras
presidency, nor in Ceylon.
Habits. This Tupaia, like other species, is found in trees in
Its food
forests, and closely resembles squirrels in its movements.
It is easily tamed.
consists of insects and, probably, of fruits.
p

A

A
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The Malay Tree-Shrew.

102, Tupaia ferruginea.

Tupaia fernigmea, Raffles, Linn. Trans, xiii, p. 256 (1822) Cantor,
Bli/th, Cat. p. 81
J. A. S. B: XV, p. 188
Ilorsf. Cut. p. 131
Giinther, P. Z. S. 1870, p. 425
Anderson, An. 'Zool. Res. p. 130
id. Cat. p. 156
Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, pp. 67, 73.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cladobates belangeri, Wa(/ner, Schreb. Siiugeth. Supp.

ii,

p. 42.

Tupaia belangeri, Giinther, P. Z. S. 1876, p. 426 Anderson, An. Zool.
Res. p. 126 id. Cat. p. 154
Thomas, P. Z. S. 1886, pp. 59, 67.
TupnidYieguRna,, Lesson, Nouv. Tab. Ret/. An., Main. p. 93 (1842);
W. Blanf.
Jerdon, Mam. p. 65 Blyth, Mam. Birds Burma, p. 31
J. A. S. B. xlvii, pt. 2, p. 152.
Tupaia chinensis. Anderson, An. Zool. Res. p. 129 id. Cat. p. 155.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Kalli-iang-zhin(j,

Lepclia

;

Tswai,

Bur.uese

;

Tapai

tana,

Malay

(Penang).

Fig. 55.

— Tupaia ferruginea.

(From a drawing by

Col. Tickell.)

Pur soft, some of the hairs on the back coarser, louger, and
distinguished by their lustre.
Perforation in the malar bone moderately large, oval. Inner
lobe of second upper premolar variable, being occasionally nearly
half the breadth of the tooth, but generally reduced to a very small
size, and resembling a cingulum. Inner lobe of tliird upper premolar
about half as wide (from front to back of tooth) as outer lobe.
Inner lobes of first and second upper molars narrower than outer
lobe, and with a small additional cusp at the posterior, but none
at the anterior inner angle.
Colour. Above and on the sides varying from brown with a
yellowish tinge to deep ferruginous, always speckled or grizzled,
though less distinctly in ferruginous specimens. Tail and outside
of limbs nearly the same as the back, except that in some ferruginous
specimens the tail is less rufous. A pale oblique stripe, sometimes
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indistinct, before each shoulder.

more or less

of a brownish tinge.

Lower parts yellowish buff with
Under surface of tail paler. Ijasal

portion (generally half or more) of dorsal fur leaden black, terminal
portion of shorter hairs yellowish white or pale rufous, the longer
and coarser hairs having beyond the pale ring a long black tip,
sometimes with a second subterminal pale ring. Long tail-hairs
with alternating siibequal rings of black and rufescent white, about
three of each, the basal ring pale.
Dimensio7is. Head and body 6-5 to 7'75 inches, tail without hair
6 to 7, with hair 7 to 8, hind foot without claws 1-7 ; total length
of skull 1-76, basal length 1*56, zygomatic breadth 0-9.
Varieties. By most writers the northern or Burmese race is
distinguished, as T. helanf/eri or T. peyuana, from that found in
the Malay Peninsula and Islands, the true T. ferruginea, the colour
of the former being yellowish brown, of the latter deep rusty
brown. There appears, however, to be a passage between the two,
many Tenasserim specimens being intermediate in coloration, u ith
Some differences in the
the lower back and rump ferruginous.
form of the teeth and skull have been pointed out by Anderson
and Thomas, but, so far as I can determine, they are not constant.
form from Yunnan and the hills of Upper Burma, near Bhamo,
has been separated by Anderson as T. chinensis but I feel doubtful
if the characters pointed out (rather smaller size, and smaller
teeth) justify specific distinction.

A

;

Distribution, Throughout Burma, extending to Assam, and
along the lower slopes of the Himalayas, between 3000 and 6000
feet according to Jerdon, as far west as Nepal.
To the southward the rufous form extends to the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra,
specimen was obtained by Dr. Stoliczka on
Java, and Borneo.
the island of Preparis, north of the Andamans.
JJabits. This tree-shrew is found in tree-forest, sometimes in
bamboos, in bushes, or trees about villages, and in Burma, according to both Mason and McMaster, in houses, living singly or in
pairs.
Both insects and fruit are eaten by it, and according to the
natives of Sikhim small birds and mice.
These animals are active,
but McMaster considers them much less so than squirrels, and I am
disposed to think he is right. Cantor, who appears to have kept
several in confinement, states that they sit on their haunches when
feeding, " holding their food between their fore legs, and, after feeding, they smooth the head and face with both fore paM s, and lick
the lips and palms. They are also fond of water, both to drink and
bathe in."
According to the same observer, these tree-shre\^'s are pugnacious, driving away all intruders of their own species from their
usual hunting-grounds, and hghting each other when confined in
a cage. Their call is a " short, peculiar tremulous whisthng sound,"
when angry they utter " shrill protracted cries." Very little is known
of their reproductive habits
the female is said usually to have
only one young one at a time. They are easily tamed, and become
at times, of their own accord, very familiar, entering houses,
p 2

A

;
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climbing on the tables and beds, and helping themselves to any
food they may fancy. Mason mentions one that acquired a taste
for tea

and

coffee.

The Nicohar Tree-Shrew.

103. Tupaia nicobarica.

Cliidobates nicobaricus, Zelebor, Nomra-Heise, Sdugeth. p. 17, pis. i,
ii (1868).
Tupaia nicobarica, Anderson, An. Zool. lies. p. 136 ; id. Cat. p. 1-57.

Fur with some

piles longer

and coarser than the

rest,

and highly

lustrous.

more elongate than

in T. ferru{/inea, but not approaching
Teeth large.
Colour. Above brownish black on the greater part of the back and
tail
the muzzle, a band from the back of the head to between the
shoulders, sides of the head and neck, and outside of limbs yellowish
lower surface of the
golden brown. Lower parts pale brown
tail except towards the base scarcely paler than the upper.
No
shoulder-stripe.
The blackish hairs of the back and tail not
annulated on the brown portions the hair is indistinctly ringed
light and dark brown.
Dimensions. Head and body 7*5 inches, tail with hair 10 weight
G oz. In other specimens (males in alcohol) head and body 7*1,
tail without hair 8, hind foot without claws 1'77.
Skull of larger
male 2*2 long, 1*2 broad.
Distribution. Nicobar Islands
hitherto not found elsewhere.
The habits are not recorded.
The largest species of the genus is T. tana, found in Borneo.
T. javanica is a small form that inhabits the Malay Peniusula, as
well as the islands, and there are a few other species known.

Skull

T, tana in this respect.

;

;

;

;

:

;

Family

ERINACEID^.

Insectivora with plantigrade feet provided M'ith simple, not
with well-developed radius and ulna, but having
the fibula anchylosed below to the tibia, with long slender clavicles
and a bifid acromion, with a narrow pubic symphysis, with slender
zygomatic arches in which the small malar bones (rarely absent) are
suspended, with well-developed pterygoid fossae, with a ridge and
process in front of the orbit, but without postorbital processes,
with separate nasals, and with a ring-shaped tympanic bone not
forming a bulla. The first and second upper molars with five
cusps ; the central cusp minute, united by a ridge on each side to
the bases of the two internal cusps. The form of these teeth is
very characteristic of the family. (Dobson.) No caecum.
This family contains two genera only, differing remarkably in
external form, each forming a distinct subfamily, and both occurring
fossorial claw^s,
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and its dependencies. One o£ these genera {Erinaceus\ containing the hedgehogs, is of wide distribution throughout
the Pal[Barctic and Ethiopian regions but in the Oriental region it
is unknown east of the Bay of Bengal, although distributed over
a considerable portion of India proper.
The other genus, Gymnu?-a, is peculiar to the south-eastern part of the Oriental region.
All the forms are nocturnal.
The two subfamilies are thus distinguished
in British India

;

:

Back and sides covered with spines tail very
Pur without spines tail well developed
;

short.

;

Erinaceinm.
Oymnurincc.

Full details of the anatomy of both subfamilies will be found in

Dobson's monograph.

Subfamily

ERINACEINiE.

Genus ERINACEUS, Linn. (1766).
Back and sides covered with spines ; tail very short, without
spines ; caudal vertebrae rudimentary.
Skull short and broad
palate-bones with two large non-ossified spaces posteriorly, in
front of a transverse ridge which is just behind the last molars ;
pterygoid fossae very broad ; no alisphenoid canal mesopterygoid
fossa very deep, and leading posteriorly into a deep hemisplierical
excavation between the auditory bullae.
Pelvis wide, with the
ischial tuberosities not prolonged backwards.
;

Fig.

5G.— Upper jaw of Erinaccus collaris.

Dentition:

i.

c.

j^^,

pm.

(Dobson, V. Z.

S.

1881, p. 403,

The middle

m.

fig.

11.)

pair of

are considerably larger than the others, and are
widely separated from each other ; the third incisor and the canine
are very similar to each other, and (except in E. euroimns) tworooted.
The first premolar is also (with the same exception) tworooted, the second is very variable, the third is much larger and
three-rooted.
The first molar is the largest tooth in the upper
jaw, the second is of smaller size, the third very small.

upper

incisors

The median lower

incisors are large

and

conical,

and directed
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almost horizontally forward, then come on each side three small
teeth with ohlique cusps, the second of which is the canine and
The next tooth, or second premolar,
the third the first premolar.
corresponds to the fourth lower premolar of Gi/mnura, pm. 4 ; the
first moLir is, as in the upper jaw, the largest tooth in the jaw, the
second being smaller and the third very small.
The vertebral formula is C. 7, D. 15, L. 6, S. 7, C. 5-6.
All the species possess skin-muscles more developed than in any
other mammals, and these muscles enable hedgehogs to roll themselves into a ball for defensive purposes, the head and feet being
entirely concealed, and only spines exposed.
The spines in all hedgeliogs are longitudinally marked with fine
grooves (or lirate). In all the Indian species, and in some others,
On the prethe ridges bet\\'een the grooves bear small tubercles.
sence or absence of tubercles Titzinger divided the genus and
called the tuberculate forms Ilemi echinus, but the character has no
generic importance.
Dr. Anderson published, in 1878 (J. A. S. B. xlvii, pt. 2), a
very useful monograph of the Indian species. The distribution
of the genus in India is peculiar, and confined to the northwestern portion (Balucliistan, Punjab, Sind, N.W. Provinces, and
neighbouring tracts), and to the Madras Presidency in the south. No
species has yet been recorded from the Central Provinces or Bengal.
Synopsis of Indian Species.
A. Spines on head without a naked furrow in the
middle; v^-^ three-rooted.
a. Head and body about 7 inches; longest spines
0-75 inch

E. coUaris,

Head and body

p. 21/5.

nearly a foot longest spines
exceeding an inch
E. megulotis, p. 21G.
B. Spines on head divided into two groups by a
naked furrow in the middle.
P™- ^ tlnec-rooted
a. Colour dark
E. jei-doni, p. 216.
P"^- ^ with a single root.
h. Colour pale
a\ Zygomatic arch perfect
E. picfus, p. 217.
h\ Zygomatic arch imperfect
malar absent E. micro2ms,^.2\^.
b.

;

,

.

.

.

;

;

;

Very little is known of the habits of Indian hedgehogs, but they
probably closely resemble the European form E. europams, except
in not hybernating.
The European hedgehog lives on insects,
worms, slugs, snails, mice, rats, and other small mammalia, lizards,
snakes, and any other small animals it can kill, also birds' eggs,
fruit, and roots.
Blasius states that the young, from four to eight
in number, are born in July or August; but Dobson found the
number not to exceed four, and believes that the period of gestation does not exceed a month.
He shows, too, that a second
brood is sometimes produced in autumn.
The young at birth
are almost naked, but the spines, at first soft, soon harden and
grow rapidly, and the animals attain their full growth in about
nine months.
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104. Erinaceus coUaris.
Erinaceus collaris, Grai/

IlardwicJce's Hedgehog.

and Ilardwicke,

^

Ind. Zool.
Jerdon, Mam.

Illtist.

i,

pi.

8

(1830-32) Hutton, J. A. S. B. xiv, p. 351
p. 62.
Erinaceus spatang-us, Bmnett, P. Z. S, 1832, p. 123.
Erinaceus grayi, Bennett, P. Z. S. 1832, p. 124 Anderson, J. A. S. B.
id. Cat. p. ICO
Dobson, Mon. Ins. p. 17.
xlvii, pt. 2, p. 204, pi. iv
Erinaceus blanf'ordi, Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvii, pt. 2, p. 208, pi. v.
;

;

;

5

Kdnta
Sindlii.

;

chna, Kanderna, Sink, II. KhdrpiisM, Jnjuk, P. Juho, Tar-java^
These names are also applied to other species of the genus.
;

;

Spines of moderate length, commencing behind a line joining
the anterior margins of the ears, and not divided on the middle of
the head by a naked space.
Each spine surrounded by from
21 to 26 finely tuberculated ridges. Ears long, subtriangular,
bluntly pointed at the tip.
Eeet well developed, claws strong
sole of fore foot with a large bifid pad behind, sole of hind foot
without any prominent median pad behind opposite the hallux.
Skull short and broad, with a strong and perfect zygomatic
arch.
Second upper incisor about half the size of the third
second upper premolar well developed, in the same line as the
other teeth, subtriangular in section, and furnished with three
roots.

Colour dark.
Eur on the lower parts and limbs blackish
to dark reddish brown ; the dark hairs on the face mixed
with grey or lighter brown chin whitish, this colour sometimes
running along to the mandible and up the sides of the neck, but
never forming quite so distinct a collar as in Hardwicke's original
figure of the species.
Ears usually with short brown hair outside,

brown

;

white inside.
Spines white for the greater part of their length, about the
terminal third dark with a narrow white band near the tip, which
is black.
Occasionally specimens occur in which nearly the terminal half of each spine is black.
Dimensions. Head and body 6*75 inches, tail 1, ears from base
1'3 to 1*5, hind foot without claws 1*2 to 1'5, longest spines 0'75.
Total length of skull 1-85 inches, basal length 1-8, zygomatic
breadth 1-15.
Distribution. Throughout the Punjab, Sind, and North-western
India as far east as Eatehgarh, and probably to Cawnpore, if not
further.
Unknown except in the plains.
Habits. According to Hutton, who obtained this species in
Bahawalpur, E. collaris is found in sandy country, hiding in holes
beneath thorny bushes or in tufts of grass during the day (I obtained specimens in similar places near Eohri in Sind), feeding
chiefly on insects, especially a species of Bla^s, but also on lizards
and snails. It makes a grunting noise when, irritated, and when
touched suddenly jerks up its back so as to throw its spines
forward, making at the same time a sound like a puff from a pair
of bellows.
Hutton also states that these animals bear long
abstinence with apparent ease. Nothing is known of the breedinghabits of any Indian hedgehog.
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105, Erinaceus megalotis.

The Afghan Hedgehog.

Erinaceus megalotis, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xiv,
id. Cat. p. 80
Anderson, Cat. p. 1G3
p. 170
ser. 5, viii, p. 223 j Dobson, Man. Ins. p. 18.
;

;

p.
;

353 (1845); xv,
A. M. N. H.

Sadli/,

Size large.
Spines long, each surrounded by twenty-seven to
twenty-nine faintly tuberculated ridges, the spines on the head
not divided by a naked space in the middle. Ears large, triangular.
Eeet well developed claws strong posterior pad of hind foot
almost obsolete.
Skull larger than that of E. collaris., but otherwise similar. In
a Kandahar specimen Scully found that the second upper premolar
was two-rooted, but this is exceptional, and due to the two outer
fangs being united into one.
Colour dark.
Eace and ears brown (cinereous according to
Hutton), with a few white hairs intermixed sides of head white,
with brown hairs mixed chin nearly white lower parts, tail, and
limbs dark sooty brown.
Spines brown at the base, then white, succeeded by a faint dusky
band (occasionally absent), reaching nearly to the middle, then a
broad whitish band succeeded by a narrov^er dark brown ring,
followed by a white band and terminating in a dark brown tip.
The dark ring on the proximal (or basal) half of the spine and the
longer spines distinguish this form at once from E. collaris.
JJimensiom. Length of head and body about a foot according
to Hutton, tail 1*5 inches, ear from base 1-5, hind foot 1*55,
longest spines 1*05; extreme length of skull 2*05 (in another skull
2-8), zygomatic breadth 1-2 (and 1-35).
Distribution. Apparently found throughout a large part of
Afghanistan
the type was from Kandahar.
This species has
been found near Quetta by Hutton, St. John, and others.
Habits. Hutton says
" They feed on slugs and Helices, with
which the fields at Kandahar are overstocked they also prey on
worms, insects, and lizards. They hide during the day in holes,
and come out in the evening to feed. They retire to hybernate in
deep holes in the earth in the end of October or beginning of
November, according to the season, and remain in a semi-torpid
condition till Eebruary, when they again appear."
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

106. Erinaceus jerdoni.

Anderson^s Hedgehog.

Erinaceus jerdoni, Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvii, pt. 2,
(1878) ; id. Cat. p. 165 JDobson, Man. Ins. p. 16.

p.

209,

pi.

\a

;

Spines long, each surrounded by about nineteen tuberculated
on the forehead commencing between the ears in two
belts divided by a nude area along the middle of the head.
Ears
Eeet well developed ; claws strong hind
large, subtriangular.
foot with a large posterior pad in the middle opposite the hallux.
Skull more elongate than in other Indian species, with a perridges, those

;
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formed zygomatic arch. Second upper premolar well developed, in the same general line as the other teeth, and with three

fectly
roots.

Colour yery dark.
The head and the ears outside are grey
covered with white and dark brown or black hairs mixed, the inside
of the ears white.
Chin, throat, and sides of neck whitish chest
whitish brown remainder of lower parts, limbs, and tail dusky
brown, darkest posteriorly.
Spines dusky at the base, then white, followed by a dark band,
then another white one, and a long black tip. This is the usual
coloration ; but on the forehead there are, in some cases at all
events, three white and three black rings
again, in some speci;

;

;

mens the

rings are less numerous than usual.
D'miensions. Head and body 7'5 inches, tail 1*25, ear

hind foot without claws 1'5, longest spine 1*15
of skull nearly 2, zygomatic breadth I'l.
1*4,

;

from base
extreme length

The Punjab and Sind. The most north-westerly
Specimens from Find
is Thai, Karram valley.
Dadun Khan, referred by Blyth to E. collaris, are identified with
Distribution.

locality recorded

the present species by Anderson. Other localities are E-ajanpur,
Eohri, and Karachi.
Nothing is known of the habits.
form allied to E. jerdo7ii, but distinguished by its larger size
and very long spines, E. macr acanthus, has been obtained at Kan-,
dahar and at Dizak in Persian Baluchistan as well as in Persia, and
will in all probability be found in Eastern Baluchistan also *. It is
described and figured in ' Eastern Persia,' ii, p. 27, pi. i (see also
Scully, A. M. N. H. ser. 5, viii, p. 224).
The ears are large and
pointed.
The spines on the bead are divided, and the second premolar three-rooted. The colour of the spines is usually black at
the tip and for the terminal third the basal two thirds brown,
with two white rings. The face is covered with black and white
hairs mixed ; lower parts to breast inclusive white
abdomen
brown, becoming blackish behind tail and all limbs blackish brown.
Albino individuals appear common. Head and body 9-5 inches,
tail 1*25, ear from base 2, longest spines 1'5, length of skull 2*2.

A

;

;

;

107. Erinaceus pictus.
Erinaceus pictus, Stoliczka,

A.
Dobson, Mon.
dersoti, J.

S.

J.

B.

A.

Stolkzka's Hedgeliog,
S.

xlvii, pt. 2,
Ins. p. 13.

B.
p.

xli, pt. 2, p.

203,

pi.

iii.

;

223 (1872)
id.

;

An-

Cat. p. 159

Spines commencing on the forehead in front of the ears, and
divided by a nude median space on the top of the head
each
spine surrounded by seventeen to twenty-two finely tuberculated
ridges.
Ears rounded, longer than in
microinis, and rising.
;

E

* Murray ('Indian Annals,'

i.

p.

118) states that he has this species from

Zandra and Sir-i-Bolan, near Quetta.
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when erect, above the spines. Feet small and short, with very
short toes nails small.
Skull short and wide across the zygomatic arches, which are perfect, with a well-developed malar bone. The second upper premolar
small, externally situated and single-rooted, but by no means so
minute as in E. micropus.
Colour pale, identical with that of E. ynicropus.
Muzzle, including the eyes, and a band from the eyes to the side of the neck,
lower half of fore limbs, lower abdomen, rump, tail, and hind hmbs
brown forehead, sides of neck, and underparts to abdomen white.
Spines white or yellowish white, with a broad subtermiual band
brown. Tip white, the extreme point occasionally dusky.
Dimensions. Head and body in males 6 to 7'75 inches, in females
5 to 6, tail 0*5 to 0*8, length of ear from base 1 to 1-4, fore foot
0*7, hind foot 1, longest spine 0*75; extreme length of skull 1*6,
;

;

zygomatic breadth 1.
Distribution. North-western India, the Punjab, Sind, Cutch, and
Rajputana, as far east as Agra and Groona.
Habits. This animal is usually found during the day in holes,
such as deserted fox-burrows or under tufts of grass. It appears
to be by no means rare in the drier parts of North-western India,
but, owing to its nocturnal habits, is but rarely seen. Its food and
habits in general are but little known, but doubtless resemble those
of other species.

108. Erinaceus micropus.

The SoutJi-Indian Hedgeliog.

Erinaceus micropus, BIyih, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 170 (184G) xxii, p. 582
Jerdon, Mam, p. 63
id. Cat. p. 80
Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvii,
id. Cat. p. 159
Dobson, Mon. Ins. p. 14.
pt. 2, p. 200, pi. V a
Erinaceus nudiventris, Ilorsf. Cat. p. 136.
;

;

;

;

Mollu-yelli,

;

Tam.

Spines commencing on the forehead in front of a line between
the inner angles of the ears and divided by a nude median space on
the top of the head. Each spine with seventeen to twenty-two
Ears rounded at the
longitudinal minutely tuberculated ridges.
Eeet short, with short claws.
tip, not rising above the spines.
Hair on lower parts thin.
The skull is distinguished from that of every other species of
the genus by the imperfect zygomatic arch, the malar bone being
The cranium is longer and
absent and represented by cartilage.
narrower than that of E. pictus. The second upper premolar is
exceedingly small, scarcely discernible without a lens, external to
the general line of the teeth, and one-rooted.
Muzzle, including the eyes, and a band from the
Colour pale.
eyes to the side of the neck behind the gape, lower (distal) half
of fore limbs, hinder abdomen, and rump, with the hind feet and
tail, brown
a broad band on the forehead, sides of neck, throat,
chest, and anterior abdomen, with the sides of the body below the
;

spines, white.
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Spines white or yellow, wit h a dark broad subterininal band
tip white.

Head and body 6 inches, tail 0'5, height oE ear
1 to I'l, hind foot without claws 1*1, longest spine 0-8.
Sknll, total length 1*75 inches, basal length 1'65.
Dimensions.

from base

Distribution. The plains of Southern India, in the neighbourhood
Other localities, such
of Madras, Trichinopoly, Coimbatore, &c.
as Cottyam, in Travancore, require confirmation, and the repeatedly

asserted occurrence of this form on the Nilgiris is shown by
Anderson to be incorrect the animal is, however, found on the
The northern range of the speeastern slopes towards the base.
cies is not known, but if any hedgehog be found in the Bombay
Deccan, as stated by Adams and apparently confirmed by later
observers in the
Bombay Gazetteer,' it is probably the present
species.
It is remarkable, however, that none was obtained by
Sir W. Elliot in the Southern Mahratta country, and I do not remember ever seeing a hedgehog myself in the Bombay Deccan or
the Central Provinces. If, as Kelaart thinks probable, there is a
hedgehog in Ceylon, it is most likely to be E. micropus.
Nothing especial appears to have been recorded of the habits of
;

'

this species.

Other Asiatic species of hedgehog are E. auritus from Southern
the Caspian region, and Mesopotamia, and E. albulus
from Eastern Turkestan.
Siberia,

Subfamily

Genus

GYMNURIN^.

GYMNURA,

Horsf.

Syn. Ec/mwsorex, Blainv. (1831)

;

&

Vigors (1828).

Ilylomys, Midler and Schlegel

(1839).

Eur without

Head

loped.

Caudal vertebrae numerous and ^ ell deveand nose pointed; ears rounded; feet and

spines.

long,

swell developed; tail nearly naked. Skull long; zygomatic
arches very slender ; palate-bones completely ossified posteriorly,
but with a transverse ridge, as in Erinaceus, behind the posterior
molars mesopterygoid fossa not terminating behind in a deep
excavation; pterygoid fossae broad an alisphenoid canal present.
Pelvis very narrow, with the ischial tuberosities much prolonged
clavA

;

;

backwards.

Dentition

much

:

i.

^,

c.

pm. J^^, m.
Middle upper incisors
and separated from each other; the

larger than the others,

next pair are smaller, the outer pair smaller still; all single-rooted.
The canine is slightly larger than the firtt (middle) incisor, and
two-rooted.
The first two upper premolars are very small, the
third varies in the two species
the fourth is large, and has four
roots.
The molars are similar to those of Erinaceus.
;
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In the mandible the lo^er incisors diminish progressively behind
the canine is larger, and resembles the upper canine, but has only
one root the first two premolars are small, the third larger, the
fourth still larger, and higher than the molars, of which the first,
as in the upper jaw, is the largest tooth in the jaw, the others
diminishing in size progressively.
The vertebral formula differs considerably in the two species.
Mammas two pairs one thoracic, near the axilla, the other pair
;

:

inguinal.

Gymnura somewhat resemble large shrews. Until
been placed in distinct genera, the smaller form
being classed as Ilylomys', but Dobson has united them, and
although I feel some misgivings as to their being congeneric, there
can be no doubt about their near relationship. Both occur in
Burma, but are unknown west of the Bay of Bengal.
Both forms

of

lately they have

Synopsis of Burmese Species.

A. Larger

;

head and body 12 to 14 inches

;

tail

three

fourths that length

B. Smaller; head and body about 5 inches;
sixth that length

109.

Gymnura

rafflesi.

tail

G.

rafflesi, p.

G.

suilla, p.

220.

one
221.

Hayes's Gymnura.

Viverra gymnura, Baffies, Tr. L.

S. xiii, p. 272.
Ilorsfeld and Vigors^ Zool. Journ. iii, p. 248, pi. 8
Cantor, J. A. S. B. xv, p. 190; BIyth, Cat. p. 81
W.
(1827)
Blanf. J. A. S. B. xlvii, pt. 2, p. loO; Anderson, Cat. p. 158;

Gymnura

rafflesii,

;

;

Dobson, Mon. Ins.

p. 3.

Fig. 57.

— Gymnura

rafflesi.

Tail about three fourths the length of the head and body, compressed towards the tip, naked, scaly, the scales small and arranged
in rings, between which short hairs project, becoming coarse
bristles on the under surface, where the scales are more convex
and more distinctly imbricate than above. Ears short, rounded,
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almost naked. Body clothed with hair of two kinds, the underfur soft and woolly, the longer hairs coarse bristles. Claws curv^ed,

not

retractile.

Skull very long and narrow, third upper premolar much larger
than the second, and having three roots.
Vertebra? C. 7, D. 15, L. 5, S. 3, C. 28.
Colour. Partly white, partly black, the distribution of the two
colours being somewhat variable ; generally the head and neck are
white, with the exception of a black patch above and in front of
each eye, and often a variable proportion of black bristles is mixed
with the white of the crown. The anterior portion of the back
is clad with mixed white and black hairs, the proportion varying,
the underfur being blackish. On the hinder back, sides, limbs, and
lower parts the longer hairs are generally black, but in one specimen from Tenasserim there was a line of white down the middle
of the breast and belly.
Some Burmese specimens are entirely
white.
The woolly underfur is dusky olivaceous at the base on
the upper parts, ashy on the lower, brownish or sooty black at
the tips. Terminal portion of tail usually white.
Dimensions of a Tenasserim female. Head and body 12 inches,
tail 8-5, ear 1, hind foot without claws 2*15, extreme length of
skall 2-8.
But Sumatran, and especially Bornean, specimens are
considerably larger, the head and body measuring over 14 inches
skull 3 to 3*5 in length, and 1*6 across the zygomatic arches.
Distribution. The Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and Borneo.
Found in the extreme south of Tenasserim at Bankasun by Mr.
Davison. The occurrence of this species in Mergui had already
been shown to be probable by Mr. Blyth (see J. A. S. B. xliv, pt. 2,
extra number, p. 32).
Habits. Very little is known.
The species is purely nocturnal,
and lives under the roots of trees. The contents of the stomach
show that the food consists of insects, amongst which Dlattce, termites, and various forms of larvaD are especially common.
The
animal has a peculiar offensive smell, not musky, rather alliaceous,
described to me by Mr. Davison as resembling Irish stew that
had gone bad.
:

110.

Fig. 58.

Ilylomys
ligs.

Gymnura

— Gymnura

suillus,

4-7,

pi.

SUilla.

sitilla.

Milller

xxvi;

fig. 1

^

The smaller Gymnura.

(Anderson, An. Zool. Ees.

Mam. p. 153, pi. xxv,
Mam. Birds Burma, p. 32.

Schley. Verhandl.

(1839-44) Blyth,
;

pi. vi.)
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Hylomys

ppguensis, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxviii, p. 294 id. Cat. p. 82
viii, p. 4o3, pi. 04
id. An. Zool. Res. p. 138,
id. Cat. p. 157.
;

Anderson, Tr. Z. S.
pi. vi

;

Gymimra

suilla,

;

;

Dobson, Mon. Ins.

p. 5.

head and body, almost
naked, and covered with small scales arranged in rings.
Ears
rather larger proportionally than in G. rafflesi, rounded, almost
naked. Body clothed with hair of three kinds, the inner fine, the
longer coarse and bristly.
Claws stout, but little curved.
Skull not so long as that of G. rafflesi.
Third upper premolar
Tail short, one sixth the length of the

Fig. 59.

— Upper teeth of Hylomys suillus (Anderson).

scarcely larger than the second.

Vertebra3

:

C. 7,

D. 14, L.

G,

S. 4, C. 14.

Colour. Above rusty brown, below pale yellowish white
the
seminude portions of the limbs and tail brownish yellow. The
hairs on the back are tipped with black.
Dimensions. Head and body 4*9 inches, tail 0*9, length of ear
0*6, breadth the same, hind foot 1. Length of skull 1*4, zygomatic
;

breadth 0'75.

Burma, Malay

Peninsula, Sumatra, and Java.
been hitherto found in only two
localities rather distant from each other
first by Major Berdmore
near Shwe Gyeng, on the Sittoung(Sitang) river secondly by Dr.
Anderson on the Kakhyen hills, east of lihamo, at an elevation of
3000 feet. Probably G. suilla exists in many parts of Burma.
Nothing is known of the habits of this species. The above
description is taken from that by Anderson, as I have been unable
to examine a specimen.
Distribution.

Within our area

this animal has

—

;

Family

TALPID^.

Possorial, rarely natatorial or cursorial Insectivora, having their

more or less modified for digging, and very anteriorly
owing to the shortness of the clavicles and forward extension of the manubrium sterni, with which they are articulated
with a short humerus articulating with both the scapula and the
with well-developed radius and ulna, but with united
clavicle
without symphysis pubis, the pubic bones being
tibia and fibula
fore limbs

placed,

;

;

;

widely separated, while the acetabula are approximated; with
elongated skull, provided with slender zygomatic arches and
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tympanic

bullae osse®,

but without postorbital processes of the
{Dohson.)

aud with a ca)cumless intestinal canal.
the subtamily
AIthou<>-h some non-Indian genera constituting
shrews,
MuoiinUme are intermediate in form between moles and
of the family
members
only
the
are
which
moles,
the typical
distinguished by
hitherto found within Indian Hmits, are easily
enormous fore feet,
their thick, cylindrical bodies, short legs, and
which
and by their peculiar short, soft, velvety fur, the hairs of
frontals

;

backwards.
are set vertically in the skin, not directed

Fig. 60.

— Skull of

Talpa europcea.

(Dobson, Mon. Ins.

pi. xx.)

eyes are minute and frequently covered by the skin, the
and generally concealed by the fur.
The true molars have always well-defined W-shaped cusps, wdth
The front incisors above and
horizontal internal basal processes.
below are unicuspidate, and the lower are not extended horizontally forward as in the shrews.
The mole family is only found in the Palaearctic and Nearctic
The peculiar
regions, and in a small portion of the Oriental region.
section said by Jerdon to occur in Africa consists of the golden
Nearly
moles, ChrysocMoridce, now placed in a distinct family.
all the forms are subterranean in habit and, like most other Insectivora, nocturnal.

The

ears short

Genus TALPA, Linn. (1766).
Syn. Farascaptor, Gill, 1875.

Torm typical. Legs and feet, the anterior pair especially,
entirely modified for digging, the fore feet, which are normally
turned outwards instead of downwards, being very broad and flat
and furnished with large claws the humerus, radius, and ulna
very short and strong, and the clavicle, in some species, as broad
The great breadth of the fore feet is partly due to a
as long.
peculiar development of the proximal inner wrist-bone, or radial
sesamoid, which is a large curved ossicle known as the falciform
;

bone

(os falciforme).
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Dentition

:

i.

~,

pm.

c.

m.

or

y

.

The

incisors

are chisel-shaped, and arranged in a semicircular row, as in most
other Mammalia (but not generally in the Insectivora), the median
upper pair slight! J larger than the others. Upper canines long,
Three anterior upper premolars (two in
conical, double-rooted.
T. leucura) small, subequal, double-rooted, the fourth larger, with
three roots, followed by three large molars.
Lower canines undistinguishable from incisors ; first lower premolar large, resembling a canine, the next two small, the fourth again larger.
Vertebrte C. 7, D. 13, L. 6, S. 5, C. 8-12.
Mammae 6.
Moles are more completely fitted for a subterranean life than
any other known mammals, the whole organism being adapted for
burrowing. Three species have been recorded from the Hima:

layas,

Khasi

Hills,

and Burma.

Synojpsis of Indian

and Burmese

Species.

Tail subcylindrical, one fourth length of head and

body pm.

T. eut'opcsa, p. 224.

;

Tail very short, concealed

by the fur

;

pm.

^

.

Tail club-shaped; about one twelfth of total length

T. micrura, p. 225.

.

;

pm.

T. leucura^ p. 220.

111. Talpa europaea.

Talpa europaea, L.

Sijst.

Nat.

The European Mole.
73 (1760)

\,

p.

S.

B. xxvii,

Dobson, Mo7i. Ins.

;

p. 137.

Talpa macrura, Hodgs.

J.

A.

p.

170;

Jerdon,

Mam.

p. 51.

Tail about one fourth to one fifth the length of the head and
body, slender, nearly of the same thickness throughout, clad with
hair.

Eeet thinly clad with hair above.

The fourth upper premolar without any distinct internal basal
process.
The fourth lower premolar decidedly smaller than the
first.

and occaeven white. The basal portion of the
hairs is dark leaden grey, the extreme tips often more or less grey.
There is scarcely any difference in tint between the upper and
lower parts.
Dimensions. In an adult European male, head and body 5*5
inches, tail 1'35, fore foot and claws 0-9 long, 0*7 broad, hind foot
and claws 0*85 long. Basal length of skull 1*25, total length 1*4.
The type of Mr. Hodgson's T. macrura measured head and
body 4 inches, tail 1^-^ without hair, 1^ with, fore foot and nails |.
These measurements were perhaps taken on the skin.
Distribution. The greater portion of the Palsearctic region from
England to Japan. There are specimens from the Altai mountains
in the British Museum.
A solitary example was procured by Mr.
Colour. Black, varying to bluish black or sooty black,

sionally to grey, yellow or

:

TALPA.
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Hodgson at Darjiling. I cannot see any evidence in Mr. Hodgson's
description or in his MS. notes, now in the Zoological Society's
Library, that he examined this mole in the flesh ; and as not one of
the numerous collectors in Darjiling, since Mr. Hodgson's time, is

known

to have come across a second specimen, I cannot help
doubting whether the type of T. macrura may not be a European
skin, accidentally mixed with Mr. Hodgson's collection.
A second
specimen in spirits has been found amongst the collections of the
Indian Museum, now added to the British Museum, but no
locality is recorded.
It is worthy of note that, as I am informed
by Mr. Oldfield Thomas, a skull from the Altai shows a slight
difference in the form of one of the upper molars from European
specimens, whereas the supposed Himalayan skull exhibits no such
distinction.
live in burrows dug by themselves, and of comThese have been described by many writers. The
abode itself is usually under a hillock, or beneath roots of trees,
and consists of a central chamber with passages leading to two
circular galleries, one higher in position and smaller in diameter
Several diverging runs lead from the larger
than the other.
gallery, one alone (the main run) being of great length, and conducting to the burrows dug in various directions for the purpose
The last are extended daily, and their presence
of procuring food.
indicated on the surface by small piles of earth, the well-known

Habits.

Moles

plicated form.

mole-hills.

The

principal food of the mole consists of earthworms, insects
larvae, snails and slugs ; mice, shrews, and even frogs are

and their

also devoured.

No

animal

numerous than females and

The

more

voracious.

Males are more

about March in Europe, the period of gestation
six young are usually produced at
Moles take to water readily and swim well.

pairing-time

six weeks,

once.

is

fight for the possession of the latter.

is

and from four to

112. Talpa micrura.

The

sJwrt-tailed Mole.

Talpa micrura^ Hodgs. J. A. S. B. x, p. 910 Bhjth,
id. Cat.
p. 95; xix, p. 215, pi. iv, fig. 2 (skull)
31am. p. 51 Dobson, Man. Ins. p. 139.
Talpa cryptura, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xii, pp. 177, 928.
;

;

J.

A.

p.

88; Jerdoii,

S.

B.

xi,

;

Pariarrij

Lepcha

;

Biyu-hantyem^ Bhot.

Tail extremely short, nearly naked, and completely concealed by
the fur; caudal vertebrsD 8. Eeet nearly naked above. Eyes
covered by skin.
Eourth upper premolar with a large internal basal process.
Fourth lower premolar as large as the first or larger.
Colour uniform velvety black when fresh, with a more or less
silvery grey gloss ; basal portion of fur leaden grey to leaden
Dried skins are often brown. Snout and feet whitish or
black.

pale flesh-colour.
Dimensions in sph'it

:

head and body 4*75 inches,

tail 0*2,

Q

fore

TALl'lD^.
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and claws 0-9, hind foot and claws 0*8. In fresh specimens
the head and hody measure 5 to 6 inches. Length of skull 1'37
AVeight 2| oz.
inches.
Distribution. The south-western Himalayas, especially Nepal
and 8ikhim, and the hills south of Assam. Ahout Darjiling this
animal occurs at a moderate elevation, 5000 or 6000 to 8000 feet,

foot

Fig. 61.

and

is

common

— Talpa micrura.

near the station.

(From Hodgson's drawings.)
It

may be found

at lower levels.

Kashmir amongst the localities, perhaps on the
authority of Mountstewart Elphinstone (' Caubul,' p. 142) hut in
this case, and in Kumaon, where also moles have been said to
occur (As. Ees. xvi, p. 153), it is possible that piles of earth thrown

Dohson

gives

;

KesoMm have been mistaken for mole-hills. The instances
mentioned are quoted by Blyth (J. A. S. 13. xi, p. 95).
IJahits. Around Darjiling the short-tailed mole inhabits the
deep bed of black vegetable mould found v\herever the original
forest has not been destroyed.
This mould contains earthwoims
and larvae of insects, the chief food of moles, in abundance.
Jerdon noticed that the runs of T. micrura often proceeded from
Such runs are not
the base of one great oak to that of another.
marked by mole-hills, as in the case of the European species.
Kothing is known of the breeding of 2\ micrura.
out by

113. Talpa leucura.
Talpa leucura, JJIyth,

The white-tailed Mole.

A. S. B. xix,p. 215, pi. iv, fip-s. ],
.S: tail) (1850)
xx, p. 518 xxviii, p. 294 id. Cat. p. 88
Birds Burma, p. (i^ Anderson, Cat. p. 170.
I'arascaptor leucura, Dohson, Mon. Ins. p. 140.
J.

;

;

;

;

1

« (slmll

id.

Mum.

;

Fig.

62.— Dentition

of Talpa leucura.

(Dobson, Mon. Ins.

pi. xx.)

Smaller than T. micrura., and muzzle shorter. Tail about one
twelfth of total length or rather more, club-shaped, being thicker
towards the end than near the base, thinly clad, the hairs coarser
and longer than those of the body. Caudal vertebra) 8. Eyes
covered.
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Upper premolars only three (so that there are six teeth only
behind the canine instead of seven as in the other moles), third
with a large internal basal process. In the lower jaw the second
and third premolars are small and very closely packed, the fourth
is

equal in size to the first.
Colour uniform brown in

all skins I have examined, but described as black by Anderson, perhaps A^ariable.
Basal portion of
fur leaden black.
Tail-hairs whitish or v^hite.
Dimensions. An adult female in spirit measured head and body
4^ inches, tail |. Total length of skull 1*2 inches, basal length 1.
Distribution. !S3dhet and the Khasi and Naga hills, south of
:

Assam

found up to 10,000 feet above the sea. This species was
by Major Berdmore in the valley of the Sittoung
near 8hwegyeng, and probably exists in places throughout
;

also obtained
river,

Burma.
Nothing

is known of the habits of this mole.
years since, the IIby. H. Baker found black velvet-coated
animals that he took for moles in Malabar (J. A. S. B. xxviii,
but although it is difficult to say what they were, espep. 286)
cially as the feet were mole-like, the coloration (black above, white
below) is remarkable in the genus Talpa. No animal hitherto
described from Malabar coincides with Mr. Baker's description.
Two remarkable genera of Talpidcv, each represented by a single
have
species
Sca2:)tonyx fuscicaudatus ^ and Uropsilus soi-icipesf
been described from Eastern Tibet by A. Milne-Edwards.
The
first is about the size of a common mole, but with narrower fore
feet, the colour is brown.
The second is smaller, and has the feet
of a shrew, whilst its dentition is somewhat intermediate between
a shrew's and a mole's.
Other Asiatic genera are Myogcde, ScaptocJnrus, and Urotriclius.

Some

;

—

Family SORICIDJ]:.
narrow elongated
without postorbital processes or zygomatic arches. The
tympanies are annular, not forming bullcC there is no symphysis
pubis t, the tibia and fibula are united; and the molars have welldeveloped W-shaped cusps. (Dohson.)
All shrews are covered \\ ith hair, generally very soft the head
is long, the eyes small, the snout very pointed and projecting very
considerably beyond the lower lip the ear-conch, w hen present,
rounded and somewhat resembling the human ear in shape. The
pointed nose, rounded appressed ears, and the teeth at once
distinguish shre\^ s from rats and mice, with which the former are
often popularly confounded.
The dentition is chaiacteristic of the family. Dobsoii has
Terrestrial, rarely natatorial Insectivora, with

skulls,

;

;

;

* Eeclierches

Mam.

t

p. 278, pi. 38 b, fig. 4, and pi.
Ibid. p. 272, pi. 40, fig. 1, and pi. 40 a, fig. 1.

J

Anderson describes Anurosorcx as having a short symphysis pubis.

40

b, fig. 2.

q2
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ascertained (Jour. An. Phys. xx, p. 359) that there are no lower
The two front teeth in each jaw (median incisors) differ
canines.
from all the others in the upper jaw they are curved, and bear a
more or less prominent posterior basal cusp in the lower jaw
they are long, they project horizontally forward, and are sometimes
slightly curved upwards at the end.
Behind the anterior pair of
upper incisors come a variable number of small incisors and premolars, amongst which the small canines can be recognized only
by their position immediately behind the premaxillary suture,
which, however, is only visible in very young animals.
The last
premolar is large, and there are always three upper molars on
each side, the hinder much smaller than the others. There are
always 12 teeth in the lower jaw 4 incisors, 2 premolars, and 6
molars ; whilst the number in the upper jaw varies from 14 to 20.
Some genera are distinguished by having the teeth tipped with
brown, in others the teeth are white throughout.
Shrews have the widest distribution of any family of Insectivora,
being found throughout the temperate and tropical portions of
Europe, Asia, Africa, and North America, with many of the
adjacent islands.
The following account of the shrews of India is in great part
derived from Mr. Dobson's notes, prepared for the third part
(not yet published) of his Monograph of the Insectivora.
The
classification and most of the synonymy are his, and I am greatly
indebted to him for the assistance he has given to me in dealing
with one of the most difficult groups of Indian mammals."
monograph of the Indian forms known to him was published
by Blyth in 1855 (J. A. S. B. xxiv, p. 24), and Anderson has
published two papers on the subject (P. Z. S. 1873, p. 227, and
:

;

—

A

J.A.S.B. xlvi, pt. 2,
The Indian genera

p. 261).

of shrews

may be

thus distinguished

A. Teeth tipped with reddish brown

:

Soriculus.

B. Teeth entirely white.
a.

Tail without

inferior fringe

of white hairs

terrestrial.
a'.

h'.

h.

IG or 18 teeth in upper jaw ear-conch and
tail well developed
14 upper teeth ear-conch small tail very
j

;

short
Tail with an inferior fringe of white hairs
aquatic.
a'.
h'.

Ear-conch developed
Ear-conch wanting

Crocidura.

;

Anurosorex.
Chimarrogale,
Nectogale.

Genus SORICULUS, Blyth (1855).
Ears small, hairy, more or less hidden by the fur.
Tail hairy, but not provided with any scattered long hairs, nearly
cylindrical and tapering very gently, greatly resembling that of a
Terrestrial.

mouse.

Eur

soft

and velvety.

SORICULUS,
Teeth tipped
in old animals

ivitJi

reddish hrown

and sometimes

generally be detected

upper

Fig. 63.

:

i.

gig' c.

;
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tins

wears

disap^^ears

pm.

off to

a great extent

entirely, but traces can

\~^^,

m. 3l3=30.

Middle

incisors with the anterior cusp bitkl, the inner point short

— Incisors, canine,
Mon.

and premolars of Soriculns nigresccns,
from an unpublished plate.)

(Dobson,

Ins.,

and

small, lateral incisors and canine subequal in size, anterior
premolar minute. Lower anterior incisors elongate, running back
beneath the two next teeth and bearing a small projecting knob
above, just in front of the next incisor lower premolar bicuspid.
The osteology is
A^ertebra): 0. 7, D. 12, L. 6, S. 5, C. 17.
briefly described by Anderson in his Catalogue of the Mammalia.
He shows that Soi^iculus presents some resemblance to Talpa,
although the pelvis resembles that of Crocidura, not that of
Anurosorex.
Sorimlus is the only representative in India of the browntoothed shrews, which are, with this exception, confined to the
Palajarctic and Nearctic regions, and include Soreoc, Crossopus, and
;

Blarina.

Synopsis of Indian and Burmese Species.

A. Second upper incisor smaller tb an third tail
about half the length of the head and body.
B. Second upper incisor larger than third.
a. Length of tail about equal to that of head
and body
b. Length of tail about half as much again as
that of head and body
;

.

114. Soriculns nigrescens.

S. nigrescens, p. 229.

•S'.

caudatus, p. 230.

S. macruriis, p. 231.

TJieSiJcMm hrown-toothed Shreiv.

Corsira nigrescens, Gray, A. M. N. H. x, p. 201 (1842).
Sorex aterrimus, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xii, p. 928 (no description) xxiii,
p. 733.
Soriculus nigrescens, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxiii, p. 733 ; xxiv, p. 36
Jerdon, Mam. p. 59 Ajiderson, Cat. p. 204.
Sorex sikkimensis, Hodgson, A. 31. N. IT. ser. 2, iii, p. 203 (1849)
(no description) xvi, p. Ill (1855) ; Ilorsfieldy Cat. p. 136.
;

;

:
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Sorex

olig'urus

Tibet

li.

and

M. 2nd

Tang-diing, Lepclia

;

S. holosericeus, Hodgs. Cat.
eel.

1863, pp.

8,

Mam.

S^c,

Nepal

^

9 (do descriptions).

Chika, Newari.

Muzzle thickly furred.

Ears small, hairy, completely hidden by
Peet very thinly clad above and scaly. Claws long and
Tail varying from one half of
straight, especially on the fore feet.
the head and body, or rather less, to about three fifths round (or
tetragonal), tapering very gently, thinly covered with short hairs,
arising from between smaW scaly rings.
Eur soft, dense, velvety.
The third upper incisor is a little larger than the second, the
canine or third single-cusped tooth a little smaller. The minute
fourth single-cusped tooth or first premolar is only just visible from
the side.
Colour deep glossy brown, almost sooty black in some cases, dark
glossy rufescent brown in others, almost the same throughout,
the fur.

;

scarcely paler below, a greyish tinge on the abdomen
basal three
fourths of hairs leaden black. Eeet brown above ; tail dusky above,
scarcely paler below.
Dimensions. In a large female, snout to vent 3*4 inches, tail 1-65,
hind foot 0*54 in another specimen these measurements are 3,
1-82, and 0-55.
Basal length of skull 0-8.
Distribution. This shrew has hitherto only been found in Sikhiin
and Nepal. It is common near Darjiling at elevations of about
4000 to 6000 feet, and perhaps higher. I learn from Mr. Dobson
that he has received a Soricidus from Manipur, possibly referable
to this species, but probably distinct, being smaller, with a proportionally longer tail.
The genus will doubtless be found in the hills
;

;

south of Assam.

Nothing is known of the habits of
a burrower, living in the forest soil.

115. Soriculus caudatus.

>S^.

nigrescens

;

it is

Hodgson s brown-toothed

probably

Shreiv.

Sorex caudatus, Hodgson, A. M. N. H. ser. 2, iii, p. 203 (1849) (no
description); Horsfield, Cat.^. ]3o (18ol).
Sorex leucops, Hodgson, Horsf. A. M. N. H. ser. 2, xvi, p. Ill (1855);
Jerdon, Mam. p. 56.
Corsira caudata, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxiv, p. 37.
Corsira alpina, Tomes, A. M. N. II. ser. 2, xvii,
Cat. p. 86 Jordan, Mam. p. 6]

p.

27 (1856)

;

Blgth,

;

Sorex homoiirus ?, Hodgs. Cat. Mam. ^-c. Nepal ^- Tibet B. M. 2nd
ed. 1863, p. 8 (no description).
Soriculus gracilicauda, Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2, p. 282.
Soriculus caudatus, Anderson, Cat. p. 206.

Body
cens.

shorter, but limbs longer proportionally than in S. nigres-

Muzzle very thinly clad with

of the limbs nearly naked.

Hind

hair.

All the lower portions

feet slender.

Claws short.

Tail

long and slender, about the same lengthas the head and bodv,
varying from a little less to a little more, round or tetragonal,

SORICULUS.
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thinly clad with short bristly hairs.
Ears hairy, partially hidd(3n
in the fur.
The second upper incisor is distinctly larger than the

which again exceeds the canine.
Colour brown, blackish to reddish, basal portion of fur dark
leaden black.
Dimensions. Snout to vent, in one specimen, 2*46 inches, tail
2-57 in another, 2*35 and 2-15 hind foot 0-52
basal length of
third,

;

;

;

According to Hodgson's measurements some individuals are as much as 3 inches from snout to vent.
Distribution. 8ikhim, near Darjiling, and in the interior of the
hills, but not, as Jerdon supposed, at a great elevation, the locality
Ked;im, whence, in Hodgson's MS. notes, S. leitcops is said to have
been brought, being only 6000 feet above the sea.
skull 0-G6.

116. Soriculus macrurus.

Tlie lonj-tailed

Sorex maoriirus, Ilodf/son, Cat. Mam.
ed. 18133, p. 9 (no desciiption).

Body and limbs
furred.

slender.

Muzzle

^'C.

Nepal

4'

hairy, well clad.

Shrew.
Tibet B.

M. 2nd

Limbs thinly

Tail round, thin, very long, about half as long again as

the head and body together, thinly clad with short hair. Ears
hairy, partially concealed by the fur, which is long and soft.
Second upper incisor distinctly larger than the third, which
exceeds the canine in size in about the same proportion. Anterior
upper premolar very small.
Colour uniform blackish brown, basal portion of hairs slaty.
Dimensions of an adult male from Darjiling: snout to vent 2*1
inches, tail 3*4, hind foot O'oT, ear from orifice 0-28, basal length
of skull 0'58.
Hodgson gives measurements of larger individuals,
one 2*75 inches from snout to vent, tail 3'7o, another 2*5 and 3'75.
I once picked up
Distribution. The types came from Darjiling
in the station a dead specimen, that of which the measurements
are given above.
Hodgson's types appear to be lost, but his
drawings and notes are sufficient for identification.
;

Genus CROCIDURA, Wagler, 1832.
Syn. PacJiyura, Selys-Loiigchamps

;

Ferocuhis, Kelaart.

The head is long, the snout pointed, the sides of the muzzle
more or less swollen and covered with numerous long vibrissie
The eyes are small and nearer to the
the nostrils open laterally.
the ear than to the end of the snout. Ears of considerThe tail is well developed, and in most species tapering
and clothed with short hairs, amongst which are scattered much
longer hairs.
On each side of the body there is a gland varying greatly in
development in different species, and absent in the females of some.
The orifice of this gland is surrounded by short stiff hairs directed
orifice of

able size.

m2
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inwards. The secretion has a strong smell of musk and appears to
be produced in much greater abundance during the rutting-season.
In some of the smaller Crocidurce, indeed, the gland cannot be detected at other times.
The genito-urinary and anal orifices both open into a shallow
cloaca.
There are 6 mammap, all inguinal, and situated very far

Fig. 64.

— Skull of Crocidura murina.

The

sexes are often very difficult to distinguish if the
are not developed, the male organ being retractile and the
The teeth are white throughout, the total number
testes internal.

back.

mammse
'2S

or 30

:

c.

i.

^-=^,

pm.

rn.

~.

The anterior

hooked and have a basal cusp of moderate
the next incisor on each side is larger than the two or three
size
following teeth, the first two of which, the third incisor and the
canine, do not differ greatly in size whilst the anterior premolar is
small in some species (Pachyum), absent in others (Crocidura)

incisors are strongly
;

:

when present

it

is

the smallest tooth in the jaw.

All the teeth

enumerated are conical except the first. The second premolar is
a broad tooth with several cusps, and approaches the molars in
shape.

This genus is widely spread in Asia, Africa, and Europe, and
has several representatives in India, but the species are very
variable

and

difficult to discriaiinate.

variability, for the large

number

of

One

principal reason, besides

nominal species in

this

genus

frequently impossible by external characters, and even by an examination of the teeth, to ascertain whether
The teeth are fully developed and the
individuals are adult.
animals breed freely long before they attain their full growth.
Most of the sutures of the skull, too, are anchylosed at an early
age, the premaxillary suture (which in most mammals does not
disappear before maturity) being closed in shrew s at birth or very
soon after. The best test of full growth in a shrew's skull is the
anchylosis of the basi-occipital suture, lying just between the
annular bulla? the epiphyses of the limb-bones, too, would doubtless serve to show whether an animal is mature or not.
lies in

the fact that

;

it is
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Synopsis of Indian, Ceylonese, and Burmese Species.

A. Four small conical teeth, the hindmost very
small, behind each anterior upper incisor.
{Pachyura.)
a.

Size large, rarely in adults less than 4 inches
from snout to vent *.
a'.

Ears almost naked, fore and hind claws
subequal.
a".

Feet brown above, hair on their upper
surfaces

brown

C.

Feet flesh-coloured or yellowish white,
naked or clothed with white hair ....
b\ Ears covered with hairs fore claws twice
the size of hind claws
Size moderate, snout to vent 2-5 to 3"5 inches.
a'. The hind foot from heel double the length
of the fore foot from wrist
b'. The hind foot about 1| times the length

murina,

p. 233.

b".

C. ccerulea, p. 236.

;

h.

C. macropiis, p. 237.

C. bidiana, p.

238.

of the fore foot.

b".

Snout to vent * about 3-4 inches, hind
foot 0 G4
Snout to vent about 3 inches, hind foot

c".

Snout

a".

0"5

a

rubicimda, p. 230.

C. leucof/enys, p. 239.

to vent

about 2*75 inches, hind

foot 0-G
Size very small, snout to vent rarely exceeding 2 inches.
a\ Tail more than two thirds the length from
snout to vent
b\ Tail less than two thirds the length from
snout to vent
B. Three small conical teeth behind each anterior
upper incisor. {Crocidura.)
a. Tail very thinly clad wntli hair, scales distinct.
tail and
a'. Snout to vent about 3 inches

C. dinji, p. 240.

c.

C. hodysoni, p. 240.
C. iierrotteti, p.

241.

;

dark
b'. Snout to vent 2 to 2\ inches
Tail well clad, scales concealed by the hair.
Fur dark tliroughout, or nearly so
b'. Fur of lower
surface always pale and
often white
feet

b.

117. Crocidura murina.

C. fuliyinosa, p. 242.
C. honjieldi, p. 242.
C.

fumiyata,

p. 243.

C. aranea, p. 244.

The hrown mush

Slireiv.

Sorex murinus, L. Si/st. Nat. ed. xii, p. 74 (17CC).
Sorex myosurus, Pallas, Act. Acad. Petrop. 1781, pt.

2, p. 337, pi. iv
(1785).
Sorex serpentarius. Is. Geoffroy, Belanger, Voy. Zool. p. 119.
Sorex. nemori vagus a7id soccatus t, Hodgson, A. 31. N. II. (1), xv,
p. 269 (1845).
Sorex murinus, grifRthii, and niger, Horsfeld, Cat. pp. 134, 135.

Sorex kandianus,moutanus, and ferrugineus,'A>/a(7r^, Prod. pp. SO, 31.
Sorex saturatior, Hodgson, A. M. N. H. ser. 2, xvi, p. 110 (1855).
* This measurement in shrews

is

always to the posterior margin of the anal

orifice.

t The type sent under this name to the British
niyrescens (see Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxiii, p. 733, note).

Museum was

Soriculus
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Sarex murinm,serp8atarius, soccatm, neniorlva^ua, liGtei'odon, niger,
ferriii^aiitiiis, and montamis, Blijth, J. A. S. B. xxiv,
pp. 28-.32.
Sorexsorpeutariu^, viridescen.'^, soccatus, and tytleri, Blyth,J. A. S. B.
xxviii, pp. 284, 285.

Sorex albinin,

and
Sjrex

iiuirioiis, grifRthii, serpeiitariiis, soccatu?, lietjrodon,
n\ ro\\ Blyth, Cat. pp. 8-3, 84.
muriiius, nemoriva^ius, serpeiitariiis, saturatior, tytleri, mger,

and soocatus, Jerdon, Mam. pp. o4, 55, 5(>, 57.
Cro2i(liira(PaL'livura) blvthii.pealiaiia,
blaufordii, Anderson, J.
S. n. xlvi, pt.^2, pp. 2()4-20a.
Crojiduva muriiia
luoiitana ?, Andjrs m, Cat. pp. 180, 19:>.

Fig. G5.

— Crocldura

muri}ia.

(From a drawing by

A.

Col. Tickell.)

Teeth in upper jaw 18. Size large, bat varying considerably.
Snout hairy, not much swollen at the sides. Ears large, rounded,
ahnost naked or thinly clad with short hairs. Foet covered with
hair above, the pes or hind foot from the heel about one and a half
times the length of the manus or fore foot from the wrist claws
well developed, those of the fore and hind extremities differing but
little in size.
Tail thick at the base and tapering, varying from
to I the length of the head and body, thinly covered with short hair,
amongst which a few very long hairs are interspersed. Fur of the
body rather coarse. Lateral glands well developed, round.
The basal cusp of the anterior upper incisor, the third incisor,
and the canine are of very nearly the same size sometimes the
canine is larger than the third incisor, sometimes the two are equal.
As a rule, about half of the small first upper premolar is visible
from the outside between the canine and the second premolar, but
there is some variation. The second upper incisor is approximately
of the same height as the middle cusp of the second or large pre;

'j^

;

molar.
Colour either some shade of brown throughout, the lower parts
being a little paler and greyer, and the basal portion of the fur
dark slaty, or else dark ashy grey, sometimes blackish, with more
or less developed ferruginous or brown tips to the fur. Tlie brown
form varies from light to very dark blackish brown. The ears,
feet, and tail brown, the skin of those parts dusky, not fleshcoloured as in C. ccerulea.
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Dimensions. A large male from Nepal measured from snout to
vent 5-5 inches, tail 3*4, height of ear from orifice 0*38, hind foot
from heel (claws not included) O O. In a large female from Darjiling the corresponding dimensions were 5*3, 3*2, 0'43, and 0*78.
In a smaller, perfectly adult, female from Mari (Punjab) the measurements were 4, 2*7, 0-4, and 0-72. AVith this and ocher species,
it must be borne in mind, as already mentioned in the description
of the genus, that immature specimens cannot be distinguished by
their external characters.
Varieties. The common Himalayan form (aS^. r/riffithi, Horsf.,
and S. satiiratior^ Hodgson) is deep brown in colour, with longer
and thicker hair than the form occurring in the plains of India.
The latter is often lighter brown in colour (Sorex tjjtlen, Blyth,
and Crooidum bl tnfordi, Anderson), but the deep rich brown variety

Fig, 66.

— Upper

incisors, canines,

montana, from below.

and premolars of Crocidiim murina, var.
(Dobson, Mon. Ins., unpublished.)

prevalent in Burma and the Malay countries and may be considered typical ; the most important of the other A^arieties is
the dark ashy grey type {Sore.v serpentanus, IS. kfnidianus, &c.),
often with brown or ferruginous tips to the fur (S. fernir/ineus).

is

A

blackish-brown variety has been named S. niger. It is possible
names quoted above as synonyms of C. marina
should have been referred to the next species, G. ccerul&a but the
latter is doubtfully distinct, and there can be no question that
intermediate forms (probably hybrids) are met with. The type of
/S. nemorivagiis, Hodgson, is an immature specimen.
I doubt the

that some of the

;

distinctness of the small Ceylon shrew called G. montana byAnderson, and I am not convinced that it is the same form as
Sorex montanus of Kelaart.
D strihation. Probably throughout the whole of India, Ceylon,
Burma, and the Oriental liegion generally certainly throughout
the Himalayas from Kashmir to Assam, up to an elevation of 7000
or 8000 feet, and in many parts of the Indian peninsula and
Specimens are recorded from Calcutta, Ajmere, KhanBurma.
dala near Bombay, Malabar, and Madras, also from Ceylon, Assam,
the Khasi hills, Arakan, and Tenasserim, besides many parts of the
Malay peninsula and archipelago, and from China.
;

236
Habits. The brown musk shrew is chiefly found in woods, but
occasionally enters houses, and specimens have been captured about
stables and similar buildings in some of the Himalayan stations.
The musky smell, although very strong in adults, is not, as a rule,

and offensive as that of C. ccemlea. The food consists
various insects, larva), worms, and probably of any smaller
mammal or bird. I have taken one in a rat-trap baited with meat.
The natives in parts of India I'Cfjard this shrew as poisonous,
but there is no foundation for the belief.
so powerful
of

118. Crocidura caerulea.

2^he grey

Shreiu.

^nub-l-

Sorex cseruleus, Kerr, An. King. p. 207 (1792).
Sorex pilorides, Shaw, Mus. Lever, ii. p. 31 (179G), nec

Mus

pilorides,

Pallas.

Sorex caerulescens, Shaio, Gen. Zool. i, p. 533 (1800) Blyth, J. A. S. B.
xxiv, p. 25 id. Cat. p. 82 Jerclon, Mam. p, 53.
Sorex indicus and capensis, Geojfr. Ann. du Mus. xvii, pp. 183, 184
;

;

Sorex
137
Sorex
Sorex

;

sonneratii

and giganteus,

Is. Geoffr.

Mem. du Mus.

xv, pp. 132,

(1827).

myosin us, Gray 8)- Hardw. 111. Ind. Zool.
murinus, Hodgson, A. M. N. H. (1) xv,

\,

pi. ix,

p.

nec Fallas.

269 (1845)

;

Prod. p. 30, nec L.
Crocidura (Pachvura) waldemarii, ceylanica, and media, Peters,

Re-

laart,

Ah.

MB.

Berl. 1870, pp. 590, 591, 592.

Crocidura (Pachyura)fulvo-ciuerea«?i6/sindensis, Anderson, J. A. S.B.
xlvi, pt. 2, pp. 203, 260.

Crocidura caerulescens and beddomei, Anderson, Cat. pp. 171, 179.

Chaclmndar, H.
miyo,

;

CJivndi,

Kol

;

Sondeli, Can.

Cingalese
Anachiica-gagur,
Musk-rat, of Anglo-Indians.
;

Kathmiri

;

;

Kondeli, Mai. KnneEurmei^e
;

Kywek-tstit,

Upper teeth 18. This, the common musk shrew (or, as it is
usually called, musk-rat) of India, only differs from G. murina in
larger size and in coloration, and it is very doubtful if either of
these distinctions is constant. The fur is short, the tail thick at
the base, and both it and the feet very thinly clad with hair, a few
scattered longer hairs on the tail.
Colour usually bluish grey, paler below, the fur sometimes
ith
ferruginous brown tips, especially on the hinder part of the back.
Occasionally specimens are found of a rufous-fawn tint above, grey
below. Young specimens are dark slate-grey.
Skin of the snout,
ears, feet, and tail flesh-coloured, and hairs on the feet and tail
white or nearly white.
Dimensions.
full-grown male measures about 6 inches from
nose to vent, tail 3-5, hind foot 1, basal length of skull 1-4.
very large male
Teniales are considerably smaller in general.
measured about 7 inches from snout to vent, tail 5|. The tail
varies in length considerably.
Varieties. Anderson classes as distinct varieties the form originally named by him (7. sindensis, which is smaller than the typical

A

A
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Bengal form, and also the var. fuluo-cinerea, from Assam and
Arakaii, equal iu size to typical O. aeridea, but favvu-coloured
above.
Distribution. ludia, Ceylon, and Burma, in towns and about

human

habitations; also in some of the o' her ports on the Indian
Ocean, probably carried thither in ships. There is in the British
Museum a specimen of a musk shrew, probably C. ccendea or
G. miirina, obtained on board ship by Sir John Kirk.
Habits. It appears doubtful whether this shrew is ever found
away from human habitations, and Mr. Dobson has suggested to
me the idea that 0. ccendea is merely, like the cockroaches on
which it feeds, a semi-domesticated variety, C. murimt being the
It is, in
original wild type.
I think this view very probable.
some cases, very difftcult to determine to which of the two forms
specimens should be referred, and in all probability wherever they
meet they breed together.
Like all other shrews, the common musk shrew is nocturnal,
frequenting houses at night and hunting about roo ns for cockroaches and other insects, uttering at times a sharp squeaking cry,
and hiding during the day in holes, drains, &c. It is a harmless
inoffensive animal, and does much service to man by destroying
insects.
Its diurnal haunts are liable to smell strongly of the
secretion* from the lateral glands, but it does not communicate
the smell to anything it merely passes over, unless it is disturbed

or frightened.
The food of this shrew consists mainly of insects, but meat is
occasionally eaten by it.
Stern dale quotes from the Asian an account of one that attacked a large frog, and McMaster met with
another feeding upon a scorpion. The latter also relates that he
lias known this shrew to eat bread.
It is commonly accused in
India of feeding on rice and pulse but experiments made by Anderson on individuals kept alive by him showed that they refused
'

'

;

to touch any kind of grain, but devoured insects, especially cockroaches, freely, and he found no vegetable food of any kind in
the stomachs of several he examined.

I can find nothing recorded as to the breeding-habits of this
The young are born blind.

species.

119. Crocidura macropus.

The long-clawed Shrew.

Sorex macropus, Blyth, J. A. &'. B. xx, p. 163 (1851).
Corsira newera ellia, Kelaart, A. M. N. II. ser. 2, viii, p.
Feroculiis macropus, Kelaart^ Prod. p. 32; Blyth, J. A.

3^38 (18ol).
S.

B. xxiv,

p. 35.

Upper

teeth 18.

Size moderately large; tail tapering, thinly

* The absurd story that wine or beer becomes impregnated witli a muskyconsequence of this shrew passing over the bottles (a story related with
implicit faitli, together with many otiier marvellous fables, by the naturalists
of the last century) is less credited in India than it formerly was, owing to the
discovery that liquors bottled in Europe and exported to India are not liable
taste in

to be tainted.
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with longer hairs intermixed
feet large, the fore feet with
very large clau s, w hich are nearly twice as long as those on the
Pur moderately long and soft.
hind feet.
Ears small, hairy,
scarcely visible beyond the fur.
Upper surface of the feet hairy.
Lower front incisors slightly serrated above. The dentition
generally is very similar to that of C. murma.
Colour dark slaty grey above, with rufous-brown tips to the hair
of the back, below rather paler tail and feet dark
iu the type
specimen the tip of the tail was whitish. Claws white.
Dimensions. Head and body 4| inches, tail 2,|, hind foot with
claws f, claw of middle finger | inch long according to Blyth.
not quite mature female in spirit measures
snout to vent 3'5
clad,

;

;

;

:

A

—

inches, tail 2*25, hind foot (without claws) 0'65, middle fore claw
0*2, height of ear

from

orifice 0-3.

shrew was first found by Kelaart
Recently a specimen has been received at the British Museum from the Palni hills in Southern
Distribution. This well-marked

at

Nuwera

Ellia, in

Ceylon.

India.
Habits. Kelaart suggests that C. macrojfus may be a water-shrew
but there is nothing apparent in the structure to support this view.
The long fore claws do not appear particularly adapted for digging.
;

A shrew

belonging to this species was kept
some time and fed upon earthworms.

alive

by Kelaart for

Bidies Shreiu.

120. Crocidura hidiana.

Crocidura (rachyura) hidiana, Anderson, J. A. S. D.
(LS77) id. Cat p. 185.
Crocidura (PachyuraJ stoliczkana, Anderson, J. A.

xlvi, pt. 2, p. tlTQ

;

p.

JS.

JB. xlvi, pt. 2,

270.

Upper teeth 18. This is very like a small C. w^trma, but is distinguished by the pes or hind foot from the heel being double the
length of the man us or fore foot from the wrist, instead of only
one and a half times the length, as in all allied forms. Ears
moderate, round, and rather hairy. Tail long, not much swollen
Eur long, fine, and dense. Through the remarkably
at the base.
wide space between the canine and the second premolar nearly the
whole of the small first premolar is visible. There is a small
tubercle inside the basal cusp of each anterior upper incisor.
Colour reddish brown above and below, the under surface with a
greyish gloss, basal portion of all hairs dark slaty. Snout, ears,
and feet pale reddish brown, tail darker.
Dimenmons of a nearly adult male snout to vent 3*2 inches,
:

hind foot 0-8, height of ear 0-37.
Distribution. The type was from Madras, and a young specimen
from .Bombay, originally distinguished as C. stoliczlwia, was afterwards referred to this species by the describer.
The description is taken from Anderson's and from some notes
given to me by Dobsou. I have not examined the specimens.
tail 2-6,
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121. Crocidura

mbicunda.

llie

Fareshndth IShrew.

Orocidiira (Pachyiiia) nibicunda, Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2,
id. (Jat. p. 190.
p. 277 (1877)

Upper teeth 18. Size moderate. Snout long, pointed, hairy.
Ears large, round, very sparsely haired rather long white hairs
on the flaps. Feet slender, covered with short, nearly white hairs.
Tail slightly sv^ollen at the base, round, and rather thinly clad
with longish pale yellow, almost white hairs, long white hairs being
intermingled.
Eur rather long and soft. Lateral glaud small, but
;

distinct.

Fig. 67.

— Auterior upper teeth of Crocidura ruhicimda.

(Dubson, Mon. Ins.,

unpubhshed.)

No tubercle inside the basal cusp of the anterior npper incisor.
Eirst premolar largely visible from outside, between the canine and
second premolar.
Colour pale rusty fawn above, grey suffused with fawn below,
portions of the hairs dark slaty ; muzzle, ears, feet,
and tail pale yellowish.
Dimensions of an adult female snout to vent 3'4 inches, tail
2-3, hind foot 0-64, height of ear 0-33, length of skull 0-93.
Distribution. The only known locality is Pareslinath hill, east of
Hazariba'gh, in Bengal.
This species is very nearly allied to C. hidia?ia, but differs in
having much smaller and shorter feet. The above description, like
the last, is taken from Anderson's and Dobson's notes.
all tlie basal

:

122. Crocidura leucogenys.
Crocidura leucogenys, Dohson, A.

The

ivJiite-cheeked

M. N. H.

ser. 6,

i,

Shrew,

p.

428 (1888).

Upper teeth 18. Size moderate. Snout hairy. Ears nearly
naked.
Eeet hairy above ; claws of moderate size. Tail thick,
gradually tapering, covered with hair of moderate length, with

A

longer hairs interspersed. Eur short.
large lateral gland.
The upper canine and second premolar are only separated by a
short interval outside, through which a portion of the first premolar is visible. No inner process to basal cusp of first upper
incisor.

Colour light sandy rufescent brown above, whitish grey below.
Cheeks pale-coloured. Hair nearly the same colour throughout,
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the back a little paler towards the base.
Tail light sandy
above, whitish below.
Dimensions of the type, au old female with worn teeth snout to
vent 3 inches, tail 2, hind foot 0-5, basal length of skull 0*75.
Distribution. IjLit a single specimen is known; this was obtained
by Sir O. B. 8t. John in Ajmere.

that

oil

brown

:

This species
mensions.

is

near G. i^abicunda, but smaller in

123. Crocidnra dayi.
Crocidura dayi, Dobson, A.

Upper

M. N. H.

all its

di-

Day's Shrew.
ser. Q,

i,

p.

438 (1888).

Snout hairy.
Ear not
Eeet thinly covered with hair above. Tail
long, thinly covered with sliort hairs (no longer hairs interspersed
Fur long and close.
in the solitary specimen known).
There is a distinct pointed internal lobe, posteriorly situated, to
The first or small
the basal cusp of each anterior upper incisor.
premolar is (in the type) unusually large, but little inferior to the
the height, however,
third incisor in section, though less high
exceeds that of the anterior cusp of the second premolar. Lower
teeth 18.

Size rather small.

large, nearly naked.

;

anterior incisors serrated above.
Colour deep rich brown above, slightly paler and greyer below
the basal two thirds of all hairs blackish.
Peet and tail dark.
Dimensions. Hind foot without claws 0*6 inch, basal length of
skull 0'67.
The length of the head and body in a dried skin is

about 2| inches tail approximately the same, but no dependence can
be placed on these measurements.
Distribution. The only specimen known is a dried skin with a
;

skull in the British

Museum.

This, skin was obtained by Dep.

Surgeon-General P. Day in the Madras Presidency, and in all
probability from the Palni or Travancore hills.
The hind foot is longer than in C. leucogenys, although the skull
is

smaller.

124. Crocidura hodgsoni.

The Himalayan pigmy Shrew.

Sorex pygmseus, Hodgson, A. M. N. H. xv, p. 2G9 (1845), nec Pallas.
Sorex pygnifeus, micronyx, hodgsoni, and atratus, Blytk, J. A. S. B.
xxiv, pp. .32, 33, 34 id. Cat. p. 85.
Sorex hodgsoni and micronyx, Jerdon, Mam. pp. 57, 58.
Crocidura (Pachyura) pygmceoides, Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2,
id. Cat. p. 194.
p. 279
;

;

Chupechi, Bhot.

Size very small, but larger than that of G. perteeth 18.
Ears large, nearly naked. Tail about three quarters the
length of the head and body, or more, thinly clad with short hair,
amongst which long hairs are scattered. Eeet with short hair
Lateral gland only developed at the rutiing-season, Mdien
above.
it becomes large.

Upper

rotteti.
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Colour brown, varying from light sandy to dark and almost black
lower parts paler, the extreme tips of the hairs on the underparts,

on the throat, greyish.
Dimensions of a large female snout to vent 1*85 inches, tail 1*4,
hind foot 0*37, height of ear 0*2, basal length of skull 0-5. Other
specimens are somewhat smaller.
Distribution. Probably throughout the Himalayas and in the
ranges south of the Assam valley. I canjiot, however, find any
Dobson refers to the same
locality recorded west of Mussooree.
form a specimen of a pigmy shrew from Ajmere, and another from
especially

:

Sind.

The Indian pigmy Shrew.

125. Crocidnra perrotteti.

Sorex perrotteti, Duvcrnoi/, Mag. Zool. 1842, p. 29, pi. 47.
Sorex melanodon, perrottetii, and nudipes, Blyth^ J. A. S. B. xxiv,
id. Cat. pn. 84, 85.
pp. 33, 34
Sorex perrotteti and melanodon, Jerdon, Mam. 'p. 58.
Pachyuifi as^amensis, Anderson, P. Z. S. 1873, p. 234.
Crocidura (Pachyura) macrotis, nitidofidva, nilgirica, and travancorensis, Ayiderson, J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2, pp. 271-275.
Crocidura macrotis, perrotteti, and travancorensis, Anderson, Cat,
pp. 18G-189.
;

Upper teeth 18. Size very small. Ears large, covered with very
short hair.
Peet thinly clad above. Tail not swollen at the base,
thin, tapering towards the end, about two thirds the length of the
head and body, or rather less, sparsely covered with very short
hairs, amongst which longer hairs are scattered.
i\ir short.
Lateral glands well developed.
Colour reddish brown "to dark brown, nearly black above, paler
and greyer below. Tail dark above, light-coloured beneath.
Dimensions of an adult male
snout to vent 1*78 inches, tail
1-12, hind foot 0*35, height of ear from orifice 0-15, basal length
:

of skull 0-45.
Distribution. Southern India, especially the Nilgiri hills and
Travancore, Bengal, Assam, and Tenasserim. Not reported from
Ceylon.
Habits. Nothing has.l)een recorded about this, one of the very
smallest of all Mammalia.
In a female Anderson found five
foetuses.

This species Dobson considers doubtfully distinct from the South
C. etrusca.
I cannot help suspecting either that G. hodgsoni is not really different from C. perrotteti, or else that the number
of Indian pigmy shrews must be more than two. The geographical
distribution of: these two fqrms, as given above, is quite anomalous!.
Another shrew belonging to the section with 18 upper teeth has
been described by Anderson under the name of C. subfulva
(J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2, p. 278 ; Cat. p. 192).
The types are, however, immature, and it is quite uncertain what the adults may prove
to be. Two specimens were found in Cutch by Dr. P. Stoliczka the

European

;

Tl
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older of tlie two me.'isures
snout to vent 1-9 inches,
foot 0-42, basal length of skull 0-62.
Colour pale
:

si'

tail 1-3, liind

fawn above,

very grey below.
1

26. Crocidnra fuliginosa.

Blyth's Shrew.

Sorex fuliginosus^ Blyth, J. A. 8. B. xxiv, p. 8G2
Crocidnra riibricosa and kingiana, Anderson, J. A.
;

280, 281.
Crocidnra rubriccsa

id.

S.

Cat. p. 84.

B.

xlvi, pt. 2,

pp_.

Upper

f/wc?

fuliginosa, Anderson, Cat, pp. 196^ 197.

Muzzle thinly clad. Ears
Peet thinly clad above.
Tail long, three
fourths the length of the head and body, or more, subcylindrical,
teeth 16.

Size rather small.

large, nearly naked.

very gently tapering (except in the rutting-season, wheii the basal

Fig. 68.

— Anterior

ujiper teeth of Crocidnra fuliginosa.

(Dobson, Mon. Ins.,

unpublished.)

portion is thickened), nearly naked, being thinly clad with very
short hair, amongst which a few longer hairs are interspersed in
Lateral gland small and elongate, present in
the basal half only.
the male only.
The small first premolar is wanting, but otherwise
the teeth, though much smaller, are similar to those of G. marina.
Colour deep rich reddish brown above, ashy brown to ashy grey
Tail and upper surface
below, basal half of fur throughout slaty.
of feet dark brown.
D'mensions. An adult male measures
snout to vent 3-1 inches,
tail 2-7, hind foot 0-55
an old female, 2*9, 2 5, and 0-57. Basal
length of skull in each 0*75.
Disir'ihution. Eastern Himalayas, at an elevation not exceeding
5000 or 6000 feet, Assam, and Teuasserim. Common in 8ikhim.
:

;

127. Crocidnra horsfieldi.

Ilorsfield's

Shrew.

Sorex horsfieldi, Tomes, A. M. N. 11. ser. 2, xvii, p. 23 (1856).
Crocidnra retusa, Fete?'s, MB. Akad. Berl. 1870, p. 585 Anderson,
;

Cat

p. 1C9.

Upper teeth 16. Size small. Muzzle thinly clad. Ears of
moderate size, nearly naked. Feet thinly clad above of the proximal pair of pads on each hiud foot the outer is further from the
heel.
Tail thick at the base and tapering, but little shorter than
the head and body, thinly clad with short hair, a few longer hairs
interspersed in the basal half only.
Lateral gland large, nearly
circular, present in both sexes, but less developed in females than
;

in males.

CHOC DURA.
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Colour bright ferruginous brown above, light yellowish grey
below, basal portion of the fur light grey. JSouie specimens are
reddish brown abqve, light brown belo\\', with the basal portion of
the hairs slaty. Peet and tail flesh-coloured in many cases, but

dusky

in others.

Dimensions. Snout to vent in a large female 2-25 inches, in a
male 2*1, tail 2 and 1-95, hind foot 0*45, basal length of skull 0'6.
Distribution. This species has hitherto only been found in
Ceylon, where, however, it escaped the notice of Kelaart.
Speci-

mens have been sent from Paradinia, so this form is probably an
inhabitant of the hills.
It should be looked for in the Travancore
ranges also.
128. Crocidura famigata.

De Fd'ppi's Shrew.

Sorex (Crocidura) fumigatiis, De Fil. Arch, per la Zool. Genova,
id. Viag. in Persia, p, 343
Blanford, Eastern Persia,
p. 379
;

p.

;

ii,
ii,

24.

Upper teeth 16. Size small. Muzzle thickly clad with hair.
Ears of moderate size, nearly naked. Feet thinly clad above, proximal pair of ])ads on hind foot parallel in the only specimen I have
in all other species the outer of the
access to, that from Simla
\\\o is much more distant from the heel.
Tail remarkably thick
in the male, thin in the female, about two thirds the length of the
head and body, well clad with coarse hair of moderate length
throughout, with long fine hairs interspersed on the basal half. A
small pencil of hair at the end of the tail.
Xo lateral gland has
been detected.
;

Colour reddish

brown above, greyish brown below, basal portion
Tail dark brown throughout, feet

of fur on both surfaces slaty.

paler brown above.
Dimensions. Snout to vent 2' 75 inches, tail 1-9, hind foot 0'55.
Distribution. Originally described from Northern Persia.
Mr.
Dobson tells me he has seen specimens fiom Iviangsi, and he has
identified with this form a shrew sent to me by Mr. Hume from
Simla.

129. Crocidura aranea.
Sorex araneus, L.
iii,

Si/st.

Nat. ed.

'The spider

Shrew.

xii, T^.74:,partit)i;

Schreher, Sduyeth.

p. 573, pi. 1(30,

Sorex russulud ««<^ leucodou, Ilerm Zimm. Geog. Gesch.
Sorex myoides, Blanford, J. A. S. B. xliv, pt, 2, p. lOG
Miss.,

Mam.

p. 1(3, pis.

i, i

ii,
j

p.

id.

882.

Yark.

a.

Upper teeth 16. Snout, upper surface of feet, and tail fairly
clad with hair, the latter not s\\ ollen at the base, nearly cylindrical,
about half as long as the head and body, or rather more, covered
with rather short hair, with a few long hairs intermixed. Lateral
gland small and elongate in males, wanting in females.
Colour brown above, usually fawn-coloured or greyish brown ;
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below pale grey or white fur slaty at tlie base throughout upper
surface of tail darker than the lower.
snout to vent 2*1 inches,
Dimensi07is of an adult Ladak female
tail 1-5, hind foot 0*5, extreme length of skull 0-75.
Distribution. Central and Southern Europe, Northern Africa,
and Central Asia, extending to North-eastern Siberia. It has been
obtained in Ladak.
Habits. In Europe this shrew is commonly found about cultivated
It lives on insects,
ground and is often met with in houses.
worms, young mammals of small size, and young birds, and will
It has from 5 to 10 young, which are born in
eat meat and fat.
summer, and which attain their full growth in about 6 weeks.
;

;

:

Sorex Jcelaarti, Blyth, J. A. S. B. xxiv, p. 32 Cat. Mam. p. 84
(Crocidura Jcelaarti, Anderson, Cat. Mam. p. 200), is founded,
Mr. Dobson informs me, on a very young female, with the teeth
imperfectly grown, although the inguinal teats are fully developed.
Despite the circumstance that there are but 28 teeth, this shrew may
The small premolars are
be a young specimen of C. murina.
wanting in a half-grown skull of that species from Darjiling.
;

Genus

ANUROSOREX,

A. Milne-Edwards (1870).

Syn. Py^/mwra, Anderson (1873).

Head large in proportion to the body. Eyes very small. No
external ear-conch ; ears valvular.
Eeet short, scaly. Tail very
short, naked, and scaly.
J^'ur dense, velvety.
Teeth entirely white there are 14 in the upper jaw, only two
conical teeth lying between the upper anterior incisor and the
;

single multicuspidate premolar

m.g=26.
A full description

on each side

of the skull

:

i.

and skeleton

^^^^

^-

^"^» P^^* fEi'

[
is

given

b}^

Anderson

(An. Zool. Res. p. 151). The structure of the pelvis shows some
resemblance to that of Talpa.
Two species are known, one of wliich occurs in Assam.
130. Anurosorex assamensis.

The Assam

short-tailed Shrew.

Anurosorex assamensis, Anderson, A. M. N. H. 1875, ser. 4, xvi,
Anat. Zool. lies. p. 150, pi. v, figs. 1-lG (skeleton) id.
p. 282
;

;

Cat. p. 171.

Snout semi-nude. Eeet naked, scaly, the hind foot from the
heel IJ times the length of the fore foot from the wrist.
Tail
about one-sixth the length of the head and body, naked and
Numerous thicker hairs project beyond the velvety fur,
scaly.
which is nearly erect on the skin (as in moles), and is longest on
the rump, so as to conceal the greater part of the tail.
The skull is nearly half as long as the vertebral column from the
There is a distinct inner
atlas to the end of the sacral vertebrae.
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The outer
talon to the basal cusp of each upper anterior incisor.
upper incisors are larger than the canines. The anterior lower
they are not
incisors are long and their points turn upw ards
serrated above.
Colour dark slaty, faintly washed with brownish rusty on the
the longer hairs brown, with obscure pale tips.
hairs of the rump
The fur
Snout, limbs, and tail flesh-coloured; claws yellow.
exhibits violet iridescence when wet.
Dimensions of a female snout to vent 2-92 inches, tail 0*5,
Another specimen is 3*1 inches from
basal length of skull 0-92.
snout to vent, tail 0*5, hind foot without claws 0*62.
Distribution. The only specimens known (a female and young)
were obtained by Mr. IS. E. Peal between Sibsagar and Jaipur, in
;

;

:

Assam.
Habits. This is probably from
habits similar to those of a mole.

An

allied species,

its

structure a burrower, with

A. squamipes, the type of the genus, occurs in
In this the tail is still shorter than

Eastern Tibet and 8e-chuan.
in the Assam form.

Genus

CHIMARROGALE, Anderson

(1877).

Eorm adapted for an aquatic life. Ear-conch present but small.
Feet scaly, broad, with a fringe of short coarse flat Mhite hairs
along their margins and on each side of every toe. Toes not

Fig. 60.

— Anterior upper teeth of
Mon.

webbed.

Tail long, the

Ins.,

Chimarrogale himalayica.
unpublished.)

under surface covered

v\ith

(Dobson,

white hairs,

similar to those that fringe the feet.

Teeth white.

Dentition:

i.

c.

i=-\

pm. ^J, m.

g=28,

as in Crocidura.

Two

species are

The osteology

is

known, one being found in the Himalayas.
Anderson in his Anatomical and

described by

'

Zoological E-esearches.'

131. Chimarrogale himalayica.

The Himalayan Water-Shrew,

Crossopns himalajdcus, Gray, A. M. N. H. x, p. 261 (1842)
J. A. S. B. xxiv, p. 37
Jerdon, Mam. p. CO.
Crocidura himalaica, Anderson, 1\ Z. S. 1873, p. 231.
;

;

Blyth,
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Chimarrogale himalayica, Anderson, J. A. S. B. xlvi, pt. 2,
id. An. Zuol. lies. p. 18 J, pi. v, fij8. 17-3 J (skeleton)
;

p.

p.
id.

202
Cat.

208.

Unf/ lagniyu, Lepclia

;

Chupitsi, Bhiitia.

Snout densely furred and

v^ith numerous vibrisscB.
Eyes very
minute. The s snail ear-conoh is hairy a!id entirely concealed by
the far.
Feet scaly; toes naked upper surface of metacarpus and
metatarsus thinly clad with short fiat bristly hairs. Tail thinly
clad above, thickly l)eio\v, with short flat hairs.
Fur soft and
dense, with a few longer hairs on the back and sides, becoming
numerous on the rump.
Upper anterior incisors each with a lateral expansion on the
inner side of the anterior cusp so as to meet, the proximal surface
of the cusp being concave
the notch between the anterior and
The three intermediate conical teeth on
basal cusp very deep.
each side nearly of equal size. Preino-ar about equal in section
to the anterior molar, and having the inner ridge of the crown
divided into- two cusps.
In the lower jaw the anterior incisors
are elongate and much turned up at the end, and the crown of the
premolar distinctly bifid at the summit.
Colour dark slaty grey abo\ e, with the tips of the hairs rich
blackish brown, the terminations of tlie scattered longer hairs
shining white.
Lower parts pale brownish grey, basal portion of
hair ashy grey below, dark leaden grey above.
Hair on the upper
J'ail dark brown above, white below.
surface of the feet brown.
Dimensions.
An adult female measured snout to vent 4-35
inches, tail 3*05, hind foot without claws 0*75, height of ear from
Jerdon gives larger measurements, head and body
orifice 0*27.
5 and G iuches, and J possess skins that measure this. The skull
of a small female measured 0*94 inch in basal length.
Distribution. Soutii-eastern Himalayas, and the Khakhyen hills
north of Burma, at elevations, so far as is known, of from 3000 to
5000 feet. Xot recorded further west than Sikhim, where it is
not rare.
Habits. The Himalayan water-shrew inhabits the banks of
streams, and has been observed by Anderson running over the
It
stones in the stream-bed and plunging freely into the water.
doubtless swims well.
It is said to feed on water insects, aquatic
larva), tadpoles, small fish, &c., like Crossopus fpdiens of Europe.
The other species of this genus, C. platijceplialns, inhabits Japan.
A black shrew was noticed swimming in water by Col. McMaster
near Nagpur, but no specimen collected (see Notes on Jerdon's
Mammals,' appendix, p. 215). The animal is ])robably an undescribed form.
;

;

:

'

Genus NSCTOGALE, A. Milne-Edwards (1870).

No external ear-conch ears valvular. Feet large,
pads
broad, scaly, fringed with coarse white hairs ; toes webbed
Aquatic.

;

;
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Tail long, with
Boles of the feet eiihirged into broad disks.
fringes of white hairs on the sides and lower surface and on the
terminal portion of the upper surface ; last third of tail compressed.

on the

Teeth white:

pm.

e.

i.

m.

|^ =28,

as in Cro-

cidura.

This is a more thoroughly aquatic form
Only one species is known.
Ch'marrogale.
132. Nectogale elegans.

than

its

near ally

The Tibetan Water-Shmu.

Nentogale elegans, A. Milne-Edwards, Comptcs Rendus, Ixx, p. 341
(187U) id. Rech. Mam. p. 26G, pis. 39, 39 a; W. Blanford, P. A.
S. B. 1875, p. 198.
;

Eye very small. Snout covered with fur as thick as that on the
Hind feet large and broad, double the length of the fore
feet, naked above, only the terminal phalanges free from the \^eb

body.

and fringed with hairs like those on the sides of the feet, white,
coarse and flattened, and nearly
inch long, or twice the length
of those in Chimarrogale.
few scattered coarse hairs on the
upper surface of the metacarpus. Hair fringing the fore feet
short, and no fringes to the toes, but the disks beneath the sole
are similar to those on the hind feet.
Tail well clad above with
short flat hairs, densely clad with similar flat hairs below, which
form fringes.
There is one along each side of the basal third of
the tail, the two unite and form a median inferior fringe for the

A

remaining two thirds, along each side of which is a lateral fringe,
dying out towards the end, where the tail is distinctly compressed,
whilst on the terminal portion there is an upper median fringe.
Fur extremely dense, soft, and long, evidently adapted for a cold
climate, with conspicuous longer hairs on the back and sides,

becoming most numerous on the rump.
Colour rich dark brown above, the longer hairs glistening white
upper lip, chin, throat, and breast whitish, passing into liglit brown
on the abdomen and flanks, but the line of division well marked in
front of the fore limbs.
Tail whity brown above, white below.
The fur when wet is iridescent.
Dimensions. Head and body 3"6 inches, tail 4, hind foot 1,
extreme length of skull 1.
Distribution, Tibet.
First found by Pere David in Eastern
Tibet, then a specimen was procured by Mr. Mandelli from the
Sikhim frontier.
I once saw a small mammal, probably this
species,

swimming

in a deep stream at 15,000 feet above the sea,

Momay Samdoug

in Sikhim.
This shrew is evidently an
inhabitant of high elevations, and may hereafter be found in other
parls of the high Himalayas and Tibet.
Habits. Evidently Nectogale, from its structure, is thoroughly
aquatic.
The enlarged disk-like pads of the feet are believed by
A. Milne-Edwards to be employed as suckers, and to enable the
animal to hold on to smooth rocks or stones in a stream-bed.

near
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Suborder

DEEMOPTERA.

This suborder contains but a single family, represented by only
one genus.
The connexion with the Insectivora is not very
obvious, and the view, already noticed, that the Dermoptera should
rank as a distinct order has much in its favour.

Family

GALEOPITHECID^.

Genus GALEOPITHECUS,

Pallas (1780).

It will be convenient to give all the characters of this anomalous
the head of the genus. The flying lemurs, as they

mammal under

are called, are animals about the size of a small domestic cat,
having a rather long head, well-developed tail, and slender limbs.

70.

— Lower incisors of GaJcopifhecus.
Mammalia,

An

British

(Guide to the Galleries of

Museum,

1885.)

expansion of the skin connecting the limbs begins from the

side of the throat, extends all along the neck, body,

the

ti]),

and forms a web between

and

tail to

the toes which are included
The whole forms a parachute, by
all

in it to the base of the claws.
Something
the aid of which the animal glides from tree to tree.
similar is found in flying squirrels and in some other mammals and
a few lizards, but in none is it so fully developed as in the present
genus.

Dentition:

i. ^,

c.

~,

pm.

m.

The upper

incisors

the terminal portion of the upper jaw
being toothless. The anterior pair of incisors are compressed and
subpectinate, with one root.
The second incisor and the canine
are quite at the side,

all

are similar to each other in shape, both being compressed and
two-rooted, with a triangular crown terminating in a median
Anterior premolar
point.
Premolars and molars three-rooted.
with two principal cusps.
Second premolar and all the molars
similar in shape
the crown semioval in section, with the convex
side inwards, and sharply tuberculate around a central hollow.
;
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pectinate, tlie two median pairs very deeply
Lower canine
outer pair much less deeply cut.
and anterior premolar much like upper canine second premolar
elongate and tuberculate ; lower molars very similar to the upper,
but with the convexity towards the outside of the jaw.
Skull broad, muzzle rounded and blunt, rim of orbits projecting,
postorbital processes broad, zygomata strong palate terminating
posteriorly in a median point, from whicli a ridge runs backwards
in continuation of the uarial septum and divides the mesopterygoid
The bulla) are completely ossified.
fossa.
The radius and ulna are united distally, the tibia and fibula
The vertebral formula is C. 7, D. 13-14,
distinct throughout.
L. 5-6, S. 5, 0. 15-17.
The ears are rounded and of moderate size. The feet have a
Claws sharp, much comnaked, very flat, non-tuberculate sole.
Mammje 4, all pectoral. There is a large
pressed, and curved.
coecum.
This remarkable animal has been referred by different naturalists
but it has really no affinity with the
to the bats and lemurs
former, and but little with the latter, from which it is separated by
the form of its brain, the structure of the skull and teeth, and the
deciduate discoidal placenta.
Two species are known one, O. 'philippinensis, peculiar to the
Philippine Islands ; and the original type, O. volans.

Lower

cleft like

incisors

combs

;

;

;

:

;

—

133. Galeopithecus volans.

The flying Lemur.

Lemur

volans, L. Syst. Nat. \, p. 45 (1770).
Galeopithecus volans, Fall. Acta Acad. Sc. Petrop. iv. p. 208, pis. vii,
viii (1780)
Horsf. Cat. p. 26 ; Bhjth, J. A. S, B. xxi, p. 433,
xxii, p. 411
id. Cat. p. 19.
Galeopithecus temminckii^ Waterhouse, P. Z. S. 1838, p. 119; Cantor,
J. A. S. B, XV, p. 177.
;

;

Kubonff, Malay.

Fur
incisor

and soft. Canines and the outer upper
lower premolar with low crowns. Anterior upper

short, very fine

and

first

^ ith four lobes).
Colour above varying from dark greyish brown to pale chestnut,
always overlaid, mottled, and blotched with silvery white ; lower
parts light brown, more or less rufous.
Younger animal much
variegated, and with well-defined white spots on the side.
The
dorsal fur is generally (not always) dusky at the base
the greater
part of the length is whitish, a subterminal ring blackish brown
(varying to chestnut), and the tip white.
Dimemioyis.
male measured, head and body 16 inches, tail 9.
skull is 2-75 inches long in basal, 2-9 in extreme length, zygomatic breadth 2.

incisors trilobate (soTnetimes

;

A

A

The Malay peninsula, extending north to Mergui
where it was obtained by Capt. Berdmore, and to
Sumatra, Java, and Borneo.

Distribution.

in Tenasserim,

Siam, also
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Hahits. This species is of course arboreal, and by means of its
paracbnte can throw itself from one tree and glide through the
air to another at a considerable distance.
Wallace relates that
he saw one pass from one tree to another 70 yards distant, with
a fall of only one in five and he remarks that the animal must
;

Fig. 71.

— Galeopithecus volaus.

(From a drawing by

Col. Tickell.)

some power of guiding itself in the air, as otherwise it could
not alight on the trunk of the tree to which its flight is directed.
It is entirely nocturnal in its habits, and is said to remain hanging
on the stem or branch of a tree head downwards during the day,
its peculiar mottled coloration being very similar to that of the
liave

bark.
Galeopithediis is said to be purely herbivorous, feeding

and

fruits.

It has but one

young one

at a time.
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